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HIGHLIGHTS

Until the middle of the 19th century the churches played a dominant
role in Hungarian education and they continued to exercise great influ-
ence until 1948, when, with school nationalization, education became
exclusively a State affair.

National educational policy is formulated by the Hungarian Socialist
Workers (Communist) Party and is implemented under. Party guidance
by the central andiocal governmental organs.

The educational system of the Hungarian People's Republic evolved
during the 1960's out of measures adopted during well-differentiated
phases in the Government's pursuit of socialism.

Hungarian education aims to provide general and professional train-
ing in order to satisfy the economy's requirements for skilled labor and
.kto develop in students at all levels a Marxist-Leninist concept of life
an Communist morality.

Th exclusive concern of the State, education is financed from the
general State budget, the budgets of particular ministries sponsoring or
operating educational establishments, and the budgets of the people's
councils.

One of Hungary's farthest-reaching and most posithe educa,tional re-
forms during the post -World War II era was to establish 8 -year \ elemen-
tary ("general") schools (altdlanos iskoldk) offering free and compulsory
education for children ages 6 through 14.

Between 1937-38 and 1966-67, enrollments at each educational level
increased as shown below:

Level 1937-38 1966-67
Kindergarten 112,100 192,000

/8-year elementary
("general") 1,096,000 1,380,000

Secondary (academic) 30,593 188,666
Higher (general) 11,747 89,544

In Hungary's centralized, planned economic system, vocational edu-
cation basically means training for a specific job or function in agricul-
ture, industry, or trade, as required by the country's constantly changing
occupational needs.

COVER

An example of Hungarian decorative art dating back to the 9th-century metalsmiths.
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Foreword

This report on Hungarian education is one of many Office of Educa-
tion reports over the years on education in countries outside the United
States. A comprehensive study of all major levels and types of education
in the Hungarian educational system, it is the first such scholarly study,
as far as can be ascertained, to present a report on Hungarian education
under Communism to American readers.

The author, Dr. Randolph L. Braham, professor at The City College
of the City University of New York, brings to the present study his
previous experiences in preparing two other publications for the Office
of EducationEducation in the Rumanian People's Republic (1963)
and Israel: A Modern Education System (1966) . To the task of prepar-
ing all three studies he has brought painstaking scholarship, fluency in
the native languages, and personal knowledge of the countries.

For this study on Hungarian education the author has again engaged
in extensive documentary research. In the United States he consulted
collections on Hungarian education located at Teachers College in New
York, the Library of Congress in Washington, and the library of the
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in Washington. In
Hungary, he examined major collections located at various libraries and
archives, including the Pedagogical Library in Budapest.

The education specialists whom the author consulted in Hungary
included some associated with the Hungarian Ministry of Culture, as
well as others associated with educational and cultural institutions and
organizations. He consulted also with U.S. officials stationed in Buda-
pest. He received advice and suggestions from many education specialists
in the United States.

The Office of Education and the author wish to thank all these special-
ists and officials for their interest and help. Particular thanks are due
Mr. Ed Alexander, Cultural Officer, U.S. Embassy in Budapest; Dr.
Sandor Kiss, sociologist and national editor of East Europe, and Miss
Marion Szigethy, librarian, both in New York.

ROBERT LEETMA
Associate Commissioner for

International Education
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I. The Country's Background

Geography

Situated in the Carpathian basin of Central Eastern Europe, Hungary
(Magyarorszdg) is a landlocked country bordered by Czechoslovakia on
the north, Rumania on the southeast, Austria on the west, Yugoslavia
on the south, and the USSR on the northeast. Occupying an area of
35,911 square miles, Hungary is composed of three major geographic
areas: the Great Hungarian Plain (Alfold) in the east covering about
two-thirds of the country's territorya densely populated and fertile
farming plain; Transdanubia (Dundntul) west of the Danube, a hilly
region with Lake Balaton----the popular resort areaat its center; and
the Northern Uplands (Eszak-Magyarorszdg) , encompassing the Matra
Mountains and most of the country's forests.

The main waterways are the Danube, entering from Austria in the
west and crossing through Budapest flowing south to Yugoslavia; and
the Tisza, flowing across the Great Plain from northeast to southwest.

Hungary's climate is predominantly continental, with four clearly
distinguishable seasons. The average annual temperature is 50 degrees
January and July temperatures averaging 31 and 71 degrees, respectively.

Although considerable progress was made in the country's postwar
drive toward industrialization, Hungary is still relatively agricultural.
Except for its bauxite deposits (which constitute 9 percent of known
world reserves) , Hungary is poor in natural resources, depending on
imports for its developing industries.

From the political-administrative,point of view, Hungary is divided
into 19 counties (megyek),1- which, in turn, are divided into district(
(jcircisok) . Its largest and most industrialized city is the capital, Buda-

pest, with a population of about two million. It was legally established
in 1873 through consolidation of the three adjoining towns of Pest,
Buda, and Obuda. Hungary has four additional cities with populations
exceeding 100,000: Debrecen, Miskolc, Pecs, and Szeged.

People

In 1966, Hungary had a total population of 10,160,380, of which
4,909,957 were males and 5,250,423 females. Age distribution was as

1 Baranya, Bacs-Kiskun, Bac 6, Borsod-Abadj-Zemplin, CsongrAd, Fe*, Gy5r-Sopron, Hajdd-Bihar, Heves,
Korn Argun, NdgrAd, Pest, Seonogy, Szabole -Szptmdr, Szolnok, To lna, Vas, Veszpr6m, and Zala.
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follows: 23.0 percent under 15; 36.3 percent between 15 and 39; 24.9
percent between 40 and 59; and 15.8 percent above 60. The estimated
population on January 1, 1967 was 10,197,000. (Hungary has one of the
lowest population growth rates in the world) .2 Hungarians or Magyars
account for almost 97 percent of the population; the other 3 percent
is composed of small minority groups of Germans (about 240,000) ,
Slovaks (about 27,000) , Serbo-Croatians, and Romanians. Approxi-
mately two-thirds are Roman Catholic (Hungary marks the farthest
extension of majority Roman Catholicism in southeastern Europe) ,

one percent Jewish,3 and the rest Protestant, predominantly Presby-
terian and Lutheran. Hungary's literacy rate of 95 percent is one of the
highest in the world, according to official statistics.

History

Hungarians trace their history to the Magyar tribes of the Finno-
Ugric group of people living near the Ural-Altai mountains in Central
Asia. Under the leadership of Arpad they settled during the era of the
Great Migrations in the Danubian Basin, the territory known in Roman
times as Pannonia. Although the occupation of the future Hungarian
homeland took place around 895-896 and Arpad gave the name to the
dynasty that ruled until 1301, it was Prince Geza (970-997) who laid
the foundations of the Hungarian State by organizing the tribes. The
real founder of the Hungarian Kingdom, however, was Geza's son,
Istvan (Stephen) I (1001-1038) .

Responsible for the introduction and spread of Christianity in
Hungary, Stephen was rewarded by Pope Sylvester H with a special
crown and the title of Apostle. He was canonized in 1083. His successors
have come to be known as Apostolic Kings of Hungary and the Holy
Crown of St. Stephen became the symbol of the Hungarian Nation.

For about two centuries after the reign of Stephen, Hungary was the
scene of a series of raids arising both within and without the country,
and culminating in the Mongol invasion of 1241. Following the drive of
the Ottoman Turks to push northward in the Balkan Peninsula during
the 14th century, Hungary emerged as the champion of Christianity and
Western civilization in attempting to block the spread of the Turks and
of Islamism. This attempt was at first partially successful, especially dur-
ing the reigns of Sigismund (Zsigmond) I (1387-1437) , who was also
the elected Holy Roman Emperor and King of Bohemia; John Hunyadi
(Hunyadi Janos), a powerful frontier lord, who acted as Regent; and
his son, Mathias Corvinus (Hunyadi Matyas, 1458-90) .

The reign of Mathias Corvinus was one of the most illustrious in
Hungary's history. A patron of Renaissance learning, he did much to
advance the country's intellectual life by establishing institutions of
higher learning and the renowned Bibliotheca Corvina, consisting of
more than 10,000 manuscripts and books. After his death, internal strife
and renewed Turkish military operations laid the ground for the

2 Statistical Pocket Book of Hungary 19.7. Budapest: Publishing House for Economics and Law, 1967. p. 11-12.
3 In 1941, Hungary had a Jewish p 5,007. By 1967, it was reduced to about 80,000, most of them

living in Budapest.
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Mohacs disaster of August 29, 1526, and the subsequent occupation of
two-thirds of Hungary by the Turks for about 150 years. A "rump"
Hungary, however, continued to operate in the northwest corner of the
country under the rule of the Austrian Hapsburgs, who maintained
their claim to the Hungarian crown. The ideal of a free and independ-
ent Hungarian Nation was maintained in the eastern ranges of the Car-
pathians in the semi-independent Hungarian State ruled by the Transyl-
vanian dukes.

The defeat of the Turkish armies at Vienna in 1683 and the subse-
quent liberation of Buda (1686) and all of Hungary by 1718 under the
terms of the Peace of Passarowitz, however, did not see the reestablish-
ment of Hungarian independence. Succession to the Hungarian throne
having been conferred upon the male line of Austria,4 Hungary came
under full Hapsburg control in 1699. The rise of Hungarian nationalism
and the long insurrection (1703-11) led by Francis (Ferenc) Rakoczi
(1676-1735) failed to dislodge the Hapsburgs, though the Hungarians
were granted full religious liberty and recognition of their ancient
rights and privileges (Treaty of Szatmar, 1711) .

The rule of Maria Theresa (1740-80) and Joseph II (1780-90)
characterized by the spirit of enlightened absolutism was followed by a
period of reforms induced by the revolutionary spirit of enlightenment
emanating from France. The spirit of change during the 1840's crystal-
lized around two positions represented by two towering figures of Hun-
gary at the time: (1) reformism, advocating the necessity of cultural,
economic, and technical reforms as a precondition of national and
political transformation and represented by Count Stephen (Istvan)
Szechenyi; and (2) revolution, seeking "freedom first" for the attain-
ment of national independence, and represented by Lajos Kossuth. The
latter won out and on April 13, 1849, the Diet proclaimed Hungary's
emancipation from Austria and elected Kossuth as governor. Four
months later, however, the Revolution was crushed by the forces of
Tsar Nicholas I at the request of the Austrian Emperor Franz Josef.

In 1867, a compromise was reached under the leadership of Ferenc
Deak, establishing the Dual Monarchy of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Under the provisions of the compromise, both units obtained complete
autonomy in strictly domestic matters; but the ministries of foreign
affairs, war, and finance, were centrally administered. Emperor Franz
Josef was crowned King of Hungary in the same year.

Despite the many differences between the ruling Austrian and Hun-
garian elements, Hungary entered a period of general cultural and
economic progress, halted only by the outbreak of World War I. Under
the Treaty of Trianon (June 4, 1920) Hungary lost 71.4 percent of
its prewar territory and about 60 percent of its population.5

Following the 1918 abdication of King Charles, Hungary was pro-

4 Inheritance of the throne by females in default of male heirs was made possible by the Pragmatica Sancti°
(Pragmatic Sanction) which the Hungarian Diet accepted in 1723.

5 Transylvania and two-thirds of the Banat, or 31.5 percent of the territory went to Romania; Croatia-
Slovenia and one-third of the Banat, or 19.6 percent, went to Yugoslavia; Slovakia, Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia,
and the city of Bratislava (Pressburg or Pozsony), or 18.9 percent, went to Czechoslovakia; '1.2 percent to
Austria (Burgenland); 0.2 percent to Poland (part of Orava and Spis); and less than 0.004 percent to Italy
(Fiume). Hungary. Edited by Ernst C. Helmreich. New York: Praeger, 1957. p. 13.
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claimed a republic, overthrown, however, by the proletarian dictator-
ship of. Bela Kun (March-August, 1919) . Kun's regime in turn was
crushed by the intervention of the Romanian army, an act paving the
way for the monarchical regime of Nicholas (Miklos) Horthy, who
served as Regent.

Pursuing a pro-German, revisionist policy, Horthy's Government in-
creasingly alined Hungary with the objectives of the Axis Alliance,
which attacked the Soviet Union in June 1941. Under the Treaty of
Peace of 1947, Hungary had to cede the territories it had acquired from
Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia between 1938 and 1941. Oc-
cupied by Soviet troops, Hungary then fell under the control of Soviet
policies in the area.

Hungary's gradual transformation into a full-fledged "People's Re-
public" (NdpkOztdrsasdg) was achieved in a few well-differentiated
phases. Following a brief period of democracy characterized by the
existence of a genuine coalition government, the preservation of basic
liberties, the operation of parties, and the pursuit of economic reform
measures (1945-47) , the Hungarian Communist Party with the assist-
ance of the Red Army gradually infiltrated the sources of power, thereby
laying open the way to transform the country along socialist lines:

The Party's open assumption of power began in 1947, when the drive
against the Smallholders' (Kisgazdapdrt) Party and all other opponents
of "progress" was launched, preparing the ground for the elections of
August 31, 1947. The Communists accelerated their program for the
"building of a socialist society" while maintaining the facade of a par-
liamentary democracy. The program involved, among other things, the
absorption of the Social Democratic Party into the Communist Party;
the nationalization of industry, transportation, and education; the col-
lectivization of land; and the inauguration of the system of, economic
planning. With the adoption of the Constitution of August 20, 1949
(currently still in effect) , Hungary was proclaimed a "People's Re-

public."

Government

From the formal point of view, the Government of the Hungarian
People's Republic is parliamentary in character with the executive
being "elected" by and "responsible" to the legislative branch. Nomi-
nally, the highest organ of State power is the unicameral National As-
sembly (Orszdggyfilds) composed of 340 members and 173 alternates
elected to 4-year terms. In reality, however, the assembly merely ratifies
the decisions taken by the Government and Party between assembly ses-
sions. Hungary has a collective head of Statethe Presidential Council
(Elniiki Tancics)consisting of 20 members and a secretary elected
from among the members of the National Assembly. The chairman of
the Presidential Council acts in the name of the Council as the titular
head of the Hungarian People's Republic.

The highest executive-administrative organ of the Government is tile
Council of Ministers (Minisztertandcs) or, as it is formally known, the

4



Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government (Magyar For-
radalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny). This branch of the Government has
real power primarily because many of its influential members are also
members of the leading organs of the Party, reflecting the Party character
of the Hungarian State.

The judiciary is headed by the Supreme Court (Legfelsobb Birdstig)
which, like the Council of Ministers, is nominally elected by and re-
sponsible to the National Assembly. The Court supervises the activities
of the lower courts and reviews their decisions. One of the primary
functions of the courts, according to article 41 of the 1949 Constitution,
is to "punish the enemies of the working people, protect and safeguard
the State land] the social and economic order and the institutions of
the people's democracy." In fulfilling these tasks, the courts are assisted
by the Chief Public Prosecutor (Legfobb Ugyesz) and his subordinates.

The local organs of Government or State power are the people's
councils (tandcsok) of the counties, districts, towns, and boroughs.
Each council elects its own executive-administrative unit, the executive
committee (vdgrehajtd bizottsdg) , from among its members. The com-
mittee in turn elects a chairman (elniik), whose functions are roughly
equivalent to those of a mayor in the United States.6

All governmental organs are guided by the twin principles of "dem-
ocratic centralism" and "dual responsibility," which in theory means
that all power emanates from the bottom up; in reality, however, all
power flows from the top down, freedom of discussion at the bottom
merely denoting how best to implement a decision made by the higher
organs.

The Communist Party

Although theoretically all power emanates from the people acting
through their elected representatives in the National Assembly (the
highestorgan of State power) , in reality ultimate decisionmaking power
lies in the top leadership of the Commupist Party.

Background

Institutionally, the history of the Hungarian Communist Party is
traced to 1890, when the Social Democratic Party of Hungary (Ma-
gyarorszdgi Szocidldemokrata Pdrt), the first formal Marxist movement
in h mgary, was established. Following the Bolshevik initiative in
Russia, the left wing of this Social Democratic Party seceded at the end
of World War I. Together with Hungarian prisoners-of-war returning
from Russia (many of whom had participated in the historical events
of 1917-18) the left wing established the Communists' Party of Hungary
(Kommunistdk Magyarorszdgi Pdrtja) in 1918. One year later it was
temporarily transformed into the Socialist Party of Hungary (Magyaror-

6 The chairmen, deputy chairmen, and secretaries of the executive committeesare expected to take the 1-year
course in economics and public administration offered by the People's Council Acad.:allies (Tanficsakadimidk).
See Cabinet Resolution No. 1013/1963. (VI.15.), in Magyar Kiklay (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest, No. 41,
June 15, 1963. p. 272.
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szdgi Szocidlista Part) .

With the suppression of the Bela Kun proletarian dictatorship, the
Communist movement was outlawed, and hence operated only under-
ground. The right wing of the Socialist Party reorganized itself into
the Social Democratic Party (Szocidldemokrata Part), which continued
to function until March 1948, when it was absorbed by the Hungarian
Communist Party (Magyar Kommunista Part) , which had been revived
in 1945. The two amalgamated parties came to be known as the Hun-
garian Workers' Party (Magyar Dolgozok Partja) , which, having disin-
tegrated during the revolutionary events of October-November 1956,
was reorganized soon after the intervention of the Red Army into the
present Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party (Magyar Szocid lista Mun-
kdspdrt) .7

Structure and Functions

From the formal point of view, the Communist Party's supreme organ
is the Party Congress (Pdrtkongresszus) meeting once in 4 years. Its
primary function includes the review of past policy, the "formulation"
of future policy, and the "election" of a Central Committee (Kozponti
Bizottsdg) to guide the Party between its sessions. Real power, however,
lies in the Central Committee, especially the Political Committee (Po li-
tikai Bizottsdg) or Politburo, composed of 13 members and six alternates.
Its decisions are carried out under the auspices of the Party's main
administrative unit, the Secretariat (Titkdrscig) , consisting of nine
members led by the First Secretary (Elso Titkdr).

Like the governmental organizations, the Party organizations are
theoretically highly "democratic" institutions with all power emanating
from the bottom up, guided by the twin principles of "democratic cen-
tralism" and "dual responsibility"; in reality, however, power flows
from the top down, with all decisionmaking power concentrated in the
Political Committee.

The functions of the Party organizations are all-pervasive. National
policy in all spheres of life is determined by the Party; the primary
function of the governmental organs, both central and local, is to im-
plement this policy (chart 1) . Supervising the implementation of policy
is entrusted not only to the governmental organs normally in charge of
this function, but also to the Party organizations established in every
sphere of social endeavor. In education, for example, Party cells or basic
organizations are established in each school and (depending upon the
size of the institution) in each faculty, department, or specialty. They
act as the eye and the ear of the Party, assuring implementation of a
given Party line.8

In education, as in all other spheres of life, national policy is deter-

7 In this text the Party is referred to as the Communist Party, regardless of the official nomenclature employed
at any particular time. The all-pervasive character of the Party is not necessarily revealed by the size of its
membership, officially established at 584,849 in November 1966. It "legitimize?' its rule through the Patriotic
People's Front (Hazafias Nepfront), which the March 19, 1967 elections declared had obtained 99.7 percent of
the valid votes cast. U.S. Department of State. World Strength of the Communist Party Organizations (20th Annual
Report, Department of State Publication 8375). Washington: The Department, 1968. p. 59.

8 See also p. 29-30
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Chart I. The Hungarian Party State: The Interlocking Leadership
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Key: indicates the flow of formal political-governmental authority.
- -- indicates the flow of real politicalgovernmental authority.

1 The official name of the Government is the Hungarian Worker-Peasant Government (Magyar Forradalmi
Munkas-Paraszt Kormany).

The official name of the Party is the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party (Magyar Szocialista Munkispirt
MSZMP).
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mined by the Party Central Committee or Politburo. The details of
this policy are normally worked out by the Scientific and Public Educa-
tion Section (Tudomcinyos es Kozoktatcisi Osztcily) of the Central Com-
mittee. Following the formal decisions of the central Party organ (s) , the
policy is then translated into legalistic language and issued in the form
of laws, decrees, or resolutions, by the Presidential Council, the Council
of Ministers, or the Ministry of Culture (Miiveleidesugyi Miniszterium).0

The policies of the Government and Party are highly synchronized
primarily because, in the interlocking leadership system of the Party-
State, the leading members of the Council of Ministers are also members
of the central organs of the Party (chart 1) .10

9 See footnote 37 of chapter III.
10 In the 1960's, for example, Pal Ilku, the Minister of Culture, was also a member of the Central Committee,

an alternate member of the Politburo, and a member of the Agitation and Propaganda Section (Agitocios is
Propaganda Osztdly) of the Party.
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IL The Educational Inheritance

Retrospect

The educational legacy which the people's democratic -gime in-herited from the prewar era proved to be of mixed value. Like the
educational systems of most Central and even Western European
countries before World War II, Hungary's educational system included
some outstanding though highly selective institutions. This system was,
however, considerably archaic, inequitable, and restrictive. In fact, from
approximately the ,Middle Ages, it paralleled to a large degree the
cultural and educational development of Western Europe. Thus, for
centuries education had been vested in the hands of the Christian
churches, especially the Roman Catholic church.1 Until the middle ofthe 19th century the churches played a dominant role and until 1948
continued to exercise great influence. That year, when the Hungarian
schools were nationalized, education became exclusively a State affair?The Hungarian educational system's development and moderniza-tion are intimately connected with the contributions of two men,Baron Joseph (Jazsef) Eotvos (1813-71), Minister of Culture in 1848and 1867; and Count Kuno Klebelsberg, Minister of Culture (1922-31).3

A moderate liberal Catholic, Eotvos, the statesman-philosopher,moved in the forefront of many reform movements and in many ofhis writings he exposed the corrupt practices of county governments.4A large number of the educational reform measures adopted duringthe post-World War I period resulted from the initiative taken by
Count Klebelsberg. These measures included the adoption of a scholar-ship system and of a series of laws designed to raise the cultural stand-ards in rural areas.

Although little of the educational heritage is reflected in the basiccontent, goals, and principles of the people's deniocratic system ofeducation, some of the elements characterizing the pre-World War IIadministration and structure of public education played a considerablerole in its evolution.

In 1850, Leo Thun, the Minister of Religion and Education of Austria, ordered that the Hungarian schoolsystem be placed under Vatican supervision. Aron Moskovits. Jewish Education in Hungary, 1848-1948. Philadel-phia: The Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning, 1964. p. 29-30.2 For a detailed historical account of Hungary's prewar system of education, see Julius Kornis's Education inHungary. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932. 289 p. See also Joseph Somogyi's I:Instruc-tion publique en Hongrie (Public Education in Hungary) (Publications du Bureau International d'Education, No.87). Geneva: The Bureau, 1944. 122 p. (This publication will be cited henceforth as "Joseph Somogyi.")3 See footnote 37 of chapter III.
4 One of his most important writings on this subject is A fala jegyeje (The Village Notary), also available inEnglish translation.
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Administration

Ministry Departments

The administrative center of public education before World War II
was the Ministry of Religion and Education (Vallds-es KOzoktatdsfigyi
Miniszterium) acting in accordance with laws passed by Parliament.
Reflecting its complex tasks, the Ministry was divided into the fol-
lowing 11 departments: 5

1. Art and music
2. Commercial schools and institu-

tions for the mentally handicapped
3. Elementary education and teacher

training
4. Institutions of higher learning and

science
5. Pensions

0. Physical education
7. Public funds for education and

public real estate funds
8. Religious affairs
9. Secondary education

10. Technical education
11. Urban schools and teacher-

training

The Ministry's major functions were to-

1. Determine the curriculum.
2. Supervise schools (including the denominational ones) .

3. Administer city, endowed, cooperative, and private educaticinal institutions.
4. Appoint teachers.
5. Prepare and implement educational laws.

In fulfilling these tasks, the Ministry was assisted by the National
Council of Education (Orszdgos Kozoktatdsi Tandcs), a body of 50
members appointed .by the Minister for 5 years and concerned pri-
marily with elementary and secondary education; and by a textbook
committee.

Inspection

For educational inspection, prewar Hungary was divided into six
districts, each headed by a superintendent appointed by the Regent
on the recommendation of the Minister of Culture. The superintend-
ents were concerned mostly with supervision of secondary schools, in-
cluding the denominational ones. The inspection and supervision
system for the elementary and upper elementary (polgdri) schools was
regulated by Laws No. XXXVIII of 1868 and XXIII of 1876, respec-
tively. In accord with these laws, elementary and upper-elementary
inspection and supervision were entrusted to the school boards in
charge of the particular school levels. In turn, the local school boards
operated under the control of the school inspectors, who were charged
with general inspection of kindergartens, elementary and upper-
elementary schools, trade schools, and teacher-training institutions
throughout the counties under their jurisdictions.

5 Dennis A. Jdnossy. Public Instruction in Hungary. Budapest: Press of the Royal Hungarian University, 1929.
p. 4. (This publication will be cited henceforth as "D. A. Jdnossy.")
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Structure

Prewar Hungary's educational system covered a network of pre-
elementary, elementary, intermediate or secondary, and higher educa-
tional institutions (chart 2).

Kindergarten Education
The first kindergarten in Hungarythe "Angel's Garden" (Angyal-

kert)was founded in Budapest in 1828 by Countess Therese Bruns-
wick (1775-1861), who was deeply influenced by the ideas of
Pestalozzi. Her endeavors, however, remained basically fruitless be-
cause strong opposition arose against establishing preschool institutions.
In 1873 there were still only three private kindergartens in Budapest.
The first State-sponsored kindergarten in the country was established
at Liptoszentmiklos in 1876.

Kindergarten education was regulated by Law No. XV of 1891,
which required that kindergartens for children 3 to 6 years of age be
established in communities having at least 40 children "without proper
supervision." Kindergartens could be maintained by townships, the
State, religious denominations, associations, and private groups. Kinder..
gartens run by the first two were free.

Table 1Number of kindergartens, teachers, and pupils, by type of kindergarten:
1937-38 and 1941-42

Item
Total

Regular
kinderc,zrtens

Permanent
homes

Summer
homes

1937-38 1941-42 1937-38 1941-42 1937-38 1941-42 1937-38 1941-42

Kindergartens 1,309 2,895 1,140 1,966 45 51 124 878
Teachers 1,767 3,499 1,593 2,570 45 51 129 878
Pupils 124,523 216,714 112,148 161,782 3,776 4,284 8,604 50,648

SOURCE OF DATA: Joseph Somogyi. L'Instruction publigue en Hongrie (Public Education in Hun-
gary). (Publications du Bureau International d'Education, No. 87). Geneva: The Bureau, 1944. p. 14-15.

Three types of kindergartens existed in prewar Hungary: regular
kindergartens, permanent homes, and summer homes.

Ultimate State control over these institutions was exercised by the
Ministry of Education exclusively until 1936, and by the Ministry in
conjunction with the Ministry of the Interior after 1936.

Of the total 1,309 kindergartens in 1937-38, 404 were State and 629
communal; the others belonged to various associations, denominations,
or private individuals (table 1). Sponsorship in 1941-42 was similar
to that in 1937_38.6

Elementary Education
The first attempt at establishing a unified public education system

in Hungary can be traced to Maria Theresa's Ratio Educationis of
6Joseph Somogyi, op. cit. p. 14-15. See also D. A. Jdnossy, op. cit. p.10; Alice Hermann. "Az dvoda Ea az

6v6n6kpzes" (The Kindergarten and the Education of Kindergarten Teachers). In: Nevelisfigyank hdsz eve,
1945-1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educational System, 1945-1964). Budapest: Tankonyvkiad6,1965. p. 365-75;
Julius Kornis, op. cit. p. 4347.



Chart 2. The Educational System of Hungary: 1929
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1777. This royal edict aimed to regulate Hungarian education on a
national basis by providing, among other things, that all schools,
whether Catholic or Protestant, must be uniformly supervised by the
State in administration, curriculum, methods of teaching, and disci-
pline. Supervisory control power was entrusted to nine royal directors.
Although the major provisions of this edict were never really enforced,
the Ratio Educationis of 1806 issued by Francis I, far more precise and
compact than the one of 1777, proved more effective, for it guided the
Hungarian institutions of learning from 1806 to the Revolution of
1848-49.

In 1860, an edict by Emperor Francis Joseph transferred control
over Hungarian education from Vienna to Buda. Following the Com-
promise of 1867 (which provided that the Dual Monarchy of Austria-
Hungary be established and the Emperor be crowned King of
Hungary) Hungarian education developed new momentum under the
dynamic leadership of the new Minister of Education, Baron Joseph
Eatvos. Through his guidance, Parliament passed Fundamental Edu-
cation Law No. XXXVIII of 1868, which (as amended by Law No.
XXX of 1921) regulated elementary education practically until the
end of World War II. The law provided compulsory education for
children of 6 through 12 years of age in public elementary schools
(nepiskola) and during 3 further years in so-called continuation or sup-
plementary schools (ismetlo iskola).

The 3-year continuation school classes were held within the physical
facilities of the elementary schools for 7 hours weekly in the winter
and 4 hours weekly in the summer. (Children in the upper elementary
schools (polgdri) were not required to attend the continuation classes.)

In addition to the continuation schools, other special schools were
established in sparsely settled rural areas with the financial and physi-

Table 2Number of hours per week, per subject, in the 8-year elementary
schools, by grade: 1941-42'

Subject

Grade

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total 29 23 26 27 32 32 82 32

Arithmetic 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4
Drawing and handwork 0 2 2 2 4 4 4 4
Elements of natural history, economics, and hygiene 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5
Geography 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
History:

Civics 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Hungarian 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

Hungarian:
Grammar 0, 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
Language exercises 2 2 4 3 0 0 0 0
Reading 0 4 4 3 3 3 3 3
Sentence structures 8 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
Writing 8 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

Physical education 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
Religion and morals 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Singing 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

I The curriculum of the urban and rural primary schools varied slight y.

SOURCE OF DATA: Joseph Somogyi. L'Instruelion publique en Hongrie (Public Education in Hun-
gary). (Publications du Bureau International d'Education, No. 87). Geneva: The Bureau, 1944. p. 19.
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Table 3.Number of regular elementary schools, teachers, and pupils: 1937-38
and 1941-42; and number of continuation elementary schools, teachers, and

pupils: 1937.38

Item

Total Regular Continuation

1937-38 1937-38 1941-42 1937-38

Schools 11,336 6,899 12,068 4,437Teachers 26,647 20,149 35,153 6,498Pupils 1,130,310 963,087 1,251,426 167,223

SOURCE OF DATA: Joseph Somogyi. lansgruetion publique en Hongrie (Public Education in Hun-
gary). (Publications du Bureau International d'Education, No. 87). Geneva: The Bureau, 1944. p. 28-29.

cal cooperation of the peasants. Law No. VII of 1926 required peasants
living in isolated locations to maintain an elementary school "for
every 21/2 square miles of territory if there are at least 20 families with
30 children of compulsory school age living in that territory." 7

After World War I, the 6-year elementary schools were gradually
converted into 8-year ones in some communities. Under Law No. XX
of 1940, 8-year public elementary schools were eventually adopted for
the whole country.

In 1941-42 the curriculum of the State 8-year elementary schools
(table 2) varied slightly between urban and rural schools. The former
had somewhat more grammar and arithmetic and somewhat less natu
ral history.

After finishing fourth grade, children could either continue to the
upper elementary grades or enter the first year of an 8-year high school,
a vocational school, or a so-called upper elementary school (polgdri),
which was the equivalent of the German Biirgerschule.8

Table 4.Number of hours per week, per subject, in the 4-year upper elementary
(polgdri) schools for boys, by grade: 1938-39

Subject
Total
for all
grades

Grade

1 2 3 4

Total 125 31 31 31 32
Arithmetic and geometry 15 4 4 4 3Bookkeeping 1 0 0 0 1Botany and zoology 6 3 3 0 0Drawing 11 3 3 3 2Elements of agriculture and industry 4 1 1 1 1Elements of economics and civics 2 0 0 0 2

Elements of hygiene 2 0 0 0 2Geography 10 3 2 3 2Geology and chemistry 3 0 0 0 3German 12 3 3 3 3Guidance 4 1 1 1 1History 8 0 2 3 3

Hungarian language 16 5 4 4 3Physical education 10 3 3 2 2Physics 3 0 0 3 0Religion 8 2 2 2 2Shop 6 2 2 1 1Singing 4 1 1 1 1

SOURCE OF DATA: Joseph Somogyi. Ianstruction publique en Hongrie (Public Education in Hun-
gary). (Publications du Bureau International d'Education, No. 87). Geneva: The Bureau, 1944. p. 40.

7 D. A. Jdnossy, op. cit. p. 12.
8 See p. 15-16.
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Although primary education was free and compulsory under Law No.
XX of 1940, its compulsory attendance provisions were loosely enforced,
particularly in rural areas, because there schools were few and far
between. Coeducation was permitted only where local financial condi-
tions were inadequate to provide for separate teaching of boys and girls.

Like kindergartens, elementary schools could be maintained by the
State and by associations, communities, individuals, private groups, or
religious denominations. In 1937-38, for example, the 6,899 regular
elementary schools were distributed as follows:

2,856 Roman Catholic 131 Uniate
1,287 State 112 private
1,079 Calvinist 34 variously affiliated

826 communal 23 Greek Orthodox
395 Lutheran 11 association-sponsored
145 Jewish

Four years later, in 1941-42, the 12,068 regular elementary schools
included 4,925 State and 906 communal. The rest, mostly denomina-
tional, were primarily Roman Catholic.9

Vocational Education

Before the war, Hungary had a relatively well-developed network
of agricultural, industrial, and commercial vocational schools.

A predominantly agricultural country, Hungary had a variety of
agricultural vocational schools, offering both basic and technical instruc-
tion. For example, special schools offered training in apiculture, dairy-
ing, forestry, viniculture, and viticulture. Most of these schools admitted
graduates of the 4- or 6-year public elementary schools.

Industrial vocational education for apprentices was organized ac-
cording to Law No. XVII of 1884 and Law No. XII of 1922 as amended
by Law No. VII of 1936.

Admitting graduates of the 6-year elementary schools, the vocational
schools for apprentices provided 9 hours of schooling per week, one of
them devoted to religion and four to vocational subjects.

In 1937-38 Hungary had 376 industrial schools for apprentices with
a total enrollment of 56,643. By 1941-42 the enrollment in these
schools had increased to 98,782, although the number of schools
actually declined to 375

The commercial vocational schools for apprentices operated under the
same laws governing the industrial vocational institutions and had
generally similar conditions. In 1937-38 there were 28 commercial
vocational schools for apprentices, with 2,893 pupils; in 1941-42, 33
schools with 4,672 pupils.19

Upper Elementary Education

Emulating the German and Austrian school systems, Hungary intro-
duced the upper elementary (polgdri) or Bfirgerschule schools. Oper-

°Joseph Somogyi, op. cit. p. 28-29. See also Julius Kornis, op. cit. p. 47-66, 277-80.
lo Ibid. p. 29-35. See also D. A. jinossy, op. cit. p. 23-27; and ,Julius Kornis, op. cit. p. 175-212.
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aEng mostly in cities and larger towns, these schools -were first
established in Hungary toward the end of the 18th century and were
regulated by Law No. XXXVIII of 1868 and Law No. XII of 1927.
Immediately before World War II the upper elementary schools were
4-year institutions, separke for boys and for girls. They admitted chil-
dren who had completed 4 years of elementary school. Graduate of
upper elementary schools were qualified for admission to the higher
vocational schools, and could transfer to the fifth year of gymnasiums
if they passed special supplementary qualifying examinations.

The curriculum for boys consisted of 18 subjects, all told, for the
4 years (some subjects not offered in certain years) ; and the number of
hours per week amounted to 31 in each of the first three years and 32
in the last year (table 4). The curriculum for girls varied slightly.

In 1937-38 Hungary had 397 upper elementary schools enrolling
93,561: boys, 45,538; girls, 48,023. By control, the 397 schools were
distributed as follows:

160 State 14 Calvinist
101 communal 7 association-sponsored
80 Roman Catholic 6 Jewish
28 private 1 Lutheran

By 1941-42 the number of schools had increased to 482, enrolling
137,427: boys, 64,889; girls, 72,538. The distribution by control re-
mained about the same as in 1937-38.11

Secondary Education

The history of Hungarian secondary education can be traced to the
Ratio Educationis of 1777 and the Ratio Educationis of 1806. Follow-
ing the failure of the Revolution of 1848-49, the Hungarian secondary
schools were regulated by the Austrian education law of 1849.

After the establishment of the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy in
1867, secondary education was gradually reorganized and, under Law
No. XXX of 1883, evolved into two types: (1) gymnasiums (gim-
ntizium), emphasizing classical academic education; and (2) real (scien-
tific) schools (redliskola) offering a more modern education and
de-emphasizing Latin. This system prevailed until 1924, when, under
Law No. XI, three types of secondary schools were established: (1)
gymnasiums; (2) real gymnasiums (redlgimndzium), which taught
Latin but no Greek and emphasized modern languages; and (3) real
schools.

The curriculum of the first 4 years in all three types of schools was
basically the same, and the number of hours per week in all three types
was identical throughout: 28 in the first two grades and 30 thereafter.
The largest part of the curriculum was devoted to the humanities,
with the remainder allocated to real (or scientific) subjects and to
physical education. The percent distribution among the three subject
areas in 1924 was as follows: 12

II Ibid. p. 39-42. See also D. A. Jinossy, op. cit. p. 15-17; and Julius Kornis,.op. cit. p. 67-74, 280-81.
I2Jdzsef Fekete. "A gimnaziumi tantervek orszdgos vitaja" (The National Debate on the Gymnasium Cur-

ricula). laznevelis (Public Education), XIX:2:43, January 22, 1963. Budapest.
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Real Real
Gymnasiums gymnasiums schools

Humanities 73.3 71.6 57.5
Physical education 6.7 6,7 6.7
Real (science) subjects 20.0 21.7 35.8

The secondary schools were not coeducational. The first ones for
girls were established in 1916, and Law No. XXIV of 1926 provided
that three types of these schools be established: (1) gymnasiums
(lednygimnazium), similar to the academic gymnasiums for boys; (2)
lyceums (lednyliceum), similar to the real gymnasiums for boys; and
(3), so-called "colleges" (lednykollegium) to provide terminal education
for girls not intending to continue with higher education.

The uniform prewar secondary school system resulted from Law No.
XI of 1934, which established the so-called 8-year gymnasiums. They
admitted children who had completed the first four primary grades,
usually 10 years old but no older than 13.

For the most part, the gymnasium curriculum was traditional: heavy
emphasis on Hungarian language and literature, Latin and Greek,
mathematics and geometry, modern European languages (two), and reli-
gion and morals. As an offset to the academic side, however, the curric-
ulum provided physical education, singing, and a "sport afternoon"
(table 5).

Table 5.Number of hours per week, per subject, in the 8-year gymnasiums:
1938-39

Subject
Grade

1-8 5-8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total 273 149 31 31 31 31 33 33 34 34

Chemistry 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
Drawing and art appreciation 10 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1

Economics and social studies 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
English, French, or Italian 15 15 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 3
Geography and ethnography 11 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 2 0
German 20 12 0 0 4 4 3 3 3 3
Greek 15 15 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 3

Guidance 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
History 17 11 0 0 3 3 3 3 2 3
Hungarian language and literature 29 12 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3
Hygiene 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Latin 34 16 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4
Mathematics and geometry 27 12 4 5 3 3 3 3 3 3
Natural history 12 5 2 2 0 3 5 0 0 0

Natural science 10 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 4
Penmanship 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Philosophy 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Physical education 31 15 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3
Religion and morals 16 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Shorthand 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Singing 5 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
"Sport afternoon" 8 8 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

SOURCE OF DATA: J6zsef Fekete. "A gimnaziumi tantervek orszagos vitals" (The National Debate
on the Gymnasium Curriculums). Kozneveles (Public Education), XIX :2 :44, January 22,1963.Budapest.

Control.Like kindergartens and elementary schools, secondary
schools could be maintained by associations, communities, private groups
or individuals, religious denominations, and the State. Each secondary
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school was headed and administered by a director (igazgatti) acting
under the control of inspectors appointed by and responsible to the
Ministry of Religion and Education.

In 1937-38, Hungary had 126 secondary schools for boys and 47 for
girls. Of the boys' secondary schools, 33 were gymnasiums, 75 real gym-
nasiums, and
follows:

Boys' schools

18 real schools. By control, they were distributed as

Girls' schools
51 State 16 Roman Catholic
29 Roman Catholic 10 State
19 Calvinist 5 Calvinist
8 Lutheran 5 communal
6 "Royal Catholic"* 5 private
3 private 3 Lutheran
2 association-sponsored 2 association-sponsored

1 Jewish
* Government-sponsored Catholic.

The total number of teachers (not including those for religion) in
the two sets of schools was 3,488; of students, 69,993boys, 52,034;
girls, 17,959. By 1941-42 the number of secondary schools for boys had
increased to 191; for girls, to 59.13

Lyceums.Established by Law No. XIII of 1938, the lyceums
(liceum) were 4-year institutions offering secondary education of a
general practical character and admitting graduates of the 8-year ele-
mentary schools or children no older than 18 years who had completed
the fourth year of a gymnasium. Operated under the same jurisdic-
tional principles as the gymnasiums, the lyceums were separate for
boys and girls.

Graduates of the lyceums, like those of the other secondary schools,
had to pass a baccalaureate (erettsegi) examination before they could
be admitted to an institution of higher learning.

Following the territorial acquisitions of 1938-1940,14 the increased
need for teachers led to the reorganization in 1941 of the lyceums,
consolidating them with the 5-year teacher-training institutes. Under
the 1941 law passed in response to Law No. II of 1939 relating to
national defense, the upper grades of the teacher-training institutes
were transformed into lyceums offering a teacher's license instead of
a baccalaureate diploma.

In 1941-42, 84 lyceums were operating-34 for boys and 50 for girls
distributed by control as shown below:

Boys' lyceums Girls' lyceums
14 State 32 Roman Catholic
5 Calvinist 7 Calvinist
5 Roman Catholic 7 State
3 Greek Catholic 2 Greek Catholic
3 Lutheran 1 Jewish
2 "Royal Catholic" 1 Lutheran
1 association-sponsored
1 Jewish

13 Joseph Somogyi, op. cit. p. 51.
14 In the fall of 1938 and spring of 1939, Hungary acquired the southern and eastern parts of Slovakia; in

August 1940, the northern half of Transylvania; and in April 1941, the southern region (David 6k), including
part of the BIcska (Ba &a) from Yugoslavia.
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Total 1941-42 enrollment was 12,933boys, 4,750; girls, 8,183.
Teachers numbered 1,361.15

Teacher Training

Elementary School Teachers

The first teacher-training school in Hungary was established in 1828
by Laszlo Pyrker, Archbishop of Eger. The first law relating to such
schools was Law No. XXXVIII of 1868, which established 3-year insti-
tutions admitting students who had completed 4 years of secondary
schools or real schools. After graduation, students of the teacher-training
institutes spent 2 years in practice-teaching and then took an oral, a
written, and a practical examination leading to a teacher's license. The
training was extended to 4 years in 1881 and to 5 years in 1923.

The graduates of the teacher-training institutions could apply for
admission to the following: higher teacher-training schools for the
preparation of secondary school teachers, higher schools for physical
education, higher schools of applied arts, institutes for the preparation
of teachers for the handicapped, and institutes for the preparation of
agricultural school teachers.

The teacher-training system was reorganized in 1938 by Law No. XIV.
Under this law the training of elementary school teachers was en-
trusted to 2-year academies admitting secondary school graduates who
held baccalaureate degrees and passed an admissions examination: The
curriculum consisted of the following: economics and hygiene (ele-
ments), education (theoretical and practical elements) , music, physical
education; religion and morals, and singing. After the second year,
students took a State examination which consisted of written, oral, and
practical parts. If they passed it, they were granted, a teacher's license.
In addition to the academies, in 1941 the lyceums also started to train
teachers for the elementary schools.1-6

In 1937-38, Hungary's teacher-training schools numbered 55: 32
Roman Catholic, 11 State, 10 Protestant, and two Jewish. Excluding
those who taught religion, the, teaching staff numbered 857; the stu-
dents, 8,336 (boys, 2,672 and girls, 5,664).17

Kindergarten Teachers

Separate institutions, first established in 1837, trained kindergarten
teachers. Setting up a 2-year curriculum, Law No. XV of 1891 assured
the uniform organization of institutions for training kindergarten
teachers. In 1926 the curriculum became a 3-year one, and the institu-
tions admitted graduates of the upper elementary schools or children
who had completed 4 years of secondary school.

15 Joseph Somogyi, op. cit. p. 51-56. For further details on the historical background of secondary education,
see Gyula Simon. "Koz6piskolai reformjaink ndhdny kerd6se 1883-t61" (A Few Questions of Our Secondary
Educational Reforms Since 1883). Pedagdgiai Szemle (Review of Education). X111:2:150-59, 1963. Budapest.
See also Julius Kornis,. op. cit. p. 75-126, 282-84.

le Ibid.
11 Joseph Somogyi, op. cit. p. 62.
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In 1937-38 four kindergarten-training institutions were operating- -
three Roman Catholic and one State. Their total teaching staffs num-
bered 58 and their students 450. Four years later, in 1941-42, five such
schools were operatingfour Roman Catholic and one State. They
had 71 teachers and 603 students."

Secondary School Teachers

In 1937-38 and also in 1941-42, the institutions of higher learning
were responsible for training secondary school teachers and they still

are.

Higher Education

The first institution of higher education in Hungary was the Uni-
versity of Pecs, founded by Louis the Great (Nagy Lajos) in 1367. His
successors, Sigismund (Zsigmond) and Mathias Corvinus (Matyas), estab-
lished other universities at Buda and Pozsony (Pressburg or Bratislava)
respectively." By 1547, however, all three of these were extinct.

Of the universities operating in the prewar period, the earliest one
was established in 1635 at Nagyszombat by Peter Pazmany, Archbishop
of Esztergorn. In 1777 this university was transferred by Maria
Theresa to Buda, and by her successor Joseph II to Budapest. In 1848,
Law No. XIX placed the university under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Education. In 1921 it assumed the name of its founder,
becoming the Royal Hungarian Peter Pazmany University (Magyar
Kirdlyi Pcizmciny Peter Tudomdnyegyetem); at that time it operated
with four schoolslaw, medicine, philosophy, and theology.

The next university was that of Kolozsvar (Cluj), founded under Law
No. XIX of 1872. In 1881 it became known as the Royal Hungarian
Francis Joseph University (Magyar Kirdlyi Ferenc Jazsef Tudomcinye-
gyetem); it operated with schools of law and political science; medi-
cine; philosophy, linguistics, and history; and mathematics and natural
sciences. After Romania's occupation of Transylvania at the end of
1918, Law No. XXV of 1921 brought about the university's transfer
to Szeged.20

The University of Pozsony (Bratislava) and the University of Debrecen
were founded under Law No. XXXVI of 1912. The former came to be
known as the Royal Hungarian Elizabeth University (Magyar Kirdlyi
Erzsebet Tudomcinyegyetem) ; it operated with four schools: law and
political science; medicine; philosophy, linguistics, and history; and
mathematics, natural sciences, and agricultural, sciences. When the city
became a part of the newly created Czechoslovakia, the university was
transferred by Law No. XXV of 1921 to Pecs, where it operated until

18 Ibid. p. 64. See also p. 56-79; D. A. janossy, op. cit. p. 27-35; and Julius Kornis, op cit. p. 221-38, 281-82.
19 Sigismund established the Universitas Budensis in Buda in 1389 and Mathias founded the Academia Istro-

politana in Pozsony in 1467. For details see Mdtyds Ba jk6. "Fejezetek a magyar fels6oktatds tort6netibal" (Chap-
ters From the History of Hungarian Higher Education). FelsOoktatdsi Szemle (Review of Higher Education),
Budapest, XV:4:205-10. April 1966.

20 With the transfer of Northern Transylvania to Hungary in August 1940, the university returned to its
original location, where it operated until Soviet and Romanian troops retook the area in the fall If 1944.
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the end of World War II with faculties of law, medicine, philosophy,
and theology. The University of Debrecen came to be known as the
Royal Hungarian Istvan (Stephen) Tisza University (Magyar Kirglyi
Tisza Istvdn Tudomdnyegyetem) and operated with the five schools of
Calvinist theology; law and political science; medicine; philosophy, lan-
guages and history; and mathematics and natural sciences.21

In 1940, when the University of Kolozsvar as temporarily reestab-
lished, the institution at Szeged acquired the name of the Royal. Hun-
garian Miklos (Nicholas) Horthy University (Magyar Kirdlyi Horthy
Miklos Tudomdnyegyetem). It operated with the four schools of law and
political science; medicine; philosophy, languages, and history; and
mathematics and natural sciences.

During World War II the universities did not operate at full apacity:
some of their schools were suspended.

In addition to the universities, Hungarian higher education included
a number of polytechnical universities (miiszaki egyetem), economic
institutes, institutes of fine and applied arts and of music, and military
academies.

In academic year 1937-38, Hungary had 16 institutions of higher edu-
cation with 1,724 members of the teaching staffs and 11,747 undergrad-
uate students, of whom 14.5 percent were women. In descending order
of enrollment, these undergraduates were divided among the fields of
study as follows: 22

4,671 law
1,576. liberal arts, philosophy, and natural sciences
1,451 medicine
1,052 engineering and architecture

775 economics
621 agriculture
581 teacher-training
322 fine and applied arts
173 pharmacy

525 other

To get into an institution of higher education a student needed to
have a baccalaureate diploma and to pass admission examinations.
Depending upon his course, he would have to study from 4 years in the
schools of law and political science; in philosophy, linguistics, and
history; in mathematics and natural sciences; and in theology; to 5
years in the schools of medicine.

Although some institutions were of high caliber, having interna-
tional reputations in specific areas, the prewar higher educational sys-
tem was basically restrictive and inequitably selective. For example,
Law No. XXV of 1920 and Law No. XIV of 1928 (the so-called nu-
merus daunts laws) limited the admission of Hungarian citizens of
Jewish faith to a percent equal to the percent of Jew; in the total
population. The composition of the student body in general was not

21 For further detaii3 on the prewar higher educational system, see Julius Kornis, op. cit. p. 127-74, 285-88.
22 Statistical Pocket Book of Hungary 1967. Budapest: Publishing House of Economics and Law, 1967. p. 182.
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correlated with that of the country: the number of students of peasant
and working-class background was extremely limited. These inequities
were eliminated, however, in the post-World War II period.23

23 In addition to the sources listed in the footnotes of this chapter, consult the following references on the
historical background of Hungary's educational system before World War II: (1) Magda jdborti. "A kozhpiskola
szerepe a Horthy-korszak m avel5despolitikojhban" (The Role of the Secondary School in the Cultural Policy of the
Horthy Era). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd, 1963. 159 p. (2) SAndor Kate. A magyar nevelesiigy a polgori demokratikus

Jorradalom h a taruicsktiztorsaseig idejen (Hungarian Education at the Time of the Bourgeois Democratic Revolu-
tion and the Soviet Republic). Budapest: TankonyvkiadcS, 1963, 131 p. (3) Jfnos Ravasz, Ldsz16 Felkai, Bela
Beller, and Gyula Simon. A magyar neveles tortinete a feudalizmus is a kapitalizmus koroban (The History of Hun-
garian Education in the Era of Feudalism and Capitalism). Budapest: TankonyvkiadcS, 1961. 279 p. (4) Tan-
ulmonyok a magyar neveles tUrtenethb51, 1849-1944 (Studies on the History of Hungarian Education, 1849-194).
Budapest: Pedagdgiai Tudomanyos Intact, 1957, 323 p.
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M. The Postwar Educational System

Evolution

The educational system of the Hungarian People's Republic as it
crystallized in the late 1960's evolved as a result of measures adopted
in a series of well-differentiated phases. Each phase was characterized by
distinct historical changes in the country's drive toward the achievement
of what is referred to as "full socialism." These changes in turn were
heralded by and reflected in the pronouncements of the Communist
Party.

The First Phase: 1945-48

During the immediate postwar ,period the Party, for tactical reasons,
adopted a moderate stand, participating in a genuinely popular coali-
tion government. In accordance with the spirit 'of the times, it adopted
a democratic program which, among other things, called for the elim-
ination of fascist elements and influence from the field of culture and
education. It embraced a plan for the democratic re-education of youth,
the retraining of teachers 1 and the establishment of a democratic sys-
tem of education. These aspirations of the Party were shared by most
other parties participating in the Hungarian National Independence
Front (Magyar Nemzeti Fiiggetlensegi Front) and in the Provisional
National Government (Ideiglenes Nemzeti Kormciny), including the
Social Democratic Party and the National Peasant Party.

In order to implement the educational goals, the Government in May
1945 established the National Council of Public Education ( Orszdgos
Koznevelesi Tandcs) by combining the National Council of Public
Instruction (Orszdgos Kozoktatuisi Tandcs) and the Council of Higher
Education (Fels5oktatdsi Tandcs). The Council's primary function was
to advise and assist the Minister of Culture.'

A great help in propagating the new educational ideas were certain
new educational journals, including the Kozneveles (Public Education),
the official organ of the Ministry of Culture; and Emberneveles (Edu-
cation of Man), the official organ of the Teachers' Union.3

The .farthestreaching and most positive change during this first
period was the establishment in August 1945 of the "general" school

For details on the retraining of teachers, see p. 140-42.
2 See footnote 37 in this chapter.
3 See p. 167-68.
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(altalcinos iskola) , a revamped elementary school. Organized under
Decree 6650-1945.M.E. of the National Provisional Government and
calling for an ultimate 8-year "general" (elementary) school that would
be free and compulsory for children ages 6 to 14 (in place of Ihe
former 4- and 8-year elementary schools and 4-year upper elementary
schools), the "general" schools were introduced gradually.4

When the campaign to organize the "general" schools was begun in
late summer 1945, there were 7,068 elementary schools of which 4,605
were denominational, 1,539 State-sponsored, 797 village-maintained, and
127 enterprise-sponsored (or private) . There were also 367 upper
elementary schools.5

The original plan called for the opening of 1,476 "general" schools
in 1945-46, but because of lack of space and personnel only 816 were
actually opened, of which 286 were State-sponsored, 419 denomina-
tional, and 111 village schools.6

Based upon the experience of the first year's operation, the Ministry
of Culture's Decree No. 70.000/1946VKM amplified the scope and na-
ture of the "general" school and called for the speedy transformation of
the existing elementary schools into new elementary or "general"
schools. At the beginning of the 1946-47 school year, the total number of
old elementary schools was reduced to 2,830, while the number of new
"general" schools rose to 4,182.7 By 1947-48, the last year of the first
phase, the number of "general" schools increased to 4,847, while that
of the old elementary schools decreased to 2,650.

The "Socialization" Process

The second phase it the country's educational transformation began
with the first political changes that led to the establishment of a "peo-
ple's democratic" regime. It extended from the Fourth Congress of the
Party in June 1948 to March 1950, -,Jhen the Party again adopted a
major decision relating to education. That decision stipulated several
major tasks for education: "the termination of the cultural monopoly
of the propertied classes; the nationalization of the schools; the elimi-
nation of chauvinism and national hatred from the schools; the correct
teaching of societal evolution and the broadening of national scientific
knowledge; and the synchronization of general education with training
for life." 8

School nationalization was carried out under Law No. XXXIII of
1948, which immediately affected over two-thirds of the country's 9,274
schools.9 It brought into the State school system 639,335 pupils and

4 See p. 50.
5 At this time the number of gymnasiums was 174, of which 128 were for boys and 46 for girls. Gyula Simon

and Jdzsef Szarka. A magyar nepi demokrdcia nevelisiigyinek tdrtinete (History of the Educational System of the
Hungarian People's Republic). Budapest: Tank6nyvkiac16, 1965. p. 99. (Referred to hereafter as Simon and
Szarka.)

6 Ibid. p. 100.
7 Of the 4,182 "general" schools, 2,392 were denominational, 1,213 State-sponsored, 493 village schools, 72

private, and 12 consolidated. Ibid. p. 112.
8 Ibid. p. 30.
9 Even before the formal nationalization law was adopted, many "general" and other elementary schools,

especially those operated by mining and industrial enterprises, were already transformed into State institutions
(February and September 1947).
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approximately 18,000 teachers from the denominational "general" and
other elementary schools.

The Government entered into special agreements with the various
denominations, regulating general relations between the State and the
churches, including education.1° To administer State-church relations,
the Government established the State Office for Denominational Affairs
(Miami Egyhdziigyi Hivatal).11 One of its primary functions, in addi-
tion to administering general religious affairs, was to give material as-
sistance to the general gymnasiums operated by the various denomina-
tions 12 and to effectuate religious instruction in these denominational
schools.13

Another major transformation during this phase related to the social
composition of the secondary school student body. Wishing to raise a
new generation of working class-based intelligentsia, the regime pro-
ceeded with increasing zeal to break what it called the "monopoly posi-
tion of the class enemy in the field of education." 14

In response to this policy objective, the system of admission to sec-
ondary schools was radically altered, social origin having emerged as
one of the determining criteria. As a result of the measures adopted
during this period in Budapest, for example, the proportion of children
of working-class background in the first grade of the secondary schools
increased from 8 to 9 percent in 1948 to 42.5 percent in 1949.15 This
record was duplicated in most other communities.

The transformation in the social composition of the secondary school
student body was made possible, in part, by the Ministry of Culture's
Decree No. 51.700/1948VKM, which gave working -class children who
graduated from either the 4-year upper elementary school or the 8-year
elementary ("general") schools, an opportunity to enter the 5th grade
of the then 8-year gymnasiums without having to take supplementary
examinations.

From the structural point of view, this period saw the reorganization
of the secondary schools into 4-year institutions admitting graduates of
the 8-year "general" schools. The new system was gradually imple-
mented beginning with the 1948-49 school year.'6

Among the organizational-administrative changes of this period by

10 The agreement with the reform and unitarian churches was signed on October 7, 1948; that with the
,Jewish community on December 7, 1948, with the Evangelical Church on January 15, 1949, and with the
Roman Catholic Church on August 20, 1950. For the text of the agreements, see lazneveles, IV:20:185-87.
1V:24 :209-11. V :1- 2:4 -5.

u Law No. I of 1951.
19 See p. 77.
13 In the course of the 1949 curriculum revision, religion was made an elective rather than a required course

(Decree No. 5 of 1949). In the wake of the 1956 revolt, the issue of religious instruction was again brought to the
fore. It has been regulated in the spirit of Article 54 of the Constitution of August 20, 1949, relating to the
separation of church and state and freedom of religious worship. Accordingly,"general" and secondary school
pupils desirous of religious instruction are provided this opportunity within the framework of the public schools.
The organization of classes for religious instruction is the responsibility of the principals. The teaching of relig-
ion cannot be used for "political purposes directed against the State, social, or economic order of the Hungarian
People's Republic." "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Korreiny 21/1957 (111.24.) szdmti rendelete a
valldsoktatdsr61" (Decree No. 21/1957 (111.24.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government
on the Teaching of Religion). Magyar Kaden, (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest, No. 35, March 24, 1957. p.
222-23.

14 The impending measures in this sphere were reflected in a speech by J6zsef Mvay, then chief theoretician
to the Party, at the MAVAG machine-building plant of Budapest on September 16, 1948. In it he insisted that
"socialism must be built in the sphere of culture as well."

I5 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 34.
16 At first the nationalization law of 1948 affected only 113 gymnasiums. IIbid. p. 134.
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far the most important ones related to the dissolution and replacement
of the National Council of Public Education by the National Scientific
Institute of Education (Orszdgos Nevelestudomcinyi Intezet) , which 18
months later was itself dissolved by the 1950 Party decision for harbor-
ing botirgeois tendencies in the field of education. Its tasks were as-
sumed By the Minister of Culture and until the Scientific Pedagogical
Institute (Pedagegiai Tudomdnyos Intezet) was established in 1954
55,17 no meaningful scientific organization existed in Hungary to effect
research in the theory and practice of education.

This period also saw the establishment (1948) of the National
Council for the Protection of Children and Youth (Orszdgos Gyermek-
es Ifitiscigvedelmi Tandcs) and of the National Office for Collegiums
(student homes and dormitories) and Student Welfare (Orszdgos

Dicikje, leti es I llegiumi Hivatal) .

The Socialist Educational System

The third and final phase in the transformation of Hungary's educa-
tional system began with the adoption of the March 1950 resolution on
education by the Central Committee of the Party." Evaluating the
recent historical evolution of the country as one characterized by the
replacement of the "democratic dictatorship" by a "dictatorship of the
proletariat," the resolution called for the complete reorganization and
reorientation of education along Marxist-Leninist lines.

The measures adopted for this purpose included revising the cur-
riculums and syllabuses, restructuring the educational institutions at all
post-elementary levels, and changing the admission and examination
systems.

An important factor in the implementation of these measures was
the founding of the Association of Working Youth (Dolgozo Ifitiscig
Szovetsege) (better known by its abbreviated name DISZ) , which was
modeled after the Soviet Komsomol system."

The emergence of the present socialist educational system during the
third phase was not entirely even, major changes having been effected
in 1954, 1957, and 1961.

The 1954 changes were motivated by the launching of the so-called
"New Course" "liberalization" program following the death of Stalin
and the subsequent removal from power of the Hungarian "Moscovites."
In education, these changes were based on the January 1954 resolution
of the Party's Central Committee, which, among other things, called for
the "greater appreciation of the treasures of Hungarian national cul-
ture" in all schools.2° This directive led to the rediscovery of the "pro-
gressive," "revolutionary" national heroes of Hungarian art, literature,
and poetry, such as Ady, Arany, Balassi, Csokonai, jOkai, Mikszath,
Maricz, Petofi, and Vorosmarty. It also called for improving the quality

17 See p. 163.
18 The resolution can be found in the April 15, 1950, issue of ICknevelis (Public Education), Budapest.
18 See p. 181-84.
28 "A Kozponti Vezet5s6g hatdrozata a kozoktatds helyzeter51 6 feladatairol" (Resolution of the Central

Committee Concerning the Status and Tasks of Public Education). nrsadalmi Szemle (Social Review). Budapest,
1 X:1:96-103, January 1954.
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of teaching, the level of students, the production of textbooks and edu-
cational equipment, and (in order to promote research in education)
for establishing a Scientific Pedagogical I ns t it ute.

The 1957 changes reflected the regime. s interpretation of the conse-
quences of the October-November 1956 revolt.21 In its atlempt to protect
the people's democratic system against what it called "counter-revolu-
tionary" elements, the Party adopted a series of measures to "further
the building of socialism in the field of education." In a resolution
adopted in 1958, the Party launched a long-range educational program
calculated to assure the education of youth in the spirit of Marxism,
expand the network of schools (especially the elementary ones) and tie
education more closely to life.22

The general overhauling of the educational system in the 1960's was
first decided upon at the Seventh. Congress of the Party in November
1959. On the basis of Party directives, a School Reform Committee was
established which by September 1960 had published its "Guidelines for
the Further Development of Our Educational System" grcinyelvek
oktatcisi rendszeriink tovcibbfejlesztdsere).

The guidelines and the general scope of the reforms became the sub-
ject of a nationwide discussion by laymen and cultural and educational
experts alike.23 The basic principles enunciated in the guidelines, as
well as many of the positive suggestions made by leading Hungarian
educators, were largely incorporated in Law No. III of 1961, the funda-
mental education act of the present Hungarian system of education,
adopted by Parliament on October 11, 1961.24

The law outlines the general principles and goals of Hungary's social-
ist educational system, the framework of compulsory schooling require-
ments, and the scope, basic structure, and general content of the various
types of schools.

In accordance with the basic objectives of the fundamental education
law of 1961, new curriculums were adopted and gradually implemented
in both elementary and secondary schools.25 Tht- teachers and adminis-
trators were provided with new regulations relating to the unfolding of
the educational process in these institutions and to their specific tasks
and responsibilities. Major changes were made in the vocational-techni-
cal education system and in the teaching of Marxism-Leninism at insti-
tutions of higher learning. To assist the Minister of Culture in an ad-
visory capacity, the Government established late in 1965 a National
Council of Education (Orsztigos Oktattisi Tancies). Its assigned primary

21 The educational process during the revolt was interrupted throughout the country, especially in Budapest,
where the fiercest fighting took place. One week after the entry of Soviet tanks on November 4, theschools were
ordered to reopen "if the material prerequisites were available." See Resolution No. 7/1956. (XI.12.) of the
Government in Magyar lazIony, No. 93, November 12, 1956. p. 570.

22 "A Magyar Szocialista Munkaspart milvel6d6si politikdjanak iranyelvei" (Guidelines Concerning the
Educational Policy of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party), in Mai kulturais iletiink fribb kirdisei (The Major
Questions of Our Contemporary Cultural Life). Budapest: Kossuth, 1958. p. 22-27. For full text see Tdrsadalmi

Szemle. XIII:7-8:116-51. July-August 1958.
93 Ferenc Tihanyi, ed. Oktat4siigyiink totnibbfejlesztisiert. Tanuttn4nyok is dokumentumok (For the Further Develop-

ment of Our Educational System. Studies and Documents). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd for the Pedagogiai
Tudomanyos Int6zet, 1961. 191 p.

24 "196''.. 6vi III. torv6ny a Magyar N6pkortarsasig oktat4ti renrlszer6r81" (Law No. III of 1961 Concern
ing the Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Magyar Kikliiny, No. 74, October 17, 1961.
p. 566-70.

25 See p. 57-65.
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function is to coordinate and assure the ideological, methodological,
pedagogical, political, and professional unity of education. Prototypes
of the council were also established under the auspices of the executive
committees of the district people's councils.2°

The successes and failures of the educational system in the first
5 years after the adoption of the fundamental law were the subject of
a major policy statement by the Minister of Culture in Parliament
on November 11-13, 1965.27 In that statement he was enthusiastic about
the almost universal enforcement of the 10-year compulsory school sys-
tem covering children between 6 and 16 years of age, ='8 but gloomy about
the future of "general" (i.e., academic) or secondary education.

Admission to the general academic secondary schools, especially
their day sessions, was to be curtailed and applicants were to be di-
rected towards vocational-technical training in order to assure that
they would enter employment immediately after graduation rather
than pursue higher studies. The original 5+1 plan (5 days of theoreti-
cal and 1 day of practical training) in the secondary schools was to be
used only "where the material prerequisites" were available within the
school's framework so as to relieve the pressure on the factories and
plants. Where facilities were not available, practical training was to be
reduced to 2 hours per week. Intermediate technical training was to be
provided only within the framework of shops and plants, with formal
schooling in technical areas being confined to the vocational secondary
schools teaching clusters of skills and giving instruction culminating in
the baccalaureate diploma.

In higher education, the thrust of the criticism was directed towards
the inadequate teaching of Marxism-Leninism. Students, the Minister
insisted, were not only to become acquainted with the tenets of Marx-
ism-Leninism, they were also to be led to embrace them. Political-ideo-
logical training was to be provided within the framework of every sub-
ject. The extent to which the recommendations were carried out has not
yet been ascertained.2°

Principles and Goals

The basic principles underlying the educational system were sum-
marized in the Fundamental Law of 1961. According to this law, educa-
tion is expected. to-

1. Assure close ties between the schools and production, and prepare all students
for participation in productive life.

2. Raise the general and professional cultural level by taking into consideration
the age characteristics of the students.

3. On the basis of a socialist outlook and morality, raise true patriots, upright

26 For details see p. 5, 33-35.
27 Pal Ilku. "N6ptink altalinos 6 szakmai mtivelts6enek eme1666t" (For Raising the General and Profes-

sional Cultural Level of Our People). Kiiznevelis, XXI:23:881-89, December 23, 1965.
28 Sec p. 50-51.
29 For a general review of the effect of the educational reform, see the following article in the theoretical

journal of the Party's Central Committee: Imre Kurucz. "Az oktatasi reform vOrehajtdsa alapelvei tiikraren"
(The Implementation of the Educational Reform in Light of Its Fundamental Principles). Tarsadalmi
Budapest. XX:12:42-53, December 1965.
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and law-abiding citizens devoted to their fatherland and the people, dedi-
cated to the service of socialism, peace, and brotherhood among nations and
to the building and protection of the people's state.

4. Increase the number of students and of persons who study while engaged in
productive employment, thereby preparing for the gradual implementation
of a general and compulsory secondary education system.3°

Also according to the 1961 Fundamental Law, the goal of the educa-
tional system of the Hungarian People's Republic is to-

1. Provide, by means of a planned educational system, general and professional
knowledge; and satisfy the requirements of the economy for skilled labor.

2. Raise the level of general and professional culture.

3. Develop and strengthen 4in the students a Marxist-Leninist concept of life
and socialist morality.

4. Raise conscious, educated, patriotic, upright, and law-abiding citizens who
will be faithful to the people, will cooperate in building socialism with useful
work, will build and protect the people's state, and will serve with dedica-
tion the cause of peace and brotherhood."

The basic principles and goals of Hungary's educational system re-
flect Article 48 of the Constitution of August 20, 1949, which stipulates
that-

1. The Hungarian People's Republic shall insure the right to education to every
worker.

2. The Hungarian People's Republic shall implement this right by extending, to
all, educational facilities through (1) a free and compulsory "general" (ele-
mentary) school system, (2) secondary and higher schools, (3) educational
facilities for adult workers, and (4) financial aid to those receiving any kind of
education.32

Organization and Administration

The educational institutions of Hungary are organized and admin-
istered under the direction or auspices of a series of central and local
Party and governmental organs and with the cooperation of various cul-
tural, scientific, and social organizations.

The Communist Party

Ultimate decisionmaking power in education, as in all other fields,
lies with the central executive organs of the Communist Party.33 The
Party's main organ for dealing with educational matters is the Scientific
and Public Education Section (Tudomdnyos es KOzoktatcisi Osztdly) of
the Party Central Committee. Its studies and proposals usually emerge
as Party policy, following which they go out as directives and resolu-
tions of the Central Committee., They are then translated into legisla-
tive language and issued in the form of decrees or decisions by the
Government, the Ministry of Culture, or any other ministry responsible
for particular educational tasks.

3° Preamble to Law No. III of 1961. op. cit.
31 Article 1 of Law No. III of 1961. op. cit.
32 Constitution of the Hungarian People's Republic. Budapest: Athenaeum, 1949. 20 p.
33 See p. 5-8.
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In addition to formulating broad policy decisions, the Party also exer-
cises day-to-day supervision over their implementation. At each organi-
zational level and for each type of education there exists a Party base
organ to insure that the policies of the Government are implemented.
Strict adherence to the Party line is also assured by the fact that politi-
cally influential educators hold leading Party positions and a large num-
ber of the members of committees or commissions concerned with edu-
cation or student-faculty life are also members of the Party or the Com-
munist Youth League (Kommunista Ifinscigi Szavetseg).

Although decisionmaking power rests almost exclusively with the
Party, the central and local governmental and school administrative
organs have considerable latitude for implementing educational policy.

The Ministry of Culture

Evolution.A number of organizational and structural changes have
taken place since 1951 in the Ministry having charge of educational af-
fairs. The following tabulation gives a profile of the Ministry's name
changes and of related events since pre-World War II days:

Year

efore 1951
(Pre-World

War II clays) .

Name Related Events
Ministry of Religion and

Public Education (Valles-
es Kozoktatdsugyi Minisz-
terium)

1951 Ministry of Public Education
(Kozoktatcisiigyi Miniszte-
rium)

1953 Ministry of Education (Oltta-
tesugyi Miniszterium)

1956 Ministry of Culture (Muvelo-

State Office for Denomina-
tional Affairs established to
handle state - church rela-
tions.31

Consolidated under Law VI
with the Ministry of
Higher Education (Felsli-
oktatesi Minisztdrium) 35

Consolidated with the Minis-
desiigyi Miniszterium) 35 37 try of Public Culture

(Ndpmilvelesi Miniszte-
rium)

Structure and Functions.The competence and responsibilities of
the Ministry are outlined in a 1957 Government resolution.38 According
to this resolution, the Ministry of Culture-

1. Guides, supervises, and directs kindergartens, general schools, gymnasiums, and
teacher-training institutes; coordinates and supervises vocational secondary
schools and universities; and 'regulates academic matters, of the institutions of
higher learning, including admissions, scholarships, the teaching of Marxism-

34 See p. 25.
36 The Ministry of Higher Education had been established in 1952 under Law 21/1952.
36 Magyar Kozliiny, No. 106, December 29, 1956. p. 613.
37 Literally, the M tivel6desiigyi Miniszterium means Ministry of Cultural Affairs. In the present publication,

regardless of the official nomenclature for the Ministry in any particular year, the term Ministry of Culture is
used at all times.

35 "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkis-Paraszt Korminy 1.045/1957. (IV.25.) szAmtl hatArozata a Milve15-
desilgyi Miniszt&ium ilgykorir51" (Resolution No. 1,045/1957. (IV.25,) of the Hungarian Revolutionary
Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Competence of the Ministry of Culture). Magyar lazIony, No.
47, April 25, 1957. p. 276
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Leninism, and the grading of institutions that operate under the jurisdiction
of other ministries or governmental organs.

2. Aids and guides the work of professional artists and supervises artistic instieu-
dons and enterprises, including those in publishing, cinematography, and the
theatre, as well as national museums and archives and some of the large
libraries of the country. Further, it guides the work of organizations engaged
in the propagation of mass culture, including the Institute for Popular Cul-
ture (Nepmgveldsi Intdzet) and the Association for the Propagation of the
Social and Natural Sciences (Tdrsadalom- ds Termdszettudomdnyi Ismeretter-
jeszt6 Tdrsulat). Also exercises direct control over cultural institutions and
enterprises administered by the people's councils, and issues general rules and
guidelines concerning landmarks and historical monuments.

3. Exercises control over the education sections of executive committees of the
local people's councils.

4. Exercises State control over the national education associations.

The Ministry of Culture also exercises direct control and supervision
over the State Office for Denominational Affairs 39 and over the Hun-
garian Office for Physical Education and Sport (Magyar Testnevelesi
es Sport Hivatal) .40

The Ministry is divided into a number of specialized sections or divi-
sions dealing with various aspects of its activities. Among these parts of
the Ministry are the following:

1. Section of kindergarten (Ovodai Osztdly)
2. Division of Public Education (Kozoktatdsi nosztdly)

3. Division of Secondary Education (K5zdkok4 Oktatdsi FOosztay)

4. Division of Vocational Education (Szakoktatdsi F6osztcily)

5. Division of Teacher and Kindergarten-Teacher Training (Tanit6- es Oven&
kepz6 Szakosztdly)

In formulating and implementing its policies, the Ministry copperates
with a number of advisory and governmental agencies, other interested
ministries, and mass organizations.

The National Council of Education

Modeled after the original National Council of Public Education,41
the National Council of Education (Orsztigos Oktattisi Tandcs) was
established in late 1965 to serve the Ministry of Culture in an advisory
capacity, especially with regard to educational matters affecting other
ministries. Headed by the Minister of Culture, it consists of representa-
tives of the various ministries, with the Minister' of Labor (Munkaiigyi
Miniszter) serving as deputy chairman. Among its primary functions is
to synchronize substantive and organizational questions affecting schools
and institutes that operate under the jurisdiction of ministries other
than the Ministry of Culture.42

39 See p. 25.
40 See p. 193.
41 See p. 23.
42 Decree No. 27/1965. (XII. 1). See also "Megalakult az Orszigos Oktatisi TanIcs" (The Establishment

of the National Council of Education). Kikneveles, XXI:24:934, December 17, 1965.
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Since its inception in 1965, the Council has been concerned with-

1 Preparation of general guidelines for the curriculums and syllabuses of voca-
tional secondary schools.

2. Evaluation of the status of vocational secondary schools and their development
plans.

3. Formulation of major principles concerning the content and structure of
vocational secondary schools for adults with emphasis on admission of those
coming from vocational schools for apprentices.

4. Effective utilization of available classrooms in elementary and secondary schools
and in vocational schools for apprentices.

5. Revision of the netwr.:rk of secondary schools and the establishment of long-
range plans concerning the proportion of various types of secondary schools
in the 1970's.'13

The Institute for Cultural Relations
Operating for a few years under the direct jurisdiction of the Minister

of Culture, the Institute for Cultural Relations (Kulturdlis Kapcsolatok
Intezete) functions under the immediate supervision of the Council of
Ministers (Minisztertandcs) .44

The primary task of the Institute is to:
1. Propagate and popularize Hungarian culture abroad.

2. Propagate and popularize other people's cultures in Hungary.

3. Prepare and help implement cultural agreements.

4. Deal with questions relating to the development of cultural relations decided
upon by the Council of Ministers.

In 1963, the Institute was also placed in charge of the Hungarian
National Commission for UNESCO and its Secretariat.

The Hungarian National Commission for UNESCO

Hungary originally joined UNESCO in 1948, but, like the other "peo-
ple's democratic" countries, took no active part in its work until after
the death of Stalin and the subsequent "liberalization" trend. By far
the most important Hungarian governmental agency in charge of
UNESCO affairs is the Hungarian National Commission for UNESCO
(Magyar UNESCO Bizottsdg). Reorganized in 1954, 1956, and again
in 1958, the Commission consists of the Plenary Session, the Executive
Council, and the Secretariat. Headed by a President, it is composed of
60 full members representing various important national institutions
involved in UNESCO activities as well as experts in culture, education,
and science.

Under the rules of the Commission, the Plenary Session is convened

43 Report on Educational Progress in the 1966/67 Academic rear Presented at the XXXth Session of the International
Conference on Public Education, Geneva, July 1967. Budapest, 1967, p. 22-23.

44"A Magyar Forradalmi Munkis-Paraszt Korrnany 1016/1962. (VI. 30.) szAmti hatArozata a KulturAlis
Kapcsolatok Int6zet6r61" (Resolution No. 1016/1962. (VI. 30.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-
Peasant Government Concerning the Institute of Cultural Relations). Magyar Koz16ny, No. 48, June 30, 1962.

p. 414.
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at least once a year and the Executive Council every month, or as re-
quired. The Council includes, in addition to the President and Secre-
tary-General of the Commission, representatives of the Ministry of Cul-
ture, the Institute for Cultural Relations, the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences (Magyar Tudomdnyos 4kademia), and the Association of Tech-
nical and Scientific Societies (Miiszaki es Termeszettudomdnyi Egyesille-
tek SzOvetsege).

The UNESCO program in Hungary is carried out under the auspices
of eight subcommittees, one for each of the following areas: adult edu-
cation and youth activities, communication, culture, the "East-West
Major Project," hydrology, natural sciences, public education, and social
sciences and anthropology.4.5

Other Ministries and Agencies

Certain intermediate and higher vocational-technical. and professional
institutions are under the jurisdiction of the ministries in charge of the
particular field. Thus, medical universities operate under the auspices
of the Ministry of Health (Egeszsegiigyi Miniszterium) , forestry and
agronomy universities and colleges under the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food (MezOgazdasdgi es Elelmezesagyi Miniszterium), arid tech-
nikums and vocational-technical schools under the corresponding eco-
nomic ministries.

Most vocational schools for apprentices operate under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Labor (Munkaugyi Miniszterium) , although some
function under the direction of the various ministries of industry ,and
domestic and foreign trade.

With regard to academic matters proper, however (including exam-
inations and grading, some aspects of the curriculum, inspection, meth-
odology, and basic, educational principles) , the Ministry of Culture
shares authority over all of these institutions."

_

General plans concerning the economy's requirements for skilled
workers in the various skill areas and concerning quotas for admission
to the various institutions of higher learning are determined by the Na-
tional Planning Office (Orszdgos Tervhivatal). To determine these quo-
tas the Office collaborates with the central and local governmental and
educational authorities.

The People's Councils

Identified as the highest organ of State power at the local level, the
people's councils (tandcsok) exercise considerable power in education.
The council, composed of so-called working people's deputies, carry
out their policies through their executive committees (vegrehajtO bi-
zottsdgok) , whose chairmen are roughly equivalent to American mayors.
Each executive committee is divided into special administrative sections
(sze;!zigazgatasi szervek) dealing with various areas of public interest

45 Sdndor Mailer, "Hungary and UNESCO," The New Hungarian Quarterly, Budapest VII:23: 148-52,
Autumn 1966. See also Mite Kovdcs. "Hungary and the East-West Project," Ibid. p. 152-55; Sdndor Mailer.
"Magyarorszig es az UNESCO" (Hungary and the UNESCO). lazneveles, XX:2:67-68, January 24, 1964.

46 Article 29 of Law No. III of 196/, cited above.
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such as culture, education, health, roads, sanitation, and so on. The ex-
ecutive committees operate within the framework of general rules and
guidelines emanating from the various ministries.

As a result of the liberalization-decentralization measures adopted in
1967, the special administrative sections are now directly responsible to
the executive committees of their particular people's councils rather
than to the corresponding ministries.47

With a few exceptions, local people's councils exercise direct control
over all institutions of learning at the secondary and lower levels. They
exercise this control through their educational sections (milveloddsugyi
osztdlyok), roughly corresponding to American boards of education.
The chiefs of these sections are appointed by and responsible to the ex-
ecutive committees of their people's councils. The committees, in turn,
are responsible in educational matters to the Ministry of Culture.

Although, from the operational point of view, the educational sec-
tions work under the immediate control and guidance of the executive
committees, they are also subject to those general rules, regulations, and
directives issued by the Ministry of Culture that are national in scope.
The Ministry also supervises the instructional-educational process in the
schools through periodic inspections organized on either the national or
the regional level.

The people's councils are organized on a hierarchical basis, each ex-
ecutive committee being responsible to the council that elected it and
to the executive committee immediately above it. According to the 1955
regulation which specified the educational responsibility of the educa-
tional sections of the various people's councils, the 19 county people's
councils (megyei tandcs) through their educational sections guide and
supervise the work of the educational sections of the district people's
councils (jdrdsi tancics).

The educational sections of the county people's councils also direct
and supervise general gymnasiums, teacher-training institutes, interme-
diate technikums, and institutes for the handicapped, as well as student
homes and dormitories attached to such institutions. The educational
sections of the district councils control and guide the basic educational
institutions."

The communal or village people's councils (kozsdgi tandcs) operate
without separate educational sections within their executive commit-
tees. In the field of education, they are primarily concerned with the or-
ganization and supervision of kindergartens, the establishment of school
districts, and the registration and attendance of children of compulsory
school age.

47 "A Magyar Forradalmi Munk(s- Paraszt Korm(ny 1023/1967. (VIII.8.) sz(mti hatirozata a tanScsok
vegrehajtd bizotts(gai szakigazgatdsi szerveinek irdyitdsirdl" (Resolution No. 1023/1967. (VIII.8.) of the
Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Guidance of the SpecialAdminstrative
Sections of the Executive Committees of the People's Councils). Magyar Aldan', No. 54, August 8, 1967. p.
401-03.

48 Between 1957 and 1961-62, the educational sections of the district people's councils were abolished and
their tasks assigned to the educational sections of the county people's councils. For further details on the respon-
sibilities of the people's councils in the field of education, see, Aura Hencz. A miiveliklisi intizminyek is a mfivd5-
disigazgaids fejleidise, 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educational Institutions and Administration, 1945-1961).
Budapest, Kozgazdasigi ds Jogi Konyvkiadd, 1962. p. 124 -?3; (2) Jenti Lugossy. "Kozoktatispolitikinknaidny
idaszeril k6rdEsdrol" (Concerning a Few Timely Questions About Our Educational Policy). Kliznevelis, XXIII:
17:641-45, September 8, 1967.
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Concurrently with the establishment of the National Council of Edu-
cation," county councils of educvation (megyei oktatdsi tandcsok) were
also established to serve as advisory bodies to the executive committees
of the county people's councils on matters affecting all primary and sec-
ondary educational establishments, the coordination of classrooms, the
distribution of teachers, and the educational-instructional process in
general.

The Mass Organizations

To implement their educational policies, the Party and governmental
organizations have the assistance and cooperation of a number of mass
organizations, including the Communist youth organizations," the trade
unions, and the Parental Work Collectives (Szilloi MunkakOzossegek).

The trade unions are basically Party-subordinated organizations con-
cerned not only with advancement of the material and professional in-
terests of school employees but also with implementation of Party deci-
sions. To help accomplish the latter purpose they work closely with
Party units operating in the educational institutions.51

The Parental Work Collectives were first organized in 1948 at the
initiative of the Democratic Association of Hungarian Women (Magyar
Nola Demokratikus Szovetsege).52 Their objective, as defined by the
Ministry of Culture in 1959, is to help promote the development of the
socialist school and to assure the education of youth in a socialist spirit
through synchronizing the educational process in the school and the
home.

The Parental Work Collectives aim to:
1. Assist teachers in strengthening student discipline and struggling against

absences and lateness.

2. Assist teachers and Communist youth organizations in supervising homework
so as to improve educational performance.

3. Mobilize parents to assure conditions fo" effective study at home, proper
supervision of homework, and acquisition of the required materials for school
work.

4. Propagate the objectives of the Communist youth organizations among parents,
and assist in establishing and equipping youth clubs.

5. Assist in providing summer employment for school children.

6. Participate in improving the material conditions of the schools through
social campaigns.

7. Assist in organizing parents' meetings to sponsor cultural and social eventsP

49 See p. 31-32.
so see p. 180-89.
51 See also p. 29-30.
53 Decree No. 43.300/1948 (V. 15). VKM of May 15, 1948, of the Minister of Culture. For details on the

role of parental organizations in the field of education, sec Sendor Kom Iasi. "Az iskola es a csalid kapcsolata"
(The Relationship Between the School and the Family). In: Nevelisagyiink hdsz eve, 1945-1964 (Twenty Years of
Our Educational System. 1945 - 1964). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd, 1965. p. 271-318.

53 Aurt1 Hencz. A m vel iklis i intizminytk is a nirel6disigazgai4s fejl6dise, 1945-1961, op. cit. p. 117=18. See also
present publication's chapter V, p. 55-57.
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Financing Education

Methods

Since 1948 financing education has become the concern of the State,
exclusively. Education is financed from the general State budget, from
budgets of ministries sponsoring educational units, and from budgets of
the people's councils.

Budgets: Central and Local

In the budgetary process the principal or director of each educational
institution submits estimates to the authority having immediate juris-
diction over it. The main budgetary items for education are the follow-
ing: construction, equipment for laboratories, libraries, and shops; repair
and maintenance, salaries of the teaching and auxiliary staff, scholar-
ships, and student welfare.

Following necessary adjustments, the individual budgetary proposals
are consolidated into the budgets of the people's councils and into the
State budget prepared by the Ministry of Finance (Penziigyminisz-
terium).

The total 1967 budget for all educational establishments amounted
to 8 billion, 886 million forints 54 as against 8 billion, 94 million forints

Rate 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
Official 11.74 11.74 11.74 11.74 11.74 11.74 11.74 11.74 11.74

Tourist/financial 23.48 23.48 23.48 23.48 23.48 23.48 23.48 23.48 23.48
Unofficial 43.00 51.00 44.90 44.75 59.00 53.25 54.60 50.00 58.00

SOURCE OF DATA; Pick's Currency Yearbook 1968. New York: Pick Publishing Corporation, 1968. p. 254, 56.

in 1966-an increase of 792 million forints (9.8 percent) . The 1967
educational budget was 8.5 percent of the entire State budget and of
the State's gross income.55

Fees, Tuition, and Scholarships

Hungary's free educational system comprises elementary schools,
schools for the handicapped, secondary schools,56 vocational schools for
training skilled workers, and elementary schools for adults. Everyone
enrolled in any of these institutions, however, must provide his own
supplies and textbooks.

Schools other than those named above charge a tuition which varies
according to the student's grades and general educational achievement,
the parents' or guardian's income, and (in some cases) the parents' con-
tributions to the socialist State. Tuition and registration fees, however,
are offset by a liberal scholarship and student welfare program.

State assistance is basically of two types: social benefits and scholar-
ships. Social assistance (table 6) involves placement of students in

64 Exchange rates for the Hungarian forint (defined as 75.758 milligrams of fine gold per U.S. dollar) from
1959 to 1967 were the following:

55 Report on Educational Progress in thu 1966/67 Academic rear, op. cit. p. 23. Sources did not reveal any break-
down of these figures by ministries, people's councils, and educational levels.

56 Secondary education became free in 1962 under Decree No. 9/1962. (III. 25.) of the Government. See
footnote 50 of chapter V.
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Table 6.Number of nursery, kindergarten, and elementary school pupils and
number of secondary and higher education students receiving social assistance, by

type of assistance: 1966-67

Nurseries Higher
Type of assistance and Elementary Secondary education

kindergartens schools schools collegiums

Grants 1,803 31,409
Living quarters 1,416 22,857 35,906 24,523
Meals 186,662 219,936 87,682 40,528
Study rooms 203,784 35,018
Vacations 71,164 20,569

SOURCE OF DATA: Report on Educational Progress in the 1966/67 Academic Year Presented at the
X XXIII Session of the International Conference on Public Education, Geneva, July 1967. (Budapest, 1967)
p. 34.

dormitories or residences, regular and emergency financial aid, and meals
at low prices. For purposes of assistance, students are divided into three
categories according to the income of the parents or guardians. Scholar-
ships are awarded on the basis of educational performance, and may
be granted by State organs as well as by social organizations and enter-
prises. Scholarships awarded by the latter two also give serious consider-
ation to the recipient's social background, with priority for children of
manual workers.

Scholarships are normally awarded on the basis of a contract under
which the recipient undertakes to work after graduation for a specified
time at a location set forth in the contract.57

Types of Education and Training

The educational system of the Hungarian People's Republic provides
education and training starting at the 3-year kindergarten level and
continuing through the compulsory 8-year elementary Lvel, the 4-year
secondary level, and (depending upon career objectives) the 2-to-6 year
higher education level. At various spots in the system are the continu-
ation schools, the vocational schools, the adult education schools, and
the evening and correspondence sections of the universities and higher
institutes (chart 3).

Kindergarten

Pre-elementary education is provided in the kindergartens (ovochik),
which are organized on a voluntary attendance basis. Enrolling children
of 3- to 5-years of age, kindergartens are administered by central or local
educational or government authorities, industrial or agric-Iltural enter-
prises, or social organizations including trade unions. They normally
fulfill a dual task, 'providing educational background for the children
while at the same time freeing the mothers for productive work.58

57 For details on the tuition and scholarship system at the secondary and higher education level, sec p. 69 -70

and 125-27, respectively.
88 See chapter IV.
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Chart 3. The Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic: 1967
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garten Teachers
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0
Technical School for Workers
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SOURCE: Report on Educational Progress in the 1966-67 Academic Year
(Presented at the XXXth Session of the International Conference on Public Edu-
cation, Geneva, July 1967. Budapest: The Hungarian People's Republic [1967]),
p. 37.
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Elementary Education

The so-called "general" school (dltaldnos iskola) provides 8 years of
elementary education. The product of one of the farthest reaching and
most positive educational reforms of the postwar era, the dltaldnos iskola
is free and compulsory for children age 6 through 14. The com-
pulsory attendance requirement, however, extends through the age
of 16. Children graduating from the dltaldnos iskola at age 14 have
three choices: (1) continue schooling at a secondary institution, (2) take
part-time employment in production, or (3) pursue their education at a
continuation school.

Established by local government authorities, the continuation schools
(tovcibbkepzO iskoldk) operate under the same jurisdictional principles
as the 8-year elementary schools. They are 2-year instituti.an: offering a
basically industrial or agricultural course for children who graduate
from the general' schools before reaching age 16 and are not planning to
work or to continue their education in a secondary school.

Secondary Education

Academic secondary schools or gymnasiums (gimndziumok), art sec-
ondary schools (muveszeti gimndziumok), secondary technikums, and
vocational secondary schools provide secondary-level education. All are
4-year institutions offering both theoretical and practical training.

The gymnasiums operate under. the overall jurisdiction of the Min-
istry of Culture, and their graduates who have earned. a baccalaureate
diploma (erettsegi) may apply for admission to any institution of higher
education, primarily the regular, polytechnical, and medical universities.

The vocational secondary schools offer training in a group of related
skills; their graduates who have passed both the baccalaureate and the
practical-skill examinations may pursue their studies in a higher edu-
cation institution corresponding to their particular specialty.

The technikums, established in the 1950's, are of three types: agri-
cultural, economic, or industrial. Any of their students who graduate
with the technical secondary school certificate are entitled to apply for
admission to a higher technical institution that offers courses in their
particular specialty. Such graduates are also entitled to hold jobs in
production commensurate with their training.

The technikums and the art secondary schools are gradually to be
transformed, beginning in 1969, into vocational secondary schools. Both
the secondary technikums and the vocational secondary schoOls function
under the jurisdiction of their corresponding agricultural, economic,
or industrial ministries. From the 3trictly operational point of view,
however, like the oth secondary schools (ana like the elementary
schools) , they operate under the immediate control and guidance of
the educational sections of the executive committees of the people's
councils in the counties where they are located.59

69 For details on, elementary ("general"), continuation, and secondary schools, see chapter V. For a brict
survey of Hungary's postwar lower educational system, see Gyula Simon. "Htisz Ev a magyar iskolailgyben"
(Twenty Years of Hungarian Education). Pedagogiai Szemlc (Review of Education), Budapest. XV:4:342-54,
1965.



Higher Education

The primary objective of the higher education institutions is to edu-
cate professionally competent and politically reliable individuals.
Hungary's institutions of higher education fall into six types:

1. Agronomic universities and colleges (Agrdrtudomdnyi egyetemek
es f8iskOldk)"

2. Medical universities (Orvosi egyetemek)

3. Polytechnical universities egyetemek)

4. Special colleges, including colleges of applied
and fine arts, military schools, and physical
education.

5. Teacher-training colleges and institutes 431 (TanitOkepz5 f6iskoldk es
intezeteh)

15. Universities (Tudomdnyegyetemek)

Jurisdiction over the regular and polytechnical universities and the
art and teacher-training institutes and colleges_ is exercised by the
Ministry of Culture. The medical universities operate under the direc-
tion of the Ministry of Health (Egeszsegilgyi Miniszterium,), while the
technical and other institutions of higher learning are under the cor-
responding ministries or other governmental agencies.

Admission quotas to all these institutions acre determined by central
governmental organizations, especially the National Planning Office
(Orszdgos Tevhivato.1), in accordance with the general social and
economic requirements of the nation.62

Special Education

In addition to the formal standard levels of education, Hungary has
a relatively well-developed network of special educational institutions,
including schools for adults, schools for the handicapped, art institu-
tions, military schools, and Party schools.63

Enrollment

Concerned with the development of education at all levels, the
Hungarian Government has made great efforts, especially since the 1948
nationalization of schools, to extend the network of educational insti-
tutions of all types. The increase in the number of institutions between
1950-51 and 1966-67 is especially marked for kindergartens, secondary
schools, and higher education institutions (table 7) . Reflecting the
country's general population situation, the elementary schools, however,
actually declit.ed in number (tables 8 and 9). And reflecting its general
interest in education is the number of graduates from each educational
level (table 10).

60 Although "f8iskola" literally means "high school" (Hochschule), to differentiate it from secondary institu-
tions it is rendered throughout this text as "college."

01 For details on teacher-training institutes and collel,es, see chapter VIII.
62 See chapter VII.
63 See chapter IX.



Table 7.-Number of kindergartens, elementary schools, and secondary schools;
and number of higher education institutions and faculties (schools) :

1950-51-1966-67

School
year Kindergartens

Elementary
schools

Secondary
schools

Higher education'

Institutions Faculties
(Schools)

1960-61 1,773 6,185 406 19 431951-62 1,910 6,156 421 27 491952-63_ 2,072 6,102 427 31 621953-64 2,245 6,108 441 33 561954-66 2,436 6,168 442 36 541966-66 2,603 6,220 465 32 54

1956-67 2,609 6,273 466 31 631957-58 2,599 6,291 449 30 611968-59 2,666 6,314 436 30 491959-60 2,780 6,322 411 43 601960-61 2,866 6,307 419 43 601961-62 2,951 6,261 425 60 78

1962-63 3,067 6,220 441 87 1061963-64 3,136 6,162 530 89 1081964-66 3,185 6,106 693 91 1101965-66 3,227 6,036 591 92 1111966-67_ 3,267 5,964 589 92 111

1 Includes higher technikums and technical schools.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai eskonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 341.

Table 8.-Number of kindergarten and elementary school pupils and number of
secondary, higher education, and vocational school students: 1950-51-1966-67

School
year Kindergartens

Elementary
schools

Secondary
schools

Higher
educational
institutions

Vocational
schools

1950-51 106,362 1,229,957 107,925 32,501 56,8001951-52 121,215 1,205,173 ' 122,292 40,431 60,2371952-53 130,066 1,196,043 139,484 49,442 57,5251953-54 131,873 1,203,346 164,410 53,330 45,4721964-56 118,372 1,207,465 162,461 47,454 52,1531966-66 146,948 1,226,200 165,264 45,431 61,692

1956-57_ 167,849 1,255,001 172,786 42,608 75,4051957-58_ 162,174 1,259,114 159,388 35,867 88,7471958-59 170,559 1,268,650 177,738 34,037 101,561.1959-60 179,848 1,314,432 204,401 37,996 116,6661960-61 183,766 1,392,260 241,036 44,685 125,3431961-62 171,682 1,444,543 283,747 53,302 134,782

1962-63 177,762 1,472,743 333,747 67,324 143,9671963-64 184,346 1,468,683 385,419 82,280 161,1641964-65 187,398 1,445,124 417,446 91,923 163,8921966-66 189,372 1,413,612 407,486 93,957 172,3831966-67 191,991 1,380,286 37E,734 89,644 183,599

'Includes higher technikum8 and technic& schools.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai esknyv 1966 (Statistic& Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 342.



Table 9.-Number of teachers in the kindergartens, &ementary schools, secondary
schools, and institutions of higher education: 1950-51-1966-67

[-Indicates that source did not show any figures]

School
year Kindergartens

Elementary
schools

Secondary
schools'

Institutions of
higher education2

1950-51 2,423 35,248 6,174 -
1951 -52 3,201 38,089 5,929 -
1952 -53 3,785 39,869 6,110 -
1953 -54.. 4,431 43,108 6,970 5,677
1954-55 5,486 45,955 7,535 5,036
1955-56 6,120 50,259 7,810 4,913

1956-57 6,151 52,214 7,935 4,753
1957-58 7,170 53,667 8,053 4,966
1958-59 7,499 55,056 8,402 4,908
1959-60 8,093 56,449 8,360 35,035
1960-61 8,538 57,290 8,778 5,635

1961-62 8,914 58,333 9,232 5,865
1962-63 9,311 59,921 9,619 6,702
1963-64 9,776 61,518 10,631 7,278
1964-65 10,102 62,108 11,561 7,938
1965-66 10,319 62,167 12,049 8,444
1966-67 10,566 62,241 12,317 8,889

'Includes day-session teachers only.

2 Includes lecturers and instructors of physical education, but not visiting professors.

3 Does not include the faculty of teacher training institutes and colleges for kindergarten and
elementary teachers.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai OvkOnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 341.

Table 10.-Number of graduates of the 8-yeah elementary schools, secondary
schools, and institutions of higher education: 1950-66
[-Indicates that source dhi not show any figures]

8-year
Secondary Schools Institutions of higher education

Year
ele-

mentary
schools Total Academ-

ic

Indus-
trial

tecn-hi
kums

Total
Poly-
tech-
nical

Agri-
cul-
tural

Eco-
nomics

Medi-
cine

Law

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1950___ 69,900 16,380 - 4,345 1,511 312 404 662 457
1951___ 79,396 17,219 - - 5,174 1,252 334 431 1,036 1,112
1952___ 80,147 17,656 8,268 2,055 4,843 1,329 83 428 816 429
1953___ 97,453 23,687 12,672 3,452 7,078 1,874 210 712 846 134
1954___ 101,958 26,479 11,331 5,455 5,644 848 85 818 556, 214
1955___ 97,848 30,264 12,874 6,961 6,442 865 460 771 544 291

1956___ 101,853 28,535 12,889 7,206 9,746 2,948 597 965 612 361
1957___ 104,336 31,431 16,133 7,698 7,036 2,205 781 458 539 723
1958___ 115,892 31,498 17,412 6,741 5,655 1,967 537 364 640 482
1959___ 106,680 31,072 18,906 5,660 6,178 2,097 715 325 670 614
1960___ 107,349 33,662 21,004 6,800 5,628 1,644 891 329 830 603
1961___ 127,178 37,999 24,799 7,300 6,317 1,610 535 324 833 493

1962___ 140,422 46,722 30,017 8,804 7,251 1,723 574 384 922 577
1963___ 148,384 52,729 30,749 11,438 9,583 1,888 1,292 484 921 528
1964___ 154,495 60,946 32,009 13,606 11,065 2,220 1,580 620 959 483
1965___ 157,797 68,898 37,917 13,941 13,938 3,116 2,152 961 1,015 7261966_ 152,349 77,530 41,934 15,248 18,107 5,003 2,783 1,284 982 677

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evkOnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 342.
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N. Pre-Elementary Education

Evolution

Although the first kindergarten was established in Hungary as early
as 1828,1 pre-elementary education remained relatively undeveloped in
quality until after World War II. The total number of kindergartens in
1938 was 1,140; together with the so-called permanent and summer
homes 2 there were 1,309 pre-elementary institutions with a total enroll-
ment of 124,523 (table 1) representing 23.6 percent of kindergarten-age
children.

The kindergartens were mostly overcrowded and understaffed, with
an average of 70.4 children per group.3

The scope and functions of pre-elementary education before World
War II were specified by Law No. XV of 1891. In accordance with this
law, the kindergartens were considered primarily as institutions for
the protection and care of children. Th:v emphasized discipline and
religious-moral training. During the Horthy era (1919-44), kindergarten
education, like all other levels of education in Hungary, acquired certain
patriotic-chauvinistic overtones.

Following Hungary's liberation from German occupation in Spring
1945, priority in pre-elementary education was given to the physical
rehabilitation of war-damaged buildings and the everyday care, includ-
ing feeding and clothing, of the children. These tasks were undertaken
under the leadership of a number of parent and teacher organizations
spearheaded by the Democratic Association of Hungarian Women
(Magyar Nok Demokratikus Szeivetsege).

For the better achievement of this dual aimphysical care. and
educationthe kindergartens were transformed shortly after the cessa-
tion of hostilities into day homes (napkozi otthonok) and continued to
operate in this fashion until October 1, 1946. As in the prewar period,
the pre-elementary institutions were under the jurisdiction of the Min-
istry of Public Welfare (Ndpjoleti Miniszterium) until 1949, when they
were placed under the Ministry of Culture. On June 16, 1948, the
kindergartens, like all other educational institutions, were nationalized,

I See p. 11.
2 ibid.
3 Alice Hermann. "Az dvoda es az dvan6k6pz6s" (The Kindergarten and the Education of Kindergarten

Teachers). In: Nevelesilgylink heisz eve, 1945 -1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educational System, 1945-1964).
Budapest: Tankonyvkiado, 1965. p. 365-418 (referred to hereafter as Alice Hermann). This article is also avail-
able in a somewhat abbreviated form in Tanulmdnyok a magyar nepi demokrdcia nevelistortinetebol (Studies From the
History of Education of the Hungarian People's Republi,:)Vol. I. Budapest: Pedagdgiai Tudomdnyos Intaet,
1961. p. 169-238.
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thus assuring that a uniform system of pre-elementary education would
be established.

The nationalization of education brought about substantive quali-
tative changes in the content of kindergarten training, including cur-
riculum revision and teacher retraining.

The new curriculum provided for valuation of psychological factors
pertaining to the needs and characteristics of kindergarten children.
Teacher retraining was effected through 3-month courses which, in addi-
tion to professional subjects, also included political-ideological reorien-
tation.4 The refresher courses, like teacher-training and other courses in
general, came to rely increasingly on Soviet educational materials in
Hungarian translation.

The educational-political objectives of the regime were furthered by
the launching, in January 1948, of Gyermeknevelds (Child Education) ,

the professional journal for kindergarten education. This journal
appeared until January 1953, when it was replaced by Ovodai Nevelds
(Kindergarten Education). The changeover heralded the general/
revision of pre-elementary education.

The Changes of 1953

The system of pre-elementary education was reorgani ed in 1953
according to the provisions of Law No. III. The Law defined the
primary goal of kindergarten education as follows: "The function of
kindergarten education is the education and care of children of kinder-
garten age in accordance with the goals of socialist education, and their
preparation for primary education. Kindergarten education must estab-
lish the basis for the healthy, hardy, patriotic, self-confident, courageous,
disciplined and multilaterally educated man." 5

The pre-elementary educational institutions are of two basic types:
nurseries and kindergartens.

Nurseries

The nurseries (bacsodek) are educational-welfare institutions operat-
ing under the auspices of the Ministry of Health (Egdszsdgugyi Minisz-
tdrium) and admitting infants from the age of 1 month to 3 years. These
cooperate closely with the parents for the proper physical care and
correct upbringing of infants under their supervision.

Maintained and operated by people's councils, enterprises, factories,
or cooperatives, the nurseries are of various types: permanent nurseries
functioning on a year-round, full-day basis; seasonal nurseries, operating
only part of the year; 6-day nurseries which care for children from Mon-
day morning to noon on Saturday; and special nurseries for handicapped
children.

For admission, the nurseries give preference to children who have
working parents or only one parent. Children of nonworking mothers

4 For greater details see p. 140-44.
5 Alice Hermann, op. cit. p. 393.
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are normally accepted only if the mother suffers from some disability.
Fees depend on the income of the parents and the number of children

in the family.6
Towards the end of 1964 Hungary had 611 nurseries caring for

approximately 34,000 infants and employing an average of one trained
nurse for every nine children.7

Kindergartens

Kindergartens may be established and maintained only by loca
people's councils, State agencies and institutions, State plants, enterprises
and farms, producer cooperatives, and social organizations, in accordance
with the rules and regulations of the education sections of the people's
councils.

In contrast to the nurseries, the kindergartens are under the ultimate
educational supervision of the Ministry of Culture (Miiveloddsiigyi
Minisztdrium). Depending on local requirements and conditions, the
following types of kindergartens may be operated:

1. Half-day kindergartens (felnapos ovodak), representing about 14 percent of
all kindergartens, in which children bring along their morning snack and go
home at lunchtime.

2. Full-day kindergartens (egesz napos ovodtik), the most popular type, account-
ing for 53 percent of all kindergartens (children in these institutions are fed
for nominal fees) .

? Seasonal day-home kindergartens (iaszaki napk5zi otthonos ,dvodak), repre-
senting approximately 22 percent of the total, which usually operate during
the winter as half-day kindergartens.

4. Sunznzer day -hone kindergartens (nydri napkozi otthonolt) operating as full-
day kindergartens during the summer agricultural season.

5. Six-day kindergartens (hatnapos ovodeik) providing full room and board dur-
ing working days.

6. Children's homes (gyermeltotthonok) caring for children on a full-time, year-
round basis.8

The kindergartens admit children between 3 and 6 years of age.
Wherever feasible, the children are divided into groups of approxi-
mately the same age, each group averaging 25 to 30 children. At the
end of 1964, approximately 35 percent of the kindergartens, however,
did not have age subdivisions.

An August 5, 1969 resolution by the Minister of Culture gave the
following directives: (1) Establish kindergartens for national minorities
in localities inhabited by non-Magyars. (2) Transform existing Hungar-
ian-language kindergartens into kindergartens for the national minor-
ities if at least two-thirds of the parents of the enrolled children request
such kindergartens. (3) Within the framework of the existing Hungarian-
language kindergartens, establish special minority groups if at least 15

6 Sec tabulation under "Kindergartens."
7 Zoltdn Halasz, ed. Cultural Life in Hungary. Budapest: Pannonia Press, 1966, p. 39; Ferenc Abent. "A Magyar

Nepkortdrsasdg kozoktatzisilgye" (The Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). In: A kkokta-
thsiigy Europa szocialista orszdgaiban (Public Education in the Socialist Countries of Europe), Budapest:
Tanki3nyvkiadd for the Orszigcs Pedagdgiai Intact, 1965. p. 273-74.

8 Ferenc Abent, op. cit. p. 274.
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parents (previously 25) express a preference to have their children taught
in their mother tongue.

Applications for admission to kindergartens are screened and decided
upon by admission committees consisting of representatives of State and
social organizations.

Admission criteria for the kindergartens are similar to those for the
nurseries. Normally covering about 40 percent of the food costs, fees
are scaled according to family income and size. The 1965 scale of daily
fees was as follows: 9

Parents' monthly earnings
(in forints)lo

Under 1,000.

Daily fee (in forints) per child in
kindergarten when family has

.' child 2 children 3 children
2.0 1.50 1.40

1,001 to 1,600. 3.0 2.50 2.00
1,601 to 2,200 4,0 3.20 2.80

2,201 to 3,000 5.0 4.0 3.50

3,001 to 3,800 7.0 .6.0 5.0

3.801 to 4,600 9.0 7.0 6.0
4,601 to 5,600 10.0 8.0 7.0

5,601 to 7,000 12.0 10.0 8.0

Above 7,000 15.0 13.0 11.0

The average monthly income of a Hungarian couple in 1967 was
3,800 forints (about $161) .11

Kindergarten education is viewed as an organic part of the Communist
education system; this is reflected in the three main kindergarten
activities, i.e., play, work, and learning. In addition to instilling Com-
munist principles, the other two main objectives of kindergarten edu-
cation are to provide care for the children while the parents are at work
and to prepare children for elementary school. The latter goal is empha-
sized in the case of children over 5 years old., who are increasingly
involved in formalized compulsory activities geared to develop their
capabilities for school work.

In their daily work with the children, kindergarten teachers are
expected to abide by the procedures and rules and regulations issued
by the Ministry of Culture. Soon after the adoption of Law No. III of
1953 relating to kindergartens, the Ministry issued its so-called "Method-
ological Letter" (M6dszertani Level) to guide kindergarten teachers in
their approach to kindergarten education. The letter remained in effect
until the fall of 1957, when a comprehensive handbook was issued with
detailed instructions relating to every facet of pre-elementary education.
Special chapters deal with (a) the organization and content of education
differentiated in terms of age groups, (b) the crystallization of the
fundamental principles underlying the three basic modes of kinder-
garten education (play, work, and instruction) , and (c) the determi-
nation of the content of the five major kindergarten subjects: (1) physical
education,12 (2) native tongue and knowledge of surroundings, (3) ele-

o Zoltdn HalSsz, ed. Cultural Life in Hungary, op. cit. p. 40.
10 For value of the forint, see footnote 54 of chapter III.
11 Gloria Emerson. "In Hungary, a New Approach to Children." The New York Times, June 26, 1967.
t2 The importance of physical education in the kir lergartens is highlighted by the publication of a special

teachers' handbook : Testneveles az dooddban (Physical Education in the Kindergarten). Budapc...3t: Tankiinyvkiadd,
1964. 204 p.
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ments of quantity, form, and space, (4) drawing and handwork, and
(5) music and singing. Additional chapters deal with the organization
of holiday and summer festivities and the relationship between the
kindergarten and the nursery, the school, and the family.13

The formalism and inflexibility associated with the required strict
adherence to the methodological specifications of the handbook seem
to have eased a bit in the mid-1960's. Then, under the initiative of some
liberal educators possibly under Western influence in child rearing,
demands became ever more vocal for striking a balance between the
requirements of the social and the individual education of the child.

In line with the new trend, there is a tendency (discernible especially
in the progressive kindergartens in large cities) to allow greater freedom
for the children. In these kindergartens they are no longer compelled
to sing or play with certain toys or participate in group projects, but
are encouraged to do things for themselves.14 Striking a harmonious
balance between social and individual upbringing, togettier with general
uplifting of the level of education, continues to be the main problem
confronting contemporary pre- elementary education in Hungary.

Enrollment

A gradual increase in enrollment between 1960 and 1966 was matched
by a corresponding increase in the number of kindergartens and kinder-
garten teachers (tables 11 and 12). The percent of children of kinder-
garten age (3 to 6) attending preprimary institutions gradually increased
from 33.7 in 1960 to 49.7, placing Himgary among the leading countries
in this respect. The pupil-teacher ratio also improved during the cor-
responding period by gradually declining from 21.5:1 to 18.2:1.

Table 11.-Number of kindergartens, kindergarten places, teachers, and pupils:
1960-66'

Places
per 100
kinder-
garten-

Percent
of 100
kinder-
often-

Summer homes

Year Kinder- Kinder- Teachers Pupils age age Pupils Pupils Number Child
gartens garten children children per 100 per resi-

places in places teacher dents
kinder-
gartens

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1960___ 2,865 162,282 8,538 183,766 29.8 33.7 113.2 21.5 1,181 44,400
1961___ 2,951 168,190 8,914 171,582 33.9 34.6 102.0 19.2 952 30,141
1962___ 3,057 175,326 9,311 177,752 37.9 38.4 101.4 19.1 927 29,681
1963_ 3,136 178,561 9,776 184,345 40.5 41.8 103.2 18.9 859 27,242
1964___ 3,185 182,312 10,102 187,398 43.1 44.3 102.8 18.6 784 24,254
1965___ 3,227 185,768 10,319 189,372 46.2 47.1 101.9 18.4 654 20,489
1966___ 3,267 189,439 10,566 191,991 49.1 49.7 101.3 18.2 542 17,108

1 Data are year-end figures.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evIcOnvy 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966.) Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 343.

13 Nevelomunka az 6voddban. L'Itmutatas 6v6n6k szamara (Education Work in the Kindergarten. Guide for Kind-
ergarten Teachers). 5th ed. Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd, 1964.

14 Gloria Emerson. '`In Hungary, a New Approach to Children," op. cit. See also Alice Hermann. "Az dvodai
nevel6s eszklizei kozoktatasunk Atszervezes6nek tiikr6ben" (The Techniques of Kindergarten Education in
Light of the Reorganization of Our Public Education). In: Tanulmdnyok a nevelestudorndny kiirebtil, 1961 (Studies
From the Sphere of the Science of Education, 1961). Budapest: Akad6rniai Kiadd, 1962. p. 275-317.
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Table 12.-Number of kindergartens, kindergarten places, teachers, and pupils
by municipality and county: December 31, 1966

Municipalities
and

counties

Kinder-
gartens

Kinder-
garten
places

Teachers Pupils Pupils
per 100
places

Pupils
per

teacher

Total 3,267 189,439 10,566 191,991 101.3 18.2

Municipalities

Budapest 455 32,052 2,537 34,629 108.0 13.6

Debrecen 34 2,585 158 2,963 114.6 18.8
Miskolc 34 2,499 161 2,830 113.2 17.6
Pees 42 2,835 174 3,046 107.4 17.5
Szeged 44 3,087 170 3,005 97.3 17.7

Counties

Baranya 90 4,715 254 4,606 97.7 18.1
Bfics-Kiskun 174 10,706 504 10,479 97.9 20.8
Bekes_ 180 9,679 511 9,294 96.0 18.2
Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen 148 8,107 394 8,264 101.9 21.0
Csongrad 109 6,330 313 5,942 93.9 19.0
Fejer 121 7,538 444 8,243 109.4 18.6

Gyer-Sopron 156 9,594 480 9,383 97.8 19.5
Hajdu-Bihar 141 7,879 398 7,970 101.2 20.0
Heves 104 5,410 290 5,480 101.3 18.9
Komarom 106 7,091 330 7,191 101.4 21.8
Negrad 115 5,137 261 5,100 99.3 19.E
Pest 278 15,481 782 15,908 102.8 20.3

Somogy_ 138 6,50' 295 5,902 90.8 20.0
Szabolcs-Szatmar 191 9,481 499 9,968 105.1 20.0
Szolnok 163 9,082 492 9,038 99.5 18.9
Tolna 154 7,806 326 7,167 91.8 22.0
Vas 95 4,755 254 4,983 104.8 19 . e
Veszprem 123 7,422 360 7,045 54.9 19.
Zala 72 3,660 179 3,555 97.1 19.9

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztekai OvIconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 414.
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V. Elementary and Secondary Education

Evolution

Of the many sweeping and far-reaching changes in Hungary's postwar
educational system, perhaps the most remarkable and positive were
those relating to the elementary and secondary school system. These
changes involved, basically, the modernization and (at least as originally
envisioned) the democratization of an antiquated, clerical - conservative
oriented school system.

The prewar, 4-year elementary school (nepiskola) offered a basic edu-
cation which was terminal for many pupils. As in many other European
countries (some with relatively advanced educational systems), the
10-year-old pupils graduating from public school in Hungary were con-
fronted with the problem of making a choice which did not necessarily
reflect their aptitudes or capabilities but which did affect their entire
future careers.

Only about 25 percent of the children completing 4th grademostly
from well-to-do familiesentered the gymnasium, the stepping stone to
higher education. About 75 percent of the children, mostly from worker
and peasant backgrounds, entered the 5th grade, and many of these
dropped out before completing 8th grade.' About 18 percent, mostly
children of the petty bourgeoisie, entered the upper elementary school
(polgdri) 2 and about 7 percent, mostly children of the well-to-do and
the intelligentsia, entered the gymnasiums, which were primarily pre-
paratory schools for the institutions of higher learning.3

The church influence, especially the Roman Catholic, was consider-
able; this is reflected in the 1937-38 school year figures for denomi-
national and public schools: 4,619 of the former and only 1,287 of the
latter. Almost 50 percent of all elementary schools were the one-teacher
kind.4

The secondary schools emphasized the humanities and theoretical.
philological studies at the expense of the sciences, training students for
universities or the civil service. Secondary vocational and technical edu-
cation was neglected.

The present elementary-secondary school system is based on a series

1 In 1930, for example, only 48.5 percent of the population graduated from 6th grade of theelementary school.
Gyula Simon and Jdzsef Szarka. A magyar nip' demokrdcia nevelkiigyenek tiktinete (History of the Educational Sys-
tem of the Hungarian People's Republic). Budapest: Tankonyvkladd, 1965. p. 170 (Referred to hereafter as
Simon and Szarka.)

2 On the character and scope of the polgdri school see p. 13-14.
3 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 8.
4 Ibid.
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of changes that were brought about in well-differentiated phases.5

It was during the first phase of the immediate postwar period that

Hungary's most far-reaching and positive educational reform was insti-

tuted through the establishment of the "general" school (dltalcinos

iskola) system. Under Decree No. 6650-1945.M.E. of the National Pro-

visional Government, the new 8-year "general" (elementary) school was

to be gradually established as a free and compulsory institution for

children ages 6 through 14 in place of the 4- and 8-year elementary

schools, the 4-year elementary schools, and the 4-year lower gymnasiums

built on the 4-year elementary schools.
Although certain changes were made in the secondary schools' com-

position, curriculum, and general orientation,8 they continued to oper-

ate until 1951 in accordance with Law No. XI of 1934. That law was

abrogated by Decree No. 14 of 1951, which laid the foundations of

the present academic secondary schools.
The present system of vocational secondary schools, including agri-

cultural, economic, and industrial secondary technikums, can also be

traced to the measures introduced in the 1951-55 period.

The Free and Compulsory School System

Free, compulsory education for children begins on September 1 follow-

ing the sixth birthday and lasts, at least theoretically, until they reach

age 16.7 When they reach school age, children must be registered in the

8-year elementary ("general") school. If they graduate from that school

at age 14 and choose not to pursue their studies either in secondary or

vocational school and are not employed for at least 4 hours a day, they

must be registered in so-called further-training or continuation schools

(tovdbbkdpth iskoldk) until the end of the school year in which they

reach age 16.8 Physically and mentally handicapped but trainable chit,

dren are subject cc, the same regulations, but are to be registered in

special ins ti tutions.8
Between March 1 and 15, the parents of children approaching school

age must notify the elementary school authorities of the district in which

they live, thus enabling these authorities to plan for the next' school

year. Actual registration takes place in June, normally during the first

two working days after the end of the school year.
Hungary's record in implementing the free and compulsory elemen-

tPry education system is one of the best in the world. By 1965, 98.6

percent of the 6-year-old children were registered in the first grade; of

5 For the various historical phases underlying the Hungarian educational reforms see p. 23-28 of chapter III.

6 Hungary has various types of secondary schools (see p. 75-84). When not specifically identified (as, for ex-

ample, vocational secondaryschool), the term secondary school(s) as used in this text refers to the gymnasium(s)

or, roughly, the academic secondary school(s).
7 "1961. evi III. tarv6ny a Magyar N6pkortdrsasdg oktatasi rendszerer51" (Law No. III of 1961 Concerning

the Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Magyar ladany.(Hungarian Gazette), Budapest,

No. 74, October 17, 1961, p. 566-70. See especially Articles 3-5. See also "A Nepkaztdrsasag Elnaki Tandcsanak

1962. 60 13. szdmti torv&yerejil redelete a tankotelezetts6gr51" (Decree No. 13 of 1962 of the Presidential

Council of the People's Republic Concerning Compulsory Education). Magyar lazliiny, No. 43, June 16, 1962.

p. 389-90. This was implemented by Decree No. 7/1963. (XII. 11.) MM of the Minister of Culture. Ibid. No.

87, December 11, 1963. p. 666-72. Although "torvEnyerejii rendelet" means literally "decree-law," it is rendered

throughout this text simply as "decree."
8 See p. 71-72.
9 See p. 172-73.
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these, 90 percent completed 8th grade by the time they were 16 years
of age, i.e., at the end of the 10th year of compulsory education.10
At age 14, however, only 77 percent of the students normally graduate
from elementary schoo1.11

Organization: Structure and Functions

The School Districts

Established, maintained, and supervised by the education sections of
the local people's councils,12 the elementary schools are organized into
school districts (iskolai korzetek) so as to assure the equitable and pro.
portional distribution of pupils. The districts are established in accord-
ance with local conditions and in terms of the number of schools
operating within the particular geographic area. If the principal of the
accepting school gives permission, pupils may also, under certain con-
ditions, attend schools outside their district. The network of elementary
schools is established in such a way as to assure that central or district
upper elementary schools with grades 5 to 8 will be established in
sparsely populated areas.

The School Year

The school year begins on September 1 and ends, technically, on
August 31. The school attendance year is divided into two semesters,
the first starting on the second working day in September and ending
on January 25; the second, starting on the first working day after
January 25 and ending on June 8except for students in the last year
of high school, whose school attendance year ends on May 8. In cases
where the specified number of days of instruction has not been provided
by June 8, the school attendance period may be extended up to June 20.

In addition to their classroom responsibilities, third-year secondary
school students, immediately after the end of the school year, must spend
2 weeks in production, where they are to be employed for no more than
8 hours a day. Elementary school pupils in grades 7 and 8, whose cur-
riculum includes agriculturenormally in schools located in rural areas
must take part in agricultural work for 4 half-days during the course
of the school year.

For excursions and various social activities, the principal may desig-
nate 4 days during the school year as days on which no instruction is
provided.

In addition to the summer vacation, elementary and secondary school
pupils have two shorter vacations during the school year: a winter vaca-
tion from December 22 to January 7, and a spring vacation from April

10 P41 Ilku. "116piInk kiltalanos es szakmai milveltsCtgenek emeles66rt" (For Raising the General and Profes-
sional Cultural Level of Our People). Kozneudes (Public Education), Budapest. XXI:23:882, December 3, 1965.

11 Jeno. Lugossy. "Kozokat4spolitikgnk ndhAny id6szerti kerd6sCr61" (Concerning a Few Timely Questions
About Our Educational Policy). KOzneveles, XXIII:17:643, September 8, 1967.

12 Concerning the educational functions of the people's councils, see p. 5, 33-35.
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5 to April 13. There is no school on the following holidays: November
7, the day of the Bolshevik Revolution; March 15, the national holiday
commemorating the 1848-49 Revolution; April 4, the day of the coun-
try's liberation from Nazi occupation; Easter Monday; and May 1.13

The Clam Size and Instruction Periods
Normally held in the morning, classes start at 8 a.m. Where there is

a shortage of classrooms, afternoon sessions may also be organized and
may continue as late as 7 p.m., depending on local conditions. Each
class period lasts 45 minutes. Exceptions may be made during the win-
ter from November 1 to March 1, when afternoon class periods may be
reduced to 40 minutes each.

Class size in both elementary and secondary schools is usually set At
40 pupils; when necessary because of the number of pupils to be ac-
commodated or because of a classroom shortage, class size may be in-
creased to 50 pupils. Parallel classes having a total enrollment of fewer
than 41 are consolidated by the principal at the beginning of the school
year. Sparsely populated areas with small elementary schools organize
groups that are composed of pupils at several grade levels. Recom-
mended groupings of grades for this purpose are grades 1-3, 2-4, 5-6, and
7-8; or grades 1-4, 5-8, depending upon local conditions.14

Both elementary and secondary schools are coeducational. To estab-
lish a separate boys' or girls' school requires special permission from the
Ministry of Culture (Mgvelodesfigyi Miniszterium).15

Attendance

In both recitation and practical classes attendance is compulsory and
is strictly enforced. Unauthorized absences must be reported and justi-
fied. Absences due to illness or to weather or transportation difficulties
lasting no more than 3 days may be excused by a written statement
from parent or guardian; absences of more than 3 days require a medi-
cal or official certificate.

Buildings and Equipment

Although the education sections of th, people's councils are basically
responsible for providing the budgetary means to construct and main-
tain schools and acquire equipment, it is the principal's task to see that
schools and equipment are judiciously and effectively used.

13 In addition to these holidays, the schools are required to organize festivities at the beginning and closing of
the school year and to honor the Bolshevik Revolution and the country's liberation. Commemorative ceremonies
and discussions are also organized in connection with the following dates: October 2, international peace day;
November 20, day of the establishment of the Hungarian Communist Party; March 8, international women's
day; March 15, anniversary of the 1848-49 Revolution; March 21, day of the establishment of the Hungarian
Soviet Republic of 1919; April 22, Lenin's birthday; May 1, the day of "proletarian internationalism"; the
first Sunday of May, Mother's Day; and in the last week of May, international children's day.

11 For the curriculum of these various grade groupings, see ranter° es utasitds az dltalaaos iskolak rzameira (Cur-
riculum and Instruction for the General Schools). Budapest: TankOnyvkiad6 for the Mfivel6destigyi Minisz-
terium (Ministry of Culture), n.d. p. 6-12.

15 See footnote 37 of chapter III.
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One of the primary duties of the school principal is to assure that the
classrooms and other educational facilities are so organized as to pro-
vide the best possible means for the advancement of education. Toward
this end he is expected to keep a careful watch over the status of the
building (s) and equipment and, in cooperation with the building su-
perintendent, to prepare a list of proposals for the local authorities
concerning needed repairs or acquisitions.

The principal is also expected to provide and organize workshops
(and garden plots wherever possible) in order to make practice and ex-
perimental work an integral part of the curriculum.

Theoretically at least, every elementary and secondary school is ex-
pected to have its own library, with one section of books devoted to the
teachers' professional interests and another to the children's reading in-
terests. Concerning the cataloging system to be employed and the
books to be acquired, the school libraries are expected to follow the
instructions and guidance of the National Pedagogical Library (Orszci
gos Pedagogiai K5nyvtdr) .16

Elementary and secondary school buildings can be identified from the
outside by an oval-shaped, white-enameled plaque bearing the emblem
of the Hungarian People's Republic at the center and the school's name
("Altalcinos Iskola""General" School; "Gimndzium " Gymnasium; or
"Altalcinos Iskola es Gimncizium""General" School and Gymnasium)
surrounding the emblem.

Administration: Structure and Functions

The elementary and secondary school administrative system is ex-
tremely complex, involving not only the administrative and educational
employees of the particular school but also the parents, as well as repre-
sentatives of the Party, various trade unions, and other mass organiza-
tions.

The Principal

The key role in the administration of an elementary or a secondary
school is played by the principal (igazgat6). Like the manager of a so-
cialist enterprise, the principal is solely responsible for implementing
all instructions from the higher educational, governmental, and com-
petent Party authorities.

In his capacity as chief educational director of a school, the principal
is expected to:

1. Organize the school's educational processes, including preparation of pro-
grams and syllabuses, supervision of classes and extracurricular activities, guid-
ance of the ideological and professional further training of teachers, and
rewarding or punishing employees.

2. Establish and develop the "pupil-collectives" and assume educational respon-
sibility for the work of the various youth movements."

10 See p. 165-66.
17 See p. 180-92.
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3. Synchronize the school's educational processes and the student collegia or
dormitories (didkotthon) .

4. Supervise the teachers' class performance by occasional visits.

5 Issue warnings or institute formal procedures against teachers or other em-
ployees in case of violations of official instructions or contractual obligations

or manifestations of attitudes, whether within or outside the school, which

are incompatible with their profession.la

Principals are required to put in 48 hours a week and, theoretically
at least, are not authorized to leave the school building during the day
except on official business.

In determining policy and implementing their duties, the principals
have the cooperation of the assistant principals, the school councils,
teacher committees, the class advisers, and the work collectives.

The Assistant. Principal

In the absence or incapacity of the principal, the assistant principal
(igazgatdhelyettes) assumes full responsibility for the effective operation
of the school. His primary responsibilities are educational-methodologi-
cal, including guidance of work collectives, visits to classes, and con-
sultations with teachers. His work load and conditions are similar to
those of the principal.

The School Council
Schools operating with at least 12 teachers are required to set up a

school council (iskolataruics), an advisory body to assist the principal
in management of the school. Led by the principal, it includes as mem-
bers the assistant principal, the Party and trade union representatives
in the school, the leaders of the youth movements, and a few elected
teachers. Depending upon the issues to be discussed, the school council
may also invite others to its deliberations.

The council establishes its own work rules and agenda, and can make
decisions only with the agreement of the principal.

The Teacher Collective

The teachers and instructors of a school, together with the directors
of the student homes and the teachers at the enterprises or institutions
operating in conjunction with the particular school, constitute the
"teacher collective" (Neve loi kozossdg). Members of the collective are
expected to cooperate towards the advancement of the teaching-learning
process. The collective makes decisions concerning the school's work pro-
gram, the unified educational procedures to be used, internal rules, and
matters affecting students, including attendance and behavior, examina-
tions, academic failure, and the awarding or penalizing of individual
pupils. In all other matters it has only advisory functions. The collective
meets in regular and in extraordinary meetings. The regular meetings

13 Rendtartds az Oita Idnos iskoldk is a gimndziumok szamdra (Regulations for the General Schools and the Gym-
nasiums). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd, 1964. p. 9-11.
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are normally held at the beginning and end of the semester. The collec-
tive's deliberations and decisions are recorded in the form of minutes.

The Class Adviser

Appointed by the principal, the class adviser (oszkilyvezeto or osztdly-
foni5k) is expected to encourage the children's collective life and to help
operate youth movements. A regular teacher who assumes the class-ad-
viser role as part of his load, he is expected to gain an understanding of
the personalities of the children in his group, observing them in class
and extracurricular activities and through visits to their homes. In
striving to channel the children's development as independent and in-
dividual workers through communal living, he is guided at all times by
the youth movement statutes.

The class adviser chairs meetings held at the end of each semester to
decide on the promotion of students and, together with the chairman
of the "parents' work collectives" (szilloi munkakOzasseg), guides the
work of the latter. He has office hours and periodically informs the par-
ents regarding the attitude and progress of their children.

Work Collectives

Work collectives (munkakoziis.,segek) may be organized in schools
with at least three teachers or three class advisers or three teachers of
the same subject. Work collectives may also be organized on an inter-
school basis. Based on voluntary participation, work collectives aim to
promote the educational process, submit ,proposals for syllabus changes,
arrange exchanges of class visits, help inexperienced teachers, send dele-
gates to educational conferences, and submit proposals for awards or
promotions for their members.

The Nonacademic Staff

The principal, assistant principal (s) , and the building superintend-
ent-admInistrator (gondnok) guide the nonacademic employees in their
work. Appointed by the education section of the people's council, the
building superintendent-administrator is primarily concerned with the
school's economic activities: preparing the budget, acquiring and mak-
ing efficient use of supplies, maintaining and operating the building
(cleaning, heating, and lighting it; providing general upkeep; and tak-
ing measures to prevent fires) .

Relations With Organizations and Institutions

The elementary and secondary schools maintain working relations
with a number of governmental, Party, and social organizations as well
as with enterprises and occasionally with foreign organizations.
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Higher Authorities
In their dealings with higher authorities, the schools must act accord-

ing to a well-established procedure. Individual employees of a school
may appeal to a higher organ only through the office of the principal.

Schools and/or individual classes may be visited by members of the
Central Committee of the Party and of the Government, the parliamen-
tary deputies of the particular district, members of the Scientific and
Public Education Section (Tudomdnyos es Keizoktatcisi Osztdly) of the
Party Central Committee,19 representatives of the educational section
of the people's council, associates of the National Pedagogical Institute
(Orszdgos Pedagdgiai Intezet) ,20 the chairman and deputy chairman of
the people's council, the secretaries of the Party committees of the re-
spective communities, individuals authorized by the Ministry of Educa-
tion, and the school physician when authorized by the principal. These
visits may be made only with the knowledge and in the presence of the
principal or his assistant.

In the school's day-by-day administration, direct contact is normally
maintained with the education section of the people's council in the
community.

Party and Social Organizations

The schools are required to maintain regular contact with the Party
and social organizations. One of the duties of the principal is to inform
the territorial Party organizations and councils concerning the work
and problems of his school and to ask their assistance when required.
With the exception of the Party, trade-union, and youth-movement rep-
resentatives in the school and the chairman of the parents' work col-
lective, who are appointed by the organizations, the representatives of
the school are appointed by the principal.

Enterprises

The schools are required to maintain close contact with the enter-
prises, shops, collectives, and institutions that cooperate in implement-
ing the practical aspects of education. Cooperation is normally based
on instructions issued by the ministries exercising immediate jurisdic-
tion over the various enterprises. In turn, the latter are expected to co-
operate in furthering vocational training, while the schools are expected
to contribute to the advancement of the general cultural level of the
workers in the enterprises.

Foreign Organizations and Individuals

Requests by foreign organizations or individuals for school documents
(whether certificates, transcripts, or any other legal papers) can be han-
dled only through the Ministry of Culture. Visits to Hungarian educa-

19 See p. 29-30.
20 See p. 163.
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tional institutions by foreigners, like all educational-cultural matters
involving foreigners, are handled by the Institute of Cultural Relations
(Kultunilis Kapcsolatok Intdzete) .21

Curriculums and Syllabuses

In the highly centralized educational system of Hungary, the curric-
ulums and syllabuses for all grades in the 8-year elementary ("general")
schools and in the secondary schools are prepared and published under
the auspices of the Ministry of Culture. Based on the studies, experi-
ments, and recommendations of the National Pedagogical Institute, the
centrally issued curriculums and syllabuses are binding for all teachers
in all grades.

During a lesson in learning the musical scales

During the post-World War II period, the Hungarian educational
authorities revised the curriculums and syllabuses several times, aiming
to reflect in them the particular social and political requirements of the
regime under the circumstances of the moment.22

The elementary and secondary school curriculums and syllabuses in
effect during the late 1960's were adopted in 1962 and 1965, respectively.
They aim to exemplify the general principles and goals prescribed for
the schools.23

21 See p. 32.
%2 See p. 23-28.
23 See p. 28-29.
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Curriculums

A major characteristic of these curriculums and syllabuses in compari-
son with the earlier °Les (especially the prewar) is their scientific-technical
orientation. The most noteworthy change in the secondary school cur-
riculum involves the change in 1966-67 from the traditional humanities-
rdal (science) division to a more diversified curriculum for all students,
with the large schools also offering subject-specialization classes in vari-
ous subjects that include chemistry-biology, drawing (art) , foreign lan-
guages, mathematics, mathematics-physics, music, and physics-chemistry
(table 14) .24

During the 1965-66 school year the subject-specialization curriculum
was offered in 864 classes (20.6 percent of the total number of classes)
in general gymnasiums. By 1966-67, 1,023 classes were using this cur-
riculum. These 1,023 classes were divided among subject specialties as
follows: 25

Number Specialty Number Specialty
406 Russian 36 Chemistry-physics
139 English 28 Music
108.5 German 21 Mathematics
106.5 French 10 Physical education

69 Math-physics 6.5 Spanish
49 Biology-chemistry 2 Drawing (art)
41 Italian 0.5 Polish

All courses in all grades (tables 13 and 14) are expected to be taught
in a "scientific", i.e., dialectical-materialist, manner in order to advance
the training of the "new socialist man."

Social Sciences.In secondary school, elements of the social sciences
are taught within the framework of several other subjects, including lit-
erature and general science; in elementary school, however, they are
concentrated in geography and history courses. In the lower grades, basic
elements of history and geography are taught as part of the course on
"Knowledge of the Surroundings." In the upper grades, history is taught
in the spirit of Marxism-Leninism and it aims to inculcate basic histori-
cal and political knowledge concerning societal evolution, with empha-
sis on the historical development of Hungary; and to develop a dialecti-
cal and historical-materialist outlook.26 Geography in the upper ele-
mentary grades emphasizes an understanding of the nature of the sub-
ject and knowledge of the various continents and major socialist and
capitalist countries.

In secondary school the major objectives of social science teaching
are similar to those in elementary school. The history courses stress an-
dent history in the first year, feudalism in the second, capitalism in the
third, and imperialism and the contemporary era in the last year. Geog-
raphy in secondary school stresses the natural and economic features
of the areas studied. The ideological-political training of the students

24For a succinct evaluation of the secondary school curriculum, see Jdzsef Benddy. "A ginmdzium 11j
tanterve" (The New Curriculum of the Gymnasium). laznevelis (Public Education), Budapest XXI:13-14:527-
29, July 9, 1965.

25 Report on Educational Progress in the 1966/67 Academic Tear Presented at the XXXth Session of the International
Conference on Public Education. Geneva, July 1967. p. 27.

26 Tantery is utasitds az dltaldnos iskoldk szdmdra, op. cit. p. 311, 339.
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Table 13.Number of hours per week, per subject, in the 8-year elementary
schools, by grade: 1965-65

Subject
Grade

1 2 a 4 5 6 7 8

Total 20 24 26 27 29 30 31 31

Arithemtic-geometry 5 6 6 6 5 5 4 4
Chemistry
Drawing

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
2

0
2

0
2

2
2

2
2

Geography
Guidance 1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

History 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

Hungarian:
Composition 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
Grammar 0 3 3 3 0 0 0 0
Language and literature 0 0 0 0 6 5 5 5
Reading
Writing { 10 5

2
4
2

4
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Knowledge of the surroundings
Music

1
1

2
2

2
2

2
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

Physical education 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Physics
Practical exercises

0
1

0
1

0
2

0
2

0
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

Russian 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3
The living world 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

1 Includes conferences with the class adviser.
In the first grade, "Play."

3 Includes elements of biology and zoology.

SOURCE OF DATA: Tauten, es utasitcis az altalanos iskolcik szcimcira (Curriculum and Instrcution for
the General Schools). Budapest: Tankonyvkiad6 for the Mfivel6destigyi Miniszterium (Ministry of
Culture). No date. p. 5.

is furthered by a special course, "Foundations of Our World Outlook",
which emphasizes the systematic study of Marxism-Leninism and the
political-economic aspects of the socialist system.

Natural anti Physical Sciences.The proportion of science, including
mathematics, in the overall curriculum is rather high in the upper
grades of the elementary school, and especially high in the science spe-
cialization classes of the secondary school. Elementary grades 6 to 8
teach a physics course emphasizing basic physical concepts and their
qualitative and quantitative interrelationships, basic physical laws and
their application in everyday life, and technology. Chemistry, taught in
grades 7 and 8, emphasizes the nature of the various chemical groups
and their applications in chemical production, their physical-chemical
characteristics and their uses, and the fundamental laws underlying
chemical processes. The upper elementary grades teach a course on "The
Living World" that covers elements of anthropology, botany, and zool-
ogy.

In all elementary grades mathematics is taught rather intensively. In
secondary school, it is taught with special concentration in the mathe-
matics and mathematics-physics specialization classes.

In the first year of secondary school, the stress is on equations; in the
second, on plane geometry, trigonometry, logarithms, and powers; in
the third, on trigonometry, solid geometry, and differential calculus; and
in the fourth, on integral calculus and solid geometry.

Physics and chemistry are taught to all secondary school students, re-
gardless of their specialization, in order to familiarize them with the
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Table 14.Number of hours per week per subject, in secondary schools having both general and sub-
ject-specialization classes, by grade: 1965-66

[Grades 1-4 are equivalent to grades 9-12 in the United States]

Subject

General 1 Generale
Foreign

languages
Mathe-
matics

Math-
physics

Physics-
chemistry

Chemistry-
biology Drawing Music

Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

Total 33 33 34 34 33 33 33 33 34 34 34 34 34 34 35 35 33 34 35 35 32 34 35 35 34 34 35 35 32 33 34 34 33 33 34 34

Biology 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2/0 2 2 2 2/0 2 2 2 2/0 2 2 2 2/0 2 2 2 2/0 2 4 4 4/2 4 2 2 2/0 2 2 2 2/0 2
Chemistry 2 2 2 0 2 3 3 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0
Drawing and evaluation of

masterpieces 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 4 3 3 4 2 0 0 1

Foundations of world out-
look 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3

Geography 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 Z 0
Guidance 111111111111111111111111111111111111
History 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3

Hungarian language 4 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Hungarian literature 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 .3 3 3
Mathematics 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Mathematics exercises 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Music 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0,2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 4 3 2 2
Musicchoir 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1



Physical education
Physics
Practical exercises
Psychology 3
Russian 6
Second foreign language__ _

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 2 4 4 0 3 4 5 0 2 4 4 0 2 4 4 0 4 6 6 0 4 6 6 0 2 4 4 0 2 4 4 0 2 4 4
5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 ° / 2 0 0 0 / 2 0 0 0 ° / 2 0 0 0 ° / 2 0 0 0 ° / 2 0 0 0 ° / 2 0 0 O ° / 2 0 0 0 ° / 0 0 0 / 0
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 6 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

I General secondary school class with one day per week (5 hours per day) practical work.
2 General secondary school class with 2 hours of practical work per week.
5 In the third year of secondary school, biology isittaught in the first semester and psychology in the

second.
4 Hungarian language and literature are taught by the same teacher but treated and graded as two

separate subjects.
5 Students Teceive no grades in this subject.
6 In case the student does not choose Russian as his major foreign language, but, rather, English, French,

Italian, or Spanish, he must then take Russian as his second foreign language.

SOURCE OF DATA: Tantery es utasittis a gimntizLmok szamtira: Oratervek (Curriculum and Instruc-
tion for the Gymasiums: Course Plans). Budapest: TInkonyykiad6 for the Mtlyel6desilgyi Miniszterium
(Ministry of Culture), [1965]. p. 7-15.
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major physical phenomena and laws, especially those constituting the
basis of modern technology; the several science specialization classes, of
course, study the subjects in greater depth.

Biology is taught in every grade of secondary school with the excep-
tion of the second half of the third year, when a beginning psychology
course is given instead. In the first year, the biology course emphasizes
botany; in the second, zoology; in the first half of the third, anatomy and
general biology; and in the fourth, genetics and evolution.

Language and Literature.In both elementary and secondary schools,
Hungarian language and literature are taught throughout the curricu-
lum, constituting over 40 percent of the curriculum in the lower grades.
In the upper secondary grades literature courses also include material on
world literary masterpieces and the history of literature.

Russian is required starting with grade 5; in secondary school it is
taught throughout for at least 3 hours per week (the Russiari specializa-
tion class has more intensive study of the subject, involving from 5 to .6
hours per week) .

Foreign languages other than Russian are also taught in secondary
school. Students whose subject specialization is in foreign languages may
choose English, French, German, Italian, Latin, or Spanish. Students
whose major is a language other than Russian must, however, choose
Russian as their minor. Emphasis in foreign language instruction is on
acquiring a thorough foundation in grammar and a basic 1,200-word
vocabulary: 350 words in the first year, 300 in the second, 300 in the
third, and 250 in the fourth. (These 4 years or grades are equivalent
to grades 9-12 in the United States.) In addition, students are expected
to be able to use this vocabulary in everyday conversation, read and un-
derstand more advanced text with the aid of dictionaries, and pursue
their studies independently after they graduate from secondary school.

Although the teaching of foreign languages is still based primarily
on the traditional methods of rote learning, attention is increasingly
focused on using modern audiovisual techniques.27

Practical Training: Polytechnization.Elementary school pupils must
devote 1 hour per week in grades 1 and 2, and 2 hours per week in the
other grades, to practical agricultural or industrial work. Secondary
school students must take pretraining for a skill in any fieldone 5-
hour day per week in some schools and only 2 hours per week in others.
This pretraining takes place in classes that may have two or even three
separate sections, depending upon enrollment.

The classes are held in shops, cooperatives, institutions, or agricul-
tural and industrial enterprises with which the school has concluded
a contractual agreement by June 30 preceding each school year. Theo-
retically, each practical work session begins with a general discussion of
the principles and techniques involved in the use of tools and the spe-
cifics of the particular trade or skill. In addition to the weekly practical
work, which is part of the regular curriculum, third-year secondary

27 Tanteto is utasittis a gimntiziumok sztitntira. Angol, francia, latin, nimet, olasz is spanyol nyelv (Curriculum and
Instruction for the Gymnasiums. English, French, Latin, German, Italian, and Spanish). Budapest: Tankonyvki-
ado for the Melvel5destigyi Miniszterium, 1965, 118 p. For further details see also UNESCO. International
Bureau of Education. Modern Languages at General Secondary Schools. (Publication No. 268). Geneva: 1964. p. 76-78.
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Polytechnical training in a secondary school

school students must also spend 2 weeks during their summer vacation
in production. Although they are paid for this work, it is considered
part of their school performance and is inscribed in their official school

record.
Hungarian educators 28 emphasize that in the development of the

polytechnical program they were influenced and guided by the Marxist
classics 29 and Soviet educational experience. Basically, polytechnical
education is work-experience education that aims to combine manual
work and academic study and to serve as a means for molding the in-
dividual's social, political; and intellectual developmentreminiscent
of John Dewey's concept of "learning by doing."

Although elements of polytechnical education were introduced in the
various postwar curriculums, they were primarily experimental and un-
systematic. The first concrete step towards introducing formal polytech-
nical education was taken in October 1955, when a symposium was
organized jointly by the Scientific Pedagogical Institute (Pedagogiai
Tudomdnyos Intezet)30 and the Ministry of Culture. As a result of this
symposium, the elementary school curriculum was expanded, starting
with the 1956-57 academic year, to include in the upper grades "Practical
Exercises"-2 hours per week of practical work. To validate the first
year's experience (much of which was negative primarily because mate-
rials were in short supply) , the National Work Collective for Polytech-

Bori and Ferenc Tihanyi. "A hazai politechnikai oktatds" (Our Domestic Polytechnical Education).
In: Nevelesiigyank htisz eve, 1945-1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educational System, 19454964). Budapest:
Tankonyvkiada, 1965. p. 151-77; Istvdn Bori and Ferenc Tihanyi. "A politechnikai oktatdsral" (Concerning
Polytechnical Education). In: Oktathstigyank toobbbfejlesztesiert. Tanulmanyok es dokumentumok (For the Further

Development of Our Educational System. Studies and Documents). Edited by Ferenc Tihanyi. Budapest:
Tankonyvkiada. 1961. p. 111-30.

29 According to Marx, "polytechnism," as it is often called, is "an education which, in the case of every child

over a certain age, combines labor with instruction and physical culture, not only as a means for increasing

social production, but as the only way of producing fully developed beings. Maurice J. Shore. Soviet Education:
Its Psychology and Philosophy. New York: Philosophical Library, 1947. p. 52.

30 See p. 163.
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nical Research (Orszdgos Politechnikai Kutatd Munkak6zasseg) was or-
ganized.

From the Collective's studies and findings, a Government resolution
formulated the basic assumptions and directives underlying polytechni-
cal education in elementary and secondary schools.31 This resolution
called for the introduction of polytechnical training in all elementary
and secondary schools, thus aiming to further "educe, .ion for practical
life." The purpose of such training was defined as one to acquaint chil-
dren with the natural laws and phenomena underlying production and
with their practical application in production. The children were to be
made acquainted, in theory and practice, with the most important raw
materials and they were to develop an aptitude for working with tools
and machines.

The resolution called for polytechnical education to be introduced
in 1958-59 into 500 elementary ("general") and 40 secondary schools.

Although the succeeding years saw the extension of this training to
many more schools, the problems besetting this form of education have
continued into the late 1960's. One such problem is the reluctance of
many secondary school students preparing for the universities to engage
in physical (especially agricultural) work, and the lack of modern
shops equipped for this activity. Another problem is the adverse effect
upon production of the presence of large groups of students in the in-
dustrial enterprises, because they interfere with the orderly conduct of
regular production. This was especially true in schools that operated
under the so-called "5+1" system-5 days of classroom and 1 day of
shop work.32 Resistance to applying polytechnical methods was also
shown by many of the teachers. This was reflected in a statement re-
vealed by the official Communist Party daily Nepszabadsdg (People's
Freedom) in an article of May 21, 1959:

There still exist among a fraction of pedagogues and primarily among teachers
of the humanities.a tendency to see in polytechnical education some degradation
of human culture. They express their fears openly, saying that polytechnical
education brings the school down to the level of the apprentices' school . . .

This is an attitude protecting the ideal of the old schools. Practice will, of course,
sooner or later convince them . . . that their view is erroneous.33

Seven years after the new polytechnical system was installed, however,
the problems continue to persist, as revealed by the policy statement of
the Minister of Culture at a parliamentary session on November 11-13,
1965. In that statement the Minister stressed that many polytechnical
education schools had no adequately equipped shops of their own and
that many of their shop instructors were poorly trained for the job. Al-
though well equipped, the industrial enterprises had no space to pro-
vide technical training for all the students living in the communities
where the enterprises were located. As a partial solution to the problem,
the Minister recommended that the "5+1" system be retained only in

31 "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt KormAny 1.014/1958. (III. 29.) szamti hatfrozata a mtiszaki-
gyakorlati neve165 fokozottabb fejleszt6sertil az dltaldnosan lt6pz5 iskoldltban" (Resolution No. 1,014/1958.
(III. 29.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the More Intensive De-
velopment of Polytechnical-Practical Training in the General Type Schools). Magyar KiizIdny, No.29, March 29,
1958. p. 253-54.

33 See p. 28.
33 East Europe, New York. 8:7:42, July 1959.
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schools that were suitably equipped and staffed; and that technical train-
ing be reduced to 2 hours per week in the other schools.31

Special Subjects.Some secondary schools organize special courses to
advance students' special interests and capabilities. These courses nor-
mally last from September 15 to May 31, with two 45-minute classes
weekly. Students are accepted in these courses by the school principal
on the basis of applications which they submit in response to a public
notice outlining the subjects and admission conditions.35

Excursions.With the principal's permission, excursions and trips
may be arranged. If one has been planned, it is mandatory for every
child in the particular class to participate unless he is excused by the
class adviser. Excursions lasting longer than half a day are usually
planned to take place on school holidays.

Syllabuses

The Ministry of Culture has published detailed syllabuses for every
course taught in every grade of the elementary and secondary schools.
It is the principals' responsibility to see that these syllabuses are followed
in actual classroom practice." In addition, teachers are also provided
with teacher handbooks supplementing the syllabuses for the various
courses.37

Textbooks

Like the curriculums, syllabuses, and teachers' handbooks, the text-
books for all grades and levels of education are published in State enter-
prises and are prescribed for all schools. The publication of a textbook
involves a long and complicated process including contracting, process-
ing, and distribution.

Contracting and Processing

Textbook writers are selected through competitions announced pub-
licly by the Ministry of Culture. Textbook entries in a competition are
first examined critically by a specialized working committee composed
of specialists representing the Ministry of Culture, the National Peda-
gogical Institute, and the TankonyvkiacIO (Textbook Publishing
House) . The working committee then normally submits its selections,
for advice, to two educators who specialize in the particular field of
the proposed textbooks. After receiving the advice of these educators,
the working committee sends the chosen manuscripts to a 3-member ap-
proval committee, on whose final recommendation a contract is con-

34 PA1 Ilku, op. cit. p. 881-89.
35 Rendtartas az altaldnos iskoldk is a gimnaziumok szamara, op. cit. p. 72-73.
36 The detailed syllabuses for every elementary course appear in ranter:, is utasitas az altalanos isknlak

szanzara, op. cit. 670 p. The 1965 secondary school syllabuses were prepared by the Main Section of Public Educa-
tion (lazoktatasi F5osztkly) and the National Pedagogical Institute and published in a series of pamphlets by
Tankonyvkiado for the Ministry of Culture under the following general title; ranter:, es utasitas a gimnaziumok
szOmora (Curriculum and Instruction for the Gymnasiums). See items under "Curriculums, Syllabuses,
Rules, and Instruction?' in the pre, t publication's bibliography.

37 See the list of items under "Teachers Handbook?' in the present publication's bibliography.
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eluded between the Textbook Publishing House and the author (s)
(The approval committee has for chairman the director of the National

Pedagogical Institute. The two other committee members are the direc-
tor of the Textbook Publishing House and a representative from the
appropriate section of the Ministry of Culture.)
the date agreed to in the contract; the publishing house then submits
these manuscripts to an official textbook reviewer and to the Teachers
Union (Pedagogus Szakszervezet) 38 for a so-called "social critique." 39

These review observations and critiques are summarized by the re-
sponsible editor of the publishing house, and the authors are expected to
revise the manuscript accordingly. When revisions are completed and ac-
cepted, the working committee approves the manuscript's publication.

The publication rights last for 6 years, during which period the
publisher at his discretion may issue further printings without obtaining
tl,e author's permission and without paying him any additional fees.
The fees for all aspects of publishing (including original writing, trans-
lations, and editing) are established by special decree." Every literary
work is paid for according to its length and classification (or, more
precisely, according to the number of 16-page forms it will consist of
when printed). The forms are measured according to how many letters
of the alphabet they contain; the official measurement is 40 thousand
letters of the alphabet per form.

The author's fee for a form in a higher-education textbook ranges
from 1,000 to 1,400 forints;41 in an elementary or a secondary school
textbook, from 800 to 1,200; and in a textbook prepared in the language
of one of the minority nationalities, from 900 to 1,300. Translating fees
per form vary from 500 to 780 forints for translations, from Hungarian,
and from 250 to 500 for translations into Hungarian. Editorial fees range
from 20 to 225 forints per form.

Distribution

It is customary to bring out a textbook in a small first edition for
experimental use by a few selected schools. Texts proving successful
are then published in an issue totaling 10 percent more copies than
there are pupils in the particular grade, to allow enough extra copies
for teachers, inspectors, and student teachers. For example, in 1957,
228,000 copies of the primer were printed for 206,800 first..graders.42
The textbooks, mostly paperbound, are relatively inexpensive. They
are not given to the students free, as in some people's democracies. The
official list of textbooks is published yearly by the Ministry of Culture.

ss See p. 167-68.
39 L6s7,16 Gispdr. "A pedagdgia 5Tankdnyvkiad6" (The Shops of Pedagogy: 5The Textbook Pub-

lishing House). lazneveles, Budapest. XXI :5:197=98, March 12, 1965.
45"A mtivelScVsilgyi miniszter 2/1959. (I. 18.)M.M. szinni rendelete a tankonyvek kiadisiral" (Decree No.

2/1959. (I. 18.)MM. of the Minister of Culture Concerning the Publication of Textbooks). Magyar AlizIony,
No. 8, January 18, 1959. p. 45-48.

"Concerning the value of the forint, see footnote 54 of chapter HI.
42 UNESCO. INTERNATIONAL BUREAU of EDUCATION. Primary School Textbooks. (Publication No.

204). Geneva: The Bureau, 1959. p. 130-32.
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Quality

The textbooks as a rule are of good quality, well-designed, and attrac-
tively illustrated. Some of the workbooks for practical exercises are
produced by photo-offset.

The selection of type, layout, and illustrations is the responsibility
of the graphic section of the publishing house.

From the point of view of content, all textbooks must be closely
correlated with the corresponding syllabuses and follow a basically
dialectical-materialist orientation.

Examinations and Grading

The system of examinations and grading, like that of rewards and
punishments, is regulated by the Ministry of Culture,43 and teachers
must follow the Ministry's regulations.

Examinations

Although all elementary and secondary school students must take
semester- and year-end examinations, some must also take certain special-
purpose examinations: baccalaureate, differential (supplementary quali-
fying), grade, makeup, and trade-qualification. The student's semester-
and year-end perforniance as a whole is determined by the collective
judgment of committees."

Students who have received a failing mark in some object or in
the grade examination are entitled to take a repeat examination (javitd-
vizsga) at a late-August date specified by the school principal. This ex-
amination is usually oral. Candidates who fail the repeat examination
or who do not report for it must repeat the grade.45

Grade examinations (osztdlyozd vizsgdk) covering the material studied
during the entire year, must be taken by students \who missed more
than 250 class hours of instruction during the seconcl semester, who
were on official leave of absence, or who, older than 'the regular age,
are studying independently. This last group may take cumulative xami-
nations covering 2 years' work at a time, with the exception of grades
7 and 8 of the elementary schools and of the third and fourth years of
the secondary schools. Consisting of written, oral, and practical parts,
examinations are normally given either at the end or the beginning of
the schocal year.

Differential or supplementary qualifying examinations (kiilonbozeti
vizsgdk) must be taken by secondary school students who are transferring
from secondary schools of a different type or from vocational schools,

45 Rendtartos az Malan: iskolalc is a ginmdziumok szomora. op. cit. p. 32-48
44 See next subsection, Grading.
45 The Hungarian educational authorities have taken various measures to help educationally disadvantaged

or under-achieving children, particularly those in one-teacher elementary schools. Special guidance and educa-
tional tutoring are also provided for children coming from broken homes or living under conditions not con-
ducive to learning. For details see "A tanulmAnyi feltitelekben hdtrinyos helyzetben lev6 tanuldk segites&61.
A MtIvel6destigyi Miniszt&ium Kozoktatdsi nosztilyinak utmutatdja" (Concerning the Assistance of Educa-
tionally Disadvantaged Pupils. Guide of the Main Public Education Section of the Ministry of Culture).
Kknevelis, XX:13:481-84. July 13, ;964.
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students who are resuming their education after an interruption, and
students who started their secondary education outside the country.
The examinations, usually given in the middle of June or in late August,
consist of written and oral parts. The examination committee is headed
by the principal or his assistant.

The trade-qualification examination (szakmai minosit5 vizsga) may
be taken by any secondary school graduate, whether or not he also
applies for the baccalaureate examination. A successful candidate is
given a diploma as a skilled worker in a particular trade, which is a
separate document from the secondary school-completion certificate .and
from the baccalaureate diploma. The principal of every school is

required to notify the education section of the local people's council by
April 15 of each year of the number of candidates for this examination
in the various trade skills, and of the proposed time and place.

When the student has successfully completed secondary school he
takes the baccalaureate examination 46 (drettsegi vizsga). He does so in
the school where he has received his secondary school-completion certifi-
cate. By April 15, the principal(s) must inform the education section of
the people's council how many applicants there are for the baccalaureate
examination in the various fields.

The baccalaureate examination has beer the subject of a number of
governmental or ministerial decrees and regulations regarding its form
and content. The details of the examination procedure valid in the late
1960's were published in 1963.47 According to these rules, the exami-
nation has a written and an oral part and consists of four subjects:
three required ones, namely, history, Hungarian language and literature,
and mathematics; an elective, which may be either foreign languages,
biology, physics, or chemistry, depending on the candidate's subject
specialization in secondary school. The student may take the examina-
tion at any time within 5 years after he graduates from secondary school.

The examination subject matter is prepared by the Ministry, which
sends it to the various schools with instructions and sample questions;
on the basis of this, secondary school teachers participating in the exami-
nation procedure make up the actual examination questions.

Criticized in the past as favoring children of the privileged classes,
the examination and diploma continue to be the subject of controversy.
The examination is favored, however, as a means for evaluating the
educational and cultural level which the student has achieved by the
end of general secondary education, for determining his suitability
for further studies, and for stimulating him to study. It is criticized for
its effect on the students, for its form, and for its content.

Since it is the only examination for most students and since it has
great importance for university-level education and career choice, the
baccalaureate examination is said to have a negative psychological impact
on the student." This effect is said to be aggravated if the student has

46 Although the term baccalaureate has a somewhat different connotation in the United States, it is .here
rendered to denote the comprehensive examination offered at the end of secondary schooling in most European
countries.

47 Order No. 186/1963. (MK24,)MM of the Minister of Culture. For details on the functions of the baccal-
aureate examination, see Mrs. Ddnes Varga. "Gondolatok az 6retts6gifunkci6jdr61" (Thoughts on Functions of
the Baccalaureate Examination). Pedaegiai Szemle (Review of Education), Budapest. XV1:3:213-18, 1966.

48 Jozsef Szarka. "A sitiv6 a korszertibbtrt6kel6si mddszereke' (The Future Belongs to the More Modern
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passed the examination and then discovers that he nevertheless cannot
be admitted to a university for lack of space. Another source of criticism
is the high prestige value associated with passing the baccalaureate
examination, and its use in an attempt to secure material advantages.

Grading
Students are graded by so-called grading conferences composed of

teachers and instructors, who in their decisions consider the students'
behavior, industriousness, and achievements. The half-year grading
conference is headed by the class adviser, and the year-end one by the
principal. Marks for behavior range from 5 to 2, 5 being exemplary,
4 good, 3 variable, and 2 bad. The same grades apply for industrious-
ness, except that 2 means "negligent." Academic achievement is marked
on a scale from 5 to 1, with 5 being outstanding or excellent, 4 good,
3 average, 2 passing, and 1 failure. Grades in behavior and industrious-
ness are not included in the calculation of grade averages, but are taken
into consideration for admission to dormitories, the granting of awards,
and the assignment of elementary school pupils to secondary schools.

Awards and Penalties

To stimulate the students' drive for learning, industriousness, and
good behavior, the educational authorities have instituted a system of
awards. An award may take the form of public recognition in class as
an example worthy of being followed, recognition by the principal,
praise in the records, a certificate of praiseor it may be the school's
highest award. This last form of award is made to a student who has
completed 4 years of secondary school with a 5.0 average, and the
tangible evidence is a medal inscribed "Outstanding Student" (Kitiino
tanu16). It is issued by the educational section of the people's council
and presented to its winner during graduation ceremonies.

Unruly students or those not working to capacity, on the other hand,
are subject to a series of penalties determined by the teacher, class
adviser, principal, or the youth movement, depending on the nature of
the infraction. Penalties may be a warning, private or in front of the
class, a reprimand by the principal, a transfer, or (for a student who is
beyond the compulsory school age) expulsion. The latter measure must
have the concurrence of the. education section of the people's council.
In very serious cases, the school may recommend to the Ministry of
Culture that the student be barred from all schools in the country
(again, only for a student beyond compulsory school age)."

Tuition, Scholarships, and Assistance

Until 1962, secondary education was based on a tuition system com-
bined with a scholarship system for students of worker and peasant
Evaluation Methods). lazneveles, XXIII:22:847-48, November 24, 1967. Jozsef Fekete. "Az tij gimndziumi
erettsigi vizsgaszabdlyzat" (The New Regulation Concerning the Baccalaureate Examination). Ibid. XX:2 :41-45
January 24, 1964. "Az dltaldnos tanulmdnyi eredminy megdllapitdsa az eretts6gin" (The Determination of the
Results of General Education During the Baccalaureate Examination. Ibid. XXI:8:284-85, April 23, 1965.

49 Rendtartds az dltaldnos iskoldk is a gimndziumok szdmdra, op. cit., p. 33-37.
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background and for those with good academic records. Beginning with
the 1962-63 school year, all registration and tuition fees in the secondary
schools were abolished.50

In addition to free education, some students may also be given
the additional privilege of boarding at school, staying at so-called day-
homes, using study rooms, or eating at school cafeterias.

Boarding school privileges are accorded primarily to deserving sec-
ondary school students living in communites that do not have a school
of a particular type. Day-homes and study rooms are intended mainly
for children both of whose parents work and whose household does not
include some other adult able to supervise them, or children who would
be entitled to dormitory arrangements but have been accommodated in
private homes other than their own for lack of space. Both day-homes
and study rooms are set up for groups of at least 20 and no more than
40 children. Day-homes operate on a year-round basis, while the study
rooms are open for 3 hours daily during the 10-month school year.
Although the dormitories, day-homes, and study rooms are not free, the
fees are low and liberal financial assistance is available to pay these fees.

The following tabulation reveals certain 1963-64 school-year statistics,
presented in descending order of the number of children assisted: 51

Number
of chil-

dren
164,223

School level

8-year elementary
("general")

Kind of assistance

Meals in day-homes

1 33,064 Secondary Dormitory or private home boarding
30,187 do. Study rooms and school cafeterias2
15,426 Upper grades of 8-year

elementary Study rooms
2,276 Secondary "Social scholarships" a
1,160 8-year elementary Dormitories 4

("general")

1 15.7 percent of the total number of secondary students.
2 Source did not give separate figures for the two kinds of assistance.
3 Awarded by such organizations as trade unions.
4 A total of 16 dormitories.

Types of Schools

Elementary education is offered in two types of schools: (1) the
8-year free and compulsory "general" school. and (2) the 2-year continu-
ation or further-training school. Secondary education is offered in the
academic gymnasium (tiltaltinos gimndzium) and in three types of
vocational school (agricultural, economic, and industrial). All schools
are coeducational, although separate classes for boys and girls may be
organized with the concurrence of the education sections of the people's
councils.

" "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkis-Paraszt Korminy 9/1962. (111.25.) szimti rendelete a kozepfokti oktatdsi
intezmenyekben a beiratisi dij es a tandij megszunteteser61" (Decree No. 9/1962. (111.25.) of the Hungarian
Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Abolition of Registration and Tuition Fees in
Secondary Schools). Magyar Kiizliiny, No. 20, March 25, 1962. p. 203.

31 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 125 and 142.
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I. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

The 8-Year Elementary ("General") School

Originally launched in 1945, the 8-year free and compulsory ele-
mentary ("general") school is the most positive achievement of
Hungary's postwar educational reforms. Although the school's basic
structure has remained essentially the same since then, its scope and
objectives have been redefined.52 Its principal aim was declared to be
one that would lay the foundation for developing the Communist man.
Toward this end, the 8-year elementary school is expected to-

1. Provide every pupil with a modern unified basic education. Use the educa-
tional process to develop in the children the moral traits characteristic of the
Communist man.

2. Provide an education that will lead the children to love their socialist home-
land and the people of other countries, respect work and the working man,
and take part in the realization of societal aims.

3. Enable the pupils to become conscious workers and protectors of their father-
land and of its future society s3

Although the number of schools declined gradually between 1960-61
and 1966-67, owing both to consolidation of small institutions and
decline in enrollment (the latter a manifestation of Hungary's declining
birth rate), the pupil-teacher ratio as well as class size steadily improved
(tables 15, 16, 17).

The total 1966-67 elementary enrollment was 1,380,286 pupils (table
18). The overwhelming majority of the pupils were in elementary
("general") schools having separate classes for each of the eight grades;

only 15,876 children were in so-called partial 8-year schools in which a
few grades are taught in consolidated classes owing to small enrollment.
The remaining 94,321 children attended elementary schools having
only one, two, or three classrooms. Of the 29,988 pupils in one-classroom
schools, however, only 1,785 were in the upper grades (table 20).

Polytechnical education was accorded great importance (table 19).
Although the total number of pupils enrolled for practical education
in the upper grades of the elementary schools during 1960-61 was only
223,634 (36 percent of all pupils in those grades), this number had
increased by 1966-67 to 654,243 (87.3 percent). As between agricultural
and industrial work, the distribution was roughly half-and-half.

The Continuation School

Under Hungary's compulsory education laws, children graduating
from elementary schools before age 16 who do not choose to continue
their education in either an academic or a vocational secondary school
and who are not gainfully employed at least 4 hours 54 a day must

55 Articles 6 and 8 of Law No. HI of 1961 Concerning the Educational System of the Hungarian People's
Republic, op. cit. "A N4k8zttirsasdg ElnOki Tanfcsfnak 1962. Evi 14. szimd tarvenyerejd rendelete az alsd-
fokti oktatdsi intezmenyekr6I (Decree No. 14 of 1962 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Con-
cerning the Lower Educational Institutions). Magyar Kikl6ny, No. 43, June 16, 1962. p. 390-92. See also Decree
No. 3/1966. (XI.4.) MM of the Minister of Culture implementing Decree No. 14/1962. Ibid, No. 67, November
4, 1966. p. 612-18.

63 Tantery is utasiar az 6Italdnos iskola szOmtfra, op. cit. p. 4.
64 Originally the laws called for a gainful employment of 36 hours per week. See Decree No. 36/1959 in

footnote 56.
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Table 15.-Number of 8-year elementary schools, classrooms, teachers, pupils, and
class sections: 1960-61-1966-671

School
year

Schools Class-
rooms

Teachers?

Pupils Class
sec-

Pupils per- Sec-
tions
per

class-Total
Qualified as- Teach.-

er
Sec-
tion

Class-
room

Teach- Pro- tions room
er fessor

1960-61____ 6,307 30,165 57,290 33,289 22,412 1,392,260 42,763 24.3 32.6 46.2 1.42
1961-62____ 6,261 30,791 58,333 32,926 22,544 1,444,543 43,478 24.8 33.2 46.9 1.41
1962-63____ 6,220 31,147 59,921 32,590 23,108 1,472,743 44,109 24.6 33.4 47.3 1.42
1963-64____ 6,162 31,520 61,518 31,940 23,734 1,468,883 44,518 23.9 33.0 46.6 1.41
1964-65____ 6,105 31,570 62,108 31,232 24,850 1,445,124 44,473 23.3 32.5 45.8 1.41
1965-66____ 6,036 31,711 62,167 30,785 25,714 1,413,512 43,949 22.7 32.2 44.6 1.39
1966-67____ 5,954 31,680 62,241 31,107 26,538 1,380,286 43,323 22.2 31.9 43.6 1.37

'Data released at beginning of school year.
2 Includes all teachers employed in the 8-year elementary school system who have graduated from

teacher-training institutes and colleges; also all principals, assistant principals, and directors of day-homes
teaching 12 hours or less.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statiszlikai &Wino 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 343.

Table 16.-Number of pupils in the 8-year elementary schools, by grade:
1960-61-1966-671

School
year

Total
Grade

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1960-61 1,392,260 229,151 192,604 175,620 178,288 176,003 164,093 148,539 127,962
1961-62 1,444,543 223,417 212,059 187,607 173,773 180,184 169,951 156,081 141,471
1962-63 1,472,743 204,378 208,574 207,131 185,681 176,359 176,226 164,367 150,027
1963-64 1,468,683 185,086 190,495 203,912 204,525 188,057 171,592 168,754 156,262
1964-65 1,445,124 163,265 173,744 187,368 201,100 207,853 183,067 164,095 159,632
1965-66 1,413,512 161,537 157,971 171,007 184,837 206,686 201,639 175,079 154,756
1966-67 1,380,286 156,063 150,674 155,306 168,713 190,600 199,892 194,007 165,031

'Data released at beginning of school year

SOURCE OF DATA: Statiaztikai eviconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 344.

attend continuation schools (tovcibbkepz6 iskoldk). Established by local
government authorities, these schools operate under the same juris-
dictional principles as the elementary schools. The continuation schools
are 2-year institutions offering a course basically agricultural or indus-
trial (table 21) . The former type is in session for 5 months, November
through March; the latter, for 10 months, September through June.

The continuation schools' basic elements were formulated in 1956;55
its organization was effected in 1959 under Government Decree No. 36
of 1959.5°

55"A Magyar Mpkortdrsasdg Minister tanAcsdnak 1.082/1956. (VIII.25.) szdinti hatdrozata a fiatalok
munkalehet5sigeinek 6 tovdbbtanuldsdnak biztositdsdr61" (Resolution No. 1, 082/1956. (VIII.25.) of the
Council of Ministers of the Hungarian People's Republic Assuring the Further Education and Working Op-
portunities of Young People). Magyar Kozlony, No. 72, August 25, 1956. p. 452.

56"A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny 36/1959 (VII.19.) szdmti rcndelete a tovdbbk6pz6
iskoldkr61" (Decree No. 36/1959. (VII.19.). of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government
Concerning the Continuation Schools). Magyar Kozliiny, No. 77, July 19, 1959. p. 638-40. See also Decree
No. 9/1959. (X.9.) MM of the Minister of Culture implementing Government Decree No. 36/1959. Ibid,
No. 101, October 9, 1959. p. 875-82.
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Table 17.-Number of 8-year elementary schools, classrooms, teachers, pupils,
and class sections: 1966-671

Pupils per- Class
Type of Schools Class- Teach-. Pupils Class sec -ool

school ers sec- tions
tions Teach-

er
Class Class-

room
per

class-
room

Full 8 grades 2 _ _ _ 2,352 23,820 50,977 1,134,089 33,957 22.2 33.4 47.6 1.43
Partial 8 grades__ 1,011 4,312 7,220 151,876 5,417 21.0 28.0 3c.2 1.26
Low enrollment

with:
Three

sections3_ _ 164 403 558 13,367 492 24.0 27.2 33.2 1.22
Twosections_ 1,030 1,748 2,072 50,966 2,090 24.6 24.7 29.2 1.18

OP e se(tion 1,397 1,397 1,414 29,988 1,397 21.2 21.5 21.5 1.00

Data released at beginning of school year.
2 Schools operating with all 8 grades with class teachers in the lower grades and separate subject teachers

in the upper grades.
3 The sections are organized on the basis of either grades or subjects. Rural localities usually have one-

or two-teacher or one or two-room schools.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evkOnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 343.

Table 18.-Number and percent of pupils in the 8-year elementary schools, by
grade and type of school: 1966-671

Type of
school

Total

Total

Grade

1 I 2 1 3 1 4 I 5 7 8

NUMBER

1,380,286 156,063 150,674 155,306 168,713 190,600 199,892 194,007 165,031

Full 8 grades 2
Partial 8 grades
Low enrollment:

Three sections 3_ - _
Two sections
One section

Annual average.. _

Full 8 grades
Partial 8 grades.
Low enrollment:

Three sections.. _ _ _
Two sections
One section

1,134,089
151,876

13,367
50,966
29,988

120,133
17,256

1,990
9,449
7,235

116,492
16,605

1,851
8,392
6,834

121,794
16,173

1,831
8,654
6,854

131,563
18,328

1,974
9,568
7,280

162,727
22,041

1,573
3,736

473

171,223
22,793

1,545
3,836

495

168,151
20,465

1,398
3,563

425

142,006
18,215

1,205
3,213

392

PERCENT

100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

11.3

10.6
11.4

14.9
18.5
24.1

10.9

10.3
10.9

13.8
17.5
22.8

11.3

10.7
10.6

13.7
17.0
22.9

12.2

11.6
12.1

14.8
18.8
24.3

13.8

14.4
14.5

11.8
7.4
1.6

14.5

15.1
15.0

11.6
7.5
1.6

14.1

14.8
13.5

10.4
7.0
1.4

11.0

12.5
12.0

9.0
6.3
1.3

1 Data released at beginning of school year.
2 Schools operating with all 8 grades have class teachers in the lower grades and subject teachers in the

upper grades.
3 The sections are organized on the basis of either grades or subjects. These are usually one- or two-room

or one- or two-teacher rural schools.
SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evlsonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti

Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 344.
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Table 19.-Number and percent of practical-education pupils in grades 5-8 of
the 8-year elementary schools: 1960-61-1966-671

School

Number Percent
Percent
of total

year Total Grade Grade In
indus-
trial

In
agricul-
aural

school
enroll-
meat

5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 courses courses

1960-61__ 223,634 105,592 73,273 40,961 3,808 60.0 44.7 27.6 3.0 36.8
1961-62__ 343,302 127,240 104,831 71,161 40,070 70.6 61.7 45.6 28.3 50.1 47.1 53.0
1962-63__ 440,266 140,137 126,527 103,023 70,579 79.5 71.8 62.7 47.0 48.3 49.8 66.0
1963-64__ 522,150 158,306 138,198 124,041 101,605 84.2 80.5 73.5 65.0 47.6 50.9 76.3
1964-65__ 587,849 179,310 154,803 134,530 119,206 86.3 84.6 82.0 74.7 47.7 51.0 82.3
1965-66__ 630,907 179,699 174,976 149,131 127,101 86.9 86.8 85.2 82.1 47.5 51.3 85.5
1966 -67__ 654,243 167,778 175,799 169,603 142,063 88.0 87.4 87.4 86.1 47.8 52.2 87.3

Data released at beginning of school year.
SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evkiinyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). udapest: Kozponti

Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 345.

Table 20.-Number of 8-year elementary schools, classrooms, teachers, pupils, and
class sections, by municipality and county: 1966-671

Munici-
palities

and
counties

Schools Class-
rooms

Tea-
chars

Pupils Class
sec-
tions

Pupils per- Class
sec-
tions
per

class-
room

Tea-
cher

Class-
sec-
tion

Class-
room

Total___ 5,954 31,680 62,241 1,380,286 43,323 22.2 31.9 43.6 1.87

Munici-
palities

Budapest 320 3,812 9,537 187,472 5,711 19.7 32.8 49.2 1.50
Debrecen 51 322 832 18,999 541 22.8 35.1 59.0 1.68
Miskolc 38 345 921 21,715 615 23.6 35.3 62.9 1.78
Pecs 37 324 853 17,363 504 20.4 34.5 53.6 1.56
Szeged 29 290 665 12,064 380 18.1 31.7 41.6 1.31

Counties

Baranya 372 1,185 1,934 41,945 1,397 21.7 30.0 35.4 1.18
Bacs-Kiskun _ _ 481 1,883 3,542 78,488 2,525 22.2 31.0 41.7 1.34
Bekes 277 1,667 2,799 61,384 1,930 21.9 31.8 36.8 1.16
Borsod-Abauj-

Zemplen 439 1,920 3,810 95,293 2,869 26.0 33.3 49.6 .1.49
CsongrSd 319 1,182 2,094 41,990 1,464 20.1 28.7 35.5 1.24
Fejer 224 1,219 2,528 58,671 1,820 23.2 82.2 48.1 1.49

Gyer-Sopron_ _ 256 1,560 2,783 57,635 1,935 20.7 29.8 36.9 1.24
Hajdu-Bihar___ 213 1,247 2,660 62,398 1,921 23.5 32.5 50.Q 1.54
Heves 167 925 2,015 44,633 1,412 22.2 31.6 48.3 1.53
KomSrom 145 934 1,877 43,824 1,325 23.8 38.1 46.9 1.42
Negred 185 816 1,487 33,366 1,092 22.4 30.6 40.9 1.84
Pest 359 2,434 4,841 112,065 3,443 23.1 32.5 46.0 1.41

Somogy 325 1,301 2,093 48,107 1,555 28.0 30.9 37.0 1.20
Szabolcs-

Szatmar_ - _ 400 2,045 4,114 103,401 3,201 25.1 32.3 50.6 1.57
Szolnok 246 1,427 2,844 64,282 1,950 22.6 83.0 45.0 1.37
Tolna 194 1,045 1,714 36,582 1,192 21.3 80.7 35.0 1.14
Vas 260 1,176 1,874 39,722 1,824 21.2 80.0 33.8 1.13
Veszprem 330 1,577 2,702 60,852 1,953 22.5 31.2 38.6 1.24
Zala 287 1,044 1,722 38,035 1,274 22.1 29.9 36.4 1.22

Data released at beginning of school year.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statintikai ivkiinyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 415.
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II. SECONDARY EDUCAVON

Gymnasiums (academic and art), vocational secondary schools, and
secondary technikums provide secondary education. All are 4-year insti-
tutions offering both theoretical and practical training. The gymna-
siums operate under the overall jurisdiction of the Ministry of Culture;
the secondary vocational schools and technikums under that of the vari-
ous ministries within whose framework the particular vocational train-
ing falls. On the local level, however, all these schools are operated, main-
tained, and directed by the education sections of the: people's councils.

Although many vocational schools and technikums have their own
shops, the gymnasiums normally carry out their practical training pro-
grams through cooperative agreements with agricultural and industrial
enterprises or institutions.

The increased importance of secondary education may be gauged from
the growing number of secondary institutions and the increase in teachers
and enrollment. As opposed to the 174 gymnasiums-128 boys' and 46
girls' 57and a few dozen vocational secondary schools that operated at
the time of the country's liberation in 1945, the total number of sec-
ondary schools had already reached 419 by 1960-61 (table 22) . Enroll-
ment steadily increased until 1964-65, when it reached a peak of 417,-
446 students in 593 schools. After that date, owing to the declining birth
rate, secondary school enrollments declined, although classroom size and
student-teacher ratios improved.

Despite great progress, secondary education is still far from universal
in Hungary. One of the reasons is the still relatively high dropout rate
towards the end of elementary school.58 Also involved are a number of
sociological factors, including negative family relations, the tendency of
peasant and worker families to enroll their children in nonsecondary
vocational (continuation) schools,59 and a high dropout rate in the sec-
ondary schools themselves, especially the day sessions. In 1966-67, for
example, the percent of children of secondary school age actually at-
tending the day session of secondary school was 33.6 percent (table
22) . Although no breakdown by year of study is available, it is fair to
assume that a disproportionate number of secondary school students arein the first years.

The following tabulation shows the number of secondary school
teachers, by type of school, in the 1966-67 day sessions and the percent
increase over the number in 1965-66:80

Number in .1966-67 Percent increase over
number in 1965-66Total 12,317 2.2Academic gymnasium 8,281 1.2Vocational secondary 1,462 67.1Technikum 2,574 13.9

57 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 130.
58 In 1948-49, for example, only 50 percent of students who had started the first year of elementary schoolwent as far as grade 6, and only less than a third graduated from grade 8. Ibid. p. 117. Although the situationhas improved since then, the problem persists, especially in the case of the children of manual workers, only62.4 percent of whom completed elementary education, as opposed to 94.2 percent of the children of intellec-tuals. East Europe, New York. 16:2:49-50, February 1967.
"East Europe, 15:12:50-51, December 1966.
88 Report on Educational Progress in the 1966/67 Academic Year, op. cit. p. 25.
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Table 21.-Number of schools, class sections, and pupils in the 2-year continuation
schools: 1960-61-1966-671

[-Indicates that source did not show any figures]

School
year Schools

Class
sections

Pupils Pupils en-
gaged in
part-time

workTotal
In indus-

trial
courses

In agricul-
tural

courses
Percent
of girls

1960-61 660 960 23,609 67.2
1961-62 885 1,255 30,264 5,102 24,836 68.9 5,521
1962-63 880 1,216 27,539 4,736 22,464 71.0 5,033

1963-64 779 1,016 21,543 3,308 17,921 72.3 4,565
1964-65 702 860 18,613 2,885 15,430 77.1 3,895
1965-66 647 815 19,659 3,644 15,678 75.9 3,354
1966-67 620 754 19,617 2,915 16,389 76.7 3,548

Data released at beginning of school year.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evk6nyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 345.

Table 22.-Number of secondary schools, classrooms, teachers, and students; percent
of students who are girls and percent which total enrollment constitutes of the

secondary school-age population: 1966 -67

Students
Percent of

School Class- Teach- secondary
year Schools rooms ers 2 Per Per Percent school-age

Total teacher' class-
room 2

of
girls 2

children 2 in
the popula-

tion

1960-61 419 4,427 8,778 241,036 17.7 35.1 54.4 26.4
1961-62 425 4,592 9,232 283,747 18.5 37.2 55.1 28.5
1962-63 441 4,760 9,619 333,747 19.5 39.4 56.2 30.7
1963-64 530 5,081 10,631 385,419 19.8 41.5 56.7 33.6
1964-65 593 5,310 11,561 417,446 20.0 43.6 57.3 34.6

1965-66 591 5,597 12,049 407,485 19.6 42,3 57.5 34.6

1966-67 589 5,803 12,317 375,734 18.7 39.7 57.7 33.6

I Data released at beginning of school year.
2 Day session only.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai ovkonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 346.

The Gymnasiums

Until 1951, for all practical purposes the gymnasiums operated under
Law No. XI of 1934, which was abrogated by Decree No. 14/1951 con-
cerning general gymnasiums.

The subject, in the early years of the people's democratic regime, of

various reforms affecting the student body's composition and the subject

also of a series of curriculum changes, the gymnasiums in the late
1960's are based fundamentally on the guaeral provisions of Articles

10-17, Law No. III of 1961.61
The gymnasiums' primary stated goal is to educate, on the basis of a

background acquired in elementary school, work-loving multilaterally
cultured social beings capable of absorbing further education in the in-

stitutions of higher learning, acquiring a skill, pursuing independent
study, or filling a jGb commensurate with secondary school training.

61 See footnote 24 of chapter III.
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Toward this end the gymnasiums are expected to-

1. Create in the students the Communist-man personality and develop in them
the socialist attitudes, morality, outlook, and tastes.

2. Offer a modern general education, develop basic abilities in sciences and
arts, and enhance the students' general capabilities.

3. Prepare students for life and, wherever possible, teach them a skill in a
particular trade or group of trades.

4. Help develop the students' interest in a particular field of art, languages,
sciences, or sport through organizing special classes and specialty and sport
circles."

Gymnasiums may also be maintained and operated by religious
denominations on the basis of an agreement concluded by the State
with the various religious communities.63 During the 1963-64 school
year there were 10 denominational academic gymnasiums with a total
enrollment of 2,744. Their distribution among three denominations
and the cities in which they were located was as follows:

Jewish

Protestant

1 (In Budapest)
1 (In Debrecen)

Roman Catholic 8 (2 in Budapest; 1 each in Debrecen,
Esztergom, Gy5r, Kecskemet, Pannon-
halma, and Szentendre)"

Also during the 1963-64 school year a number of special art gymna-
siums offered a combined general and art curriculum in applied, fine,
or industrial art or in music. Students graduating from these institutions
with the secondary school certificate are eligible to be admitted into
higher education institutions in their particular spheres of art. With
the 1967-68 school year, the art gymnasiums, reorganized, began to
operate as vocational secondary schools of art.65

The academic gymnasiums have both day and evening sessions and
also correspondence courses (table 24). Their enrollment increased until
1964-65, when it reached a peak of 214,097; it has been declining each
year since then, dropping to 188,666 in 1966-67. The decrease resulted
from a general decline in secondary school population and from an
increase in the number and proportion of students attending vocational
secondary schools and technikums. Even with this enrollment decrease,

in 1966-67 the students attending general gymnasiums represented 50.2
percent of the total number enrolled in secondary schools of all types.
For the day session only; the general gymnasium enrollment accounts
for 59.1 percent of the total.

The correspondence courses fall between the day and evening ses-
sions in terms of enrollment. In 1966-67 they accounted for 38,920
students, or 38 percent of total correspondence-course secondary school
students; the correspondence-course students are mostly adults or gain-
fully employed persons.

The number of evening-session academic gymnasium students in 1966-

62 Tantery es utasitds a gimnaziumok szdmdra. Oratervek, op. cit. p. 5.
63 See p. 25.
64 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 141 and 189.
65 Report on Educational Progress in the 1966-67 Academic rear, op. cit. p. 28.
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Table 23.-Number of secondary schools, teachers, and students, by type of school
and by municipality and county: 1966-671

Municipalities
and

counties
Schools Teach-

ers

Pupils

Total
Aca-
demic

schools 2

Voce-
tional
schools

Indus-
trial

techni-
kums

Agri -

cul-
tural

techni-
kumw

Eco-
nomic
techni-
kunts

Per
teach-

er

Per
class -

room

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Total__ 589 12,317230,299 137,511 49,873 25,685 7,191 10,039 18.7 39.7

Municipalities

Budapest 126 3,304 57,093 31,410 12,629 9,230 183 3,641 17.3 38.8
Debrecen 15 429 7,387 3,985 1,153 1,495 243 511 17.2 42.0
Miskolc 16 432 9,525 4,802 2,413 1,980 0 330 22.0 48.8
Pecs 13 378 6,545 3,092 1,433 1,743 0 277 17.3 42.0
Szeged 15 352 6,180 2,394 1,284 1,887 322 293 17.6 37.9

Counties

Baranya 10 179 3,115 2,081 573 0 461 0 17.4 36.2
Bacs-Kiskun_ 35 525 9,777 6,179 2,041 0 1,014 543 18.6 33.3
MIAs 31 473 9,549 6,191 2,232 500 434 192 20.2 36.4
Borsod-Abauj-
ZempAn 24 435 8,788 6,590 1,317 297 481 103 20.2 40.9

Csongred 17 302 4,677 2,360 1,564 0 248 505 15.5 34.9
Rler 20 366 8,371 3,906 2,790 1,399 187 89 22.9 50.7

Cryor-Sopron_ 36 602 11,934 6,489 2,660 1,548 492 745 19.8 40.9
Hajdu-Bihar_ 10 258 4,185 3,051 1,134 0 0 0 16.2 37.0
Heves 13 318 6,441 4,668 1,534 0 139 0 20.3 38.8
Eanerom 19 384 7,570 4,096 1,639 1,374 161 300 19.7 40.5
Blogliuf 15 241 4,433 2,598 981 556 159 139 18.4 37.6
Pest 33 532 9,761 6,989 1,414 688 565 105 18.3 46.9

Somogy 17 319 6,550 4,747 1,192 325 158 128 20.5 40.2
Szabolcs-Szat-
mar 25 579 11,617 8,232 2,087 0 471 827 20.1 40.3

Szolnok 29 589 10,321 6,692 2,515 559 555 0 17.5 37.9
Tolna 16 276 5,242 3,940 745 0 148 409 19.0 37.2
Vas 21 350 7,284 4,549 1,376 552 293 514 20.8 37.2
Veszprenn_ 19 376 8,030 5,162 2,005 549 314 0 21.4 44.6
Zala 14 318 5,924 3,308 1,062 1,003 163 388 18.6 36.3

Data released at beginning of school year. (Perta'n only to day session.)

Includes enrollment of art secondary schools.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evk6nyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest : Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 415.

67 was 13,592, or 31.7 percent of all evening-session secondary school
students (table 25).

Enrollment in the art gymnasiums remained relatively stable at around
1,300 in the day session-precisely 1,357 in 1966-67, representing 0.4
percent of the entire and 0.6 of the day-session secondary school student
body (table 24).

III. VOCATIONAL SECONDARY EDUCATION

Vocational secondary schools (szakkozdpiskolcik) and secondary tech-
nikums offer vocational secondary education at the secondary level.

The Vocational Secondary Schools

According to article 14 of the 1961 basic education Jaw, the vocational
secondary schools continue the general education started in elementary
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school, furthering the students' general culture, socialist outlook, and
moral, esthetic, and physical progress; and training them for a particular
skill. Since 1965, however, the vocational secondary schools have empha-
sized training in a group of related skills."

A 4-year institution, the vocational secondary school cooperates with a
shop or plant in a particular field in order to bring about the vocational
training. After completing the course, a student may take the baccalau-
reate examination and must take the practical examination in the
particular skill which he has learned. The secondary school certificate
which the vocational student receives when he has successfully completed
the baccalaureate requirements entitles him, on the same basis as the
gymnasium graduate, to apply for admission to any higher education in-
stitution after passing the usual entrance examinations.

The vocational secondary schools use the physical facilities of the
gymnasiums and offer both day and evening courses; the ,,verwhelming
number of students attends the day session.

From 1964 through 1967, total enrollment in the secondary vocational
school increased from 29,197 to 60,192 (13.3 percent of the total second-
ary enrollment); the 1966-67 evening enrollment was only 319, or 9.7
percent of the total evening secondary school enrollment (tables 24 and
25.)

In the fall of 1966 the National' Council of Education (Orszdgos
Oktatdsi Tandcs) approved general plans for organizing special 2-year
"workers' vocational secondary schools" (dolgozdk szakkozepiskolcii)t En-
visioned to operate only with evening and correspondence sections,
these schools plan to admit mature skilled workers who have graduated
from a good vocational school for apprentices and are eager to acquire a
baccalaureate diploma or secondary school certificate to improve their
economic status or to continue their technical studies. The curriculum
may be adjusted to enable them to complete their vocational secondary
education in 2 years while working full time."

The 4-year vocational secondary schools, according to long-range
plans of the National Council of Education, will be expanded beginning
with 1969,68 when a start will be made in a gradual ,phaseout, of the
secondary-level techniku

In comparison with the technikums' curriculum, that of the vocational
secondary schools provides broader training by placing greater emphasis
on classwork in mathematics and the natural and physical sciences. Also,
the latter schools concentrate on only 7 trades or skills, whereas the
former spread out to cover 80. As the technikums close down, their shop,
laboratory, and classroom furnishings and equipment will be redis-
tributed among the vocational secondary schools, thus improving even

66 Pal Ilku. "N6pank altalinos (Is szakmai milvelts6g6nek emeles66rt," op. cit. p. 885. For the programs and
curriculums of vocational secondary schools see: Szakkkepiskoldk 1964/65. tanivi Oratervei (Programs of Voca-
tional Secondary Schools for the 1964-65 Academic Year). Mtivelodesiigyi Midday (Educational Gazette), Buda-
pest, No. 12, 1964, p. 1-41 (appendix); Meztlgazdasdgi szakkOzepiskol4k Oratervei (Programs of Agricultural
Secondary Schools), Ibid. p. 45-57; KOzgazdas4gi es kereskedelmi szakkikepiskolok 6ratervei (Programs of Economic
and Commercial Vocational Secondary Schools), Ibid. p. 59-67; Ipari es egeszsigiigyi szakkkepiskolak 1965-66,
tanivi oratervei (Programs of Industrial and Health Vocational Secondary Schools for the 1965-66 Academic
Year). Mavel6desiigyi ICkliiny, No. 13, 1965. p. 1.45 (appendix).

67 Bela Medgyes. "A dologozdk szakk8z6piskolair61" (Concerning the Workers' Vocational Secondary
Schools). Kkneveles,XXIII :8:287-89, April 28, 1967.

68 See p. 82-84.
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Table 24.-Number of students in day and evening sessions and correspondence
courses of secondary schools and technikums, by course: 1960-61 and 1964 -65-
1966-67; and percent which enrollment in each course constitutes of the entire

enrollment in its type of school: 1966-67

Type of school
and course 1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67

SUMMARY

Grand total 241,036 417,446 407,485 375,734

Secondary

Art 1,432 1,387 1,325 1,357
Academic gymnasium 139,616 214,097 206,963 188,666
Vocational 0 29,197 41,562 50,192

Technikums

Agricultural 11,248 27,917 27,029 21,481
Economic 37,824 63,658 54,081 43,482
Industrial 50,916 81,190 76,525 70,556

DAY SESSION.
Total 155,527 231,308 236,589 230,299

Secondary

Art 1,432 1,387 1,325 1,357
Academic gymnasium 108,258 149,889 146,900 136,154
Vocational 0 29,124 41,220 49,873

Technikums

Agricultural 6,247 7,089 7,348 7,191
Economic 17,730 17,343 13,461 10,039
Industrial 21,860 26,476 26,335 25,685

EVENING SESSION

Total 27,237 55,038 50,463 42,950

Secondary

Academic gymnasium 8,368 17,571 15,561 13,592
Vocational 0 73 342 319

Technikums

Economic 6,278 11,877 10,437 8,120
Industrial 12,591 25,517 24,123 20,919

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Total 58,272 131,100 120,433 102,485

Secondary

Academic gymnasium 22,990 46,637 44,502 38,920

Technikums

Agricultural 5,001 20,828 19,681 14,290
Economic 13,816 34,438 30,183 25,323
Industrial 16,465 29,197 26,067 23,952

Percent
of 1966-67
enrollment

100.0

0.4
50.2
13.3

5.7
11.6
18.8

100.0

0.6
59.1
21.7

3.1
4.4
11.1

100.0

31.7
0.7

18.9
48.7

100.0

38.0

13.9
24.7
23.4

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evkidnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti

tatisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 346.



Table 25.-Number of students in day and evening sessions and correspondence
course of secondary schools and technikums, by course: 1966-67

Type of school
and course

Total
Year of study

First Second Third Fourth

Grand total

Secondary

Academic gymnasium 1
Vocational

Technikums

Agricultural
Economic
Industrial

Total

Secondary

Academic gymnasium 1
Vocational

Technikums

Agricultural
Economic
Industrial

Total

Secondary

Academic gymnasium
Vocational

Technikums

Economic
Industrial

Total

Secondary

Academic gymnasium

Technikums

Agricultural
Economic
Industrial

375,734

190,023
50,192

21,481
43,482
70,556

UMMARY

101,168 94,929 93,796 85,841

51,581 46,871 46,683 44,888
15,574 14,627 12,600 7,391

5,382 5,470 5,484 5,145
9,896 9,385 11,645 12,556

18,735 18,576 17,384 15,861

230,299

137,511
49,873

7,191
10,039
25,685

42,950

13,592
319

8,120
20,919

102,485

38,920

14,290
25,323
23,952

DAY SESSION

60,306 59,306 57,915 52,772

34,480 34,830 34,745 33,456
15,459 14,527 12,496 7,391

2,052 1,846 1,666 1,627
1,687 1,608 2,648 4,096
6,628 6,495 6,360 6,202

EVENING SESSION

12,516 10,696 10,304 9,434

5,169 3,075 2,739 2,609
115 100 104 0

1,844 2,193 2,127 1,956
5,388 5,328 5,334 4,869

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

28,346 24,927 25,577 23,635

11,932 8,966 9,199 8,823

3,330 3,624 3,818 3,518
6,365 5,584 6,870 6,504
6,719 6,753 5,690 4,790

1 Also includes enrollment of art secondary gymnasiums.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evlsonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 347.
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more the latter's potential for quality instruction in 37 rather than 80
trades or skills.69

The Technikems
During the late 1960's, Hungary had three types of technical-voca-

tional schools or technikums in operation: industrial, agricultural, and
economic. Technikums are 4-year secondary institutions that entitle
their graduates who have the technical secondary school certificate to
apply for admission into the higher technical institutions in their par-
ticular fields of specialization or to hold jobs commensurate with their
training. Beginning with 1969, these technikums are to be gradually
phased out and their functions assumed by the vocational secondary
schools."

Industrial Technikums.The structure and functions of the indus-
trial technikums (ipari technikum.ok) are based on Decree No. 37 of
1955, upheld by article 17 of the 1961 education law. The stated ob-
jective of these institutions is to train cultured and patriotic skilled
individuals dedicated to advancing the interests of the country and peo-
ple. Toward this end, these institutions are expected to-

1. Offer intermediate practical and theoretical training in a particular area of
industry, with emphasis on the nature and handling of Ole means of produc-
tion, the factors determining the production process, ana plant maintenance.

2. Provide practical training in all spheres of a particular trade or skill.
3. Assure the advancement of the students' general cultural level.

Admission to industrial technikums is normally restricted to graduates
of the 8-year elementary ("general") schools who are between 18 and
40 years of age and have had 2 years' experience in industrial pro-
duction.71 Besides their regular practical work as part of the curriculum,
students completing the first, second, and third years of the technikum
must spend 4 weeks each summer in production." When they finish the
course, technikum graduates must work for at least 2 years in the trade
or skill for which they were trained."

The industrial technikums, originally established in 1950 under De-
cree No. 40/1950, for the most part used the vocational secondary
schools then in operation as a basis for their development."

22 Sdndor Vend 6gh. "Hol tart a szakkoz6piskola?" (Where Does the Vocational Secondary School Stand?)
Kkneveles, XXIV :11:407-08, May 24, 1968.

72 Si ndor Vend 6gh. "Hol tart a szakkOz6piskola?", op. cit. p. 407.
71 Decree No. 21/1960. (V.I.) of the Government. Magyar Kodiiny, No. 4, May 1, 1960. p. 207.
72 Order No. 30/1959. MM of the Minister of Culture. Mdvelodesagyi Kklany (Educational Gazette), Buda-

pest, No. 11, 1959. p. 218-19.
73 Decree No. 14 of 1956 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic. Magyar Kiiedny, No. 53, June

23, 1956. p. 309.
71 At the time of the liberation in 1945, Hungary had 17 industrial secondary schools and 22 intermediate in-

dustrial vocational schools, which on September 1, 1945 were placed under the jurisdiction of the Minister of
Industry (Ipar dgyi Miniszter). To advise him, a National Council for Industrial Education (Orsz,dgos Iparoktattisi
Tandcs) was established in 1946. The first reform in this area was made in 1947 with the establishment of the
technical secondary school (miiszaki kgziPiskola), a 4-year institution whose graduates were allowed to enter the
corresponding institutions of higher learning. The second major reform followed the nationalization of 1948,
which 1 year later resulted in the transformation of the intermediate vocational institutions into gymnasiums
reflecting the ideologically motivated egalitarian tendencies of the timeand their placement under the juris-
diction of the Ministry of Culture. The industrial technikums proper, established by Decree No. 40/1950, were
placed under the jurisdiction of the corresponding ministries by Decree No. 16/1951. To assist in the develop-
ment and synchronization of vocational education, the Council of Ministers (Resolution No. 2074/21/1952)
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In 1963-64 the industrial technikums numbered 67 (table 24).75 In
1966-67 the 70,556 technikum students constituted 18.8 percent of the
entire secondary school enrollment (table 25)

Agricultural Technikums.Decree No. 10 of 1956 of the presidential
Council, upheld by Article 17 of the Education Law of 1961, governs
the operation of the agricultural technikums. According to article 1 of
the 1956 decree, the primary function of these institutions is to train
cultured, patriotic, and socially skilled workers for the needs of agricul-
ture. Towards this end, they are to-

1. Provide intermediate practical and theoretical training in specific areas of
agriculture, the structure and handling of the means of production, the
processes of cultivation, and the maintenance of agricultural crops.

2. Enable the students to acquire the most modern techniques in their fields of
specialization.

3. Provide the students with a general cultural background."

Like the industrial technikums, the agricultural technikums (Mezo-
gazdasdgi technikumok) are 4-year institutions admitting graduates of
8-year elementary schools who have not reached age 18 by the time they
register. (Older persons may enter only the correspondence sections of
technikums.) Operating under the immediate jurisdiction of the Minis-
ter of Agriculture (Foldmiivelesiigyi Miniszter), the technikums are
subordinated to the Ministry of Culture with regard to curriculum,
examinations, and similar matters. Students completing the course are
expected to take a qualifying examination in skill. After passing this
examination, they receive a diplomathe "agricultural technical di-
ploma" (Mezeigazbastigi technikusi oklevle) entitling them to be ad-
mitted to a higher education institution in the same field of study or
to get a job commensurate with their training.

Originally established in 1950,77 the agricultural technikums have
undergone a number of structural and curricular reforms.78 By 1963-64
they numbered 40.78

Enrollments reached their height in 1964-65, with 27,917 students.
In 1966-67, the enrollment was 21,481 (5.7 percent of total secondary
school enrollment) (table 24) . Of the 21,481, day students numbered
7,191 (3.1 percent of total secondary day-session enrollment) and cor-
respondence students, 14,290 (13.9 percent of total secondary cor-
respondence enrollment) (table 25) .

Economic Technikums.The structure and functions of economic
technikums (kozgazdastigi technikumok) are based on Decree No. 38

established a Technikum Council (Technikumi Tantics) in 1952. Following the curriculum reforms of 1955, which
involved mainly a decrease in the number of areas of specialization and an increased emphasis on theoretical
studies, Decree No. 37/1955 laid the foundation of the structure of the industrial technikums as operating in the
late 1960's. Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 143-49.

m Ibid. p. 151.
7° "A N6pki:Sztdrsaszig Elnoki Tandcsdnak 1956.6vi 10. sz4md tOrv6nyerejti rendelete a mez5gazdasdgi techni-

kumokrol" (Decree No. 10 of 1956 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concerning the Agricul-
tural Technikums). Magyar Aldan", No. 42, May 20,1956. p. 246-48.

77 Decree No. 246/1950. M.T. of the Council of Ministers.
" At the time of the liberation in 1945, Hungary had 23 agricultural secondary schools. They were placed

under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Agriculture in the same year; to advise him on educational matters, a.
Council for Agricultural Vocational Education (Meegazdastigi Szakoktatdsi Tandcs) was established. The re-
forms instituted after the Nationalization Act of 1948 affected agricultural education similarly as it did industrial
vocational education (see footnote 74).

7';' Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 163.
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of 1955. According to this decree, the primary functions of the techni-
kums are to-

1. Provide solid theoretical and economic training for the performance of the
duties required by various economic positions in State or public administra-
tion and enterprise management.

2. Supply practical training in all areas of interest to economic experts in a
specific field of specialization.

3. Provide a general cultural background for the students.

Like the industrial and agricultural technikums, the economic ones
have dual administration, operating under the immediate jurisdiction
of ecort-imic ministries or agencies subordinated to the Council of Min-
isters, but with the Ministry of Culture providing academic guidance.
Before they were reorganized in 1955, the economic secondary institu-
tions were subject to the same reform measures that affected all sec-
ondary vocational institutions.80

During 1963-64, 57 economic technikums were operating.81 Total en-
rollment reached an all-time high of 63,658 in 1964-65; by 1966-67 it
gradually declined to 43,482 (table 24) , representing 11.6 percent of
the entire secondary school student body. Well over half of these stu-
dents were registered in correspondence courses, representing 24.7 per-
cent of the students registered in such courses (table 25).

IV. EDUCATION FOR MINORITY NATIONALITIES

One of the first measures adopted by the National Provisional Gov-
ernment in 1945 was to abrogate the discriminatory laws concerning
minority nationalities, especially Jews. As a result of the 1919 and 1947
peace treaties, Hungary has emerged as a basically homogeneous country
with relatively small minorities of Germans, Jews, Romanians, Serbs,
and Slovaks.

Under a 1946 decree,82 establishing schools for minority nationalities
was made dependent on demographic rather than political criteria.
According to the decree, the parents or guardians of at least 10 children
of compulsory school age have the right to request that they be assigned
to a special school for the particular nationality. Besides the regulation
concerning compulsory elementary education for children of minority
nationalities, measures were also taken to establish special schools at
the secondary and higher education levels.

Following the 1948 nationalization of educational establishments,
schools for nationalities were also transformed into State institutions,
and their rights and privileges were protected by constitutional as well

" In 1945, Hungary had 58 commercial secondary schools-16 State, 27 communal, 12 denominational, and
Fiponsored by social organizations. In that year, they were placed under the jurisdiction of the Minister of
Trade and Transportation (Kereskedelemes Kddekedesligyi Miniszkr), who was to be advised in educational
matters by a Council on Trade Vocational Education (Kereskedelmi Szakoktaldsi Tandcs). In 1949-50 these
schools were transformed into economic gymnasiums, and 1 year later, by Decree No. 41/1950, were changed
back into economic secondary schools. In 1952 they were converted to economic technikums (Decree No. 10/
1952). Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 152-54.

/11 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 156.
89 Decree No. 1200/1946. (II.20) VKM of the Ministry of Culture.
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as educational-legal provisions.83 With the change in the political nature
of the people's democratic regime, however, these rights in education,
like those in other cultural spheres, were to be exercised in accordance
with the principle, "national in form, socialist in content." The content
of education, consequently, became standardized according to the po-
litical objectives of the regime, only the language of instruction being
different in the schools for the nationalities.

During the 1963-64 school year, 1.9 percent of elementary pupils
attended schools for minority nationalities in which instruction was
given in their native language rather than in Hungarian. Many of these
children were in 21 elementary schools expressly set up for minority
nationalities (8 Serbo-Croatian, 6 Romanian, 6 Slovak, and 1 German) .
Others were in five Hungarian schools having separate sections for other
nationalitiesfour schools with Romanian sections and one with a
German section. In addition, 290 elementary schools taught minority
nationality languages. These schools were distributed as follows: 84

119 German 9 German and
104 Slovak Serbo-Croatian
41 Serbo-Croatian 6 Slovenian
11 Romanian

Besides the elementary schools, minority nationalities are served by
a few gymnasiums. In 1959 they could attend five such gymnasiumsone
each for the German, Romanian, and Serbo-Croatian nationalities, and
two for the Slovak. Three Hungarian-language gymnasiums had separate
German sections. By 1968, Hungary had seven nationality gymnasiums
enrolling 733 students. Of these, 158 attended the German gymnasiums
of Baja, Budapest, and Pecs, 96 the Serbo-Croatian gymnasium of Buda-
pest, and 79 the Romanian gymnasium of Gyula.85 The two Slovakian
gymnasiums are located in Bekescsaba and Budapest.

The Jewish community, which before the war had a well-developed
network of all types of schools,8° has been reduced to only two educa-
tional institutions. One of these is the National Theological Sendinary
(Orszdgos Rabbikepzo Intezet) of Budapestthe only institution of this
type in the entire Communist worldwith a 1967-68 enrollment of 14
students, including two from Czechoslovakia and one from East Ger-
many.87 The other is a coeducational secondary school, also in Budapest,
with a total 1967-68 enrollment of about 80. The language of instruction

33 Paragraph 3 of Article 49 of the Constitution of August 20, 1949, for example, states: "The Hungarian
People's Republic insures to all nationalities living within its borders the possibility of education in their native
tongue and the possibility of developing their national culture." Constitution of the Hungarian People's Republic.
Budapest: Athenaeum, 1949, 20 p. The basic elements of these provisions were also included in paragraph 2,
article 2, of the fundamental education act of 1961 cited above. In addition, each major education decree or law
contains provisions to this effect.

84 Simon and Szarka, op. cit. p. 126.
85 Aura Hencz. A milvel6disi intizminyek is a miiveledisigazgatas fejledise, 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educa-

tional Institutions and Administration, 1945-1961). Budapest: KOzgazdasAgi es Jogi KOnyvkiad6, 1962. p. 98;
LAszlO K6vAg6. "NepkortArsasAgunk nemzetisdgi politikAjdr61" (On the Nationality Policy of Our People's Re-
public). Thrsadalmi Szemle (Social Review), Budapest. XXIII:11 :29-38, November 1968.

36 For a detailed account of the Jewish educational system in Hungary before 1948, see Aron Moskovits.
Jewish Education in Hungary ( 1848-1948). New York: Bloch Publishing Company for The Dropsie College for
Hebrew and Cognate Learning, 1964. 357 p. For material on Jewish education in Transylvania (under Hun-
garian jurisdiction until 1918; the northern half of it between 1940 and 1944), see Moshe Carmilly-Weinberger-
"Jewish Education in Transylvania in the Days of the Holocaust." Tad Vashem Bulletin, Jerusalem, No. 21,
November 1967. p. 3-8.

87 Henry Kamm. "Hungary's Jews Live in Comfort." The New York Times, May 2, 1968.
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is Hungarian, with the curriculum also including Hebrew and Jewish
subjects. Once the seat of world-renowned Yeshivas and Talmud
Torahs,88 Hungary now has only a few small community-organized and
community-maintained educational establishments for religious instruc-
tion, with a total registration of about 500.89 Most of these are also
located in Budapest, which contains the overwhelming majority of the
80,000 to 100,000 Jews in Hungary.

To assure a supply of teachers for the nationality schools, some higher
education institutions, including teacher-training institutes and universi-
ties, have established special sections or departments. Thus, kinder-
garten and elementary teachers for the Serbo-Croatian schools are
trained in two teacher-training institutes: the Teachers College of Pecs,99
and the department of education at Ehtv6,s Lorand University of Buda -
pest.9' The latter also has a Slavic Philological Institute (Szldv Filo-
lOgiai Intezet) serving Serbo-Croatian cultural interests.

The Romanian schools draw their teaching staffs primarily from the
graduates of two teacher-training institutes that offer specialization in
Romanian and from the Teachers College of Szeged, which has a de-
partment of Romanian studies. Students interested in Romanian studies
can also avail themselves of the facilities of the Romanian Philological
Institute (Romdn Filologiai Intezet) of Eiitviis Lorand University.

The German minority schools have a relatively easier recruitment
task, since every university offers specialized training in German lan-
guage and literature. In addition, two teacher-training institutes provide
a special German curriculum.

The Slovak minority schools draw their teachers from two( teacher-
training institutes and from the Teachers College of Szeged, which offers
specialization in Slovak studies. The Slovak schools are also assisted by
the Slovak Philological Institute (Szlovdk Filologiai Intezet) of the
Eotvos Lorand University.92

Health and Health Services

Hungarian educational authorities pay considerable attention to
protecting children's health. Although supervision over health matters
for both students and employees of the educational system is entrusted
to State, district, or school physicians and subordinate auxiliary per-
sonnel, primary responsibility for organizing the system of health serv-
ices lies with the school principal and his assistant. They must provide
space for a schOol infirmary and waiting room, place first-aid kits in all
areas where accidents might occur (such as shops, gymnasiums, and lab-
oratories), and see that posters calling attention to possible dangers are
displayed in all areas where they might be useful.

88 The Yeshiva is an institution offering Jewish talmudic subjects at advanced level. The Talmud Torah (Study
of the Law) is a community-maintained Jewish school employing one or several teachers for the instruction of
religious subjects, normally at a lower level.

" Henry Kamm. "Hungary's Jews Live in Comfort," op. cit.
98 For material on the teachers' colleges, see p. 149-50.
91 See p. 111-12.
93 Aur61 Hencz. A miivelodesi intezmenyek es a miivd6disigazgatos fejl3d ese op. cit. p. 98-99. See also To jekortat6 a

magyar felstioktaltisi intezmenyekrol, 1965 (Guide to the Hungarian Institutions of Higher Learning, 1965). Buda-
pest: A Miivel6dEkligyi Miniszt6rium Kiadvdnya, 1965. p. 75-81, 85-89.
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Under a yearly plan, which must be ready by August 31, health meas-
ures are carried out jointly by the school physician and the principal.
School employees must have yearly health check-ups; pupils are expected
to report regularly for general, eye, dental, and other checkups as re-
quired. Special measures are also taken to prevent the spread of infec-
tious diseases. Special classes in the elementary schools teach traffic
safety, emphasizing rules affecting pedestrians and cyclists.93 Official
school regulations provide detailed instructions as to what teachers and
others in the school system must do in case of an accident."

Employment and Further Education of Graduates

In pursuing the dual aim of preparing technically well-trained and
politically reliable individuals, Hungarian educational authorities, in
conjunction with the mass organizations, especially ti.,-;..de union and
youth -asspciations, have taken a series of measures to guide elementary
and secondary school graduates in selecting their careers. A primary
objective is to direct elementary school graduates toward the agricultural
and industrial vocational schools or the. technical schools; and to provide
adequate job opportunities for those who are unwilling or unable to
continue formal education.95

Only about one-third of the elementary school graduates enter sec-
ondary school (table 22) and 'even fewer actually graduate. About half
of the secondary students are in academic ("general") gymnasiums
(table 24) , and most of the students in those gymnasiums are from an
intellectual social background.96 About half of the secondary school
students view secondary education as a stepping stone towards entering
a higher education institution and through it eventually getting a non-
manual desk job (table 26) . As a result of a nationwide survey covering
98.6 percent of third-year secondary school students, the University
Computation Center (Egyetemi Suimitakoipont), in a study prepared
for the Ministry of Culture, concluded that of the approximately 55,000
secondary school graduates in 1968, a total of 26,443 (table 27) , includ-
ing 18,129 gymnasium graduates, intended to pursue their studies in
institutions of higher education.97

93 Report on Educational Progress in the 1966/67 Academic Year, op. cit. p. 33.
94 Rendtartds az dltaldnos iskoldk is a gimndziumok szdmdra, op. cit. p. 91-97.
93 "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny 1.024/1959. (VII.19.) szamti hatirozata az iskoldit

tr6gz5 fiatalkortiak munkdbadllitdsdr61" (Resolution No. 1,024/1959. (VII.19.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary
Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Employment of Minors, Graduates of School). Magyar Kozlay,
No. 77, July 19, 1959. p. 640-41.

The career guidance system was formalized in December 1961, when the government called for the establish-
ment of a Career Guidance Council (Pdlyavdtasztdsi randcs) operating under the general direction of the Minis-
try of Labor, the Ministry of Culture, and the National Planning Office. "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkfs-
Paraszt Kormfny 1.027/1961. (XII.30.) sz &lad hatdrozata az ifjusfg pdlyavdlasztdsi tandcsaddsr61" (Resolution
No. 1,027/1961. (XII.30.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the
Career Guidance of Youth). Magyar KiizIOny, No. 101, December 30, 1961. p. 1,032.

96 See p. 75. In regard to children of manual workers, the situation of Hajdd-Bihar county and its county
seat Debrecen is illustrative. Of 2,858 first-year secondary school students in 1966-67, a total of 56.2 percent
were such children. In the Debrecen gymnasiums, however, the percent was only 37.4.

In regard to children with a peasant background, they numbered only 105 of the Debrecen gymnasiums' 910
students, and only 266 of the Ha jchl-Bihar county gymnasium's 738 students. By contrast, peasants constituted
42.7 percent of the county population. J6zscf B6nyei. "Falusi gyerekek a koz6piskoldban" (Peasant Children in
Secondary Schools). Kozneveles, XXIII:3:85-86, February 10, 1967.

97 Ferenc Vati Papp. "Koz6piskoldsokvdlaszdt el5tt" (Secondary School StudentsAt the Crossroads). ,
Kknevelis, XXIV :3:85-87, February 9, 1968.
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The aspirations of many of these students to attend a higher educa-

tion institution are bound to be frustrated, since the fall 1968 admission

quota was established at 8,000 day-session students. Of these, from 3,800

to 4,300 were expected to be assigned to persons who had acquired their

secondary-school certificate or baccalaureate diploma at an earlier date.

Thus, for the nation as a whole, the number of applicants is about three

times as large as the number of places. Even more frustrating to the

applicants is the fact that many of them have received high grades in

secondary school. Of 26,443 applying for admission to higher education

in 1968, a total of 14,500 received grades of Excellent, Very Good, or

Good.

Table 26.Percent of 3d-year secondary school students indicating certain
career objectives, by type of secondary school: 1968

All
Career secondary Gymnasiums Vocational T echnikums

objective schools schools

Continue studies 70.8 88.1 42.7 48.8

Higher education 47.9 55.3 31.2 44.0

School for skilled workers 9.0 12.3 6.1 2.0

Other education 13.9 20.5 5.4 2.8

Seek employment 26.0 9.1 53.1 ' 47.6

Unwilling to study or work; or undecided__ 3.2 2.8 4.2 3.6

SOURCE OF DATA: Ferenc Vati Papp. "KtSzepiskolitsokvitiasza elat" (Secondary School Stud-

entsAt the Crossroads). lazneveles (Public Education), XXIV:3:86, February 9,1968. Budapest.

The ratio between applicants and vacancies varies from field to field.

For example, in the School of Philosophy at ElitvOs Lorand University

applications for the Hungarian-foreign language specialization are 600

percent larger than the available number of places; for the history-

foreign language specialization, 800 percent; and for the psychology-
biology specialization, 3,200 percent. The situation is similar in most
nontechnical areas of specialization and in teacher-training institutes

and colleges. In some highly technical fields, on the other hand, things

are different: for example, the power mechanics specialization at the

Polytechnical University of Budapest received only 52 applications for

73 places, and the chemical mechanics specialization field showed a
54-percent ratio of applications to available places.98

The white-collar aspirations of secondary school students are also

clearly indicated in their applications for admission to schools for train-

ing skilled workers that admit only students who hold a secondary school

certificate.
For fall 1968, the schools for skilled workers established an admission

quota of 8,000; however, only about 5,000 secondary school students
applied. About 4,000 of these were gymnasium students. Another basic

problem of the schools for skilled workers is an imbalance in the num-

ber of applications among the various skills, which obviously have

varying prestige values in the minds of young people. For example, while

the number of applicants for electrical mechanics was 1,552 and for

engine mechanics 679, foundry workers and smiths recruited only 4
applicants each and welding only 3. A new trend, however, is seen in

93 Ibid. p. 85-86.
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Table 27.Number and percent of 3d-year secondary students indicating certain
career objectives; percent of these students who are girls and percent whose

parents are manual workers: 1968

Item Total

Will continue study

Will
seek
em-

ploy-
ment

Un-
will-

ing to
work

Unde-
tided

Total
Higher
educa-

tion

School
for

skilled
worlers

Other
educa-

tion

Total 55,252 39,104 26,443 4,997 7,664 14,384 109 1,655

Girls 31,576 22,290 13,800 1,702 6,788 8,147 104 1,035
Children of manual workers 31,483 21,197 12,622 3,412 5,163 9,180 70 1,036

PERCENT

Total 100.0 70.8 47.9 9.6 18.9 26.0 0.2 8.0

Girls 100.0 70.6 43.7 5.4 21.5 25.8 0.3 3.3
Children of manual workers 100.0 67.4 40.1 10.8 16.5 29.1 0.2 3.3

SOURCE OF DATA: Ferenc Vats Papp. "Koz6piskolisokvilasztit el5tt" (Secondary School Stu-
dentsAt the Crossroads). Kozneveles (Public Education), XXIV: 3:86, February 9,1968.

the number of admissions from applicants who have attended secondary
vocational schools and technikums. In 1966 only 230 graduates of such
schools were admitted; according to plans, about 1,000 were to be
admitted in 1968.

A concern of the planning authorities is revealed by figures relating
to secondary school graduates seeking employment. In 1968, as opposed
to the 39,104 students (70.8 percent) who wanted to pursue further
studies, only 14,384 (26 percent) expressed a desire to seek employment
(tables 26 and 27) . Approximately 60 percent of the 14,384, wanted to
find white-collar employment. But only about 20 to 25 percent of the
projected new jobs in the national economy each year are white-collar
jobs, and, as in the past, most of them will be filled by graduates of
higher education institutions."

On the basis of their studies, the Hungarian educational authorities
have started a campaign for intensified vocational guidance in the sec-
ondary schools that will direct all but the most highly gifted students
into training in areas of great importance for the national economy.'"

99 Ibid. p. 86-87.
100 For further details on Hungary's school guidance system, see Report on Educational Progress in 1965-66 Pre-

sented at the XXIXth Session of the International Conference on Public Education in Geneva, July 1966. p. 20-23.
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'

VI. Vocational and Technical Education

Evolution and Scope

Although the network of vocational schools in prewar Hungary was
relatively well developed, it probably represented the weakest link in
the pre-Communist educational system. The shortcomings of vocational
education were not so much quantitative as qualitative. The number of
agricultural, industrial, and commercial lower and intermediate voca-
tonal institutions was relatively high. The institutions were considerably
diversified, offering training in a variety of occupations. For example,
special agricultural institutions offered training in agriculture, dairying,
forestry, viniculture, and viticulture. In 1941-42, the industrial schools
for apprentices provided vocatioral training in a multitude of fields for
98,782 students.'

From the qualitative point of view, however, the vocational secondary
schools were rather inferior, lagging considerably behind the academic
secondary schools. The qualitative difference between these schools were
recognized and accepted, whether consciously or inadvertently, by both
official educational policy and public opinion.2 'Aside from neglecting
theoretical aspects of the sciences and humanities, the schools for ap-
prentices, for example, offered primarily rudimentary practical shop
training of interest to small-scale industry or artisans, neglecting the re-
quirements of both modern industrial technology and general education.
The commercial vocational schools, on the other hand, had a student
population basically geared to the pursuit of routine white-collar bu-
reaucratic jobs as accountants, bookkeepers, or salespersons, with little
or no knowledge of the world of banking and finance.

After World War II (especially following the political transforma-
tion of Hungary along "socialist" lines in 1947) , vocational- technical
education experienced a development unmatched in the prewar era. The
nationalization of banking, industry, and transportation, the gradual
collectivization of agriculture, and the subsequent introduction of cen-
tralized planning required a swift and successful solution to the problem
of producing a professionally competent and politically reliable pool
of skilled or semiskilled manpower. The new regime was consequently
compelled by its political and economic objectives to pay ever-greater

1 See p. 15.
2 This was true in spite of the fact that Law No. XIII of 1938 stipulated that the vocational secondary schools

were coequal with the gymnasiums. See, for example, Gyula Simon and Jdzsef Szarka. A magyar nipi demokrdcia
nevelisfigyinek fortenete (History of the Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Budapest:
Tankonyvkiad6, 1965. p. 142.
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attention to the development and expansion of vocational-technical edu-
cation. Consequently in Hungary (as in the other peoples and socialist
democracies) , vocational education has emerged to a large extent as
training for a specific job or function in industry or agriculture, with the
educational programs (including their curriculums, syllabuses, and en-
rollment quotas) reflecting the various and constantly changing occupa-
tional needs of the country as determined by the upper echelons of the
Party and Government.

The scope of vocational education was. defined in Article 9 of the
fundamental education act of 1961.3 Accordingly, the primary func-
tion of the agricultural, commercial, forestry, industrial, and transpor-
tation vocational schools is to provide training for their students in a
particular trade or profession, hand-in-hand with strengthening the
basic education and the ideological and moral concepts which the
students acquired in the elementary schools.

Structure

Vocational-technical education in the Hungarian People's Republic
is offered at three clearly differentiated levels: lower vocational schools
for apprentices, intermediate or vocational secondary schools, and higher
vocational-technical schools.4

The prewar structure of vocational schools for apprentices (tanoncis-
kolA) remained in effect until 1949, when under the general provisions
of Law No. IV it was incorporated as a link in the general system of
education. Identified officially since 1961 as "schools for skilled workers"
(szakiskoldk), these institutions are basically of three types: industrial
(ipari), agricultural (methgazdasdgi), and commercial (kereskedelmi).

Industrial Vocational Schools for Apprentices

The industrial institutions for apprentices (iparitanulo-intezetek)
were originally under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Culture.5 In
1945, by a decision of the Provisional Government they were placed un-
der the direction of the Minister of Industry (Iparfigyi Miniszter) under
the immediate control of the National Manpower Office (Orszdgos
Munkaerogazddlkoddsi Hivatal). Following the adoption of Law No.
IV of 1949, which specified unified direction of vocational schools, the in-
dustrial institutions for apprentices were pk.ced under the direction of
the Office of Manpower Reserves (Munkaerotartaldkok Hivatala). In
1916, the Office assumed responsibility for maintaining and directing
apprentice institutions that belonged to or served the interests of co-
operative enterprises, local industry, and small private industrial
enterprises.

3 "1961. evi III. torvay a Magyar N6pkortdrsasig oktatasi rendszer6r61".(Law No. III of 1961 Concerning
the Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Magyar ICklany (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest,No. 74, October 17, 1961. p. 567.

4 This chapter deals exclusively with the variotts types of lower and higher vocational schools. See p. 78-84 for
intermediate vocational education.

5 See footnote 37, chapter III.
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After the Office of Manpower Reserves was dissolved in the late 1950's
the Ministry of Labor (Munkaiigyi Minisztdriunz) assumed jurisdiction
over most of the vocational schools.° Some of the schools that were orga-
nized within the framework of factories came under the jurisdiction of
the ministry exercising control over the particular factory. In addition,
certain vocational institutions for apprentices operated under the imme-
diate control of appropriate sections of the executive committees of local,
district, or county people's councils.7

The admission of students into the various programs for training
skilled workers is based on age, education aptitude, and medical status.
Theoretically, the industrial schools for apprentices admit only gradu-
ates of the 8-year elementary school between the ages of 14 and 17. Excep-
tion is made for secondary school graduates who have the baccalaureate
(6-ettsegi) diploma: they may be admitted up to age 25. Training lasts
from 1 to 3 years, depending upon the skill to be learned; for secondary
school graduates it is reduced to 1 to 2 years.

The curriculum provides for both theoretical and practical training,
coupled with some subjects of general education depending upon the
particular skill pursued. In vocational training as such, the curriculum
generally provides a 4:1 ratio in favor of the practical over the theo-
retical. The last year is devoted entirely to practical work in the factories
or plants.

The practical part of the training consists of four differentiated phases:
introductory, basic, transition to independent work, and work in pro-
duction. During the first three phases there is a close relation between
the theoretical and practical aspects, with theoretical instruction on any
topic presumably given 1 week before the corresponding practice. Dur-
ing the first two phases, the practical part of the training takes place
in school shops (or in special workshops attached to the large plants),
where students work in groups of 6 to 15; in the last two phases, usually
during the second or third year of the 3-year program, the practical train-
ing is given on either individual or a collective basis in the workshops
of the large plants. During the first 2 years practical training takes up
4 days each week and theoretical studies 2 days (13 class hours). Third-
year students and students holding baccalaureate diplomas from sec-
ondary schools spend 5 days a week on practical training and only one
on theoretical work.°

The students are employed by factories or plants as apprentices,
under conditions specified by law. The laws relating to this field of
education specify the conditions for contracting apprentices, employer

Aurel }Iencz. A nuivel5disi intevninyek es a miivel5disigazgatOs fejlodise: 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educa-
tional Institutions and Administration, 1945-1961). Budapest: Kozgazdasigi esJogi Konyvkiadd, 1962. p. 73-74.

7 During the 1958-59 school year, for example, 39,218 of the 101,561 lower-vocational school students were
working in institutions controlled by the Ministry of Labor; 44,152 in the local industries or cooperatives under
the control of the people's councils; and 17,991 in establishments, bf factories controlled by a variety of economic
ministries. UNESCO. World Survey of EducationIII: Secondary h'ducation. Paris, 1961. p. 636.

8 Graduates of secondary schools holding the baccalaureate or equivalent degree and registered in the voca-
tional schools for the acquisition of a skill are known as "technical students" (miiszaki tanul6). The scope and
length of their training is specified in Government Resolution No. 1,002/1956. (1.7.). Magyar Kkleny, No. 2,
January 7, 1956, p. 13-15. See also Ferenc Abent, "A Magyar NepkortirsasAg k6zoktatisilgye" (The Public
Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). In: A kozoktatrisiigy Europa szocidlista orsvigaiban (Pub-
lic Education in the Socialist Countries of Europe). Budapest: Tankiinyvkiadd for the OrszAgos Pedagdgiai
Intact, 1965. p. 298.
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and apprentice responsibilities, hours and wages, apprentice benefits,
and conditions for terminating their contracts.9

Depending on the progress of their studies, apprentices are paid
either by the hour or by the amount of their production. In 1964, for
example, the hourly rate ranged from 0.45 to 2.70 forints.1° Students are
also supplied with textbooks, work-clothes, and meals for a nominal
fee. In 1964, approximately 15.9 percent of the students lived in special
dormitories, where they paid from 20 to 120 forints monthly for room
and board, depending on their year of study.

The admission quotas of the industrial schools for apprentices are
determined on the basis of skilled-labor requirements of the various
enterprises. The skills in which these schools offer training are listed in
the National Register for Training Skilled Workers (Orszdgos Szakmun-
kdshepzesi Jegyzek). In 1964 the Register listed 293 separate skills."

When they finish their course, students take the skilled-worker exami-
nation (szaknrunkdsvizsga) that tests both their theoretical and practical
knowledge. Students who pass this examination before a State-appointed
committee are given a skilled-worker certificate (szakmunhdsbizonyit-
vdny) .12

Normally in a given school year, training will not be offered in all the
Register-listed skills, for usually a labor shortage does not exist in all
skills at any one time. Skills in very short supply at a given time, how-
ever, may offer retraining and upgrading courses for older workers at the
discretion and under the supervision of enterprise managers.13

The vocational schools for apprentices are terminal. However, stu-
dents interested in continuing their education may enter the evening or
correspondence sections of secondary schools and after 2 years earn a
secondary school certificate or baccalaureate diploma.

Agricultural Vocational Schools

With the land collectivized, the cooperative system expanded, and
agriculture increasingly mechanized and specialized, the need for a
greater number of educated and skilled farm workers has grown tre-
mendously in recent years. The program adopted by the Hungarian
regime to satisfy the skilled-manpower needs of agriculture, forestry,
and other related fields involved a two-pronged approach: training new
cadres seeking a career in agriculture and retraining older workers in
new techniques.

The lower vocational agricultural schools were first systematically

9 See, for example, "A viros-6s kozs6ggazd1lkoddsi miniszter, a foldmiive16sugyi miniszter 6s az AllamigazdasIgok minisztere 1/1956. (VII.24.) V.K.G.M. szdaul rendelete a helyiipari tanu161c6pz6sr51" (Decree No.
1/1956. (VII.24.) V.K.G.M. of the Minister of Urban and Village Affairs, the Minister of Agriculture and the
Minister of State Farms Concerning the Training of Local Industry Apprentices). Magyar Kiidony, No. 63, July24, 1956. p. 389-95.

19 The official exchange rate in 1964 was 11.74 forints to the U.S. dollar. (See footnote 54, chapter III.)
11 Ferenc Abent. "A- Magyar N6pkortdrsasdg kozoktatdstigye," op. cit. p. 298-99.
12 The procedural details of the skilled workers' examination were outlined in Decree No. 2/1959. (IV.10.)

Mii.M. of the Minister of Culture.
13 See, for example, Resolution No. 1,043/1956. (V.30.) concerning the organization of retraining and up-

grading courses for industrial workers in Magyar Kiiddny, No. 41, May 30, 1956. p. 273-74; or Decree No. 6/1959
(X.24.)Eu.M. of the Minister of Health for the organization of a course for dental technicians in MagyarKdddny,No. 104, October 24, 1959. p. 892-94.
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organized in 1958, when Law No. IV of 1949 relating to the industrial
schools for apprentices was taken as a model for .the agricultural schools'
structure and functions. After the Hungarian educational system was
reorganized in 1961, the agricultural vocational schools were also re-
vamped. In the late 1960's they continued to operate on the basis of a
1965 decree.14

From the structural point of view, the agricultural vocational schools
(mezeigazdasdgi szakmunkdstanuld iskoldk) reflect the jurisdictional
competence of the ministries or agencies exercising direct control over
them. Consequently, in the sphere of agriculture proper, schools can be
organized only by the Ministry of Agriculture or by the corresponding
section of the executive committee of the county people's council, with
the concurrence of the Ministry. The National Association of Coopera-
tives (Szdvetkezetek Orszdgos Szovetsege) has the exclusive responsibility
for establishing and dissolving apicultural schools; the National Forestry
Directorate (Orszdgos Erdeszeti FoigazgatOsdg), for establishing and
dissolving forestry schools.

The organization of schools or, courses for further training or for
retraining of workers is the exclusive responsibility of the people's
councils acting in cooperation with the interested or affected coopera-
tives or collectives.

The admission procedures and the employment conditions are
basically similar to those of the industrial schools for apprentices. The
length of the course varies from 2 to 3 years, depending on the require-
ments of the skill as specified in the National Register for Training
Skilled Workers. The course involves both theoretical and practical
training, the former normally offered during the winter months. The
practical part of Cie course is offered within the framework of the
agricultural, forestry, or related enterprise with which the students enter
into a formal contractual employment arrangement whose details are
regulated by law.15

Upon completing certain examinations, graduates of the agricultural
vocational schools may continue their training in the correspondence
sections of the agricultural technikums."

Commercial Vocational Schools

Law No. IV of 1949 provided for the establishment of commercial or
merchant (salesperson) training schools (keresked5kepzo iskoldk). Nor-
mally, these schools are 2-year institutions preparing socialist salesper-
sons. Their importance and number have consistently declined as their
role in the teaching of more technical economic subjects has been taken
over by the intermediate and higher economic technikums.17

' "A foldnitivel6figyi miniszter 6 a munkatigyi miniszter 1/1965. (17.21.) FM-MtiM egyuttes rende-
lete a mez5-6 erclagazdas.igi szakmunkds 6 betanitott munkds kEpzisr51" (Joint Decree No. 1/1965. (I1.21.)
FM-Mii.M of the Minister of Agriculture and the Minister of Labor Concerning Further Training of Forestry
and Agricultural Skilled Workers and the Further Training of Workers). Magyar Kozlony, Budapest, No. 13, Feb-
ruary 21, 1965. p. 145-46.

Is Ibid.
11/ Ferenc Abent. "A Magyar Nepkortarsasag kozoktatdstIgye," op. cit. p. 301. For information on the agri-

cultural technikurns, see p. 83.
17 See p. 83-84.
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Besides these schools for training socialist salespersons, there are
schools for training stenographers, typists, and office workers (GdO-6-,
gyorsir6- ds irodakezeleii szakiskoldk). Graduates of such schools who
wish to become qualified for better paying jobs may take a special exami-
nation before the National Committee for Examining Steno-Typists
(Gyorsir6kat ds Gdpir6kat Vizsgaztato Orszgagos Bizottsdg) .18

Enrollment

Of the 183,599 vocational-school students in 1966-67 (table 29) , a
total of 91,639 were trained in large-scale enterprises under the direction
of the Ministry of Labor, 49,746 in local industrial establishments (of
these, 14,363 in small private units), and 42,214 in enterprises operating
under the jurisdiction of various economic ministries.19 The 11,114
students in the commercial vocational schools specialized in salesman-
ship for various kinds of endeavors. Of these, 3,011 were acquiring skills
for selling food products.2°

The 20,829 agricultural vocational students in 1966-67 were distrib-
uted among 16 different vocations. In descending order of enrollment,
the distribution was as follows:

5,527 agricultural mechanics 859 irrigation mechanics
3,929 vegetable production 847 flower growing

mechanics

2,260 vegetable production 203 sheep raising
1,057 pomiculture 158 forestry
1,643 poultry farming 156 pig farming
1,177 cattle raising 83 fishing
1,088 agricultural blacksmithing 44 apiculture

869 viticulture 29 hunting 21

The industrial vocational schools in 1966-67 had 151,656 students in
30 different trades.22 That same year the schools for steno-typists, with
12,420 students (mostly girls) , experienced an enrollment decline of 0.4
percent from their 1965-66 tota1.23

Higher T echnikums and Higher Technical Schools

Established in the early 1960's, the higher technikums (felsiifokit
technikumok) and the higher technical schools (felseifokti, szakiskoldk)
are identified as "new types" of higher education institutions "dedicated
to training technicians who will be highly skilled and equipped with the
most advanced theoretical and practical knowledge to serve the various

Is Aurel Hencz. A mivel6disi intizminyek is a milvel6disigazgatds fejlaVire, 1945-1961, op. cit. p. 71.
12 Statisztikai ivkiinyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 354.
211 Ibid. p. 357.
21 Ibid.
22 For details on enrollment in the various branches of the 30 industrial vocational fields, see Ibid. p. 355-57.
23 Report on Educational Progress in the 1966/67 Academic rear Presented at the XXXth Session of the International Con-

erence on Public Education, Geneva, July 1967. [Budapest, 1967 j p. 26.
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Table 28.Number of vocational schools, student homes, and teachers:
1960-61-1966-671

School Schools Branch Student

Teachers in

year schools homes Student School
Classrooms homes shops

1960-61 212 121 140 1,582 3474 3,472
1961-62 215 113 157 1,647 3 536 3,682
1962-63 232 119 2202 1,788 3 559 3,966
1963-64 224 112 2206 2,006 356 45,100
1964-65 229 97 2208 2,248 380 45,642
1965-66 259 95 164 2,446 379 4,713
1966-67 254 95 159 2,442 393 4,404

Data released at beginning of school year.
2 Forty of the homes were located at the agricultural and construction sites.
3 Includes the workers entrusted with supervision of vocational school students at the sites.

4 Includes shop or plant instructors.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evlcOnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: KOzponti
Statisztikai Hivatal. 1967. D. 354.

branches of industry, construction, transportation, agriculture, trade,
and public health." 24

Cooperating with appropriate factories, shops, and scientific organiza-
tions, these institutions are directed by the ministries having immediate
jurisdiction over them and by the Ministry of Culture, each exercising its
legally assigned responsibilities.25

The technikum or technical school on this higher level has a director
and is staffed by ideologically and professionally competent instructors
who hold a university degree. Its day session offers 2- to 3-year courses.
Its evening session and correspondence sections require at least 6 months
longer.

It is important to distinguish higher technikums as postsecondary
specialized schools rather than higher educational institutions. Unlike
higher educational institutions, which normally require 12 years of ele-
mentary-secondary academic schooling, higher technikums admit appli-
cants with less formal training: students who have completed 8 years of
general school and 3 years of industrial school for apprentices and
workers who are skilled in some specialty and who hold "skilled-worker
certificates" (szakmunkds bizonyitvdny) . Such students and workers
would not have sufficient academic background to be admitted to regular
higher education institutions. Graduates from higher technikums may
apply for admission to undergraduate, regular higher education institu-
tions, where they may or may not be given advanced credit, depending
upon how the specific program is related to their academic and training
background. In essence, higher technikums are postsecondary schools
training skilled technicians, as distinguished from polytechnical uni-
versities, which are higher educational institutions training engineers.

The age limit for admission is 35 for the day session and 45 for the
evening session and correspondence sections.

24 `A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt KormAny 12/1962. (V.5.) szimd rendelete a fels5fokti techniku-
rno krol" (Decree No. 12/1962. (V.5.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary WorkerPeasant Government Concern-
ing the Higher Technikums). Magyar Klizlony, No. 30, May 5, 1962, p. 264-67. See also Articles 18 and 20 of
Law No. HI of 1961 cited above.

25 See p. 30-31, 33.
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Table 29.-Number of students in vocational schools, by trade: 1960-66,
1965-66, and 1966-67; and number under miscellaneous categories, by trade:

1966-671

Trade
1960-61 1965-66 1966-67

Miscellaneous categories, 1966-67

In
first
year

Girls

High
school
grad-
uates

Living
in

homes

Trained in-
School
shop

Plant
shop

Total 125,343 172,383 183,599 75,483 40,343 11,348 25,513 15,868 40,670

Agriculture 7,590 20,382 20,829 8,318 6,321 47 8,397 4,503 4,518
Automechanics 4,056 6,546 7,594 3,064 1 587 87 438 1,549
Blacksmith 1,750 1,181 1,306 562 0 0 549 145 372
Chemical, rubber and syn-

thetics 418 1,905 2,216 992 840 147 619 502 744
Clothing 5,727 4,942 6,518 3,220 5,938 217 12 306 740
Construction materials 650 440 489 218 240 139 21 0 73

Construction mechanics 540 1,404 1,355 442 0 22 769 348 335
Draftsmanship 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Electrician 7,409 11,378 12,118 4,695 483 543 562 215 3,296
Electro-technician 3,081 5,594 5,983 2,635 920 4,034 93 229 1,183
Food industry 1,716 2,017 2,338 1,111 963 109 512 492 459
Fur and leather 3,435 3,518 4,034 1,644 2,240 95 159 438 1,163

General construction 3,555 6,191 6,663 2,761 25 31 2,904 0 957
Iron and metal industry 721 959 881 420 293 122 164 25 206
Locksmith 20,437 28,314 29,628 11,595 76 606 1,377 3,883 7,527
Lumber industry 6,987 5,049 5,297 2,140 32 90 221 130 747
Masonry 9,961 10,730 11,481 4,397 1 28 3,285 0 954
Mechanic technician 2,974 4,929 5,471 2,287 1,253 1,605 44 500 1,214

Metal cutting 9,548 12,603 13,339 5,283 1,007 264 553 2,571 3,643
Metallurgy 1,222 869 820 286 16 1 500 151 147
Mining 4,546 3,621 3,016 1,030 0 0 2,086 193 1,624
Painting 3,886 6,148 6,315 2,234 12 16 736 0 270
Paper industry 169 312 259 94 72 1 50 0 76
Pattern-making 367 296 297 112 1 9 24 51 52

Plumbing 1,382 4,676 5,340 2,256 0 49 1,035 143 1,163
Polishing 727 702 773 471 32 7 56 14 94
Printing 1,533 1,747 1,567 482 587 361 8 143 0
Restaurant work 3,214 5,663 5,956 2,267 2,835 759 154 196 2,379
Small handicrafts 5,810 5,771 6,376 2,805 4,544 857 6 21 80
Textiles 1,405 2,611 2,909 2,663 2,793 12 0 0 1,068
Trade (Sales) 9,062 10,649 11,114 4,213 8,771 587 371 193 3,525
Welding 865 1,222 1,317 786 47 3 159 38 512

I Data released at beginning of school year.

SOURCE OF DATA: Stalisztikai oviconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kiiaponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 354.

Students who successfully complete the course and pass the State
examination are entitled to a "skilled technician diploma" (szaktech-
nikusi oklevel) , if they graduated from a technikum; or to a "technical
school diploma" (szakiskolai oklevel), if they graduated from a higher
technical school. Graduates of these two types of institutions may, within
10 years of their graduation, pursue their specialty by registering in the
correspondence courses of a university. They must complete those
courses in not fewer than four and not more than 10 semesters. If they
do so and if they pass the State examination and meet the dissertation
requirements they are entitled to a university degree equal to that
awarded to full-time day-session university students.2°

Two types of technikums-industrial (ipari), and agricultural (mezo-
gazdascigi) -train skilled technicians for various branches of industry
and agriculture. The higher technical schools primarily train account-

T6iek0eat6 a magyar felaoktateisi intezmenyekr511965, op. cit. p. 65. See also p. 66-75 concerning the technikums
and higher technical schools.
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ing and finance specialists for finance and banking organizations and
domestic and foreign trade institutions and enterprises (table 30) .

Although in existence for only a few years, the higher technikums and
the higher technical schools have gained students rapidly. Most of the
students are graduates of vocational secondary schools and intermediate
technihums.27 Some are those who have been unable to fulfill require-
ments for admission to a university.

During 1966-67, higher technikums and higher technical schools had
20,201 studentsabout 22.5 percent of all students enrolled in all higher
education institutions. This total number was divided as follows: indus-
trial technikums-12,173; agricultural technikums-5,060; higher tech-
nical schools-2,968 (table 31) .

Table 30.Number of required years of study in courses at the higher agricultural
technikums and industrial technikums and at higher technical schools, by course;

and cities where the courses are given: 1966-67

Course and technikum or school
Required
years of
study

City

HIGHER AGRICULTURAL TECHNIKUMS
(Fels 6fokii Mezogazdaesigi Technikumok)

Agricultural mechanics

Animal husbandry

Animal husbandry and health
Fodder production
Horticulture
Horticulture and viniculture

Irrigated plant production
Management
Plant production

Poultry farming
Vegetable production
Viniculture

3

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

Kormend, Mezottir, and
Szekszfird

Debrecen, Kaposvfir, and
H6dmez6vfisfirhely

Budapest
H6dmezovasfirhely
Fertod
Kec.skemet and

Nyiregyhfiza
Szarvas
Zafimbek
Kareag, Kiskunhalas, Kor-

mend, Nagykanizsa,
Putnok, Szekesfeher,vfir,
and Szekszird

G8d8116-Pecel
Gyongyos

Do.

HIGHER INDUSTRIAL TECHNIKUMS
(Felsofoki Ipari Technikumok)

1. Higher Technikum for Chemical Industrial
Mechanics (Felsofoki Vegyipari

Cep4szeti Technikum)
Chemical industrial mechanics
Measurement-control techniques
Mine mechanics

2. Higher Technikum for Construction:,
and Construction Machines Industry

(Fe legokti Epia-es Epitiamiagipari
Gepeezeti Teehnikum)

Construction electrification
Construction mechanics_
Silicate industry

3. Higher Teehnikum for Electric Machines
Industry. (Feist; lokti Villamosgep-

spari Technikum)
Manufacture of electrical machines

4. Higher Technikum for Food Industry
(Re Isofoki Eklmiszeripari

Technikum)
Food technology
Mechanization and automation

17 See p. 78-84.
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3
3
3

3
3
3

3

3
3

Esztergom and Pees
Kazincbarcika
Esztergom

Budapest
Do.
Do.

Do.

Budapest and Szeged
Budapest



5. Higher Technikum for Light Industry
(Fels5fokis Konnyiiipari

Technikum)
Clothing industry
Leather industry
Printing

6. Higher Technikum for Machine Industry
(Felsolfokti Gepipari Technikum)

Machine manufacturing technology

7. Higher Technikum for Machine and
Telecomunication Industries

(Felsolokit Gepipari es
Hiradasipari Technikum)

Machine manufacturing technology

8. Higher Technikum for Metallurgy
(Felsolokg Kohaszati Technikum)

Machine manufacturing technylogy
Metallurgy.

9. Higher Technikum for Motor Vehicles and
Traffic (Felsofokg Gepjarmii-

Kortekedesi Technikum)
Technical management and supplies
Traffic and trade

10. Higher Technikum for Rail Traffic
(Felsofokit Vasutforgalmi Technikum)

Rail traffic

11. Higher Technikum for Surveying
(Felsolokg Foldmeresi Technikum)

Surveying

12. Higher Technikum for Telecommunications
(Felsolfokit Teurkozlesi Technikum)

Wire telecommunication technology
Wireless telecommunication technology

13. Higher Technikum for Telecommunications
and Instruments (Felsofoku

Hiradds es Muszeripari Technikum)
Telecommunications
Wireless telecommunications technology

14. Higher Technikum for Water Supplies
(Felsdlokii Vizgazddlkoddsi Technikum)

General and agricultural water supplies
Water supplies and sewerage

3
3
3

Do.
Do.
Do.

3 Budapest and Kecskemet

3

3
3

3
3

3

3

3
3

3
3

3
3

Szekesfehervfir

Dunatijvaros
Do.

Budapest
Do.

Szeged

Szekesfehervar

Budapest
Do.

Do.
Do.

Baja
Do.

HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
(Felsolokg Szakiskolak)

1. Higher Technical School of Finance and
Accounting (Felsofokft Penzigyi es Szamvi-

teli Szakiskola)
Accounting
Finance

2. Higher Technical School for Foreign Trade
(Felsolokti Kfilkereskedelmi Szakiskola)

Foreign language correspondence on foreign trade

3. Higher Technical School for General and
Catering Trades (Felsofokg Kereskedelmi es

Vendeglateipari Szakiskola)
Catering trade
General trade_:'

3
3

Budapest
Do.

2% Do.

3 Do.
2% Do.

SOURCkbF DATA: Tajekortato a magyar felsooktalasi intezmenyekrol,1965 (Guide to the Hungarian

Institutions of Higher Learning, 1965). Budapest: A MOvelodestigyi Minisztkrium Kiadvanya, 1965.

p. 65-75.
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Table 31.Number of students in day and evening sessions and correspondence
courses of higher agricultural and industrial technikums and technical shoals:

1966-67; and number of 1966 graduates'

Higher technikum
Or

technical school

Day session Evening session Correspondence courses

Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates

Total 9,143 2,123 2,123 4,783 1,177 938 6,275 1,151 1,540

Higher agricultural
technikums
(Fe lefoket mezogaz-

dascigi technikumok ) 2,859 532 1,177 0 0 0 2,201 203 971

Higher industrial
technikums
(Felso'foki ipari

technikumok ) 5,321 1,021 761 3,919 661 740 2,933 473 410

Higher technical
schools
(FelsOfolci szakis-

kola ) 963 570 185 864 516 198 1,141 475 159

'Data released at beginning of academic year.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztiaki Oviconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 351.
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VII. Higher Education

Post-World War II Evolution

Higher education in Hungary, like education at all other levels in
that country, has undergone qualitative, structural, and institutional
changes since 1945.

During the transitional years 1945-48, the changes involved primarily
dismissal of some of the arch-reactionary faculty members who openly
and vocally had identified themselves with the Nazi regime, revision of

the curriculum, and adoption of a more liberal admission policy, favor-
ing especially those who had been disadvantaged during the Horthy era.

The institutions of higher learning continued to operate basically
under the same organizational-structural principles in effect before the
war. Each university operated as a self-governing unit which elected its

own administrative officials, regulated administrative and disciplinary
matters, controlled faculty appointments and dismissals, selected the cur-
riculum, and set qualifications for degrees.

The 1948 educational reform produced a radical change in the scope
and goals of higher education and in the composition of the faculty and
student body. Education in general, but especially higher education, was
increasingly identified as a social instrument for the "construction of
socialism."

With the Communist assumption of power completed, higher educa-
tion took on a dual task of preparing the highly competent and skilled
technical-scientific personnel needed by the planned economic system
and of creating an ideologically and politically reliable intelligentsia
responsive to the requirements of the regime.

By 1950, the higher education institutions had been stripped of their
traditional autonomy. As State institutions, they were placed under the
leadership of Government-appointed administrators, and the powers of
rectors, directors, and deans were greatly expanded. Together with rep-
resentatives of the Teachers Union,' the Communist Party, and youth
organizations operating at the institutional, faculty, and class levels, the
institutions were instrumental in and responsible for implementing the
particular policies which the regime stipulated at any given time.

The Party-State's political objectives required that to begin with the
student body be purified, the faculty subordinated, technical training
advanced, and the entire system be reoriented ideologically.

After educatio'n had been nationalized, the Communists acquired con-

I See p. 167-68.
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trol over which students would be admitted to higher education and
how many assigned to each school and department. These powers were
formally exercised by the Admissions Division of the Ministry of Cul-
ture. Social -background and class origin became the primary criteria for
admission, and applicants were divided into five groups: worker,
peasant, middle-class intelligentsia, kulak, and "X". The term kulak
was normally applied not only to large landowners, but also, regardless
of the size of their holdings, to those who in any way resisted the regime's
collectivization drive. The "X" group included the sons and daughters
of the former aristocracy and of those who had held various positions
in the governmental and army apparatus of the pre-Communist regimes.2

To assure a sufficient number of properly qualified students of peasant
and working-class origin, the Government adopted a plan under which
young people of the right social background who had not completed
secondary school, but were of university age,, could enroll in an intensive
1-year course entitling them to a so-called "express secondary school
certificate." The holders of this certificate became eligible for admission
to a higher education institution without having to take the normally
required admittance examination. As a result of these measures, students
of peasant and working-class background came to constitute about 66
percent of the student body by the beginning of academic year 1949-50.
The required change in the composition of the student body, however,
had a negative effect on the quality of both the students and the teach-
ing process. At the Polytechnical University of Budapest (Budapesti
Miiszaki Egyetem), for example, 35 to 45 percent of the holders of
."express" secondary school certificates failed their course work.3

Faculty subordination was assured through a prescribed curriculum,
a vertical system of control and supervision, and dismissals. The new
curriculum differed radically from the old one, de-emphasizing the hu-
manities and social sciences in favor of the technical and natural sci-
ences. The change was assured by a concomitAnt structural reorganiza-
tion of existing institutions and the establishment of new, primarily
technical, colleges.

In 1949-50, a separate school of natural sciences 4 was established at
the Eotvos Lordnd University of Budapest (Eotvos Lordnd Tudomdny-
egyetem) . In 1951 the schools of medicine were separated from their
original institutions and transformed into independent medical universi-
ties (orvostudomdnyi egyetemek) , and a number of polytechnical uni-
versities and colleges were established, including the Polytechnical Uni-
versity of Heavy Industry (Nehezipari Miiszaki Egyetem) at Miskolc
and the Polytechnical University of Construction and Transportation
(Epitoipari ds Kozlekeddsi Mliszaki Egyetem) at Budapest.3

The ideological reorientation of the higher education system involved
introduction of Marxism-Leninism as a required subject in each school

2 Elinor Murray. "Higher Education in Communist Hungary, 1948-1956." The American Slavic and East Euro-
pean Reviews New York. XIX:3:399, October 1960.

3 Ibid. p. 402.
4 The terms "school" and "faculty" as a separate division of an institution of higher learning are used inter-

changeably throughout this publication.
5 For a succinct review of the changes introduced in higher education after 1945, see Aura. Hencz. A miive16-

d isi intizminyek es a mliveadesigazgat6sfejl6dese, 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educational Institutions and Admin-
istration, 1945-1961). Budapest: Kozgazdasagi es Jogi Kanyvkiadd, 1962. p. 76-94.
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and department, compulsory dialectical-materialist interpretation
of all natural and social phenomena, and a vast Russification
program to enrich the curriculum with the Russian language, as well
as Russian history, literature, and science; and to emphasize Russian
contributions to all fields of learning.

Following Stalin's death and the subsequent introduction of the "New
Course" line into the regime's political objectives, certain adjustments
had to be made in the educational system as well. Although social origin
remained an important factor for admission to higher education, the
institutions reverted more and more to standard professional criteria:
talent, potential, secondary school grades, and grades on admission
examinations. The Government initiated new administrative and struc-
tural changes that laid the foundation for the present system of higher
education.

Aims and Principles

The general provisions concerning the aims and principles of higher
education were outlined in Articles 18 to 23 of Law III Concerning the
Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic.6 According to
Article 19, higher education's primary objective is to take students who
are familiar with the basic teachings of Marxism-Leninism and who are
capable of applying these teachings in the practice of their professions
or specialties. Another major objective is to assure that the most out-
standing students who fulfill this primary objective are trained to be-
come the leading researchers and, scientists in their respective fields.

Organization and Structure

Jurisdiction

The requirements of the planned economic system and the highly
centralized characLr of the Government produced a complex jurisdic-
tional set-up in higher education. Jurisdiction over establishing higher
education institutions and over organizing and structuring individual
institutions is exercised by the Presidential Council of the People's Re-
public (A Nepkortdrsasdg Elnoki Tandcsa), the Ministry of Culture
and various other ministries with educational responsibilities, the Na-
tional Planning Office (Orszdgos Tervhivatal), and the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences (Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia) .

Learning from its experience during the first 8 years after the 1948
educational reforms,? the Government in-1956 passed a decree regulating
the organization and structure of higher education.8

According to the Presidential Council's Decree No. 4 of 1956 and the

6 Magyar K6z16ny (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest. No. 74, October 17, 1961, p. 568. See also p. 28-29 of the
presto.t publication.

7 The general direction of higher education was entrusted in 1951 to the National Council of Higher Educa-
tion (Orszdgos Fels6oktatdsi Tanocs) which shared its responsibilities with the Ministry of Higher Education
(Fds6oktatosi Minisztirium) (established in 1952). Both were dissolved, however, in 1953, and jurisdiction was
basically resumed by the ministries exercising educational responsibilities.

g "A Nepkiiztdrsasig Elo6lci Tandesdnak 1956. evi 4. szlimi tiSrvenyere jti rendelete a fels6oktatdsi intezmi-
nyek szervezeti Icerdeseir61" (Decree No. 4 of 1956 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concern-
ing the Organization of the Institutions of Higher Learning). Magyar K6z16ny, No. 10, February 9, 1956. p. 57-58.
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Government's Decree No. 35/1962. (IX.16.),3 only the Presidential
Council can establish and dissolve universities, colleges and, until the
early 1960's, academies.1°

Karok (schools), technikurns, and institutes 11 are established and
dissolved by the Council of Ministers acting on the advice of the minister
having jurisdiction over the particular institution, the president of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences and, until 1967, the president of the
Council of Science and Higher Education (Tudomdnyos es Felsejokta-
tcisi Tandcs).12 Jurisdiction over establishing and dissolving departments
(szakok) is exercised by the minister in charge of the particular institu-
tion, together with the Minister of Finance, the presidents of the Na-
tional Planning Office and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and,
until 1967, the president of the Council of Science and Higher Educa-
tion. Specialty areas (tanszekek) are established, consolidated, and dis-
solved by the minister having jurisdiction over the particular institu-
tion, together with the Minister of Finance and the president of the
Academy. To establish and dissolve departments and specialty areas not
under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Culture also requires his
concurrence.

University rectors (chancellors or presidents) and deans of universities
with only one school, as well as directors of colleges and academies and
university professors, are appointed by the Council of Ministers. Col-
lege and academy deans and professors and department chairmen
are appointed by the minister having jurisdiction over the particular
institution.13

The curriculum (tanterv) of universities, colleges, and higher insti-
tutes is approved by the minister having jurisdiction over the particular
institution. The number of years of study for evening sessions and cor-
respondence sections of all higher institutions requires the Minister
of Culture's approval.

The fk..nctions and responsibilities of the ministers who exercise juris-
diction over the institutions and those of the Minister of Culture are
clearly delineated by law. Thus, they are required to:

1. Organize, direct, and supervise the institutions' work in accordance with
the by-laws.

2. Set specialization and degree requirements.
3. Provide necessary materials and personnel for the institutions' effective

operation.

9 Magyar KiizIgny, Budapest, No. 70, September 16, 1962. p. 581-83. Government Decree No. 35/1962 was
amended on June 20, 1969 by Decree No. 25/1969. (VI.20.). For details see footnote 16.

"The academies, mostly agricultural and pedagogical, were later transformed into higher agricultural
technikums and teacher-training institutes, respectively.

"Paragraph 2, Article 18 of Law No. III cited above.
"The Council of Science and Higher Education was estar;shed by Government Decree No. 32/1957.

(VI.5.) of June 5, 1957. (Magyar Koz16ny, No. 63,,June 5, 1967. p. 355-56) to coordinate all scientific and
research work and higher education. It was dissolved in 1967 by Government Resolution No. 1010/1967
(V.28.) (Magyar Kiiclony, No. 33, May 28, 1967. p. 301-02). Its functions in establishing and dissolving depart-
ments and specialty areas were taken over by the National Council of Education (Orszogos Oktatosi Tandcs) in
accordance with Government Resolution No. 1022/1967. (XIII.2.) (Magyar Kikiiiny, No. 52, August 2, 1967.
p. 391); its research-coordinating responsibilities were assigned to the ministries having jurisdiction over the
particular areas in accordance with Government Resolution No. 1010/1967 cited above.

The Cottincil of Science and Higher Education functions relating to, financing study trips abroad and cen-
tralizing and evaluating the studies conducted on such trips were transferred to the Institute for Cultural Re-
lations (see p. 32) under Government Resolution ro. 1023/1968. (VIH.6.), published in Magyar Kkidny,
No. 64, August 6, 1968. p. 635-36.

13 Decree No. 4 of 1965 cited above.
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4. Approve organizational and operational regulations.

5. Regulate the appointive power of the institutions' directors.

6. Determine how programs and textbooks shall be approved.14

The Minister of Culture, in conjunction with the minister who exer-
cises jurisdiction, is empowered to:

1. Establish general principles and techniques for the teaching-process.

2. Direct the teaching of Marxism-Leninism.
3. Determine general regulations for organizing and operating higher education

institutions, the examination system, State examinations, dissertations, and
discipline.

4. Determine, in conjunction with the Minister of Finance, a system of financial
'assistance and rewards for students.

5. Regulate the conditions and processes governing admissions.

6. Regulate the conditions. fore appointing tenured university professors (cim-
zetes egyetemi tandr) and associate professors (docens) and determine their
rights and duties.

7. Determine the competitive process for appointing lecturers and instructors.
^. Regulate the awarding of university doctoral degrees.'

The Ministry of Culture has jurisdiction over the regular universities
(Tudomdnyegyetemek), polytechnical universities (Mii,zaki egyetemek),
art colleges (Miiveszeti fOiskoldk), and the teacher-training colleges
(Tandrkepzo foiskoldk) and institutes (TanitOkepz6 es dvOnOkepzO inte-

zetek). The medical universities (Orvostudomdnyi egyetemek) operate
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health (Egeszsegiigyi Miniszte-
rium); and the College of Physical Education (Testnevelesi Miskola)
under the Hungarian Association of Physical Education and Sports
(Magyar Testnevelesi es Sportszovetseg).16

Administration

Each university and institution of university status is headed by a
rector (chancellor or president). The colleges and the Leacher-training
institutes are each headed by a director (igazgatd).17 The rectors and
directors guide, administer, and supervise the operations of their re-
spective institutions; and their instructions and orders are binding on
all administrative employees, teaching personnel, and students. In ac-

14 Decree No. 35/1962. (IX.16.) cited above.
15 Ibid.
16 World Survey of Education IV: Higher Education. New York: UNESCO, 1966. p. 586. For a list of the higher

education institutions operating under the jurisdiction of the various ministries, see appendix to Decree No. 22
of 1962 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concerning the Institutions of Higher Learning.
Magyar Many, No. 70, September 16, 1962. p. 573-77.

During summer 1969, three decrees were issued amending Government Decree No. 22 of 1962 just indentified,
as well as Government Decree Np. 35/1962. Among other things, these three decrees concerned (1) the Minister
of Culture's jurisdiction over higlher education, (2) the administrative setup's structure and functions, (3) the
faculty's responsibilities, (4) curriculums and syllabuses, (5) students' rights and responsibilities, and (6) the
place and role of the Communist Youth League (Kommunista Ifidsbgi Saveisig) and of trade union organizations
in higher education institutions. (See Decree No. 14 of 1969 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic
amending Decree No. 22 of 1962. Magyar 1CiizIgny, No. 46, June 20, 1969. p. 445-46; Decree No. 25/1969. (VI.
20.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government concerning universities and university-type
colleges. Ibid. p. 447-50; Decree No. 3/1969. (VII.4.) MM of the Minister of Culture concerning the organiza-
tion and function of universities and university-type colleges. Ibid. No. 51, July 4, 1969. p. 494-506.)

17 See Decree No. 22 of 1982'cited above.
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cordance with the one-man-rule principle employed in the management
of any socialist enterprise or institution, the rectors and directors are top
Government-appointees responsible for implementing given State and
Party directives.

The rectors and directors are assisted in their work by deputy rectors
(rektorhelyettesek) and deputy directors (igazgatdhelyettesek) and by
the university college, institute, etc. council (egyetemi, foiskolai, in-
tezeti, stb. tandcs). Institutes operating with only one school (faculty)
are headed by a dean (dekcin)."

Normally, a university has several schools, each headed by a dean,
who is assisted by deputy or assistant deans (dektinhelyettesek) and a
faculty council (kari tandcs). The dean's office (dektini hivatal) is in
charge of admissions, registration, management of grade books, scholar-
ships and fellowships, and board and dormitories.

Each school is divided into departments (szakok; tanszekek), the basic
unit engaged in the teaching, research, and scientific process. The depart-
ment chairmen (tanszekvezetok) are responsible for implementing the
department program, the curriculum, and the professional and political-
ideological development of the members of their respective depart-
men ts.

Like all Hungarian governmental organizations, higher education is
administered in a highly centralized manner. In view of worldwide
student unrest (an unrest which to some extent also engulfed the stu-
dents of the people's democratic and socialist countries), the Hungarian
Government adopted some small but meaningful measures to ease the
rigidities of over-centralization. According to the plan outlined by
Kir° ly Polinszky, Deputy Minister of Culture, at a national conference
of university and college leaders held on September 17, 1968, in Buda-
pest, the Ministry of Culture will in the future restrict itself to deter-
mining the main principles of educational policy rather than issuing
detailed and comprehensive directives as it did in the past.

The principles to be determined by the Ministry, however, are envi-
sioned to establish the curriculum's content (especially that of ideolog-
ical indoctrination), the extent of basic and specialized instruction, the
maximum number of lectures per week for a teacher, and the examina-
tion requirements. Within this general framework, the university and
college authorities (such as rectors, deans, and councils) will have the
power to determine the form of the instruction and the methods of
examination in a more flexible manner by taking into consideration the
views of the students. In this new decisionmaking process in higher edu-
cation, the Communist Youth League" and the Party organizations in
the institutions of higher learning will also participate, thus assuring
compliance with a particular Party line regarding education and student
affairs."

"Until 1962, exception was made for medical universities operating with only one school each, like those
of Debrecen and Wes (see p. 115) which, under Government Decree No. 65/1957 (X.24.), were headed by
rectors. Magyar Koziony, No. 114, October 24, 1957. p. 748.

19 For details on the Comma) sist Youth League, see p. 182-89.
"The statutes on the reforms in higher education are planned 2o be published in January 1969, while those

of the universities and colleges by June 30, 1969. The reforms are to go into effect on September 1, 1969. Nipscdbad-
Ag (People's Freedom), Budapest, September 18, 1968; Magyar Nemzet (Hungarian Nation), Budapest, October
23, 1968; Magyar Hirlap (Hungarian News Journal), Budapest, October 30, 1968.
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Admissions

RequirementsRequirements

The institutions of higher learning admit applicants within the limit
of the number of places, determined by the National Planning Office
in accordance with the economic and cultural requirements of the
country. Theoretically, applications for admission are evaluated by tak-
ing into consideration the following four factors: aptitude, talent, train-
ing, and attitudes.21. Applicants seeking admission to the day session
must be under age 35, have the necessary educational background (in-.
cluding the secondary school certificate or its equivalent) , and be in
satisfactory health. The age limit is waived for applicants to evening
sessions or correspondence courses who have spent at least 11/2 years
in production or in an agricultural cooperative. Military service is con-
sidered equivalent to time spent in production. The higher technikums
and technical schools admit workers who are skilled in some specialty
and who hold skilled-worker certificates (szakmunkds bizonyitvdny) .22
Students with foreign secondary or higher education diplomas are ad-
mitted only after an evaluation (honositds) of their records.

Procedures

Applications for admission must be submitted, to the applicant's sec-
ondary school if they are still attending the school or have left it within
2 years and are not employed; otherwise, the applications are to be
submitted to the employer. The school or the employer will forward the
application together with an evaluation and recommendation. The ap-
plication must be accompanied by the secondary school certificate or its
equivalent, a medical certificate issued within 30 days and, in the case
of applicants to the day session, the secondary school records. Civil
servants and members of the armed forces must also submit the approval
of the Minister of the Interior or Defense, respectively.

Applicant- who have fulfilled all requirements are informed in
writing and are instructed to report to the examination authorities no
later than 8 days before the examinations begin.

Examinations

The examinations consist of written, oral and, in some cases, practical
parts. The examination material must not be at a higher level than the
material covered in the secondary schools, and the subjects and general

21 There is a considerable literature on the difficulties involved in evaluating these factors objectively and
on the shortcomings or failures of the secondary institutions to develop these qualifications in their students.
See, for example, Lajos Somos. "A f6iskolai felvtelekr51" (Concerning Admissions to College). Kiiznevelis,
XXII:8:289-90, April 22, 1966.

"The system of admissions was at first regulated by the following decree: A milvel5desugyi miniszter
3/1963. (V.I9.) MM szdmd rendelete a fels5oktatisi intezmenyekbe yak/ felv6tel szabdlyozisdr61" (Decree
No. 3/1963. (V.19.) MM of the Minister of Culture Concerning Admissions to Institutions of Higher Learn-
ing). Magyar nearly, No. 34, May 19, 1963.. p. 227-30. This was superseded in 1968 as follows: "A milve15-
Usfigyi miniszter 3/1968. (V.26.) MM szdmd rendelete a fels5oktatdsi int&m&yekbe vald felvtel szabdlyo-
zisdral" (Decree No. 3/1968. (V.26.) MM of the Minister of Culture Concerning Admissions to the Insti-
tutions of Higher Learning). Magyar KozIony, No. 44, May 26, 1968. p. 481-86.
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specifications are normally published in guides issued by the Ministry of
Culture.23 Exempt from admission examinations are the first 10 winners
of the National Secondary School Studies Competition (Orszdgos
KOzdpiskolai Tanulmcinyi Verseny), the Kiirschak Jozsef Mathematics
Competition (Ki rschcik Jozsef matematikai verseny), and the Elitviis,
Lorand Physics Competition (Eotvds Lordnd fizikai verseny) .24

Also exempt from admission examinations are the first- and second -
place winners in the "Who Is a Scientist in What Field?" (Ki miben
tudos?) television program. To take advantage of any of these exemp-
tions, an applicant must have graduated no longer than 3 years before
the admission date or must have won the competition no longer than
years before that date.25

a

Secondary school graduates relaxing in the main hall of Kossuth Lajos
University between scheduled admission examinations of the university

The admission examinations for the day session are normally held
in June and July, while those for admission to the evening sessions and
correspondence courses are held between October and January. The
written examinations take 2 hours for each subject; the oral ones,
approximately half an hour.

To process the admission applications and to evaluate and examine
the applicants, the school or institution must select each year a suitable
number of examination committees (vizsgabizottsdgok) and one admis-

23 The general requirements for the admission examination offered in 1965 by subject and area of speciali-
zation are given for example, in ThjekaztatO a magyar fels6oktatosi intezmenyekr51, op. cit. p. 117-46.

24 Article 14 of Decree No. 3/1968. (V.26.) MM cited PJOVC and Decree No. 3/1964. (VI.28.) MM of the
Minister of Culture. For the latter decree, see Magyar lidd6ny, No. 41, June 28, 1964. p. 274-75.

25 Ibid.
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sion committee (felveteli bizottstig). The chief function of the former
is to evaluate academic background and achievement; of the latter, to
make the final decision by evaluating those same factors in addition to
others.

The applicants are graded according to a point system ranging from
"0" to "5," with "0" standing for failure. The composite score also in-
cludes the grades received in secondary school, the grades received on
examinations for the secondary school certificate, and a point value for
attitudes. Admissions are granted according to rank in the composite
scores. An exception is made for children of "martyrs of the workers'
movement" and for holders of the "Hungarian Freedom Award"
(Magyar Szabadsdg Erdemrend) and the "For Worker-Peasant ,Power"
(Munkds- Paraszt hatalomert) award. Priority is also given to 'Children

of peasants and workers and to former members of the armed forces
within 2 years from their discharge, and applicants who have spent at
least 1 year in production.

An applicant who has been rejected may appeal to the head of the in-
stitution, and if again rejected, to the Minister exercising immediate
jurisdiction over the institution.

Some institutions of higher learning use the so-called "conditional
admission" (felteteles felvetel or elofelvetel) for applicants who did
well on the composite scores but who could not be admitted for lack of
space. This procedure entitles the applicants to be admitted the fol-
lowing year. One of the objectives is to induce these applicants to work
in production in the meantime, and enter the institution with a record
of 2 years of practical work. Such conditionally admitted students must
pursue short courses organized under the auspices of the evening sessions
or correspondence courses of higher education institutions. The appli-
cants are then admitted to the first year of the university course without
having to take another admission examination.

To help students prepare for the admission examinations, many in-
stitutions of higher learning, in cooperation with the education sections
of the county peoples' councils, organize special evening preparatory
courses. Those covering more than one subject begin in December and
cost 450 forints, while those for a single subject begin in March and
cost 230 forints.26

Types of Institutions

Hungarian higher education experienced considerable development
during the post-World War H period. Spearheaded by a greater interest
in and concern for education in general and by the primary goal of
the regime to trr.in a sufficient number of politically reliable specialists,
this development was marked by both a quantitative increase in the
number of institutions, teachers, and students and an expansion iI. the
character and types of institutions (tables 32 and 33).

Some highlights of Hungarian higher education's growth between
1937-38 and 1960-61 follow: 27

26 Concerning the value of the forint, see footnote 54 of chapter III.
27 Statistical Pocket Book of Hungary 1967. Budapest: Publishing House for Economics and Law, 1967. p. 182.
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1937-38 1960 -611

Institutions 16 92

Instructors 1,724 5,635
Students 11,747 44,585
Percent of students who were women 14.5 37.9

I Include higher technikums and technical schools.
Hungarian higher education institutions may be divided into six

pes: universities, medical universities, polytechttical universities,
agronomic universities and colleges (agrdrtudomdnyi egyetemek es
foiskolcik), teacher-training colleges and institutes, and special colleges
(including colleges of fine arts, a physical education college, and military
schools) .28

Table 32.-Number of higher education institutions, by type and location:
1960-61-1966-671

Universities
Higher

technikums

Training
institutes

for kinder-

Location

Academic Total and and garten and Budapest Provinces
year colleges technical

schools
elementary
teachers

1960-61 43 29 0 14 15 28

1961-62 60 29 17 14 17 43

1962-63 87 30 43 14 28 59

1963-64 89 30 46 13 28 61

1964-65 91 231 .47 13 29 62

1965-66 92 2 31 48 13 29 63

1966-67 92 231 4e 13 29 63

Data released at beginning of academic year.
3Includes the evening division of the Institute for Training Instructors of Motor-Disorder Victims

(Mozgaserilltek Nevelokepzd es Nevelantezete), located in Budapest.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai eskOnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 348.

Table 33.-Total number of instructors in higher educational institutions; number
of students in these institutions, by type of institution; and total number of

students in these institutions, day and evening sessions and correspondence
courses: 1960-61-1966-671

Students

Universi- Higher Training
Academic Instructors 2 Total ties and techni- -institutes

year colleges kums and for kinder- Day Evening Corres-
technical
schools

garten and
elementary

teachers

session session pondence
courses

1960-61____ 5,685 44,585 42,186 2,399 29,344 1,341 13,900

1961-62____ 5,865 53,302 48,284 1,325 3,693 34,526 4,595 14,181

1962-63,___ 6,702 67,324 56,523 6,336 4,465 40,253 7,970 19,101

1963-64____ 7,278 82,280 64,816 12,449 5,015 45,236 12,067 24,977
1964-65____ 7,938 91,923 369,724 17,115 5,084 48,810 314,405 28,708

1965-66____ 8,444 93,957 369,263 20,148 . 4,546 51,002 314,721 28,234
1966-67____ 8,889 89,544 65,621 20,201 3,722 52,327 13,244 23,973

I Data released at beginning of academic year.
2Includes physical education instructors.
3Includes 26 and 23 evening-session students of the Institute for Training Instructors of Motor-Disorder

Victims ( Mozgasseriiitek Nevelokepzo es NeivIiiintezete) during the 1964-65 and 1965-66 academic years,

respectively.
SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evIconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti

Statisztikai Hivatal, 1957. p. 348.

23 See appendix B for a listing of HungariAn higher education institutions of university or college caliber
and appendix C for a listing of Hungarian institutions prirnari2y specializing in training technicians or lower-
elementary and kindergarten teachers. See chapter VIII for a discussion of teacher-training colleges and
institutes.
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I. UNIVERSITIES

Hungary has five regular academic universities: the EotvOs Lorand
University in Budapest, the Karl Marx University of Economics in
Budapest, the Kossuth Lajos University in Debrecen, the Jozsef Attila
in Szeged, and the University of Pecs in Pecs.

The number of years of study at these institutions varies from 4 years
at Karl Marx (except for its degree in planning and mathematics, which
requires 5 years) and at the other four universities' schools (faculties)
of law and political science to 5 years at these four universities' schools
of natural science and philosophy. At all five universities the admission
requirements are basically the same except those concerning examina-
tions, which normally are given in the subjects of a student's intended
specialization.29

After a student has successfully completed his course requirements, he
may in some schools (faculties)for example, Eotvos Lorand University's
School of Political Science and Lawbe required to take an additional
6 months of "end-training" (zdrogyakorlat) . During those 6 months he
prepares a thesis, studies for the State examination, and attends courses
or consultations specified by the dean. When he completes all these re-
quirements, he receives a certificate (abszolutOriurn) entitling him to
take the State examination, and after passing this examination, he is
awarded a diploma (oklevel) in his special field.3°

E6tvos Lorand University

By far the most prestigious institution of higher learning, the E6tvos
Lorand University (Eatvos Lordnd Tudomdnyegyetem) was originally
founded in 1561 as a Jesuit college. In 1635 the college was changed into
a university by Archbishop Peter Pazmany, whose name it bore until
1949, when it acquired the present name. Its inner structure was
changed in 1957, when the following three schools were established: 31
School of Natural Science (Termeszettudomdnyi Kar), formed by con-
solidating the School of Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry and the
School of Biology and Geology; School of Philosophy (BOlcseszettudo-
manyi Kar),32 formed by consolidating the School of Languages and
Literature and the Schoohqf History; and School of Political Science.
and Law (Allam- ds Jogtudomdnyi Kar). On September 1, 1957, the
School of Philosophy also absorbed the Lenin Institute .(Lenin Intezet) ,
a formerly independent institution of higher learning established in
1954 to advance Marxist-Leninist and Russian stuidies.33 The university
also supervises the activities of the Center for Further. Training in For-

39 For further details on the universities, especially admission requirements and organizational structure.
see Thjekorta a a magyar fehloktatasi intizminyekal 1965 (Guide to the Institutions of Higher Learning 1965),
Budapest: A Mtivel5disiigyi Miniszterium Kiadvdnya, 1965. p. 21-23.

"For further details on examinations and grading, st p. 127.
31 "A N6pkiSztdrsasdg E1noki Tanicsdnak 1957. 6vi 33. szdrnd torv6nyerejti rendelete az E8tvils LorAnd

Tudominyegyetem szervezettnek modositisdral" (Decree No. 33 of 1957 of the Presidential Council of the
People's Republic Concerning the Change in the Structure of the Myth Lordnd University). Magyar laziOnY,
No. 62, June 2, 1957. p. 345.

" The School of Philosophy is basically the same as the School of Liberal Arts in the United States.
33 Magyar KozIony, No. 71, June 25, 1957. p. 422.
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eign Languages (Idegen Nyelvi Tovcibbkepzo Kozpont) in Budapest."
Specialization in languages, including the major modern Western

onesEnglish, French, German, Italian, and Spanishis offered under
the auspices of various departments of the School of Philosophy. This
is also true of the other universities. By far the most extensive training
is offered within the framework of the department of education pre-
paring language teachers or teachers with a dual specialization, one
being a foreign language.

In addition to the language training offered at the Center associated
with the Eotvos Lorand University, extensive modern foreign language
training is offered under the auspices of the Karl Marx University of
Economics.35

The university's 1966-67 enrollment consisted of 5,235 students in the
day session, 2,201 in the evening session, and 1,563 in the correspondence
courses (table 34) . Total enrollment was 8,999.

jozsef Attila University

Formerly known as the University of Szeged (Szegedi Tudomcinyegye-
tern), the Jozsef Attila University (16zsef Attila Tudorncinyegyetem)
traces its history to 1872, when the Franz-Joseph University was estab-
lished at Kolozsvar (Cluj), currently in Romania. Following the
absorption of TranFylvania into Romania in 1918, the university was
transferred to Szeged. Reorganized, it beg operations in 1921. It has
three schoolsNatural Science, Philosophy, and Political Science and
Lawthe School of Medicine having become a separate institution in
1951. In 1966-67, JOzsef Attila had 2,170 day-session students; 216 eve-
ning-session students, and 1,176 correspondence-course students (table
34) . Its total enrollment was 3,52.

Karl Marx University of Economics

Founded in 1948 to train economic specialists steeped in Marxism-
Leninism, the Karl Marx University of Economics (Marx Kdroly
Kozgazdascigtudomcinyi Egyetem) offers a 4-year program under the
auspices of the following three schools: General Economics (Altalcinos
KOzgazdascigi Kar) , Industry (Ipari Kar) , and Trade (Kereskedelmi
Kar).

During the first year of their study, all students have a basic pre-
scribed program composed of economic geography, history of (xonomics,
Marxism-Leninism, mathematics, and political economy. 'They nor-
mally take their specialized courses during the last 2 years. The School
of General Economics also has a special department to train economics
teachers for the vocational secondary schools of trade and commerce.

The university offers a rigorous foreign language program under the
auspices of its Foreign Language Institute. Language teaching differs
for each major field, with students normally required to take two foreign
languages during the 4 years: Russian and either English, French, Ger-

34 Magyar Kozliiny, No. 91, December 3, 1967. p. 930.
35 See section this page, on Karl Marx University.
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man, or Spanish. Students majoring in foreign trade or communications
have 8 hours of language per week: 4 in Russian and 4 in one of the
Western languages. International relations majors must take 12 hours of

Table 34.Number of students in day and evening sessions and correspondence
courses of five universities, by university and faculty (school) :

1966-67; and number of 1966 graduates

University, city
and

faculty (school)

Day session Evening session Correspondence courses

Total Girls

1966
gradu-

ates Total Girls

1966
gradu-

ates Total Girls

1966
gradu-

ates

Grand total 11,831 6,843 1,855 4,418 2,270 623 4,591 1,773 1,024

E6tv6s Lorand
University

(Mr& Lordnd
Todontanyegyetem)

Budapest
Total_ 5,235 3,199 783 2,201 1,100 341 1,563 602 4.26

Natural science 2 2,378 1,318 375 298 142 14 225 106 65

Philosophy 3 2,127 1,472 303 1,109 632 180 931 388 254

Political science and
law 4 730 409 105 794 326 147 407 108 107

Jozsef Attila
University

(Jersef Attila
Tudomanyegyetem)

Szeged
Total_ 2,170 1,411 309 216 80 48 1,176 465 232

Natural science 3 1,089 682 174 0 0 0 163 57 42

Philosophy 722 532 73 4 0 594 271 119

Political science and
law 359 197 62 208 76 48 419 137 71

Karl Marx University
of Economics 5
(Marx Karoly

K6zgazdasagtudometnyi
Egyetem)
Budapest

Total 2,151 1,201 398 1,790 998 218 784 290 126

General economics 846 501 125 364 226 59 236 100 70

Industry 666 383 120 851 396 96 300 118 34

Trade 639 317 153 575 376 63 248 72 22

Kossuth Lajos
University.

(Kossuth Lajos
Tudomdnyegyetem)

Debrecen
Total 1,979 1,274 308 53 34 0 684 300 , 76

Natural science 2 1,080 646 176 0 0 0 289 148 43

Philosophy 3 899 268 132 53 34 0 395 152 33

University of Pecs 6
(Pecsi

Tudomanyegyetem)
Pecs

Total 296 158 57 158 58 16 384 116 64

I Data released at beginning of academic year.
2 Five-year program.
3 Five-year program.
4 Four-year program.
5 Four-year program.
6 Only one faculty (school)political science and law.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai erkonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 351-52.



language per week: 6 in Russian and 6 in the selected Western language.
During the first three terms, language instruction is concentrated on
improving the students' ability to understand, speak, read, and write the
foreign language.

Customarily, the Institute's staff prepares the foreign language
texts. In English, for example, students use the Institute's An Interme-
diate English Practice Book and Advanced Practice Book. Towards the
end of the third term and during the fourth term they use Readings
for Intermediate and Advanced Students of English About Great
Britain and the United States. These readings are coupled with a great
variety of grammar exercises and the use of language tapes.36

In 1966-67, Karl Marx had 2,151 students in its day session, 1,790 in
its evening session, and 1,790 in its correspondence courses (table 34).
Total enrollment was 4,725.

Kossuth Lajos University

Originally founded in 1912, when it incorporated the schools of the
Reformed College of Debrecen (founded in 1538), the Kossuth Lajos
University has two schoolsNatural Science and Philosophy, both offer-
ing 5-year programs. Its earlier Schools of Medicine and Theology
became separate institutions soon after the 1948 educational reform,
and its School of Law was discontinued.

The second smallest of the five regular universities, Kossuth Lajos
in 1966-67 had 1,979 students, in its day session, 53 in its evening session,
(all in the School of Philosophy), and 684 in its correspondence courses
(.able 34). Total enrollment was 2,716.

As with all other Hungarian higher education institutions, this one
normally accepts only a given number of students, determined by its
capacity and by admission quotas set by the National Planning Office
and other interested central governmental organs. In 1965, for example,
796 students applied for admission to the School of Philosophy, which
had only 180 places available."

University of Pecs

The smallest of Hungary's regular universities, the University of Pecs
(Pdcsi Tudomdnyegyetm) is also Hungary's oldest university. Founded
by King Louis I in 1367, it became an academy of law in 1785. Its pres-
ent university form was established in 1923. Pecs operates only with a
School of Political Science and Law. The university's 1966-67 day ses-
sion had 296 students, its evening session 158, and its correspondence
courses 384 (table 34). Total enrollment was 838.

Lilian 0. Feinl,erg and Jeno Tar jan. "Foreign Language Study in Budapest." International Educational and

Cultural Exchange. 1V :1:27-30. Summer 1968.
ST Levin Szendrey. "A feiv6teli munka tapasztalatai a Kossuth Lajos Tudomdnyegyetemen" (Experiences

in the Admission Procedures at the Kossuth Lajos University). Fds5oktatilsi Szemle (Review of Higher Edu-

cation), Budapest, XV:6:336-40, June 1966,
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II. MEDICAL UNIVER,ITIES

The present system of medical-pharmaceutical education in Hungary
is based on reforms worked out in 1950 and implemented beginning
with the 1951-52 academic year. In accordance with the reforms, the
medical schools were separated from their parent universities and trans-
formed into independent medical universities operating under the im-
mediate jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health, with the Ministry of
Culture exercising certain prerogatives in academic matters.

In 1966-67, Hungary had four medical universities located in Buda-
pest, Debrecen, Pecs, and Szeged; and a University of Veterinary Medi-
cine (ifllatorvostudomanyi Egyetem), located in Buda,pest.38

The medical universities in Budapest and Szeged operate with three
schools each--General Medicine (Altalcinos Orvostudomdnyi Kar), Phar-
macy (Gyogyszeresztudomcinyi Kar), and Stomatology (Fogorvostudo-
mdnyi Kar). The other two medical universities each operate with only
a School of General Medicine.

During the first 3 years of their studies, medical students devote most
of their time to general basic medical subjects emphasizing theory; dur-
ing the next 2 years, to practical clinical subjects. During the summer,
fourth- and fifth-year students also work as hospital interns usually in
the counties associated with the particular medical university.39. Sixth-
year students spend the entire year as interns, working 3 months in each
of the following four departments: Internal Medicine, with 2 weeks de-
voted to outpatient clinics in neurology; Surgery, with 1 month devoted
+) traumatology and 2 weeks each to otorhinolaryngology and stomatol-
ogy; Obstetrics and Gynecology; and Pediatrics, with 2 weeks devoted to
infectious diseases."

Examinations are both oral and practical, with a colloquium at the
end of the semester and a rigorosum at the end of the academic year.
Sixth-year students are required to take four examinations, one after
each of the four 3-month periods mentioned above. These examinations
are offered under the auspices of the university. For the doctor's diploma,
the State examination covers forensic medicine, hygiene and epidemi-
ology, philosophy, and social medicine; it is attended by a representative
of the State.

Successful candidates are awarded the degree of Doctor of Medicine
(Orvosdoktori oklevel) entitling them to practice general medicine. For
2 years, however, in accordance with the education or scholarship con-
tract which admitted them to the medical university, they must practice
in an assigned place, usually a provincial hospital or an epidemiological-
public health station. This requirement is also in effect for dentistry and
pharmacy graduates.

Doctors who wish to obtain the title "Specialist" (Szakorvos) must pass

38 Hungarian sources classify the University of Veterinary Medicine as part of the agronomic system or
higher education. 22f,e

"Territorially, the counties of Pest, Fejer, Gy6r- Sopron, KomArom, 116grAd and Veszprem and the munici-
pality of Budapest belong to the Medical University of Budapest; those of Borsod-Abatij-Zemplen, Ha jdtl-Bihar,
Szabolcs-Szatmlir, and Heves, and the municipalities of Debrecen and Miskolc to the Medical University of
Debrecen; the counties of Baranya, Tolna, Somogy, Vas, and Zala and the municipality of Pecs to the Medical
University of Pecs; and those of CsongrAd, BAcs-Kiskon, Bates, and Szolnok and the municipality of Szeged to
the Medical University of Szeged.

4° World Directory of Medical Schools. Geneva: World Health Organization, 1963. p. 132.
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Table 35.Number of hours per week, per subject, in the first and second semes-
ters at the medical university schools of general medicine, by year of study: 1965-66

Subject
Theoretical Practical

First
semester

Second
semester

First
semester

Second
semester

First Year
Anatomy 4 2 4 4Histology 0 2 0 2Latin ', 0 0Medical biology 3 22 2 2Medical chemistry 3 5 2 4 4 4Medical physics 2 22 3 2Philosophy 33 32 0 1Physical education 0 0 1 1Russian 0 0 2 2Second Year
Anatomy 32 2 2 4 5Biochemistry 2 22 2 2Histology 2 22 2 2Philosophy 31 0 1 0Physical education 0 0 1 1Physiology 36 2 4 4 4Russian 0 0 2 2Third Year
General surgery 3 0 2 0Introduction to internal medicine 4 33 3 2 2Microbiology and parasitology 3 2 2 2 2Morbid anatomy 34 2 5 4 4Pathological physiology 33 23 2 2Political economy 32 31 0 1Radiology 0 32 0 1Special surgery 0 3 0 2Fourth Year
Dermatology and venereal diseases__ 2 22 1 1Obstetrics and gynecology 4 4 1 2Orthopedics 31 0 2 0Pharmacology and toxicology 3 4 23 2 2Scientific socialism 32 3 1 0 1Special internal medicine (Infectious diseases) 3 5 5 3 3Special surgery 4 4 1 2Surgical anatomy and surgical techniques 5 1 21 2 2Fifth Year
Forensic medicine 2 1 1 2Health organizations (History of medicine) 2 20 1 0Neurology and psychiatry 3 23 2 2Ophthalmology 23 0 2 0Otorhinolaryngology 0 32 0 2Pediatrics 3 3 2 2Public health and epidemiology 3 4 3 3Scientific socialism 31 0 1 0Special internal medicine (Infectious diseases) 3 5 5 2 2Stomatology 0 31 0 2Tuberculosis 0 31 0 2Urology 31 0 2 C

..... Sixth Year
. .we

. _ve-mon s
.

c
_

mica l practice with months in each of the fo owing departments: internal medicine,

1

obstetrics and gynecology, pediatrics, and surgery.

I For those whO did not take Latin in secondary school.
2 Rigorosum (year-end) examination.
3 Colloquium (semester-end)) examination.
4 Four weeks during the summer of compulsory training in a hospital for infectious diseases.
5 Four weeks of compulsory surgical practice in a hospital.

SOURCE OF DATA: World Survey of EducationIV: Higher Education. New York: UNESCO, 1966
p. 589. Worla Directory of Medical Schools. Geneva: World Health Organization, 1964. p. 132.
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Table 36.Number of students and number of years of study at the five medical
universities, by university and faculty (school) : 1966-67; and number of 1966

graduates'

University and faculty (school)
Total Girls

1966
graduates

Years of
study

Grand total 8,353 5,154 1,295

Medical University of Budapest
(Budapesti Orvostudomanyi Egyetem)

Total 3,961 2,168 6687:eneral medicine 2,603 1,284 370 6Pharmacy 480 386 138 4%3tomatology r 878 498 155 4%
Medical University of Debrecen 2

(Debreceni Orvostudometnyi Egyetem)
Total 1,076 481 149 6

Medical University of Pecs 2
(Pecsi Orvostudometnyi Egyetem)

Total 1,135 560 155 6

Medical University of Szeged
(Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem)

Total 1,597 877 2283eneral medicine 1,101 518 153 6Pharmacy 385 305 75 4%3tomatology 111 54 0 4%University of Veterinary Medicine
Mllatorvostudomanyi Egyetem) 3

Total 584 68 100 5

I Data released at beginning of academic year.
2 The medical universities of Debrecen and Pecs each have only one faculty (school) of general medicine.
3 Located in Budapest.

SOURCE OF DATA Tajgkortal6 a magyar fe/sooktatai intezmgnyekr61 (Guide to the Hungarian In-
stitutions of Higher Learning). Budapest: A Muvelddesfigyi Miniszterium kiadvanya, 1965, p. 33 -37, 62;
Statiaztikai evkOnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p.
352.

a special examination before a National Examination Committee for
the Qualification of Medical Specialists (Orszdgos Szakorvoskepesito
Vizsgabizottsdg) in one of the following 30 specialties: 41

Anesthesiology
Childhood tubercular diseases
Child psychiatry
Child surgery
Eye diseases
Hygiene and epidemiology
Hygienical and epidemiological laboratory examinations
Infants' and children's diseases
Infectious diseases
Internal medicine
Lung and tubercular diseases
Lung surgery
Medical laboratory examinations
Medical organization
Neurology
Neuro-surgery

41 "Az egeszs6gtigyi miniszter 7/1960. (VI11.24.) Eu,M. szAmd rendelete a szakorvosi kepesitesr61" (Decree
No. 7/1960. (VIII.24.) Eil.M. of the Minister of Health Concerning the Qualification of Medical Specialists),
Magyar KOzIony, Budapest, No. 72, August 24,1960. p. 522-24. This Decree was amended in April 1968, pro-
viding for the following additional specialization areas: (31) Forensic medicine; (32) Forensic psychiatry; (33)
Occupational or plant medicine; and (34) Aviation medicine, "Az egeszsegugyi miniszter 1/1968. (IV.9.)E0M.
szthrui rendelete a szakorvosi k6pesit6sr6lsz616 7/1960. (VIII.24.)EiiM szAmd rendelet kiegesziteser61" (Decree
No. 1/1968, (IV.9.)EuM of the Minister of Health Ameding Decree No. 7/1960. (VIII.24.)EiiM Concerning
the Qualification of Medical Specialists). Magyar KOzlegy, No, 30, April 9,1968. p. 325-26.
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Obstetrics and gynecology
Oncoradiology
Orthopedics
Otorhinolaryngology
Pathological and histological examinations
Psychiatry
Radiology
Rheumatology and physical therapy
Skin and veneral diseases or
Venereal diseases and cosmetology
Sport medicine
Surgery
Tooth and mouth diseases
Traumatology
Urology

Examination committees operate in the four medical university cities
of Budapest, Debrecen, Pecs, and Szeged.

As compared with pre-World War II medical enrollment, that during
the 1960's shows a startling increase in the number of girls, a phenome-
non characteristic of medical-pharmaceutical education in all the so-
cialist countries. Medical and veterinary institutions in 1966-67 had 8,353
students, of whom 5,154 were girls. Their percent was greatest in phar-
macy and lowest in veterinary medicine.

Total medical enrollment has had a general increase. As against only
1,451 students in the Schools of General Medicine and Stomatology in
1937-38, there were 6,904 in 1966-67. Because of the general increase in
the number of engineering and polytechnical students in the postwar
years, however, the percent of medical-stomatological students in the
total student body decreased from 12.3 percent in 1937-38 to 7.7 percent
in 1966-67.42 Of the total of 1,295 graduates in 1966, 827 were in general
medicine, 155 in dentistry, 213 in pharmacy,43 and 100 in veterinary
medicine.

With the exception of the medical personnel actively engaged in
teaching, all physicians practicing in Hungary are required by law to
attend a 5-month refresher course every 3 to 5 years." These courses are
organized under the auspices of the Institute for the Further Training
of Physicians (Orvostovcibblzepth Intezet) and are offered, conducted,
and guided by the State Hospital of Budapest located in Szabolcs Street.
Like the medical universities, the Institute operates under the juris-
diction of the Ministry of Health.45

42 Statistical Pocket Book of Hungary 1967, op. cit. p. 182. In 1960, the number of medical graduates was 795.
During the same year Hungary had 14,398 physicians and about 1,300 doctors of dental medicine providing, a
ratio of 690 inhabitants per physician. World Survey of Medical Schools, op. cit. p. 131.

43 Pharmaceutical studies in Hungary arc pursued also under the auspices of the National Pharmaceutical
Institute (Orszdgos GyOgyszereszeti Intizet) of Budapest, which was established by Decree No. 2/1962. (111.22.)
Eii.M. of the Minister of Health in March 1962. The primary function of the Institute is like that of the Food
and Drug Administration in the United.States. For text of Decree No. 2/1962, see Magyar Kozlony, No. 19,
March 22, 1962.. p. 202.

44"A Magyar N6pkortdrsasdg Minisztertandcsdnak 1.013/1956. (11.9.) szdmil hatdrozata az orvosto-
vAbbk6pz6s szervezetdr81" (Resolution No. 1,013/1956. (II.9.) of the Council of Ministers of the Hungarian
People's Republic Concerning the Organization of the Further Training of Physicians). Magyar Kozany, No. 11,
February 9, 1956. p. 63.

45 For more details on medical education, see Tapkortato a magyar felstioktatasi intezminyekr51 1965, op. cit.
p. 33-37.



III. POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES

With the priority development of industry in postwar Hungary, poly-
technical education acquired a special importance for training the
politically reliable engineers and technicians needed by the socialist
enterprises." As compared with 1937-38, when there were only 1,052
students in technical higher education (representing 9 percent of the
total higher education student body), in 1966-67 there were 32,404 (rep-
resenting 36.2 percent). Of these 10,890 were in polytechnical univer-
sities, 13,074 in technikums, and 8,440 in other forms of technical higher
education .47

Polytechnical University of Budapest

In 1966-67, Hungary had four polytechnical institutions of university
status (table 37). Of these, by far the best known is the Polytechnical
University of Budapest (Budapesti Mfiszaki Egyetem), founded in 1782.
During 1966-67 its day session had 5,580 students, its evening session
3,350, and its correspondence courses 1,370 (table 37). Total enrollment
was 10,300.

In June 1967 the university absorbed the Polytechnical University
of Construction and Transportation (Epitoipari es Kozlekedesi Mfiszaki
Egyetem) in Budapest."

" For a revealing article on the importance attached to the appointment of politically reliable and profession-
ally competent faculty for the training Communist-oriented engineers, see PSI Bftkai. "A kAderfejleszt6 elveia
Budapesti Mtiszaki Egyetemen" (The Principles Underlying the Training of Cadres at the Polytechnical Univer-
sity of Budapest). Felgoktahisi Szemle, Budapest. XV :3 :135-39. March 1966. For a good summary of some of the
most important features of higher technical education in Hungary, see L. Gillemot. "The Present Situation of
Technical Higher Education in Hungary."Hungarian Hear', Industries, Budapest, First Quarter 1969.

47 Statistical Focal Book of Hungary 1967, op. cit. p. 182. See also tables 6 and 12.
48 Decree No. 14 of 1967 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic and Government Decree No.

15/1967. (VII I.). Magyar Kozldny, No. 37, June 11, 1967. p. 318-19.
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Table 37.Number of students in day and evening sessions and correspondence
courses of the four polytechnical universities, by university and faculty (school) :

1966-67; and number of 1966 graduates'

Polytechnical univer-
sity and faculty

Day session Evening session Correspondence courses

Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates

Grand total 10,890 2,187 1,813 6,026 752 422 2,572 268 310

Polytechnical Univer-
sity of Budapest

(Budapeati M fiszaki
Egyetem)

Total 5,580 1,008 915 3,350 576 313 1,870 97 147

Memical engineering__ _ 734 389 146 460 238 73 0 0 0
illectrical engineering 2,620 352 415 1,425 164 84 939 72 59
dechanical engineering_ 2,226 267 354 1,465 174 156 431 25 88

Polytechnical Univer-
sity of Construction
and Transportation 2

(gpitoipari ea
Kozlekedesi

11fliszaki Egyetem)
Total 2,476 742 399 623 174 72 565 71 101

3onstruction
engineering 701 301 121 308 104 47 106 17 35

;eneral engineering_ 1,301 394 205 198 58 8 335 46 46
Cransportation

engineering. 474 47 73 117 12 17 124 8 20

Polytechnical Univer-
sity of

Heavy Industry 3
(Nehezipari

Mitszaki Egyetem)
Total 2,171 230 366 53 2 0 389 17 62

Mechanical engineering_ 1,370 128 265 53 2 0 162 3 22
Metallurgy 359 59 39 0 0 0 97 10 19
Mining 442 43 62 0 0 0 130 4 21

University of Chemical
In'dustry of Veszprem
(Veszpremi Vegyepari

Egyetem)
Total 663 207 133 0 0 37 248 83 0

I Data released at beginning of academic year.
2 Located in Budapest.

Located in Miskolc.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evkiinyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967, p. 351.

The Polytechnical University- of Construction and Transportation
itself was formed in 1955 through consolidation of the Polytechnical
University of Transportation (Kozlekedesi Mfiszaki Egyetem) and the
Polytechnical University of Construction (Epit5ipari Mfiszaki Egye-
tem) .1"

The Polytechnical University of Heavy Industry (Nehezipari. Mfiszaki
Egyetem) of Miskolc was founded in 1949. In 1959, it absorbed the

4. Aur61 Hencz. A mfivel6desi intezmenyek es a mavel6desigazgat6sfejl5dise, 1945-1961, op. cit. p. 82-83.
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School of Mining and Metallurgy (Banya- es Kohomernoki Kar) of the
Polytechnical University of Budapest which operated at Sopron.°

The University of Chemical Industry of Veszprem (Veszprdmi Vegy-
ipari Egyetem) was established in 1951 through the transformation of
the School of Industrial Chemistry (Vegyipari Kar) of the Polytechnical
University of Budapest that operated in Veszprem into an independent
institution of university status.

In March 1963, the Presidential Council provided for the establish-
ment of a polytechnical university in GyOr envisioned to begin its
operations during the 1968-69 academicl-ear.51

The university day session offers a 5-year program leading to a
diploma in engineering (mernoki oklevel) . The first year is devoted to
science-mathematics: chemistry, descriptive geometry, mathematics, me-
chanics, and physics; the third and fourth years to specialties.52 First-,
fourth-, and fifth-year students are expected to put in 30 weeks of prac-
tical work in their specialties.53

The Training of Engineer-Economists

The introduction and utilization of new technology and the need for
organized planning and for increasing economic effectiveness (especially
in construction, transportation, and the machine-building industry) in-
duced the Government to introduce the training of engineer-economists.
Launched in 1956, the program is offered under the auspices of the
polytechnical universities of Budapest and the Karl Marx University of
Economics. It involves an intensive four semester correspondence course
in economics for engineers already holding the State diploma. When
they graduate from this correspondence course they receive the engineer-
economist diploma (Mernok-K5zgazdasz oklevel).54

The Further Training of Engineers

To increase the efficiency of engineering through enabling practicing
engineers to keep abreast of scientific and technical developments in
their field, the Government in 1960 organized the further training of
engineers on a systematic basis. Such further training can take the form
of individual study, organized lectures, specialized engineering training,

SO Ibid. In 1952, the university was named after MAtyAs RAkosi, then Secretary General of the Hungarian
Communist Party (Decree No. 8 of 1952); In October 1956, its name was changed back to the original one by
virtue of Decree No. 20 of 1956 of the Presidential Council. Magyar KOzlony, No. 91, Oct. 18, 1956. p. 562.

51 "A NdpkOztArsasAg Elnoki TanAcsAnak 1963. 6vi 5. szAmti torv5nyereju rendelete a Gy6ri Mtlszaki Egyetem
16tesitEs6r51" (Decree No. 5 of 1963 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concerning the Estab-
lishment of the Polytechnical University of Gy5r). Magyar Kiizlany, No. 18, March 23, 1963. p. 101. In July 1966,
the Government adopted Resolution No. 1012/1966. (VII.17.) reaffirming the establishment of a polytechnical
institution of higher learning in Gy6r. Magyar lazleny, No. 48, July 17, 1966. p. 485-86. In June 1968, under
Decree No. 16, the Presidential Council announced the establishment of a Polytechnical Transportation and
Telecommunications College (Kdzlekedesi es Tavkazlesi Miiszaki F5iskola) at Gy5r. Placed under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Culture, the 3-year college was scheduled to function with 4 faculties or schools. Magyar
KOzlony, No. 46, June 4; 1968. p. 505. See also Resolution No. 1018/1968. (VI.4.) of the Government, Ibid. p.
506-07.

52 For the detailed curriculum of the schools of electrical engineering, for example, see World Survey of Educa-
tion. VI. Higher Education, op. cit. p. 590.

53 Tojekortat6 a magyar fels5oktatasi intimenyekr5l 1965, op. cit. p. 37.
" "A Magyar N6pkortirsasAg MinisztertanAcsAnak 1.035/1956. (V.19.) szAmti hatArozata a m6rniikok

kozgazdasAgi k4z6s&51" (Resolution No. 1,035/1956. (V.19.) of the Council of Ministers of the Hungarian
People's Republic Concerning the Training of Engineers in Economics). Magyar KdzlOny, No. 41, May 19, 1956.
p. 240.
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and study abroad. The various programs are organized under the
auspices of the Institute for the Further Training of Engineers (Mdrnoki
Tomfibblidpzo Intdzet). Originally established in 1936 and reorganized
in 1949, the Institute is under the control of the Ministry of Education
and operates throrszi a number of provincial branches. Its primary task
is to organize lectures and courses and to issue publications. The cor-
respondence course for specialized engineer training requires from three
to five semesters.55 Program participants are granted special paid leave.

IV. AGRONOMIC UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Just as the nationalization of the industrial enterprises and the subse-
quent introduction of planning led to the development of polytechnical
institutions, the expropriation of the estates and the establishment of
State and collective farms gave an impetus to agronomic-agricultural
education in Hungary. Unevenly developed, agronomic higher educa-
tion was periodically confronted with problems.58

Before the liberation in 1945, agricultural higher education was pro-
vided under the auspices of the School of Agriculture and Veterinary
Medicine (Mezligazdascigi ds Allatorvosi Kar) of the jozsef Nador Univer-
sity of Technology and Economics (Jdzsef Nddor Mfiszaki ds Gazdasdg-
tudomdnyi Egyetem). Within the framework of this schook the present
Agronomic University (Agrdrtudomdnyi Egyetem) was established in
1945 in Budapest-and Gods:3116.57 The university began its operations with
four schoolsVeterinary Medicine (Allatorvostudomanyi Kar), Forestry
(Erdomdrnoki Kar), Horticulture and Viticulture (Kert- ds Szoldszettudo-
mcinyi Kar), and Agriculture (Mezligazdastigtudomdnyi Kar). The first
three constituted the nucleus for separate universities in 1953.58

During the 1966-67 academic year, agronomic higher education was
offered under the auspices of two universities and four colleges (table.
38).59 The program varies from 41/2 to 5 years and leads to a degree in
engineering. Operating under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agri-
culture, these institutions admit graduates of the agricultural vocational
secondary schools and of the higher agricultural technikums. The latter
are admitted without having to take the required admittance examina-
tion. As with all other Hungarian higher education institutions, those
for agronomic training have more applicants than number of places as-
signed under a quota system by the National Planning Office acting in
conjunction with the institutions."

55"A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt kormdny 1023/1964. (VIII.30.) szdmtl hatdrozata a mErnokto-
vibbkEpzes 6 a szakmerniikkepzes tovibbfejleszteser51" (Resolution No. 1023/1964. (VIII.30.) of the Hun-
garian Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Further Training of Engineers and the Program of
Specialized Engineering). Magyar fizlany, No. 55, August 30, 1964.

58 Ldsz16 Fdbidn. "A mez5gazdasdgi szakemberkEpzes 6 problEmdi" (The Training of Agricultural Special-
ists and Its Problems). Agrhrtudomdry (Agronomic Science), Budapest, 12:11:1-3, 1950. Aladdr Kovdcs. "Vdlto-
zdsok a mez5gazdasdgi felsZoktatdsban" (Changes in Agricultural Higher Education). FelsOoktatEsi Szemle,
6:1-2:67-68, 1957.

59 Ldsz16 Szekeres. "Az Agrartudomdnyi Egyetem" (The Agronomic University). Fels5oktatdsi
7:10:606-10, 1958.

58 Aura Hencz. A miivelikiisi intizminyek is a miivelirdisigazgatds fejkidise, cp. cit. p. 87.
59 Although Hungarian sources identify the University of Veterinary Medicine as part of the agronomic insti-

tutions of higher learning, in this text it is treated as part of the medical universities. See p. 115.
"Gyula SzalxS. "Gondolatok a mez5gazdasdgi 6 erdeszeti egyetemek 6 f5iskoldk 1965/66. tanEvi benepesi-

tesi munkdjdra" (Thoughts on Enrollment in the Agricultural and Forestry Universities and Colleges During
the 1965-66 Academic Year). Fels3oktatdsi .C.:4nle, 15:6:347-50. June 1966.
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Table 38.Number of students in the day session and correspondence courses
of the higher agronomic institutions, by institution and faculty (school):

1966-67; and number of 1966 graduates'

Institution, city
and faculty (school)

Day session Correspondence courses

Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates

Grand total 4,192 935 796 2,554 425 386

Agronomic Colleges 2
(A grartudornanyi Faiskolak)

Debrecen
Keszthely

Moconntagyarovdr
Total 1,405 324 278 977 122 155

Agronomic University
(Agrartudontanyi Egyetem)

GOdolld-Budapest
Total 1,573 243 299 1,033 162 150Agricultural mechanical engineering 754 30 122 371 29 46General agriculture 819 213 177 662 133 104

College of Horticulture and Viniculture 3
(Kerteszeti es Szdleszeti Ma kola)

Budapest
Total 695 264 131 346 117 45

University of Forestry and Lumber Industry
(Erdeszeti es Faipari Egyetem)

Sopron
Total ' 519 104 88 198 24 36Forest engineering 324 42 64 91 13 17Lumber engineering 195 62 24 107 11 19

Data released at beginning of academic year.
2 The source did not show separate figures for the three agronomic colleges.
3 The college was transformed into a horticulture university (kertesizeti egyetem)

of 1968, issued by the Presidential Council of the People's Republic. Magyar
Gazette), No. 70, p. 669. September 1, 1968. Budapest.

SOURCE OF DATA: Staticztikat evlconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966).
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. g. 351.

under Decree No. 25
KoziOny (Hungarian

Budapest: Kozponti

By far the largest and most prestigious of these institutions is the
Agronomic University of Budapest and Glidii115, with a total 1966-67 en-
rollment of 2,606. Of these, 1,573 were in the day session and 1,033 in
the correspondence section. The university also has an Institute for the
Further Training of Skilled Workers (Szakember Tovcibbkepzo Intezet)
offering accelerated and refresher courses.01

V. ART AND SPORT INSTITUTIONS62

Hungary has a few outstanding art institutions of higher learning,
which admit only highly talented secondary or special-school graduates
who are recommended by their teachers and who fulfill the other stan-
dard requirements for university admission. The length of study varies
from institution to institution. The Hungarian College of Fine Arts
(Magyar Kepzlimiiveszeti FOiskola), founded in 1871, offers a 7-year
course, the last 3 years of which are devoted to the mastery of a particular
art, such as sculpture and painting. The Hungarian College of Indus-

61 Aura Hencz. A taiiveledisi intiminyek is a mivel5disigazgates fejli;dise, op. cit. p. 87.
62 The military schools for officers, which are also classified as institutions of higher learning are discussed

in chapter IX.
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trial Arts (Magyar iparnzfiveszeti Foiskola) offers a 4-year program for
training decorators and designers of textile, jewelry, ceramics, etc. The
College of Dramatic arid Cinematographic Art (Szinhdz- es Film/7211yd-

szeti Foiskola) established as a college in 1948 through reorganization of
the Hungarian National Academy of Dramatic Arts (Orszdgos Magyar
Szinnriiveszti Akadernia), it offers a 4-year course for training actors and
film operators and a 5-year course for training stage and film directors.
The Liszt Ferenc College of Music, (Liszt Ferenc Zenemiiveszeti FOis-
kola) , founded in 1875, admits only talented graduates of music voca-
tional schools and offefS-a 5 -year course for training musicians and music
teachers.

The organizational structure and general scope of the higher art in-
stitutions were established in 1949.63 They operate under the auspices of
the Ministry of Culture.

Table 39.Number of students in the day session and correspondence courses
of the art, music, and physical education higher institutions: 1966-67; and

number of 1966 graduate&

Institution
and city

Day session Correspondence courses

Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates Total Girls

1966
grad-
uates

Grand total 1,480 690 234 473 137 107

College of Dramatic and
Cinematographic Art

(Szinhdz- 48 Filmmuveszeti Foiskola)
Budapest

Total 96 24 35 0 0 0

Hungarian College of Fine Arts
(Magyar Kepaimiiveszeti Foiskola)

Budapest
Total 148 59 23 29 13 0

Hungarian College of Industrial Arts
(Magyar Iparmiiveszeti Foiskola)

Budapest
Total 206 109 0 0 0

Hungarian College of Physical Education
(Magyar Testnevelesi Foiskola)

Budapest
Total 377 175 70 444 124 107

Liszt Ferenc College of Music
(Liszt Ferenc Zenentftveszetiniskola)

Budapest
Total 653 323 61 0 0 0

'Data released at beginning of academic year. According to the Hungarian source, only the Hungarian
College of Industrial Arts had an evening session. Its total enrollment of 17 included 14girls.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evitonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: KOzponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 352.

The Hungarian College of Physical Education (Magyar Testnevelesi
Foiskola) operates under the guidance of the Hungarian Council of Phys-
ical Education and Sport (Magyar Testnevelesi ds Sport Tandcs). Its pro-
gram is based to a large extent on findings and recommendations of the

63 For references to decrees relating to the organizational structure of the art institutions of higher learning,
see Aur4l Hencz. A milveledesi inthmenyek hs a maveledesigazgatasfejadise, op. cit. p. 374.
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Scientific Research Institute of the Hungarian College of Physical Edu-
cation (Magyar Testnevelesi Foiskola Tudomdnyos Kutatd Intezete) ,

which was established under Government Resolution No. 1004/1959.
(1.25.) as amended by Government Resolution No. 1005/1969 (11.27.).

Both art and sport institutions on the higher education level train
secondary school teachers. The teacher-training program normally lasts
for only 4 years in contrast to the training program for sculptors and
painters, which lasts 7 years.64 Before they can be assigned to a school,
graduates of the teacher-training programs in either art or sport must
pass a State examination.65

During the 1966-67 academic year, these institutions had 1,480 stu-
dents in the day session and 473 in the correspondence courses (table 39).
By far the largest institution is the Liszt Ferenc College of Music, many
of whose graduates have emerged as leading concert performers and
conductors throughout-the world.

Financing

Budgetary Allocations
The State budget provides funds for operating higher education in-

stitutions. Their expenditures comprise both operational costs (including
salaries of the administrative personnel and of the faculty) and capital
expenditures for construction, equipment, and furnishing new buildings.
Expenditures must stay within the limits prescribed by directives of the
National Economic Plan.

Tuition and Fees

Order No. 159/1963.(M.K.14.)MM of the Minister of Culture 66 regu-
lates tuition. In accordance with that order, day-session students with ex-
cellent, outstanding, or good grade averages are exempt from any tuition
payments. Those with a fair grade average or below pay tuition geared
to the income of their parents or guardians, calculated per family mem-
ber. Per semester, that scale is the following:

Average income in forints1
per family member
Between 1,100

Average grade Under 1,100 and 1,800 Above 1,800
Fair (kozepes) 150 250 350
Passing (elegseges) 250 350 450
Unsatisfactory (elegtelen) 500 500 500

I Concerning the value of the forint, see footnote 54 of chapter III.

The student's first-year tuition is set according to the rank he obtained
in the composite scores for all students taking the admittance exami
tion.

" "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkas-Paraszt Kormdny 1020/1964. (VIII.19.) szdrral hatarozata a K6pz5-
miiveszeti F5iskola, valamint az Iparmiiv6szeti F5iskola k6pzdsi idej6r51" (Resolution No. 1020/1964. (VII.19.)
of the Hungarian Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Length of Study in the College of Fine Arts and
the College of Industrial Arts). Magyar KozIony, No. 45, July 19, 1964. p. 304.

65 For details on training teachers and instructors of physical education see p. 151-52.
66 Teljekortat6 a magyar felsaoktaasz intivninyekrel, op. cit. p. 14-15.
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Except for those enrolled in teacher-training colleges and institutes,
evening-session and correspondence-course students also pay tuition.
The range is 80 to 350 forints per semester, depending upon the stu-
dent's income and his scholastic achievement. If his average grade is
excellent or outstanding and his monthly income is under 1,600 forints,
he is exempt from tuition payment.

Scholarships and Grants

Hungary has a liberal scholarship and student welfare program. Day
session students may receive two basic types of State assistance: social
benefits and scholarships.

Social assistance to students consists of dormitory rooms, meals at dis-
count prices, and regular and emergency financial aid. Priority in dormi-
tory assignment is given to students who live at long distances from the
institution. For social assistance, students are grouped into three catego-
ries, depending on the per capita income (in forints) of their families
or guardians, as follows:

Forints
1. Under 800

2. Between 800 and 1,100

3. Above 1,100

Scholarships are of two types: general and People's Republic scholar-
ships (Nepkortcirsastigi Tanulmdnyi Osztondij). Administered by the
dean's or director's office and awarded for one semester, general scholar-
ships are for students whose grades are "Good" or better. Their value
ranges from 100 to 300 forints per month: "Excellent" students receive
300, "Outstanding" students 250, and "Good" students 150. The Peo-
ple's Republic scholarships, of two grades, yield 1,000 and 700 forints
per month, respectively, for "Outstanding" students. First-year students
are not eligible.

So-called "social" scholarships are awarded to students by cooperatives,
enterprises, and social organizations. Priority is given especially to chil-
dren of workers performing physical work; the intention is to stimulate
enrollment of workers in the villages and provincial towns. The qualifi-
cations for such scholarships are relatively easy: applicants must show
unimpeachable attitudes and have at least average grades.

These scholarships are awarded on the basis of a contract under which
the recipients undertake to work after graduation for a period of time
and at a location set forth in the contract. Normally, the service is for
the same number of years as the number during which the recipent held
the scholarship. The scholarship itself consists of three parts: a base
amount ranging from 200 to 450 forints per month, a bonus for those
who agree to work in rural areas after graduation, and a supplement for
those who have distinguished themselves in their studies.

Evening-session and correspondence-course students, especially those
enrolled in polytechnical institutes, are given special paid leaves of
absence to prepare for their course or. State examinations and are as-
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signed to types of work and shifts that will not interfere with their aca-
demic responsibilities.67

Examinations and Grading

Basically, examinations are of three kinds: colloquiums at the end of
a semester, rigorosa (szigorlatok) at the end of a scholastic year or the
completion of a subject, and State at the end of the university course."

Academic-scholastic achievement is measured and recorded in higher
education the same way as in elementary and secondary: 5outstanding
or excellent; 4good; 3average; 2passing; 1failure. Two kinds of
grades (those expressed in figures and those expressed in adjectives) ap-
pear in the student's "course book" (leckekonyv).

Students who have an outstanding academic record, who show special
achievement in a particular field, and who also have a history of ex-
emplary attitude and behavior are awarded the Higher Education Stud-
ies medal (Felsooktatcisi Tanulmanyi Erdemerem) in the presence of
the minister exercising jurisdiction over the school. Medal recipients are
givqn special privileges when positions are being filled and postgraduate
sch4larships awarded."

Scientific Degrees and Their Requirements

Hungary awards two types of higher scientific degrees: Candidate-in-
Science (Tudomanyok kandidatusa) and Doctor of Science (Tudomci-
nyok doktora). The first step in the acquisition of the Candidate-in-
Science degree is taken in the aspirature system.

The stated objective in training candidates and doctors in science is
(a) to assure a supply of university and college instructors and scientific
resarchers imbued with a Marxist ideology; and (b) to stimulate scientific
research work in the service of socialist construction.

The Scientific Qualification Committee

Candidates for higher degree work under the supervision and direc-
tion of the Scientific Qualification Committee (Tudomdnyos Minosito

67 For details see "A mtivel5asiigyi miniszter 6/1963. (XI.6.)MM szAmtl rendelete a tdrsadalmi tanulm6nyi
Osztlindij zabdlyozdsdr61 sz616 22/1963. (IX.21.) Korm. szdnrti rendelet v6grehajtAsdr61 (Decree No. 6/1963.
(XI.6.)MM of the Minister of Culture Concerning the Implementation of Decree No. 22/1963. (IX .21)
Korm. Concerning the Regulation of Social Scholarships). Magyar ladony, No. 78, November 6, 1963. p. 584-92.
The appendix to the Deceee includes a sample of, the contract form.

See also "A miivel5d6stigyi miniszter 6/1968. (VIII.11.)MM szAmtl rendelete a nappali tagozaton iskolai
kOz6sben r6sztvev5kkel kothett tanulmAnyi szerz5d6sekr51" (Decree No. 6/1968. (VIII.11.)MM of the Min-
ister of Culture Concerning the Study Contracts That Can be Concluded with Those Enrolled in the Day
Session). Ibid. No. 66, August 11, 1968. p. 650-54.

In July 1969 the Minister of Culture issued a new decree abrogating Decree No. 6/1968. (VIII.11.)MM. The
new one altered somewhat the provisions concerning study contracts with day session students. See Decree No.
5/1969. (VII.27.)MM of the Minister of Culture. Magyar Ir Uzliiny, No. 57, July 27, 1969. p. 573-76.

66 For details concerning the bar examination and the practical work requirements of law students see Decree
No. 6/1949. (VI.11'.)I.M. of the Minister of Justice in Magyar KiizIony, No. 65, June 11, 1959. p. 541-46.

66 "A Nepktiztirsasdg Elnoki Tanicsdnak 1958. 6vi 1-7. szinvti hatirozata a kivild egyetemi (f5iskolai,
akadmiai) hallgatak kittintete.s&51" (Resolution No. 1-7 of 1958 of the Presidential Council of the People's
Republic Concerning the Decoration of Outstanding University (College, Academy) Students). Magyar
165zIony, No. 18, February 23, 1958. p. 166-67.
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Bizottsag) in accordance with general directions outlined by the Govern-
ment.70

The Committee operates under the guidance and supervision of the
presidential board of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Magyar
Tudonuinyos Akademia). The president, secretary, and members of the
Committee are appointed by the Government on recommendation by
the Academy's president. The members and officials of the Committee
normally hold higher degrees and include some representatives from the
ministries. To implement its responsibilities, the Committee establishes
special committees for various scientific fields. Appeals from Committee
decisions may be filed with the president of the Academy.
Table 40.Number of persons holding science degrees, by degree level: 1961-66

Year Doctor of
science

Candidate in
science

Aspirature in
science

1961 '°°303 1,806 1,7141962 307 1,996 1,6631963 340 2,212 1,3001964 371 2,403 9701965 384 2,518 5841966 418 2,776 558

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai ovkcnyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 361.

The Aspirature
The first step in earning the degree of Candidate-in-Science is the

aspirature, which may be obtained either through a scholarship or
through correspondence courses. The participants are selected by the
Scientific Qualification Committee through public competitions and ad-
mittance examinations. To be eligible for the aspirature, candidates
must have completed a university or college course must have worked at
least 3 years following graduation, must have acquired specialized
knowledge in a specific area, must show an inclination toward scientific
research, and must be under 35 years of age. Exemptions from some of
these requirements may be granted by the Committee.

The "scholarship aspirature" students receive a State scholarship and
prepare for their Candidate-in-Science degree at an assigned scientific
organization for 3 years. The "correspondence aspirature" students con-
tinue to work at their regular jobs but are given special paid time off
and leaves of absence to prepare for the degree.'n

All aspirature students work under the guidance of an "aspirature
leader" appointed by the Scientific Qualification Committee, in coopera-
tion with the university departments in the various areas. Preparation of
the candidates in philosophy and languages is the responsibility of the
universities.

70"A Nepkortdrsasdg Elnoki Tandcsdnak 1963.6vi 19.5zdinti torvenyerejii rendelete a tudomdnyos min&
sitesr516s a tudomanyos fokozatokr61" (Decree No. 19. of 1963 of the Presidential Council of the People's Re-
public Concerning the Scientific Qualification System and the Scientific Degrees). Magyar Kozlay, No. 57,
August 14,1963, p. 413-16, as amended by Decree No. 19 of 1967 of the PresidentialCouncil and implemented
by Government Decree No. 20/1963. (VIII.14.). See Magyar Kiklony, cited above.p. 416-24.

71 "A munkaiigyi miniszter 4/1965. (X.3.)MuM szamd rendelete az osztondijas aspiransok es osztondijas
doktorjeloltek munkaviszonydval es tdrsadalom-biztositdsdval kapcsolatos egyes k6rd6sek szabdlyozdsdr61"
(Decree No. 4/1965. (X.3.)MuM of the Minister of Labor Concerning the Regulation of Certain Questions
R( lating to the Social Security and Employment of Aspirature Students and Doctoral Candidates with Scholar-
ships). Magyar Keeiiny, No. 56, October 3,1965. p. 520-22.
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The Candidate-in-Science Degree

The degree of Candidate-in-Science may be awarded to scholarship
and correspondence-course aspirature students, as well as to others not
participating in this form of training who fulfill certain conditions.
These latter must have graduated from a university or college, must
have engaged in scientific work, must have prepared and defended a dis-
sertation that reveals new scientific results in the service of social
progress, and must have passed special examinations.

Given by special scientific committees appointed by the Scientific
Qualifying Committee in cooperation with the universities, the examina-
tions cover the candidate's fields, philosophy, and foreign languages.
Permission to defend one's dissertation is granted only after it has been
dicussed by the candidate's colleagues at his place of work. Normally, the
defense is public; either the entire text or excerpts from it are published
in a specialized journal. When he has successfully defended his disserta-
tion, the candidate is qualified to receive the degree of Candidate-in-
Science.

There are no age limits for either the candidate-in-science or doctoral
candidates as there are for candidates for the aspirature. Moreover, there
are no definite legal requirements as to the number of years a candidate
may take to complete the degree rquirements except that the Scientific
Qualification Committee may demand that the candidate-in-science
again take the degree examinations if he submits his dissertation 5 years
after first taking them.72

The Doctorate
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Science enjoy special scholar-

ships or paid leaves to prepare for the degree at an institution to which
they are assigned for this purpose by the Committee.

Candidates for the doctoral degree must fulfill the following condi-
tions: (a) have earned the degree of Candidate-in-Science, unless ex-
empted by the Scientific Qualification Committee; (b) have worked for
at least 3 years after receiving the Candidate-in-Science degree in some
branch of science, with significant scientific results; and (c) prepare and
defend a doctoral dissertation that is based on independent scientific

work, sets forth new scientific results, and serves social progress. Condi-

tions and procedures for the dissertation's defense are similar to those
applying to the Candidate-in-Science dissertation. Doctoral candidates
who have an outstanding secondary school and university record and
who pass the doctoral examination summa cum laude are awarded a
special doctoral degree and diploma, "Promotio sub auspiciis Rei Pub-
licae Popularis," given together with a gold ring bearing the emblem of

the People's Republic.73
Holders of higher scientific degrees (table 40) have special advantages

72 Article 13 of Decree No. 19 of 1963 of the Presidential Council cited above.
73"A N6pkortirsasdg Einaki Tandcsdnak 1958. evi 1-6 szimti hatdrozata a kitiinteteses doktorriavatisrdl"

(Resolution No. 1-6 of 1958 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concerning the Awarding of

Doctoral Degrees with Honors). Magyar KikMy, No. 18, February 23, 1958. p. 166. For information on the

medical docto ate, see p. 115-18.
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when jobs are being filled and grants awarded. In return, they are obli-
gated to pursue scientific work, help maintain the supply of trained
scientific workers, and serve the cause of social progress.

Under government-established conditions, foreigners may also earn
Hungarian scientific degrees.

Evaluation of Foreign Degrees

Foreigners permanently settled in Hungary and Hungarians who have
studied and earned a degree abroad may have their records evaluated
and their diplomas equated with those granted by Hungarian institu-
tions of higher learning.

The procedure is relatively simple: An applicant must submit his
foreign diploma, a copy of his transcript, and his citizenship or residency
papers to the faculty or institution of his particular specialty. In the
absence of such a faculty or institution, the applicant must send his
documents to the Ministry of Culture. If a faculty (school) renders an
unfavorable decision, the applicant may appeal to the rector (if the uni-
versity has several faculties) or (in the case of all other institutions) to
the minister who exercises direct control over the particular faculty.74

Enrollment

In order to satisfy the requirements of Hungary's increasingly indus-
trialized economy, the Government laid more and more stress after
World War II on training engineers and technicians. They were of
course to be trained in such a manner as to become not only profes-
sionally competent but also ideologically and politically reliable.

The pre-War (1937-38) figures for higher education contrast sharply
with the post-War ones (1966-67), as shown below:

1937-38 1966-67

Institutions 16 92
Instructors 1,724 8,889
Students 11,747 89,544

Of the entire 11,747 students in 1937-38, only 14.5 percent were
women; but of the entire 89,544 in 1966-67, the day session alone
(52,327 students) was 43.3 percent women.75

Of the 92 institutions identified in 1966-67 as offering higher educa-
tion, 48 were in fact higher technikumst hat is, technical schools that

75 "A mtiveltidestigyi miniszter 8/1963. (XII.30.)MM rendelete a ktilfOldi fels6oktatdsi intezmenyek dltal
kidllitott oklevelek honositdsdr61" (Decree No. 8/1963. (XII.30.)MM of the Minister of Culture Concerning the
Evaluation of Diplomas Issued by Foreign Institutions of Higher Learning). Magyar KatIliny, No. 94, December
30, 1963. p. 733-34, as amended by Decree No. 1/1966. (V.7.)MM of the Minister of Culture. For the latter
decree see Magyar Fozlany, No. 30, May 7, 1966, p. 274.

The conditions under which Hungarians may study abroad are carefully regulated by law. See "A Magyar
Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny 1020/1968. (VI.19.) szimti hatdrozata magyar dllampolgdroknak
kiilfOldi tanint6zetekben folytatand6 tanulmdnyairdl" (Resolution No. 1020/1968. (VI.19.) of the Hungarian
Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Studies by Hungarian Citizens in Foreign Educa-
tional Institutions). Magyar Kkliiny, No. 49, June 19, 1968. p. 532.

Of the entire 11,747 students in 1937-38, only 14.5 percent were women; but of the entire 89,544 in 1966-67,
the day session alone (52,327) students was 43.3 percent women.15

7S Statistical Pocket Book of Hungary 1967, op. cit. p. 182.
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might most accurately be termed specialized postsecondary schools.76
The total enrollment count for 1966-67 (89,544) must therefore take
cognizance of the fact that these technikunis alone accounted for three
large segments of that enrollment: 4,159 students in agriculture, 2,968 in
economics, and 13,074 in polytechnical (industrial) classes (table 41).
These segments totaled 20,201.

Table 41.-Number of students in higher education institutions, by specialized
field: 1960-61 and 1964-65-67, and percent which enrollment in each field

constitutes of the entire enrollment: 1966-67

Field of
specialization

1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67
Percent of

entire 1966-67
enrollment

Total 44,585 91,923 93,957 89,544 100.0

Agriculture 3,308 9,834 10,112 9,063 10.1
[In technikurns 0 4,983 5,061 4,159 4.6]

Art 831 873 858 1,149 1.3
Economics 2,390 6,718 7,486 7,693 8.6

[In technikums 0 2,174 2,670 2,968 3.3]
Law 3,827 4,332 3,936 3,755 4.2
Medicine 5,744 6,652 6,776 6,904 7.7
Natural sciences 2,964 6,070 5,779 5,522 6.2
Pharmacy 865 912 909 865 1.0
Philosophy 3,905 7,399 7,164 6,838 7.6
Physical education 486 904 885 821 0.9
Polytechnical education 12,349 30,408 32,854 32,404 36.2

[In technikums 0 9,958 12,417 13,074 14.6]
Remedial education 330 3 713 3 6C1, 668 0.7
Teacher-training colleges 4,561 11,414 11,33is 9,566 10.7
Teacher-training institutes 1,687 3,899 3,42.2 2,838 3.1
Teacher-training institutes for kinder-

garten teachers 712 1,185 1,124 884 1 . 0
Veterinary medicine 626 610 620 584 0.7

I Figures cover day and evening sessions and correspondence courses.
2 Data relesed at beginning of academic year.
3 Includes data of the Institute for Training Instructors of Motor-Disorder Victims (Mozgliaserilltek

Neaelokepzi5 es Nevelointezele).

SOURCE OF DATA: Stattaztikai evlainyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 348.

The 1937 -38-- 1966 -67 enrollment contrasts carry over into figures for
specialized fields, as disclosed below:

1937-38 1966-67

Number Percent of Number Percent of
total en- total en-
rollment rollment

Architecture and engineering 1,052 9.0 32,404 36.2
Law 4,671 39.8 3,755 4.2

Placement of Graduates

According to a decree adopted in 1961,78 higher education graduates
were to undergo a compulsory 2-year probation (only 1 year if they

"See p. 96.
77 Statistical Pocket Book of Hungary 1967, op. cit. p. 182.
73 "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkes-Paraszt Kormeny 21/1961. (V.25.) szdmii rendelete a fels6iskolek

nappali tagozaten vegz6k foglalkortatdser61" (Decree No. 21/1961. (V.25.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary
Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Employment of the Day-Session Graduates of the Institutions of
Higher Learning). Magyar Kiiejony, No. 39, May 25, 1961. p. 332-33.
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had already had 1 year of practical training) at enterprises or organiza-
tions specified by the ministries. The sphere and conditions of employ-
ment were restricted by the decree.

In November 1967, the Council of Ministers adopted a new system for
placing and employing college graduates, stipulating that they "can be
employed without restrictions and according to the general regula-
tions."" Under this new system, graduates will find employment accord-
ing to three methods: (1) looking for their own jobs, (2) entering com-
petitions conducted by enterprises, and (3) seeking employment-agency
help. If a graduate holds an enterprise- or organization-granted scholar-
ship that obligates him to work for the grantor after his graduation, he
would not look for a job.

Placing medical-university graduates (i.e., pharmacists and physicians),
and graduates of agronomic universities and teacher-training colleges
and institutes will continue to be the responsibility of the ministry hav-
ing jurisdiction over the particular institution.

This new system for placing and employing college graduates was
adopted in accordance with the principles of "economic mechanization"
("Libermanism"), also introduced in 1967, which welds to the socialist
economy the price-and-market mechanism that is characteristic of a
capitalist economy.

Table 42.-Number of students in the first and last years of their studies in day
and evening sessions and correspondence courses of higher education institutions,

by specialized field: 1960-61 and 1964-65-1966-671

1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67

Field of First
specialization year

Last
year

First
year

Last
year

First
year

Last
year

First
year

Last
year

DAY SESSION

Total 8,369 4,350 14,112 9,538 14,154 10,669 14,389 11,896

Agriculture 719 360 2,090 1,725 2,075 1,719 1,943 1,764
[In technikums 0 0 1,315 1,145 1,283 1,091 1,194 1,106]

Art 163 166 207 174 157 166 299 202
Economics 358 184 770 494 909 640 945 832

[In technikums 0 0 248 121 360 201 406 2771
Law 278 0 370 254 346 275 426 321
Medicine 1,108 814 1,249 1,053 1,242 977 1,171 1,154

Natural sciences 791 279 1,075 644 1,052 749 1,060 777
Pharmacy 242 209 232 218 228 227 227 226
Philosophy 538 255 860 446 788 523 662 709
Physical education 92 44 114 92 105 81 74 108
Polytechnical education_ _ _ 2,269 1,138 4,616 2,497 5,031 3,155 5,364 3,738

[In technikums 0 0 1,850 646 2,259 1,047 2,729 1,352
Remedial education 66 43 56 59 56 67 65 78
reacher-training colleges_ _ 612 489 1,314 677 1,128 923 990 925
reacher-training institutes_ 724 0 730 812 632 763 719 678
Teacher - training institutes

for kindergarten teachers.. 269 255 292 276 275 280 324 265
Veterinary medicine 140 114 137 117 130 124 120 119

79 NiPSZabadag (People's Freedom), Budapest, November 3 and 4,1967.
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1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67

Field of First Last First Last First Lasr First Last
specialization year year year year year year year year

EVENING SESSION

Total 965 49 4,806 961 3,685 2,230 2,730 2,505

Agriculture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Art 9 0 0 14 18 0 0 0
Economics 0 0 759 329 881 450 790 457

[In lechnikums 0 0 284 0 293 0 387 183
Law 0 0 430 223 283 181 239 236
Medicine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Natural sciences 44 10 137 7 111 25 64 21
Philosophy 0 0 410 164 279 187 138 222
Physical education 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Polytechnical education_ _ _ 912 39 3,044 224 2,113 1,364 1,499 1,569

[In lechnikums 0 0 1,507 26 1,209 818 1,152 1,066
Remedial education 2 0 0 26 0 0 23 0 0

Teacher-training colleges _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Teacher- training institutes_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Teacher- training institutes

for kindergarten
teachers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Total 5,285 1,032 11,079 4,332 8,081 6,603 5,029 6,810

Agriculture 483 132 1,740 693 1,394 1,255 845 1,153
[In lechnikums 0 0 1,161 383 893 912 384 814]

Art 0 0 0 0 17 0 10 0
Economics 461 144 610 173 657 307 741 317

[In lechnikums 0 0 392 87 445 178 519 166]
Law 954 352 478 256 348 277 224 218
Medicine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Natural sciences 118 0 1,093 60 397 156 183 204
Philosophy 540 3132 1,141 275 519 470 340 558
Physical education 71 32 178 122 146 104 98 110
Polytechnical education_ _ _ 677 240 2,039 616 2,322 1,019 1,803 1,043

[In lechnikums 0 0 1,185 217 1,513 584 1,276 638]
Remedial education 55 0 129 48 76 51 79 79

Teacher-training colleges _ _ 1,467 0 2,860 1,342 1,595 2,072 500 2,528
Teacher-training institutes_ 271 0 458 483 340 593 145 366
Teacher-training institutes

for kindergarten
teachers 188 0 353 264 270 299 61 234

I Data released at beginning of academic year.
2 Figures of the Institute for Training Instructors of Motor-Disorder Victims (Mozgasseriatek Nevski-

kepzo es Nevel4intezete).
3 Does not include enrollment of extension department (szakosito lagozat).

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai &Ikons 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 349-50.

The Teaching Faculty
Ranks and Titles

Aside from physical education instructors and teaching fellows (train-
ees), the teaching faculty in higher education includes the ranks of
professor (tandr), docens or docent (equivalent to the American associate
professor), assistant professor (adjunktus), and assistant (tandrseged).

University professors are appointed by the Council of Ministers;80

80 The Council of Ministers exercises this prerogative through the minister having direct jurisdiction over
the particular institution. "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny 1008/1968. (111.24.) szdind
hatdrozata az egyetemi tandrok kinevez6s6.81" (Resolution No. 1008/1968. (111.24.) of the Hungarian Revolu-
tionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Appointment of University Professors). Magyar Kiizliiny,
No. 25, March 24, 1968. p. 286.
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professors at technikums, colleges, and institutes and docents at universi-
ties and colleges, by the minister exercising jurisdiction over the par-
ticular institution."

In selecting professors, the Council of Ministers or the appropriate
minister engages in competitive bidding and requests the President of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences to give his recommendation. If the
minister making the appointment is not the Minister of Culture, he
also requests the latter's advice. Dismissal of a professor is the exclusive
responsibility of the minister exercising direct jurisdiction over Lie in-
stitution where the professor is employed.82

In addition to the faculty members just described, there are the so-
called titular (cimzetes) professors and docents, all of whom are ap-
pointed by the minister exercising jurisdiction over the school(s) where
they are to be employed. He appoints them on the recommendation of
the institution's rector or director and of the faculty council. In an in-
stitution having several schools, the deans of these schools initially make
their recommendations to the rector.

The rank of titular professor or docent can be awarded to persons who
have already earned the degree of Candidate-in-Science or Doctor of
Science and who-

1. Show a capacity for pursuing independent study in one of the sciences taught
at the university.

2. Have served at least 2 years as visiting lecturer at a university.
3. Are not employed as part of the regular teaching faculty at any higher edu-

cation institution s3

The minister who has jurisdiction normally appoints a titular profes-
sor or a docent as department chairman to direct and supervise the de-
partment's activities. The chairman's duties also require him to approve
the departmental work plan for lectures and practical class work.

Recruitment of teaching faculty is conducted on a competitive basis.
Young members in a department who are interested in receiving a
permanent appointment, instructors at other higher education institu-
tions, and qualified persons employed in fields other than teaching may
apply for vacant positions. Recent graduates may apply for a position as
assistant.

Work Load and Salary
Theoretically, members of the teaching faculty lecture (or conduct

practical classes) for only 81/2 hours a week." Their work load, however,
includes not only lecture hours but also standard departmental respon-
sibilities. In addition, they (especially ones of high rank) are expected
to devote much of their spare time to research and writing for publication.

Teaching faculty are entitled to a salary raise every 3 years. At a

" Article 9 of Decree No. 22/1962 cited above.
" Article 4 of Resolution No. 1008/1968 cited above.
13"A m6vel6d6sOgyi miniszter 1/1963. (II.24.)MM szdniti rendelete a cimzetes egyetemi (faiskolai) tang-

rokr61 Es docensekral" (Decree No. 1/1963. (1I.24.)MM of the Minister of Culture Concerning the Titular
University (College) Professors and Docents). Magyar Kodony, No. 10, February 24, 1963. p. 58-59.

114 The teaching system in higher education is rather rigid, instructors being bound to follow the programs,
curriculums, and syllabuses prescribed by the central educational authorities. see Articles 10-14 of Decree
No. 22/1962, cited above.
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regular university, the 1965 beginning salary of a professor without
previous teaching experience was 3,350 forints per month. The highest
monthly salary for a full professor was 4,650 forints. At teacher-training
colleges, the teaching faculty that year had a somewhat lower salary scale:
from 2,750 to 4,050 forints per month; at teacher-training institutes,
from 1,900 to 3,450. The 1965 supplementary monthly forint allowances
were scaled as follows: rector-1,900; university dean-1,200; director
of a teacher-training college or institute-1,000; department chairman-
300. (In 1965, the official exchange rate was 11.74 forints to the U.S.
dollar. See footnote 54, chapter III.)

Members of the teaching faculty are covered by a general law concern-
ing pensions, with retirement eligibility at age 60 for men and 55 for
women. In most cases, however, they do not retire until the age of 65
or 70. They are entitled to an annual vacation of 48 days and in excep-
tional cases may be given a 3-month sabbatical leave to complete a book
or accomplish something similar.

Members of the teaching faculty belong to the higher education sec-
tion of the Teachers Union.85

Extra-Academic Activities

Under certain conditions, higher education institutions as institutions
and individual members of the teaching staff (table 43) may engage in
extra-academic activities of a !,,ientific or technical nature. In such an
activity, the institution or staff member might-

1. Test materials and equipment in a laboratory.
2. Test models.
3. Work to improve new technical processes; prepare new materials and chemi-

cals.

4. Prepare and submit expert opinions and advice.

5. Prepare technical plans.
6. Prepare technical equipment, give technical supervision, or render a similar

service.

Work of this type may be accepted for an institution by its head only,
and only if the work falls within the framework of the institution's regu-
lar work, requires advanced scientific training, helps further the sci-
entific and educational development of the young instructors, does not
interfere with the institution's scientific-educational responsibilities, and
will not require equipment or personnel beyond what the institution al-
ready has. These stipulations and the payment to be made to the institu-
tion for the services are spelled out in a contract.

Individual members of the teaching staff may assume extra-academic
responsibilies only with the written consent of the head of the institu-
tion, and this consent depends upon the department chairman's recom-
mendation. Payment for an individual's services is made to the institu-
tion. The general criteria for his acceptance of an extra-academic assign-

5 World Survey of Education. IV. Higher Education, op. ciP p. 591 and 593. For the salary scales that were in
effect in the late 1950's and early 1960's see Cabinet Dec_ ..e No. 26/11956. (IX.2.)F.T. in Magyar Kiiedny, No.
76, September 2. 1956. p. 465-67.
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de

ment and the contract provisions are similar to those applying to an
institution.86

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences

Scope and Functions

Hungary's highest scientific institution, entrusted with the advance-
ment of science and the organization, direction, and synchronization of
pure and applied research, is the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Ma-
gyar Tudomdnyos Akademia). Under its auspices or that of its scientific
institutions are conducted many of the extra-academic activities of the
scientific and instructional staff of higher education institutions. Al-
though mat y of these staff members are also members of the Academy
and work fox its various institutes, the Academy itself (unlike the USSR
Academy of Sciences) does not conduct formal graduate studies. Such
studies and programs leading to a higher degree are offered by the uni-
versities. The Academy, however, plays an important role in the opera-
tion of the Scientific Qualification Committee concerned with the award-
ing of degrees.87

The Academy is based on its pre-World War II organizational-scien-
tific structure as modified in 1949 by Law XXVII and further regulated
in 1960 by Law No. 24.88

The Academy's function is to-
1. Promote the development of individuals engaged in scientific work and help

them in their scientific activities.
2. Expand conditions and opportunities for scientific research and publication of

scientific books and periodicals.

3. Nurture and develop international relations for Hungarian science.

The Academy operates under the immediate supervision and direction
of the Government. In this role, the Government-

1. Decides what tasks shall be entrusted to the Academy in its work of directing
the country's scientific life.

2. Approves the Academy's organizational structure and the bylaws which its
general assembly has adopted.

3. Supervises the Academy's activities that are related to its direction of the
country's scientific life.

The Academy's scientific activities are conducted in the institutes
operating under the Academy's various sections, in the scientific in-

88 Until June 30, 1969, the extra-academic assignments of universities and colleges were regulated by the fol-
lowing decree: "A milvel5d6silgyi miniszter 5/1958. (XI.7.)M.M. szdmti rendelete az egyetemek 6s

v6gzett ktils5 megbizdsok szabdlyozdsirol" (Decree No. 5/1958. (XI.7.)M.M. of the Minister of Culture Con-
cerning the Regulation of Extra-Mural Work Assumed by the Universities and Colleges). Magyar KozIony, No.
102, November 7, 1958. p. 740-43 (this decree was abrogated by Decree No. 7/1968. (IX.10.)MM of the Minister
of Culture; for text, see Magyar KozIony, No. 74, September 18, 1968. p. 694.); "Az 6pit6stigyi ministzer 7/1959.
(V.6.)E.M. szdmti rendelete az egyetemek Es f5 iskoldk dltal v6gezhet5 muszaki tervez6si tevkenys6gr51"
(Decree No. 7/1959. (V.6.) t.M. of the Minister of Constructions Concerning the Technical Planning Work
that Can Be Assumed by Universities and Colleges). Magyar KozIony, No. 50, May 6, 1959. op. cit. p. 352-53.

87 See p. 127-28.
88 "A N6pktiztdrsasdg Elni3ki Tandcsdnak 1960 6vi 24. szdmti torv6nyerejd rendelete a Magyar Tudomdnyos

Akad6mikir6l" (Decree No. 24 of 1960 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concerning the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences). Magyar lidzIony, Budapest, No. 88, October 15, 1960. p. 615-16.
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stitutes of various ministries, or in institutions of higher education (ap-
pendix D).

Besides organizing and conducting scientific activities as such, the
Academy also engages in certain related activities Among other things,it-

1. Supports individual, collective, and institutional scientific research and con-
tracts for scientific projects.

2. Organizes scientific meetings, congresses, and symposia and publishes books
and periodicals.

3. Arranges for representatives of Hungarian science to maintain contact with
foreign scientists and participate in foreign scientific congresses and symposia;
and (under certain circumstances) for foreign scientists to take part in
Academy activities.

4. Cooperates with other scientific and technical associations and related insti-
tutions to improve the general cultural level of the Hungarian people."

Membership

Academy members are divided into the following categories: honorary,
external, regular, and corresponding. The number of regular and cor-
responding members is determined each year; they are elected by the
general assembly on recommendation of the presidium board of direc-
tors or the directors of State and social organizations. Foreigners can be
elected only as honorary or external members.

From 1961 to 1966 the total of regular and corresponding menain.rs
each year was the following:90

1961
1962
1963

157
158
155

1964
1965
1966

159
165
161

Organization and Structure

The Academy is organized as follows: general assembly, board of di-
rectors, presidential council, divisions, committees; and subordinated
enterprises, institutions, laboratories, libraries, and research groups.
Each organizational entity has a chairman, a deputy chairman, and a
number of secretaries as required by its size.

The highest organ of the Academy is the general assembly (kOzgyides).
Its duties are to-

1. Set up guidelines for the Academy's activities and determine its scientific-
political objectives.

2. Evaluate and approve the directors' report concerning the Academy's work.
3. Approve and amend the Academy's statutes.
4. Establish, reorganize, or consolidate divisions.
5. Elect the president, vice presidents, secretary general, deputy secretaries gen-

eral, and members of the board of directors.
6. ,Elect new members.

Auril Hencz. A m fivel5desi intezmenyek es a mutnadesigazgalbs feNdese, op. cit. p. 226.
"Staliszlikai evk6nyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: K6zponti Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 361.
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7. Settle appeals against the board of directors' decisions regarding ousters.

8. Make decisions on all matters when requested by the board of directors.

The president of the Academy is appointed with the concurrence of
the Presidential Council of the Hungarian People's Republic and the
other officers on the board of directors are appointed with the Govern-
ment's approval.

The board of directors (elnOkseg) consists of the president, vice-presi-
dents, the secretary general, deputy secretaries general, division secre-
taries, and elected members. The president, vice-president, secretary gen-
eral, and deputy secretaries general constitute the presidential council
of the Academy (elnoksdgi tandcs).

The Academy's scientific tasks are carried out under the auspices of its
divisions (osztdlyok) and the institutes subordinated to them." Each
division includes a number of specialized scientific committees (bizottsd-
gok) in charge of a specific resarch area. In the late 1960's the Academy
had the following nine divisions:92

Agricultural sciences Medical sciences

Biological sciences Psychology

Chemical sciences Social-historical sciences

Linguistics and literature Technical sciences

Mathematical and physical sciences

The social-historical division, for example, includes the following com-
mittees:

Archeology History

Art history Philosophy

Economics Political science and law

Education Sociology

Geography

In the early 1960's the Academy's library consisted of 636,000 books,
1136,000 periodicals, 246,000 manuscripts, and 6,000 microfilms. The
library was built up from 30,000 volumes donated by Count Jazsef
(Joseph) Teleki in 1826.

The Publishing House of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (A k a -
demiai Kiadd) was founded in the 1830's and recognized in its present
form in 1950. It publishes, both in Hungarian and foreign languages,
books 'appioved -by the board of directors. Each year it produces approxi-
mately 200 books and 80 periodicals in Hungarian and other languages."

°I For details on the Academy's research institutes, see Zoltin Haldsz,, ed. Cultural Life in Hungary. Budapest:
Pannonia Press, 1966. p. 76-81. For a list of major Hungarian research institutes, see appendix D of the present
publication. For details on the Psychological Institute, see p. 163-64 of the present publication.

"Ibid. p. 73. For details on the Pedagogical Committee, see p. 164-65 of the present publication.
" Among the foreign-language periodicals of the Academy are: Ada Agronomica; Acta Antigua; Acta Archeo-

logica; Acta Biologica; Acta Botanica; Acta Chimica; Acta Chirurgica; Acta Ethnographica; Acta Geologica; Acta Historiae

Artum; Acta Historica; Acta Juridica; Acta Linguistica; Acta Litteraria; Acta Mathematica; Acta Medica; Acta Micro-
biologica; Acta Morphologica; Acta Orientdia; Acta Paediatrica; Acta Physica; Acta Physiologica; Acta Technica; Acta
Veterinaria; Acta Zoologica; Studio Archaeologica; Studies Historica; Studio Musicologica; andStadia Slaoica. Ibid. p. 75.
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Table 43.Total number of staff members in the five higher education depart-
ments and in selected fields of those departments; and number of

instructors and researchers: 19661

Department and field

Staff

Department
and
field

Total Instructors 2 Researchers

Grand Total 708 11,359 6,946 601

Agronomic Sciences

Total 103 1,367 574 128

Selected Fields:
Animal husbandry and veterinary med-

icine 26 326 140 31

Legumiculture and gardening 31 572 190 65
Mechanization of agriculture 10 151 82 3

Medical Sciences

Total 122 2,790 1,947 90

Natural Sciences

Total 163 3,053 1,571 231
ic

Selected Fields:
Biology 43 749 332 78

Chemistry 44 1,177 522 100

Geology 18 204 101 6

Mathematics 34 405 336 16

Physics 20 485 264 30

Social Sciences

Total 218 1,892 1,584 58

Selected Fields:
Arts 10 102 83 13

Economics 28 342 277 10

Education 16 161 131 10

Geography 13 86 64 0

History 21 115 102 3

Languages and literature 59 467 397 16

Philosophy 30 439 381 1

Political science and law 37 152 129 2

Technical Sciences

Total 102 2,257 1,270 94

Selected Fields:
Chemical industry 11 392 177 25
Construction 11 210 150 7

Food industry 2 37 18 4

Light industry 1 26 12 0

Machines, tools, and telecommunications _ 42 1,039 623 27
Metallurgy 5 72 28 9

Mining 4 71 29 6

Power economy 5 90 47 3

Transportation 9 103 66 3

January through December.
2lnstructors are expected to spend about 20 percent of their work time on research.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evIctinyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 360.
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VIII. Teachers and Teacher Education

Postwar Problems and Objectives

Soon after Hungary's liberation on April 4, 1945, it became increas-
ingly apparent that the country's planned democratic reorganization re-
quired, as a first priority, reorganization of the antiquated educational
system. This in turn demanded not only that the anti-democratic charac-
teristics of the old system be eliminated but that the existing teacher
corps be retrained and a new corps trained from the ground up.

These objectives became the subject of nationwide, often passionate,
debates that involved the emerging governmental and political leaders
and the leading educators, many of whom had suffered under the previ-
ous regimes.' The issues acquired a momentum of their own, when, with
the return of relative stability, stock was taken of the losses in school
buildings2 and of the available teaching force. Though the losses in
physical facilities of education were staggering, they seemed to be over-
shadowed by the chronic teacher shortage. This problem was further
aggravated by the qualitative shortcomings of many of the available
teachers.

The qualitative weaknesses of these teachers could be traced partly to
their inadequate preparation in the subjects they had to teach in the
upper elementary and general secondary schools and to the antiquated,
if not reactionary, educational philosophy of the normally church-
oriented teacher-training institutes from which they graduated.3

Retraining

Responding to public clamor for reorganization and revitalization of
the educational system, the then Ministry of Religion and Education
(Val Ids es Kozoktattisugyi Miniszterium) adopted a series of measures cal-
culated to assure democratization of the educational process.

' The most important contributions to the debate were collected and published in the following volume:
Demokr6cia es lazneveles (Democracy and Public Education). Budapest: Orszdgos Koznevel6si Tanks, 1945.

2 According to former Minister of Culture Tibor Erdey- Grilz, in Hungary as a whole about 30 percent of all
the classrooms were destroyed and 50 percent were damaged. The destruction was even more extensive in
Budapest where as a result of the long siege of December 1944-February 1945 not a single school remained intact.
Gyula Simon and Jdzsef Szarka. A magyar nipi demokracia nevelisiigyinek t5rtinete (History of the Educational Sys-
tem of the Hungarian People's Republic). Budapest: Tankiinyvkiad6,1965. p. 10.

3 Until the 1948 reorganization of the educational system 79 percent of the teacher-training institutes for boys
and 90 percent of such institutes for girls were under church control. Gyula Bizd. "Az dltalanos-iskolai neve15-
kpz6s alakuldsa 1945-t5I" (The Evolution of Teacher Training for the General Schools Since 1945). In: Tanul-
mOnyok a magyar nipi demokracia nevelisteirtineteb51 (Studies in the History of Education in the Hungarian People's
Republic.) Budapest: Vol. I. Pedagdgiai Tudomdnyos Int6zet, 1961. p. 259.
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One of the most important of such measures was the organization of a
series of lectures offered by recognized authorities in their respective
fields. To the dismay of the four major political parties dominating the
Provisional Government and the local governmental units, however,
these lectures tended to emphasize artistic and literary subjects at the ex-
pense of the then more pertinent historical and political subjects. The
four parties further criticized the retraining prograM under which the
directors of provincial school districts (videki tankeriileti foigazgatok),
many of them diehard reactionaries, were empowered to select teachers
for the program.4

In light of the political criticisms against the program and of the
Government's immediate postwar-months experience, the Ministry reor-
ganized the content of the retraining courses for academic year 1946-47.5
Although those courses now placed greater emphasis on socioeconomic
and political subjects,° nevertheless, along with gradual changes in the
political-governmental structure of the Soviet-dominated East European
countries, demands became ever more vocal for retraining and further
training of teachers along "progressive, Marxist lines."7

A new 3-year retraining program was launched at the beginning of
academic year 1947-48. Although techniques and training methods re-
mained unchanged (continuing to emphasize the lecture-discussion
method), subject matter increasingly acquired a political coloration.
Lectures gradually tended to question the fundamental assumptions of
bourgeois democracy and then, with increasing conviction, to emphasize
the virtues of "socialism." Teachers were subjected to intensive 4-month
courses offered by "progressive" lc,cturers.

With the country transformed into a "people's democracy" in 1949,
the role of the Commynist Party in educational matters became decisive.
The March 1950 Party decisions served as an impetus for training propa-
gandists to take over teacher retraining in the spirit of Marxism-
Leninism.

A new decree of the Ministry of Culture stipulated that 2-year--teacher
retraining courses be introduced. These courses were to have a pre-
scribed curriculum aiming at the "advancement of scientific socialism
. . . and at raising the professional qualification of the teachers through
the application of Marxism-Leninism."8

In summer 1950, an intensive 4-week program was launched to train
propagandists for the teacher-retraining courses. During the 1950-51
academic year the number of participants in these retraining courses
reached about 10,000, mostly elementary and secondary school teachers;
with the beginning of 1951, kindergarten teachers were also included.

The retraining program was built on a system of collective work

4 Tanulmcinyok a nevelistudomciny korib61, 1965 (Studies in Education, 1965). Budapest: Akad6niai Kiadd, 1966.
p. 412-15.

a Order No. 91291/1946. III. NI Bakonyi. "A pedagogusok Atk6pzese 6 tovAbbkepzese" ( The Re- and
Further Training of Teachers). In: Nevelisiigyiink htisz eve, 1945-1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educational System,
1945-1964). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd, 1965. p. 564.
6 The courses included such topics as "The Place of the Hungarian Nation Among the Nations of the World"

and "The Relation of Teachers to Workers and Peasants." Ibid.
7 The most important articles and speeches reflecting this new spirit were collected in Tovhbbkipzes es demokrhcia

(Further Training and Democracy). Budapest: Egyetemi Nyomda, 1947.
a Decree No. 1030-5T-15/1950. PM Bakonyi, op. cit. p. 570.
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(munkakozossegi rendszer). The work collectives operated under the
auspices of the educational sections of the district councils.

With teacher retraining well under way, the regime began to con-
centrate its attention on the top school administrators. On November 30,
1950, it opened the first 3-month course for principals, especially those
serving in the provinces. These so-called "principals' schools" aimed at
both ideological and professional reorientation.

By 1951, the Party and, Government were ready to establish a perma-
nent framework for further teacher training. Looking back to Soviet
experience they first established the Budapest Institute for Further
Teacher Training (Budapesti PedagOgus Tovcibblzepz6 Intezet) in 1951 to

serve the needs of Budapest's educational system, and then in 1952
formed the Central Institute for Further Teacher Training (Kozponti
PedagOgus Toveibbkepzo Intezet) to serve national educational needs.°

Organization and Functions

General guidelines concerning the organization and functions of
teacher-education institutions were outlined in Article 20 of Law No. III
of 1961." Thus, according to paragraphs 2-4 of the Article, kindergarten
teachers and teachers for the lower elementary grades are to be trained
in institutes (felsOfokti, intezetek),11 subject teachers for the upper ele-

mentary grades in colleges (foiskolcik), and secondary school teachers in

universities or university-type institutions of higher education (egyete-
ek es egyetemi jellegu foiskolcik).
In accordance with these general guidelines, teacher education in

Hungary is offered under the auspices of the following institutions:

1. Institutes for kindergarten teachers
(Ovondkepz6 intezetek)

2. Teacher-training institutes
(Tancirkdpzo intezetek)

3. Teachers colleges
(Tandr /cepa foiskoldk)

4. Departments of education in universities
(Egyetemi tandri szakok)

5. A teachers college for teachers of handicapped children
(Gydgypedagogiai tancirkepajOiskola)

A few other specialized schools are concerned with the education of
music and art teachers and of instructors for sports and physical educa-
tion.

Although these institutions are all considered a part of Hungary's
system of higher education, their admission requirements, training
period, and curriculums vary considerably.

9 For details on further training of teachers, see p. 161-62.
10"1961. 6vi HI. torvdny a Magyar N6pkortdrsasag oktatAsi rendszer6r6I" (Law No. III of 1961 Concerning

the Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Magyar Kozldny (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest
No. 74, Oct. 17, 1961. p. 568.

"Although felsiffokti intizet can be literally translated as "higher institute" it is here rendered simply as
"institute."
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I. EDUCATION OF KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS

Historical Background
Kindergarten teacher education in Hungary can be traced back to

1837, when under the initiative of Istvan Wargha an institution of this

type was first established.12 Admitting only male students at least 21

years old, this institution offered an intensive 1-year course. Theoret-
ically, the training was increased to 2 years in 1874 and to 4 years ;n
1926. After 1926, the 4th year was devoted primarily to practice
teaching. Under an 1891 law, kindergarten teacher training was en-
trusted to institutions which were similar to upper secondary schools

and which admitted 14-year old graduates (by 1926, mostly girls) of the

8-year elementary or 4-year secondary schools. Kindergarten teacher

training tended to keep pace with enrollment increases. By 1938, 23.6

percent of kindergarten-age children were enrolled in such institutions,

whose teachers numbered 1,593.13

After World War II, kindergarten education experienced a remark-

able development spurred by the complete emancipation of women, the

regime's intention to attract women into productive fields, and its in-

creased concern for education in general. Like the other levels of educa-

tion, however, kindergartens suffered from an acute teacher shortage14

and from what the regime considered the ideological and political "back-

wardness" of the available corps.
Although the political retraining of kindergarten teachers was post-

poned to 1951,15 the shortage was being solved through special 1-year

education courses that admitted elementary school graduates. These

courses were normally organized under the auspices of the existing

kindergarten teacher-training schools. Some, however, were launched

under the initiative of a number of mass organizations, especially the

Democratic Association of Hungarian Women (Magyar NOk Demohrati-

has SzOvetsege).
With the general reorganization of teacher-training institutions in

1949, kindergarten teacher-training schools were transformed into 4-year

pedagogical gymnasiums (pedagOgiai gimnciziumok.)., Lasting only for

the 1949-50 academic year, these 4-year institutions for training kinder-
garten teachers gave way to 3-year institutes, and once again training
such teachers was entrusted to a 3-year program.

Pressed by immediate necessities and by postwar shortages, the in-

stitutes continued to produce half-educated and half-trained 17-year-old

kindergarten teachers.
The qualitative problem came to the fore in 1956, when the quantita-

tive one was already partially solved. The Ministry of Culture 16 began

its plan for reorganizing kindergarten teacher education through insti-

tutes that would admit only graduates of secondary schools. Interrupted

"For a detailed historical review of the kindergarten teacher education system see Alice Hermann. "Az &oda

es az dv6n6kepzes" (The Kindergarten and the Education of Kindegarten Teachers). In: Nevelistigyiink h ilsz

eve, op. cit. p. 365-418.
14 Ibid. p. 368 and 409.
14 In 1947, there were 1,670 kindergarten teachers in Hungary, only 77 more than in 1938. Ibid. p. 409.

" See p. 141.
14 By this time the Ministry was known as Ministry of Culture (Oktag6siigyi Minisztitium). See footnote 37 of

chapter III.
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by the military events of October-November 1956, this plan was im-
plemented in 1957-58 through the initiative of the Department of
Teacher and Kindergarten Teacher Training (Tanitd- es Ovonokepth
Szakosztaly) of the Ministry. On-the basis of the plan, the three kinder-
garten teacher-training institutes (Ovonokepzo intezetek) began their
operation on September 8, 1959, with 260 students."

Organization and Functions

The kindergarten teacher-training institutes operate under the aus-
pices of the Ministry of Culture in accordance with general principles
outlined in Decree No. 26 of 1958.18 Their number and location are
determined jointly by the Minister of Culture, the Minister of Finance,
and the President of the National Planning Office (Orszdgos Tervhi-
vatal). They are organized like Hungary's other higher education in-
stitutions."

Each institute is headed by a director, who is assisted by an institute
staff consisting of an assistant director, instructors, and the head and
teachers of the kindergartens attached to the institute for experimental
purposes.

The main function of the kindergarten teacher-training institutes is
to train educators who "love and know their profession and reflect the
Communist conception of the world and morality. "20

Offering a 2-year course, these institutes admit secondary school gradu-
ates who possess the secondary school certificate or its equivalent and
who have successfully passed an admission examination covering three
subjects: Hungarian history, Hungarian language, and Hungarian litera-
ture. The age limit for the day sessions is 30 and for the correspondence
courses 40.

In 1968, three kindergarten teacher-training institutes were in opera-
tion, one each in Kecskemet, Sopron, and Szarvas. The one in Sopron
also specializes in training German kindergarten teachers; those in
Szarvas, Romanian, Slovak, and Yugoslay.

Curriculum and Examinations

After many years of experimentation, the curriculum of these institutes
was finalized in summer 1964 and went into effect during academic year
1964-65 (table 44).

Although such professionally important courses as methodology, psy-
chology, and theory of education now receive greater prominence than
in the earlier curriculum, Russian and Marxism-Leninism continue to be
emphasized.

At the end of each semester, students are expected to take a colloqu-
ium examination in most subjects. During the 2d year, they are
further expected to spend 6 weeks in practical training at pre-selected

17 Alice Hermann, op. cit. p. 414,
Is Magyar Koz Iiiny, Budapest, No, 80, Sept. 6, 1958. p. 592-93.
19 See p. 103-06.
20 Article 2 of Decree No. 26 of 1958.
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Table 44.Number of hours per week, per subject, in the 2-year training institutes
for kindergarten teachers, by semester: 1964-65.

Subject
Semester

1 2 3 4

Total 32 32 28 23

AnatomyPhysiology 2 0 0 0
Drawing and handwork 2 2 2 1

History of education and organization of kindergartens 0 0 0 3
Kindergarten hygiene 0 0 2 0

Logic 2 9 0 0

MarxismLeninism 4 3 3 3
Methodology 4 6 0 0
Music and singing 3 3 4 4
Native tongue and literature 4 2 0 3
Physical education 2 2 2 2

Practical work 0 5 10 5

Psychology 2 3 3 2
Puppetry (baboxits) 1 0 0 0

Russian 2 2 2 0

Theory of education 4 4 0 0

SOURCE OF DATA: Nevelesfigyfink ?Wm eve, 1945-1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educational System,
1945-1964). Budapest: Tankonyvkiad6,1966. Ia. 415.

kindergartens 21 and prepare a thesis (zdrodolgozat) that until 1966-67
had to be defended during the State examination.22 When the student
has successfully fulfilled these requirements, he receives a kindergarten
teaching certificate. His final graduation grade appearing on that cer-
tificate is the average of the grades in his dissertation defense, in his
practical work during the second year, and in his courses on Marxism-
Leninism, psychology, and theory of education.23

Enrollment

The number of students in the day session and correspondence
courses24 tended to increase until 1964-65, when it reached a total of
1,185; the next year it declined to 1,124 and in 1966-67 to 884. These
figures represent about 1 percent of the enrollment in all higher
education.

A breakdown of these total figures reveals the following:25

Day session Correspondence courses

Tear 1st year 2nd year 1st year 2nd year

1964-65 292 276 353 264

1965-66 275 280 270 299

1966-67 324 265 61 234

21 Nevelesfigytink hasz eve, op. cit. p. 416.
22 Beginning with the 1966-67 academic year, the thesis defense as an integral part of the State examination

was replaced by an examination in practical education and methodology and in philosophy and theory of educa-

tion. Ministry of Culture. Report on Educational Progress in the 1966-67 Academic Year Presented at the XXXth Session

of the International Conference on Public Education, Geneva, July 1967. p. 32.
22Nevelesiigyilnk hCsz eve, op. cit. p. 416.
24 Evening sessions are not used for training kindergarten teachers.
25Statisztikai evk6n,yv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Klizponti Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p.

348-51.
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IL EDUCATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Evolution

The present system of teacher training for the lower and upper grades
of the 8-year elementary schools has been the result of a series of changes
adopted since 1945. The teacher shortage that characterized the entire
edUcational system in the immediate postwar period was particularly
acute in the elementary schools. The lack of adequately trained teachers

was felt especially after the 8-year free and compusory school had been
introduced. For lack of subject teachers, general class teachers had to be
employed in the upper grades.28

The first proposals for revamping teacher education came from the
National Council of Education (Orszdgos KOzneveldsi Tandcs) and the
Teachers Union (PedagOgus Szakszervezet). These proposals were later
supplemented by others stemming from officials and educators all over
the country. On the basis of the latter proposals, the first pedagogical
college (pedagogiai fOiskola) was established at Budapest in November
1947. This one was soon followed by others at Eger, Pecs, and Szeged.
(The one at Eger originally started operating at Debrecen.)

These colleges, replacing the old intermediate teacher-training insti-
tutes,27 offered a 3-year course to train both class teachers for the lower
elementary grades and subject teachers for the upper elementary grades.
At the end of the first year, the colleges graduated 127 students and at
the end of the 2d and 3d years, 348 and around 800, respectively.28

The colleges' low productvity, coupled with an ever-increasing de-
mand for teachers, induced the Government to reorganize them and to
reduce the period to 2 years by revising the curriculum. The colleges
henceforth were to train subject teachers for the upper elementary
grades; training class teachers for the lower elementary grades was first
entrusted (1949-50) to pedagogical gymnasiums (pedagOgiai gimndzium)
and then, under Decree No. 43 of the Presidential Council of 1950, to
the re-established teacher-training institutes.

Admitting graduates of the 8-year elementary schools, these teacher-
training institutes offered a 5-year program in which the last year was
devoted to practical teaching. Beginning in 1954, the pedagogical col-
leges again increased their period to 3 years.

In spite of these changes, however, both the institutes and the colleges
were subjected to increasing criticism for their failure to train sufficient
numbers of adequately educated teachers and for their outdated and
overburdened curriculum. The debates that followed in the wake of this
criticism laid the foundation for the present system under which teacher-
training institutes train class teachers for the lower elementary grades

26 According to Zoltan Rozsondai, in 1948 Hungary had 2,622 public 4-year elementary schools (apiskolak)
with 3,443 teachers and 4,760 8-year elementary schools with 23,580 teachers and 3,805 professors. If all the
7,382 schools had been transformed into full-fledged 8-year schools the country would have needed 44,292 sub-
ject and 29,528 general teachers; if only the 8-year elementary schools had been transformed into full-fledged
institutions the need would have been reduced to 28,560 professors; i.e. there was a need for 24,755 additional
professors. Nevelisfigyfink hdsz eve, op. cit. p. 428.

I./The intermediate teacher-training institutes were first dissolved by Order No. 160.950 of May2, 1948, of
the Ministry of Culture. Gyula Biza. "Az altalinos-iskolai nevelfilcEpz6 alakulasa 1945 -t61," op. cit. p. 260.

2$ Ibid. p. 252.
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and teachers colleges (tancirkepzo Niskolcik) train subject teachers for
the upper elementary grades.

Teacher-Training Institutes
Structure and Functions.Like the kindergarten teacher-training in-

stitutes, the institutes for training classroom teachers for the lower
elementary grades are organized in accordance with the principles of
Decree No. 26 of 1958. These are exclusively State institutions operating
under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture, which has primary re-
sponsibility for curriculums and syllabuses, examinations, and regula-
tions. Employment conditions, professional level, and teaching load are
determined by the Ministers of Culture, Finance, and Labor, and by the
President of the Teachers Union.

Each institute has one or several practice elementary schools attached
to it. The institute's head is a director assisted by a staff composed of the
assistant director, the instructors, and the principal and teachers of the
attached elementary school.

Admission.The teacher-training institutes are 3-year institutions
that admit high school graduates who hold the secondary school certifi-
cate and who have passed the admission examination in Hungarian
history, Hungarian language, and Hungarian literature. Non-resident
students may also apply for admission to the institute's collegium.29

Objectives.Like all other institutes of this type, the teacher-training
institutes aim to produce competent educators who love their profession
and are imbued with the Communist spirit and morality. Toward this
aim, the institutes are expected to:

1. Acquaint students with education's contemporary achievements.

2. Expand secondary school training.
3. Inform students as to the characteristics of childhood and the factors respon-

sible for child development.
4. Stimulate their creativity; encourage them to practice independent thinking.

5. Develop their esthetic appreciation and their love for the arts.
6. Acquaint students with the requirements for a healthy life and good physical

development.

7. Broaden their Marxist conceptions through application of dialectical ma-
terialism.

8. Help develop in students the traits of socialist morality, including those of
patriotism, proletarian internationalism, etc.

9. Acquaint students with the problems confronting the various youth move-
ments, especially the Pioneers and KISZ (Communist Youth League)

10. Prepare students for their role as advisers to their elders on various aspects of
economic and cultural life.

11. Arouse in them the desire for further learning.
12. Encourage them to do research in their field, especially in the problems of

teaching 6-to-10-year-old children.

29 See p. 189-92.
"See p. 182-89.
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13. Induce them to contribute to the advancement of the cultural life of the
community.'

Curriculum and Examination Requirements.Broadly speaking, the
curriculum covers three subject areas: art, education, and social sciences
(table 45). In addition to their theoretical training, the students have
periodic practice teaching in the elementary schools assigned to the
particular institute. During their 3rd year, they devote one full semester
to it.

Table 45.Number of hours per week, per subject, in the 3-year teacher-training
institutes, by semester: 1964-65

Subject
Semester

1 2 3 4 5-6

Total 27 30 31 28 29

Agriculture 0 0 2 2
Drawing and its methodology 3 3 2 2 4

Extracurricular activities 0 0 0 5 4

Geography
. _

Handwork and its methodology
0
3

0
0

2
0

0
0

C

2

History of education 0 0 0 2 9

Logic 2 0 0 0 (
Marxism-Leninism 3 3 3 3 9

Mathematics 2 2 0 0
Methodology:

Arithmetic 0 2 2 0 (
Native tongue 0 2 2 2

Native tongue 2 2 0 0
Pedagogy:

Education 0 2 2 0
Teaching 0 4 0 0

Physical education and its methodology 2 2 3 2 9

Practical work 0 0 6 6
Psychology 3 2 3 0
Russian 2 2 2 2
Singing and its methodology 3 2 2 2
Youth literature 2 2 0 0

SOURCE OF DATA: Nevelesitgyilnk him eve, 1945-1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educationa System,
1945-1964). Budapest. Tankonyvkiad6, 1965. p. 446.

The curriculum of some teacher-training institutes includes training
for students who will become teachers in elementary schools for the
national minorities: The institute at Baja trains German and Serbo-
Croatian mother-tongue teachers; the one at Budapest, Slovakian; and
the one at Debrecen, Romanian. (Students who will become language
teachers, whether in Hungarian or national minority elementary schools,
receive their specialized training at teacher-training colleges:. at Pecs for
German and Serbo-Croatian and at Szeged for Romanian and Slovakian.)

The curriculum at Debrecen and at Szombathely also provides train-
ing for cultural workers and librarians to serve the needs of "people's
cult,ire homes" and libraries (especially those in villages and factories).

Examination requirements are relatively simple. There is a colloquium
at the end of each semester and during the third year students are ex-
pected to complete a thesis or dissertation which until 1966-67 they had
to defend in the so-called State examination.32 When they complete their

31 Gyula Bled, op. cit. p. 267-69.
32 See footnote 22.
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studies students must also pass State examinations in Marxism-Lenin-
ism, methodology, and pedagogy. If successful in those examinations,
they then receive their teaching licenses.

Enrollment.After teacher-training institutes were established in
1959, their enrollment increased at an encouraging rate until 1964-65,
when it reached an all-time high of 3,899.33 From that year on, it de-
clined to 3,422 in 1965-66 and 2,838 in 1966-67, representing in the
latter year a decrease of 27 percent.

A breakdown of the 1966-67 total of 2,838 (3.1 percent of the enroll-
ment in all higher education) reveals the following: 34

Year of study Day session Correspondence courses

Total 12,018 '820
1st 719 145
2d 621 309
3d 678 366

1 1,763 were women.
2 640 were women.

Teachers Colleges

Scope.--The primary function of the teachers colleges is to train
subject teachers for the elementary schools, especially the upper grades.
The admission requirements of these colleges are similar to those of the
teacher-training institutes. They offer a 4-year program which includes
recitation courses, practice teaching, and practical work in shops, fac-
tories, or governmental institutions, depending upon the students' areas
of specialization.

Program.In a program for further training of elementary school
teachers, the colleges offer both a day-session program and correspond-
ence courses. Beginning with the 1959-60 academic year,35 every student
has been required to major in three subjects. He must choose two of his
majors from a list of paired subjects prepared by the Ministry of Culture,
but he may elect his third major.

The specialized areas in which a student may major were specified by
the Ministry on August 25, 1959 in Decree No. 6/1959. (VIII.25.)M.M.
as follows: 3G

Agriculture Music
Biology Physical education
Chemistry Physics
Drawing Russian and Russian literature
Geography Serbo-Croatian and Serbo-Croatian
German and German literature literature
History Slovakian and Slovakian literature
Hungarian language and literature Technology
Mathematics

33 Originally 11 such institutes were established. The one in Szeged was transformed into a teachers college
on June 2, 1963, under Government Decree No. 14/1963. (VI.2.). Magyar Kiizlany, Budapest, No. 38, June 2,
1963. p. 251. The 10 institutes operating in 1968 were located at Baja, Budapest, Debrecen, Esztergom, Gy5r,
Jiszbereny, Kaposvir, Nyiregyhiza, Sdrospatak, and Szombathely.

34 Based on tables 19-22 of section XX of Statisztikai ivIcanyv 1966, op. cit. p. 348-52.
35 The teachers colleges were reorganized under Resoulution No. 1,023/1959. (VIII.19.) of the Government.

Magyar K5z1any, Budapest, No. 77, July 19, 1959. p. 640.
36 Magyar KOzlay, Budapest, No. 87, August 25, 1959. p. 767-68.
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The paired subjects in which students may specialize vary from college
to college. The one in Eger, for example, offered the following paired
subjects in 1965-66: 37

Biology-agriculture
Biology-drawing
Biology-physical education
Geography-drawing
Geography-physical education
Hungarian-drawing
Hungarian-drawing and music
Hungarian-history

The applicant takes his admission examination in the paired subjects
which he has selected for two of his three majors.

Enrollment.In 1968, four teachers colleges were operating in Hun-
gary: 38 one each in Eger, Nyiregyhaza, Pecs (with a branch at Zalaeger-
szeg), and Szeged (with a branch at Bekescsaba and another branch at
Szolnok).

As with the teacher-training institutes, enrollment in the teachers
colleges at first tended to increase dramatically and then gradually to
decrease. Their 1961 total enrollment of 4,561 increased in 1964-65 to
11,414, but decreased in 1966-67 to 9,556.

A breakdown of the 1966-67 total of 9,556 (10.7 percent of the en-
rollment in all higher education) reveals the following:

Year of study Day session Correspondence courses
Total 3,586 5,970

1st 990 500
2d & 3d 1,671 2,942
4th 925 2,528

Hungarian-Russian
Mathematics-chemistry
Mathematics-music
Mathematics-physics
Mathematics-technology
Russian-drawing and music
Russian-physical education

1 2,772 were women.
2 3,956 were women.

In 1966, the teachers colleges graduated 2,774 students-563 in the
day session and 2,211 in the correspondence courses.39

III. EDUCATION OF TEACHERS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Scope, Requirements, and Curriculum

Hungary has one teachers college for teachers of handicapped children
(GyOgypedagdgiai tancirltdpzo foiskola) located in Budapest. Originally
founded in 1924, it offers a 4-year program including both general
courses in education and specialized training for teaching the handi-
capped. It admits graduates who hold the secondary school certificate
and who have successfully passed the admittance examinations in biol-
ogy and Hungarian.

Every student must major in three areas, two of them required: (1)
therapeutic education of mentally deficient children; (2) therapeutic

22 Tdjekortat6 a magyar fels6oktatdsi intizmenyekr61, 1965 (Guide to the Hungarian Institutions of Higher Learn-
ing, 1965). Budapest: A Milvel6disfigyi Miniszterium Kiadvanya, 1965. p. 77.

22 The college of Eger was founded in 1949; that of Nyiregyhaza in 1962 by Decree No. 11 of 1962 (Magyar
Kiizliiny, Budapest, No. 38 May 28, 1962. p. 363.

32 Based on tables 19-22 of section XX of Statisztikai evkanyv 1966, op. cit. p. 348-52.
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education of children suffering from speech disorders. Beginning with
the fourth semester, he may choose one of two electives: therapeutic
education of children suffering from hearing deficiencies or therapeutic
education of children suffering from vision deficiencies.

The curriculum includes standard courses in education such as de-
velopmental psychology, methodology, theory and practice of education,
and some specialized courses dealing with the particular problems of
teaching the handicapped. These courses include functional anatomy,
functions of the healthy child's nervous system, and physical and
psychological characteristics of the handicapped."

Enrollment

In contrast to its 1960-61 enrollment of 330, the college had a 1966-67
enrollment of 668, the latter representing 0.7 percent of all students in
higher education. Of these, 245 were in the day session and 423 in
correspondence courses.

The overwhelming majority of the 668 students are women: they
total 547 (200 in the day session; 347 in the correspondence courses).

The 1966-67 graduates numbered 64 in the day session and 49 in the
correspondence courses.41

Hungary also has an Institute for Training Instructors of Motor-Dis-
order Victims (Mozgisserfiltek NevelOkepzii es Nevel6intezete) also lo-
cated in Budapest. It was established on December 21, 1963, under
Government Decree No. 36/1963. (XII.21.), which converted the Na-
tional Therapeutic Institute for Victims of Motion Disorders (Orszdgos
Mozgdstherdpiai Intezet) into the new institute. Offering a 4-year pro-
gram for instructors,42 this institute trains preschool and school-age
children to overcome their motor disorders to an extent that they can
attend school, and trains adults to carry on some trade compatible with
their disorders. It also conducts research."

The institute's director is appointed by the Minister of Culture.

IV. EDUCATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS

Scope, Requirements, and Curriculum

Physical education instructors for both secondary and higher educa-
tion are trained at the Hungarian College of Physical Education (Ma-
gyar Testnevelesi Foiskola) located in Budapest. It offers a 4-year program
leading to specialization either in classroom teaching or physical train-
ing. Admission is restricted to unmarried males and females holding the
secondary school certificate or its equivalent. The admittance examina-
tion, which normally lasts for 3 days, consists of a thorough medical
check-up, oral examinations, and practical examinations.

The curriculum is composed of subjects in general education, physical
43 Tdjekortat6 a Magyar fels5oktatiiri intezmenyekr51, 1965, op. cit. p. 81-82.
41 Based on tables 19-22 of section XX of Statisztikai eakonyv 1966, op. cit. p. 348-52.
43 Magyar KozIony, Budapest, No. 89, December 21, 1963. p. 682.
4s In 1965-66, the institute had 23 evening-session students. Staiintikai Mans, 1966, op. cit. p. 350.
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education, and the social sciences. While enrolled in the college, students
must practice and engage in sport activities only within the framework
of the Sport Association of the College of Physical Education (Testneve-
lesi Foiskola Sportegyesiilete).44

Enrollment

During the 1966-67 academic year, the college had an enrollment of
821 (0.9 percent of all students in higher education) as against only 486
in 1960-61 and 904 in 1964-65. Of these, 377 were in the day session and
444 in the correspondence courses.

Of the total 821 students in 1966-67, 299 were women (175 in the day
session; 124 in the correspondence courses). The 1966-67 graduates num-
bered 70 in the day session and 107 in the correspondence courses."

V. EDUCATION OF ART AND MUSIC TEACHERS

Normally, the colleges of industrial and fine arts, music, and theater
and cinematography train art and music teachers (chapter VII for spe-
cific programs and requirements).46

VI. EDUCATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Evolution

The problems that confronted Hungary's system of education for
secondary school teachers in the pre-World War II period continued for
many years thereafter.47 Some of these problems persist today despite
solutions offered by the regime.-

The ma r problems of the prewar periodthe system of electives that
prevailed in the departments of education, the shortcomings of the var-
ious theoretical and practical courses in education and psychology, and
the unsystematic manner in which practice teaching was organized and
implemented 48were further aggravated immediately after the libera-
tion by many others caused by the war: the destruction of physical
facilities, the low number of applicants, and the absence of university
professors, many of whom had fled the country with the withdrawing
fascist forces."

The first steps toward reorganizing secondary school teacher training
44 Tojekortato a magyar felstioktatasi intizm inyekr51, 1965, op. cit. p. 83.
45 See tables 10 and 12 of chapter VII.
46 See p. 123-25.
47 In the prewar period, the sytem for educating secondary school teachers was based on Law No. XXVII of

1924. For details on the historical evolution of secondary school teacher-training, see Andor Lad4nyi. "A
kiiz6piskolai tandrk6pz6s" (The Education of Secondary School Teachers). In: Nevelesagyfink Izzisz eve, op. cit.p. 451-557.

45 The system of practice teaching was first regulated in 1929 and then in a more detailed manner in 1933. Its
basic weaknesses included the overcrowding of schools assigned to practice teaching, the non-availability in some
areas of such schools, practice teaching only during the fifth year, and reduction of the practice period to half
for students subject to military service. Andor Lad4nyi. "A kozpiskolai tan4rkipz6s," op. cit. p. 456.

45 The situation was especially difficult in Debrecen and Szeged, the two eastern university cities first liberated
by Soviet troops. In Debrecen, for example, only 9 of the 50 full-time professors remained behind; of these, only
2 were affiliated with the school of philosophy. In Szeged, the two schoolsphilosophy and natural sciences
were left with only two professors each. Ibid. p. 458.
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were taken on September 1, 1945, when the National Council of Educa-
tion appealed to the four university schools (faculties) in charge of such
training and to the leadership of the three secondary schools used for
practice teaching to submit their proposals for reform. Although the
Council's reportThe Reorganization of Teacher Training in Hungary
(A nevelokepzds nficiszervezdse Magyarorszdgon) was completed by Feb-
ruary 1946 and although it incorporated many of the submitted sugges-
tions, reform did not become effective until 1948, when the entire edu-
cational system of Hungary was revamped.50

The 1948-49 academic year was launched on the basis m,of threform,
which featured, among other things, required programs, compulsory at-
tendance, majoring in two areas, and revised curriculums and syllabuses.

On the basis of the new regulations, students training to teach in
secondary schools were required to follow a prescribed yearly program
and to take semester-end and year-end examinations. They could fulfill
their requirements for specialization by majoring in one of the following
paired subject areas:

Biology
and

Chemistry

Biology
and

Geography

History
and

Geography

History
and

Modern language and literature

Hungarian and Hungarian literature
and

History

Hungarian and Hungarian literature
and

Modern language and literature
Hungarian language and literature

and
Latin and Latin literature

The revised curriculums and syllabuses entailed primarily placing
greater emphasis on the education subjects proper and on the "democ-
ratization" of the social sciences. Although Marxism-Leninism was not
yet introduced as an independent subject, its influence was increasingly
felt in the revised teaching of esthetics, history, logic, philosophy, and
related subjects.

The demanding pressures for secondary school teachers, the over-
burdened curriculum (exceeding 40 hours per week in the School of
Natural Sciences), and the breakdown of practice teaching (through the
1949 severance of ties with the secondary schools affiliated with the de-

Latin and Latin literature
and

Modern language and literature

Mathematics
and

Physics

Mathematics
and

Physics and descriptive geometry

Modern foreign language and
literature

and
Another modern language and

literature

'Philosophy
and

Psychology and social sciences

Physics
and

Chemistry

50 The schools of philosophy and natural sciences (the ones primarily engaged in training secondary school
teachers) were reorganized under Government Decree No. 260 of January 1949. Ibid. p. 484.
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Table 46.Number of hours per week, per subject, in each year of the 5-year
university program to train secondary school teachers specializing in physics, by

semester: 1965-66

Subject

Theoretical Practical

First
Semester

Second
Semester

First
Semester

Second
Semester

First Year
Total IS 19 19 17

Algebra and geometry 4 3 2 1Chemistry 3 3 4 4Descriptive geometry and industrial design 0 2 0 2
Experimental physics 0 4 4 2Mathematical analysis 4 4 3 2Philosophy 2 3 0 0Physical education 0 0 1 1Russian 0 0 2 2
Workshop practice 0 0 3 3

Second Year
Total 17 18 19 1.1

Experimental physical 7 7 3 2Mathematical analysis 4 5 2 2
Mechanics 3 3 1 1Philosophy 3 0 2 0
Physical education 0 0 1 1Physics, laboratory 0 0 5 5Russian 0 0 2 0Second foreign language 0 0 0 2Vector analysis 0 3 0 0Workshop practice 0 0 3 0

Third Year
Total 21 21 14 13

Calculus of probabilities 2 0 1 0Electrodynamics 5 0 1 0
Experimental atomic physics 3 3 0 0Major subject 2 2 0 0Mathematical analysis 3 2 0 0
Numerical methods and graphics 0 2 o 1Dptics 0 2 0 0Physics, laboratory 0 0 8 8Political economy 4 4 0 0
Practical electricity 2 2 1 1
Practical work in physics 0 0 1 1
Second foreign language 0 0 2 2Theory of relativity 0 2 0 0Thermodynamics 0 2 0 0

Fourth Year
Total 19 19 13 9

Experimental nuclear physics 0 3 0 0Major subject 4 4 0 0
Molecular physics 0 4 0 0Nuclear physics 0 3 0 0Physics, laboratory 0 0 8 8
Practical work in physics 0 0 1 1;Quantum electrodynamics .. 0 2 0 0
Quantum theory 4 0 1 0
Scientific socialism 2 3 0 0
Second foreign language 0 0 2 0Solid state physics 2 0 0 0Statistical mechanics 3 0 1 0
Technology of materials 4 0 0 0

Fifth Year
Total 11 8 23 28

History of physics 2 0 0 1 1Major subject 8 8 0 0Practical work in physics 0 0 2 2
Scientific socialism 3 0 0 0Special laboratory 0 0 20 20

Experimental physics is listed twice under the 'Second year" heading in the original source.
2 The original source lists the hours in "History of physics" under "Practical."

SOURCE OF DATA: World Survey of Education. IV: Higher Education. New York: UNESCO, 1966.
p. 588.
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partments of education) led to a series of new reforms. In January 1950,
the teacher-training program was reduced from 5 to 4 years, Marxism-
Leninism and Russian became required subjects, and (beginning with
1951) the requirements for majoring were reduced from two to one, and
in some cases to one-and-a-half subject areas. (The "half-specialization"
simply denoted a de-emphasis on the second, or minor subject.)

Concurrently with these reforms, measures were taken to improve the
composition of the student body by adopting a system favoring students
of peasant-worker origin at the expense of students of "bourgeois origin"
a criterion which was often determined by loyalty to the regime rather
than actual social origin. In the early 1950's, around 50 percent of all
students in higher education were of peasant-worker origin.5'

These latter reforms also seem to have failed within a few years after
their enactment. The system of double specialization was reintroduced
in 1954 and in 1957 the program was re-extended to 5 years. In 1958, a
few secondary schools were again placed under the jurisdiction of the
departments of education for purposes of practice teaching.52 Also in
1958, so-called "teacher-training councils" (TandrkepzO tandcsok) were
established to help formulate, implement, and supervise the teacher-
training programs.53 In the fall of 1959, the Division of Higher Educa-
tion (Felsooktatdsi Fliosztdly) in the Ministry of Culture established a
special Teacher-Training Committee (Tandrkepzesi Bizottsdg) in order
to effectuate central administration of training for secondary school

teachers.
Enrollment in the departments of education tended to fluctuate dur-

ing the years from 1949-50 to 1964-65, as shown by the figures for first-
year students in the university teacher-training programs: 54

1949-50 1,229 1957-58 605

1950-51 1,819 1958-59 794

1951-52 1,934 1959-60 982

1952-53 1,520 1960-61 1,071

1953-54 1,320 1961-62 1,204

1954-55 439 1962-63 1,551

1955-56 437 1963-64 1,633

1956-57 493 1964-65 1,572

The Department of Education in Universities

Organization and Structure
Secondary school teachers are trained primarily under the auspices of

the education departments (tandri szakok) in the Schools of Philosophy

51 ibid. p. 492.
53 The shortcomings of the 1949 decision to dissolve the tics between the universities and the secondary schools

selected for practice teaching were already recognized in 1952. In that year, the "Apdczai Cs. Jdnos,' "Varga
Katalin," and "Szildgyi Erzs6bet" gymnasiums of Budapest were reorganized into practice schools cooperating
with the Eotv6s Lordnd University; the "Fazekas Mihdly" gymnasium and the one on Kossuth Lajos Street in
Debrecen were made to cooperate with the Kossuth La jos University; and the "Radndti Miklos" and "Tomtit.-
k6ny Istvdn" gymnasiums were transformed into practice institutions cooperating with the Jdzsef Attila University.
Gyula Simon and jdzsef Szarka. A magyar nepi demokrocia nevelesugyinek tortenete (History of the Educational System
of the Hungarian People's Republic). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd, 1965. p. 139.

53 The councils were dissolved in 1963.and their responsibilities assumed by the departments of education.
Andor Laddnyi. "A koz6piskolai tandrk6pz6s," op. cit. p. 547-48.

54 Ibid. p. 492, 511, and 527.
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171.,7-F.,

(Bolcseszettudomcinyi Kar) and Natural Sciences (Termeszettudomcinyi
Kar) at Jozsef Attila University (in Szeged), Kossuth Lajos University
(in Debrecen), and Eatvas Loralid University (in Budapest).55

Regulations for admission, attendance, examinations, grading, schol-
arships, and tuition are the same as those for the other departments and
schools of the three universities.

The departments offer a 5-year program under which a student must
specialize in one of the paired subject areas specified by the particular
school. To get into the program he must take the admittance examina-
tion for the two subjects constituting the paired specialization area he
has selected. For example, in 1965-66 the School of Philosophy at Eotvos
Lorand University offered the following paired specializations:

Foreign language and literature
and

Another foreign language and literature (vulgarian, Czech, Romanian, Serbo-
Croatian, and Slovakian may not be paired here.)
History

and
Foreign language and literature

Hungarian language and literature
and

Foreign language and literature (Bulgarian, Czech, English, French, German,
Italian, Latin, Romanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovakian, and Spanish)

Hungarian language and literature
and

History

The School of Natural Sciences of the same university offered only
three paired specialization areas during 1965-66: biology-chemistry,
chemistry-physics, and mathematics-physics.

The university departments of education are not normally engaged
in education research, although individual faculty members may be
involved in such projects within the framework of the National Peda-
gogical Institute or the related institutes of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences (Magyar Tudomdnyos Akadernia).56

Curriculum

Throughout the postwar period, the departments of education in the
higher education institutions tended to adjust the curriculum to peri-
odic changes in the structure and scope of the teacher-training programs.

Following the structural reorganization of the late 1950's, both theo-
retical and practical subjects were subjected to careful re-examination
and revised in accordance with the regime's changing objectives and
the secondary schools' needs. The new programs were first tested in
1960-61, and on the basis of the experience accumulated during that and

55 Specialists are also trained by other institutions. For example, teachers of technical subjects are trained at
the Polytechnical University of Budapest (Budapesti Miiszaki Egyetem); of agriculture, at the University of
Agronomic Sciences (Agrdrtudomanyi Egyetem); of economics at the Karl Marx University of Economics (Marx
Kdroly* Kozgazdasdgtudomdnyi Egyetem); of music, at the Liszt Ferenc College of Music ( Liszt Ferenc Zenemiloeszeti
Foiskola); of drawing, at the College of Fine Arts (Kipz5miiveszeti Fdiskola); etc,

55 Set: p. 136-38.
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the next two academic years, those programs took effect with some minor
changes during the 1963-64 academic year.

Some of the program's farthest reaching effects appeared in the core
curriculum. For example:

1. The Marxism-Leninism syllabus was expanded to include elements of ethics
and elements of the Marxist critique of religion.

2. Continuity was assured in education courses and those of related subjects by
requiring students to take the following in sequencegeneral psychology
(2d semester), developmental and educational psychology (3d semester),
history of education (4th semester), and specialized education courses (5th
and 6th semesters).

3. By the time students reach the 10th semester they are ready to take the
special education seminar, which is devoted entirely to problems that have
arisen during their practice ) teaching; and to discussions on contemporary
educational developments.

Although the education departments give education and related
courses, the appropriate schools and departments (for example, see table
46) give the specialized courses composing the student's major(s).

The changes in the practical aspects of teacher training required that
basic principles be reformulated and that the system for implementing
these principles be restructured.

Currently emphasized principles assert that the practical aspects
ought to:

1. Form an integral part of the education process.
2. Be implemented on a continuing basis rather than concentrated in any par-

ticular semester.
3. Involve the active participation of all education students.
4. Serve as a basis to formulate new theoriesnot merely as a vehicle to test

educational ideas.

5. Take into consideration the latest developments in practice teaching tech-
niques.

6. Provide an opportunity to prepare students thoroughly for their role in
education.

7. Serve as a source for multilateral practical experience."

In accordance with these principles, the practical part of the teacher
education program was also revised. During their 2d, 3d, and 4th years,
education students fulfill their practical work requirements by attending
demonstration classes, especially those related to their study of education,
methodology, and psychology; and by devoting a number of hours a
week (and a few weeks in the summer) to the Pioneers Movement pro-
gram in the elementary schools or to that of the Communist Youth
League in the secondary schools.58

During their 5th year, education students are expected to fulfill their
practical work requirements by devoting from 18 to 22 hours to practice
reaching for each of the subjects they specialize in. Also, they must spend
about 3 weeks in a school other than the one associated for experimental
purposesnormally a provincial school. They must teach at least 20

57 Andor Ladanyi. "A koz6piskolai tanark6pzes," op. cit. p. 540.
5$ See p. 180449.
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hours. Emphasis is placed on independent work, the students preparing
their own lessons in accordance with the syllabuses of the school where
they do their practice teaching.

Employment and Conditions of Service

Placement of Graduates

The system of teacher placement is basically similar to the one pre-
vailing in any Western country. The top graduates of the teacher-train-
ing institutes and colleges are normally recommended to prospective
employers by their teachers and school officials. Others may be assigned
to teaching positions in accordance with the provisions of scholarship
contracts. Still others apply for teaching provisions by responding to
competitive bids published in the educational journals, especially the
Kozneveles (Public Education), an organ of the Ministry of Culture. The
system of teacher placement by competitive bidding is regulated by the
Ministry.59

Many graduates of the secondary teacher-education program are dis-
appointed, for secondary schools cannot absorb them at the rate the uni-
versities train them." This has been especially true during the 1960's,
when a teacher shortage that characterized the school system during the
first 15 years was solved, at least quantitatively, at the secondary level.
Any shortage would be felt primarily in the outlying provincial com-
munities. Since the number of applicants for the secondary teacher-train-
ing program tends to be two to four times the capacity of the institutions
of higher learning, admission to that program has become more selective.

Owing to a lack of vacancies in the secondary schools, more and more
graduates are placed in the elementary schools, where they are employed
as subject teachers in the upper grades, supplementing the functions of
the teacher-training colleges. Thus, for example, in 1954, 21 percent of
the graduates found employment in elementary schools. By 1955, their
percentage increased to 60 and by 1965 to 77."

Another disappointment for many of these graduates is that they are
unable to find jobs in either the elementary or the secondary schools of
Budapest, the center of the country's cultural and educational life; they
tend to feel that having to teach in the provinces is like having to serve a
jail sentence.

In conjunction with the Teachers Union and other interested govern-
mental organizations, the Ministry of Culture sets general employment

59 Order No. 17.275/1967. III. For an evaluation of the system see, Ferenc Rehdk. "A pedag6gus alldsok
pdlydzati rendszere" (The Competitive System of Teaching Positions). Kikneveles, XXIII:5:161. March
10, 1967. Advertisements for :available teacher positions gathered momentum in 1968. See for example
"Pdlydzatok pedagagus alldsokhnz" (Competitions for Teaching Positions). KOznevdes, XXIV:7-8:271-320.
April 12, 1968, listing about 3,000 teacher vacancies arranged by counties and districts. Subsequent issues of
the journal publish similar but shorter lists of vacancies.

69 In 1967, for example, only 614 secondary school teaching positions were advertised by the Government
agencies as available throughout the country, but the institutions of higher learning nevertheless graduated 1,268
secondary school teachers. Jena Lugossy. "Kozoktatdspolitikdnk n6hdny idaszerd k6rd6s6r6l" (Concerning a
Few Timely Questions About Our Educational Policy). Kiiznevelis, XXIII:17:644. September 8, 1967.

61 Andor Laddnyi, op. cit. p. 516. See also "A tandricepz6 faiskolik v6gzett hallgat6inak elhelyezked6s6r51"
(Concerning the Placement of the Graduates of the Teachers' Colleges). Koznevdes, XX:I :22-23. January 10,
1964.
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conditions for elementary and secondary teachers. At work, they are
under the immediate jurisdiction of the education authorities of the
local people's councils in accordance with general guidelines issued by
the Ministry of Culture.

Responsibilities and Functions

Like all State employees, elementary and secondary school teachers
have functions and responsibilities that are clearly delineated in a special
regulation.°2 Article 8 of the regulations promulgated under Order No.
123/1964(MK 11.) MM of the Ministry of Culture, stipulates that ele-
mentary and secondary teachers must:

1. Perform their tasks in accordance with established curriculums and programs
and with methodological and other instructions given by the principal or
higher authorities.

2. Cooperate in developing a socialist-type school community and in advancing
the school's ideological-educational goals.

3. Be fully informed about the Ministry's regulations.

4. Keep on trying to perfect their general, special, and ideological training.

5. Prepare a detailed syllabus for the course(s) or the year's work and a suit-
able outline for each lesson.

6. Use Ministry-supplied maps, programs, and textbooks exclusively.

7. Correct all written examinations within 10 days.

8. Pay special attention to the work of the Pioneer and Communist Youth
League organizations in the school.

9. Take part in parent-teacher meetings; keep weekly office hours.

10. Appear in the classroom at least 15 minutes before class begins.

11. Keep the school informed about their address during both school and vaca-
tion periods.

12. Inform school authorities at least 1 day in advance (at least 15 minutes before
school begins, in an emergency) about any intention to cut a class or to be
absent for a day.

13. Refrain from tutoring any child for pay if the child is enrolled in the school
where they teach.
(Localities having only one school are an exception. In such localities teach-
ers may tutor a child not in their own classes.)

14. Refrain from accepting gifts, gratuities, or loans from students or their
families."

Article 8 is binding also on part-time and substitute teachers.

Awards and Honors

Resolution Nn. 1,036/1951. (XIII.5.) MO. instituted an award and
honor system for teachers. This resolution stipulated that outstanding

63 Rendtarhis az 6lial6nos iskol6k is a gimnkiumok se6m6ra (Regulations for the General and Secondary Schools).
Budapest: Tankonyvkiad6, 1964, p. 128. For an evaluation of the regulation see, Emil Gfbor and Lajas Velcony.

"Az Lij, egys6ges dltaldnos iskolai Es gimndziumi Rendtartisr61" (Concerning the New Unified Regulations
for General and Secondary Schools). Kozneveles, XX:24:921-23, December .18, 1964.

63 II'-;d. p. 17-19.
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teachers would be decorated and it designated a Teachers Day (Peda-
gogus Nap), to be celebrated toward the end of the academic year.

The decorations "Outstanding Teacher" (Kivdlo tandr), and "Out-
standing Kindergarten Teacher" (Kivcild Ovono), coupled with monetary
rewards, are awarded by the Minister of Culture 64 on the basis of recom-
mendations from local educational organs cooperating with the central
governmental organs to which the schools are subordinated.

Teachers Day celebrations also offer an occasion for rewarding ele-
mentary and kindergarten teachers who received their diplomas 50 or 60
years earlier and who have spent at least 30 years in the educational sys-
tem, either as teachers or administrators, under "exemplary" conditions.
Such educators may apply to the educational sections of their respective
local governmental organs for a "gold or diamond certificate." If the
request is supported by the district office of the Teachers Union and
approved by the chief of the appropriate educational section and the
director of the local teacher-training institute or college, the certificate
will be "issued by the director of the institute or college.

The regime has also provided so-called "homes for educators" (Peda-
gdgus otthonok) to serve the needs of retired or aged teachers and school
administrators."

Salary

Although kindergarten, elementary, and secondary school teachers
have considerable prestige and influence, especially in small communi-
ties, their pay rate is relatively low. The Central Statistical Office (KOz-
ponti Statisztikai .Hivatal) publishes no data in its annual Statistical
Yearbook (Statisztikai evkonyv) on the income of professionals. Never-
theless, it is possible to determine from various secondary sources and
personal information that the 1965 average monthly salary of elementary
school teachers in Budapest 67 ranged from approximately 1,000 to over
2,000 forints.68 For Budapest high school teachers the range was higher.
In rural areas, the 1965 average monthly salary for all teachers was some-
what lower than the average for industrial workers (1,766 forints) and
for construction workers (1,810 forints)."

To a certain degree counterbalancing their low salaries, certain priv-
ileges accrue to teachers in cultural events, housing, and transportation.

04 Until September 1964, the decorations were awarded by the Council of Ministers. On that date tins func-
tion was assumed by the Minister of Culture under Resolution No. 1025/1964 (IX.l3.) of the Government.
Magyar Kozliiny, Budapest, No. 57, September 13, 1964. p. 49596.

On May 25, 1969, the Hungarian Government passed a Resolution providing for a maximum of 72 teacher
awards per year. To be made on Teachers Day (the last Sunday in June), the awards are 6,000 forints each
(for the value of the forint, see footnote 54 of chapter III). Resolution No. 1022/1969. (V.25.) of the Hungarian
Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning the Decoration of Outstanding Teachers and the
Teachers Day. Magyar KOzIOny, No. 39, May 25, 1969. p. 374-75.

65 Decree No. 1/1960. (111.27.) MM of the Minister of Culture. Magyar Kiizliiny, No. 25, March 27, 1960. p.
137-38. Rewarding teachers and administrators was stipulated also in Article 28 of Law III of 1961 on the edu-
cational system of the People's Republic of Hungary. Magyar Kklany, No. 74, October 17, 1961. p. 569.

66 Auril Hencz. A mavel5disi intizmenyek is a milveliklisigazgaids fejl5dise, 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educa-
tional Institutions and Administration, 1945-1961). Budapest: Ktszgazdaskigi 6s Jogir Konyvkiado, 1962. p.
119, 381.

67 Mrs. Gyula Xantus. "Tantestillettink 1965 szeptember6ben" (Our Teaching Staff in September 1965).
Kiiznevelis, Budapest, XXII :2 :56-58, January 21, 1966.

68 The official rate of exchange in 1966 was 11.74 forints to the U.S. dollar. See footnote 54 in chapter III.
"Statisztikai hokiinyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967, p. 57.
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For example, if they teach in rural areas they are assured very favorable
construction loans." But in Budapest, on the other hand, they encounter
great difficulty in finding suitable housing. Nevertheless, many graduates
of teacher-training colleges and institutes prefer to teach in Budapest
because it is the country's center of culture and entertainment.

In January 1966, attempting to improve the relative salary position of
teachers and offset the impact of inflation, the Government increased its
education budget by 350 million forints and raised the basic salaries of
elementary and secondary school teachers by 13 to 14 percent. Of the
gross increase, 260 million forints were assigned to increase basic salaries,
20 million to increase supplementary salaries of school administrators,
and 70 million to raise overtime and part-time rates.

Like basic salary rates, increases were also determined from certain
criteria: level of training, length of service, and type of work performed.
Accordingly, the average monthly increase for teachers with university
degrees was 240 forints; for subject and class teachers, 200 forints; and
kindergarten teachers, 190 forints. The supplementary monthly allow-
ance of secondary school principals increased from 250-850 forints to
350-1,000 forints, and of general school principals from 250-700 forints
to 300-900 forints.71

Faculty members of colleges, polytechnical institutes, and universities
earn a monthly salary ranging from 2,750 to 4,050 forints; of teacher-
training institutes, 1,900 to 3;450 foririts. Tenured professors, heads of
departments, and directors, rectors, and other top administrative. officers
receive a supplementary monthly allowance, normally about 1,000
forints.72

Further Education of Teachers

Background
When it had finished one phase of reorganizing Hungary's educational

system and had completed the teacher-retraining program, the regime
focused its attention on setting up a systematic program for continuous
further education of the teaching and administrative staff. The first
phase began in 1951 and 1952, with the new Budapest Institute for
Further Teacher Training and the new Central Institute for Further
Teacher Training." This phase ended in August 1962 when the latter
institute was consolidated with the National Pedagogical Institute."

Scope and Administration

At first compulsory for all teachers and administrators in the pre-
university school system, the program of further education is now volun-

7° "A p6nzilgyminiszter 6s a univel6d6iigyi miniszter 1/1965. (XII.30.)PM-MM szdnul eggyiittes rendelete
a pedag6gusok kedvezm6nyes lak4s6pit6s6r51" (Joint Decree No. 1/1965. (XII.30.)PM-MM of the Minister of
Finance and Minister of Culture Concerning the Favorable Construction of Homes by Teachers). Magyar
!Coda", Budapest, No. 75, December 30, 1965. p. 645-48.

71"A pedag6gusok fizet6semel6s6r51" (Concerning the Pay Increases ofTeachers). Kkneveles, Budapest, XII:
2:41-42. January 21, 1966.

72 World Survey of Education. IV. Higher Education. New York: UNESCO, 1966. p. 593.
73 See p. 142.
74 See p. 163.
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tary. The educational authorities, however, retain the right to compel
certain teachers or administrators to pursue refresher courses organized
by the education sections of local governmental organs. Theoretically,
the program aims to help its participants keep abreast of educational
developments in their particular fields and to improve their professional
performance. The program also aims to assure that educational or cul-
tural policy directives of the regime are implemented.

Teachers and administrators interested in improving their profes-
sional performance and in enriching their intellectual and educational
background may choose either formal or informal ways of doing so.

Normally, those interested in pursuing their formal studies toward a
degree or higher degree enroll in correspondence courses of the teacher-
training colleges. The State pays full cost for travel to the place where
examinations are held for teachers in grades 1-4, and travel costs and
full maintenance for subject teachers in grades 5 to 8.75

Those interested in undertaking informal further education may do
so through self-education faculty meetings, joint faculty-administration
meetings, and locally or centrally organized courses or conferences. The
National Pedagogical Institute normally provides literature and sets up
the program for each on a 1- or 2-year basis. For example, the 1964-65
and 1965-66 further education program for kindergarten, elementary,
and secondary school teachers focused on implementing the general
reform directives outlined in Law III of 1961 concerning reorganization
of Hungary's educational system."

Specifically, the 2-year 1964-66 program called for the teachers to:

1. Analyze and evaluate the methodological questions and the educational-
psychological interrelationships pertaining to school reforms introduced after
1961

2. Develop further unity between the teachers' ideological-political and educa-
tional objectives in order to implement the reforms effectively.

3. Investigate how the faculty's educational and political-ideological integra-
tion affects students' development.

4. Investigate how the reformed teaching system affects socialist relations be-
tween teachers and students and how it affects the school's general socialist
atmosphere.

5. Evaluate the new teaching methods which aim to develop student independ-
ence in learning.

The program's authors provided the participants (and persons gen-
erally interested in the informal system of further education) with spe-
cific syllabuses outlining the topics and the literature.77

The aims of the further education system, like those of education in
general, are advanced also through the specialized and professional serv-
ices rendered by educational and related institutes and teacher
organizations.

75 Article 4 of Government Resolution No. 1,023/1959. (VII.19) ofJuly 19, 1959. Magyar Kod Ony, Budapest,
No. 77, July 19, 1959. p. 640.

76"Az dvodai, dltaldnos- is kozipiskolai nevel5k pedagdgiai tovibbkipzisinek 1964-65. is 1965-66. fvi
terve" (The 1964-65 and 1965-66 Plan for the Further Education of Kindergarten, General, and Secondary
School Teachers). Pedag6giai Szemle (Review of Education), Budapest, XXIV:9:822-33. 1964.

77 Ibid.
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Education Research

National Pedagogical Institute
Evolution.The National Pedagogical Institute (Orszdgos Pedagdgiai

Intezet) was established in August 1962 by Decision No. 1021 of the
Government.78 In accordance with the Decision, the National Pedagogi-
cal Institute absorbed the Central Institute for Further Teacher Train-
ing (Kozponti Pedagdgus Tovcibbkepzo Intezet) (an agency concerned
with the further training and specialization of elementary and secondary
school teachers) and the Scientific Pedagogical Institute (Pedagdgiai
Tudomdnyos Intezet), an institute primarily engaged in pedagogical-
methodological research.

Like its predecessors, the National Pedagogical Institute operates un-
der the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Culture.

Structure and Functions.In 1965, the Institute had 17 specialized

departments (tanszek) employing 76 scholars, researchers, and auxiliary
personnel." Although most of the departments are concerned with spe-
cific academic subjects, some of them are general in scope; for example,
departments dealing with adult education, general pedagogy, lower ele-
mentary education, Marxism-Leninism, and polytechnical education.

The National Pedagogical Institute is entrusted with a wide range of
well-differentiated functions: further education of teachers, preparation
of educational reform programs and .of curriculums, issuance of peda-
gogical plans and handbooks, and publication of educational-methodo-
logical journals. It provides a framework for a variety of educational
research projects and controlled experiments in methods of personality
development, use of modern techniques in foreign language teaching,
pedagogical-methodological problems in adult education, and communal
self-government. Since the Institute has no experimental schools of its
own, it usually conducts experiments with the cooperation of selected
schools throughout the country.

The Institute's research and scientific activities are greatly facilitated
by its library of 40,000 volumes, which, together with the holdings of the
National Pedagogical Library (Orszdgos Pedagdgiai Konyvtcir),80 consti-
tutes an invaluable source of classical and modern educational materials
published both at home and abroad.

The Institute maintains close contacts with related institutions in a
number of countries, especially the socialist ones. These contacts involve
not only exchange of information and publications, but also cooperative
research.

The basic means by which Hungarian educators are kept abreast of
educational developments is the Institute's official monthly organ, the
Pedagdgiai Szemle (Review of Education).

Psychological Institute of the Academy
Established on January 1, 1965, the Psychological Institute of the Hun-

7$ Magyar Klieldn,y, No. 61, August 12, 1962. p. 520.
7$ Lisz 16 Gispir. "A pedag6gia mOhelyei. 1. Orszzigos Pedagagiai Intezet" (The Shops of Pedagogy. 1. The

National Pedagogical Institute). IC ozneve Its (Public Education), Budapest. XXVII:1:37-38. 15, 1965.
" See p. 165-66.
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garian Academy of Sciences (A Magyar Tudomdnyos Akademia Pedagd-
giai Bizottsdga) is one of Hungary's most important institutions for edu-
cational research and pedagogical-psychological studies. It came into
existence through absorbing and expanding the Institute of Child. Psy-
chology (Gyerrnekldlektani Intezet).

In 1965, the Institute had eight departments: Clinical-Medical Psy-
chology, Criminal Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Educational
Psychology, General Psychology, Psychology of Art and Philosophy, Psy-
chology of the Handicapped, and Psychology of Labor.

The departments are engaged in a great deal of pure and applied
research that interests both teachers and parents. The Department of
Educational Psychology (Pedagdgiai PszicholOgiai Osztdly), for example,
has launched a number of projects on such topics as 81

1. Effect of manual work on personality development.

2. Processes of differentiated instruction in the lower elementary grades with
special emphasis on the development of the pupils' capacities.

3. Psychological problems arising in the course of teaching.

4. Psychological problems of transition from kindergarten to elementary school.

The Institute keeps track of psychological developments through for-
eign specialized journals.

Pedagogical Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences

Cooperating with the Ministry of Culture, the Pedagogical Committee
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (A Magyar Tudomdnyos Aka-
demia Pedagdgiai Bizottsdga) is a most important agency entrusted with
coordinating, guiding, and supervising educational research in Hungary.
It is the only Committee of the Acaderr7 having subcommittees. With
three such subcommittees, the Pedagogical COMmittee is able to operate
with special efficiency.

Tabulated below are a few details concerning the three subcommittees:

Name Year Primary Functions
established

Subcommittee on the History 1953 Preserve education's valuable
of Education (Nevelestorteneti traditions.
Albizottsdg) Organize activities to honor past

and present educators of note.
Publish memorial volumes for
these activities .82

Subcommittee on Educational 1962 Supervise and coordinate re-
Theory (Neveleselmeleti Albi- search on educational theories.
zottsdg)

81 Lisz16 Gdspdr. "A pedagdgia maelyei. 2. A Magyar Tudomdnyos Akademia Pszicholdgiai Int6zete"
(The Shops of Pedagogy. 2. The Psychological Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences). Kii4neveles,
Budapest, XXI:2:77-78. January 29, 1965.

a3 For a review of the Subcommittee's activities since its establishment in 1953, see Eva /*tildes. "A magyar
nevel6stOrt6ncti kutatds lnisz estendeje" (Twenty Years of Hungarian Research in the History of Education).
In: Tanutindnyok a nevelktudomany kii,a51, 1965 (Studies in Education, 1965). Budapest: Akad6miai Kiadd, 1966.
p. 237-58.
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Name Year Primary Functions
established

Subcommittee on Didactics 1962 Organize scientific sessions on
and Methodology (Didaktikai- the fundamental aspects and
Metodikai Albizottsdg) problems of didactics, the mu-

tual relationships between didac-
tics and methodology, and the
educational problems of text-
books and syllabuses.

The papers read at the subcommittees' scientific sessions and those pre-
pared under their auspices or supervision are occasionally published in
the Committee's two official publications:

1. Tanulnulnyok a nevelestudomdny kOrdbol (Studies in Education), an annual
collection of articles on methodological, practical, and theoretical aspects of
education published since 1958 by the Akademiai Kiad6 (Publishing House
of the Academy).

2. Magyar Pedag6gia (Hungarian Pedagogy), a quarterly containing basically
the same type of material as the annual.'

National Pedagogical Library

Education research and the educational process in general are greatly
facilitated by the holdings and services of the National Pedagogical
Library (Orszdgos PedagOgiai Konyvtdr). Established on September 1,
1958, through consolidation of the PedagOgical Library of the Ministry
of Culture (A Miiveleidesugyi Minisztdrium PedagOgiai KOnyvtara) and
the Pedagogical Library of the Szabo Ervin Library of Budapest (A
FOvarosi Szabo Ervin Keinyvtdr PedagOgiai Konyvtdra), it fulfills many
important functions in the educational life of the country. The library
is first of all a national scientific institution for the collection of peda-
gogical literature; it is further a national documentation center and a
methodological center serving the network of school libraries.

The library's accessions have increased from year to year. By the end
of 1964, it had 195,925 items, especially books and journals; together
with documentary materials and translations from foreign literature, a
total of 231,876 items. Library users have at their disposal about 500
domestic and foreign journals and a few special holdings, such as 19,800
Hungarian textbooks, 16,400 children's books, and 13,000 reference vol-
umes and reports The library's acquisition section maintains close con-
tact with such sections of similar libraries throughout the world, espe-
cially those in socialist countries. With them, it is engaged in an exten-
sive exchange program.

A 40-seat reading room is provided with about 1,000 reference vol-
umes. Persons outside Budapest may receive books through an inter-
library exchange system with local libraries.

The library's reference department provides an invaluable service for
teachers and scholars engaged in education research by making available
to them a series of bibliographies and reference studies. In 1959, for

83 Ldsz145 Gdspdr. "A pedagdgia m dhelyei. s. A Magyar Tudominyos Akad6mia Pedwrigiai Bizottsiga" (The
Shops of Pedagogy. 3. The Pedagogical Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences). Kknevelis, Budapest.
XXI:3:l 16 -17, February 12, 1965.
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example, it began publication of the Hungarian Pedagogical Literature
(Magyar Pedagdgiai Irodalom), an annual bibliography listing books and
articles published in Hungary. This is complemented by the Bulletin of
Education (Neveldstudomcinyi Tcijdkortato) (a quarterly since about
1950), which keeps Hungarian researchers and educators abreast of devel-
opments abroad by featuring abstracts or full translations of the most
important foreign articles in education. Some of these translations are
made available to the Koznevelds (Public Education)," a monthly which
features them in its "Translations From Foreign Specialized Literature"
(Forditcisok a kiilfOldi szakirodalomb61).

The professional and methodological instruction of librarians in
elementary and secondary schools and in teacher-training institu-
tions is the responsibility of the Methodological Section of the Library
(Mddszertani Osztdly). It carries out this function by visiting provincial
school libraries periodically, by organizing seminars, and by distributing
its monthly publication, the Bulletin of School Librarians (Iskolai
Konyvtcirosok Tdjdkortatdja).85

Hungarian Pedagogical Association

Established on April 21-22, 1967, on the initiative of the Central Direc-
torate of the Teachers Union (Pedagogusok Szakszervezetdnek Kozponti
VezetOsege)," the Hungarian Pedagogical Association (Magyar Peda-
gdgiai Tdrsasdg) aims to-

1. Assure that social organizations cooperate to popularize scientific achieve-
ments.

2. Establish cooperative unity among all teachers at all levels and grades of
education for joint solution of mutual problems.

3. Help synchronize theoretical research and practical education.
4. Keep abreast of educational developments abroad.

5. Advance management and planning techniques in education through exhi-
bitions, lectures, and meetings."

Primarily, the Associations's members are persons engaged in various
aspects of educational research,, lecturers in education and related sub-
jects at institutions of higher learning, and education-oriented scholars
and teachers in related fields. The original plan called for setting up a
number of provincial branch offices and 17 national departments: 88

1. Adult Education
2. Child Protection

3. Education of the Handicapped

4. Educational Sociology

5. Further Education of Teachers
6. General Education

84 See p. 225.
05 Ldszld Gdspdr. "A pedagdgia 4. Orszdgos Pedagdgiai Konyvtdr" (The Shops of Pedagogy: 4.

The National Pedagogical Library). Klizneveles, Budapest, XXI:4:157-58. Feb. 26, 1965. For details concerning
the library's history, holdings, and structure, see Eszter Waldapfel. "Az Orszdgos Pedagdgiai Konyvtdr a
nevelistudomdnyi kutatds szolgdlatdban" (The National Pedagogical Library in the Service of Educational
Research). In: Tana ImOnyok a nevelistudomay korib51, 1962 (Studies in Education, 1962). Budapest: Akadimiai
Kiadd, 1963. p. 179-213.

$$ See p. 167-68.
$7 "A Magyar Pedagdgiai Tdrsasdg megalakuldsdr61" (Concerning the Establishment of the Hungarian Peda-

gogical Association). Kozneveles, Budapest. XXIII:2:46. January 27, 1967.
$$ Kikruvelis, Budapest. XXIII:9:324, May 12, 1967.
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7. Higher Education

8. History of Education

9. Kindergarten

10. Methodology and Didactics

11. Organization, Leadership, and
Management

12. Pedagogical Information and
Propaganda

13. Secondary Education

14. School-Famhy Relations

15. Theory of Education

16. Vocational Education

17. Youth Movements

The Teachers Union

Organization and Functions

During the 25 years preceding Hungary's liberation in 1945, teachers
had no meaningful trade union organization of their own. Their status
and conditions of service depended to a large extent on the attitudes of
the governmental, church, or private organization under which they
served.

The postwar Teachers Union (Pedagogusok Szakszervezete) can be
traced to February 2, 1945, when Ern6 Beki formed a committee to or-
ganize workers in education and culture. The Union's membership
increased phenomenally: The original number of 547 in March 1945
rose to around 25,000 in 1946 and 130,000 in 1965.89

The membership increase was paralleled by a commensurate expansion
in the Union's influence. It tended to consolidate the small union organ-
izations at various levels and types of education and assert itself as the
sole union of all workers in education and culture. In January 1947, it
absorbed the National Association of Teachers of Teacher-Training
Institutes (A Tanitokepzo Intezeti Tandrok Orszdgos Egyesiilete).

Shortly after its organization, the Union launched its official organ, the
Pedagogus Ertesita (Teachers Bulletin), which served as the primary
vehicle to propagate the Union's objectives. At first these objectives
included rehabilitation of teachers persecuted during the Horthy and
Szalasi eras, reorganization of Hungary's educational system, and intro-
duction of the 8-year free and compulsory elementary schools.

With the gradual change in the country's political climate and the
ascendancy of the Communist Party, however, the Teachers Union, like
all other Hungarian mass organizations, was transformed into a tool of
the Party, serving as a transmission belt for implementing the regime's
directives in education and culture. Beginning with 1947-48, when
its leadership was changed, the Union emerged as the champion
for school nationalization and ideological retraining of teachers.
After the "people's democratic" regime was established in 1949, the
Union's policies became indistinguishable from those of the Party and
Government.

The close collaboration between the Union and the Ministry of

so Ern5 Piter: "20 Eves a Pedagdgusok Szakszervezete" (The Teachers Union Is Twenty Years Old). 1Ckne-
veles, Budapest, XXI:13-14:497. July 9, 1965. Concerning the union's general activities. consult A Pedag6gusok
Szaksgervezetenek V11. kongresszusa. 1963. farads 15-16(The Seventh Congress of the Teachers' Union. February
15-16, 1963). Budapest: A Pedagdgusok Szakszervezete, 1963. 131 p.
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Culture was formalized on December 7, 1966.90 They agreed to under-
take joint action for solving all problems affecting education and culture
at both the national and local levels. The Union's loyalty and effective
action in the Party-State system are assured by the care with which
Union leaders are selected and by the presence of about 10,000 dedi-
cated activities within the Union.

9° "Megdllapodds a Mtivel6desilgyi Miniszterium es a Pedagdgusok Szakszervezetc kozOtt" (Agreement
Between the Ministry of Culture and the Teachers Union). KOzneveles, Budapest. XXII:24:934. December 24,
1966.
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IX. Special Types of Education

In addition to the standard educational levels, Hungary has a rela-
tively well developed network of special education, including adult, art,
remedial (for the physically handicapped), military, and Party education.

Adult Education

Articles 24 and 25 of the Basic Education Law of 1961 1 outlines the
principles for adult education. It is offered in the evening session and
the correspondence courses of elementary, secondary, and higher edu-
cation institutions. If a student fulfills the requirements for admission
and successfully passes the examinations, he receives a diploma on the
particular educational level equivalent to the one awarded by the day
session. Instruction takes place within the special divisions of the schools
or in institutions established within the framework of enterprises and
plants.

The bases of adult education were laid in the fall of 1945 by Decree
No. 11130/1945.M.E.,2 which provided special courses for the accelerated
education of gainfully employed adults who, for reasons beyond their
control, had been unable to complete their schooling. Emphasis at first
was placed on short courses leading to completion of secondary and
vocational and other intermediate schooling.

During school year 1945-46, the Ministry of Culture permitted adult
education courses to be established for grades 1-8 of secondary school,
grades 1-4 of upper elementary school, grades 1-5 of the teacher-training
colleges, and grades 1-4 of the kindergarten teacher-training institutes.
Beginning in 1946-47, adult education was extended to industrial and
commercial secondary schools. During the first 6 years after the 1945
liberation, adult education was offered only in the evening session.
Correspondence courses were added in 1951 in agricultural technical
education; by 1953 they had been extended gradually to cover the entire
elementary and secondary school program.

During its first phase, adult education aimed primarily at filling
the educational gaps in the lives of persons who had been educationally
disadvantaged during the prewar regime. Beginning in 1948, however, it

"1961. evi III. torvdny a Magyar Nepkiiztirsasig oktatisi rendszeth51" (Law No. III of 1961 Concerning
the Educational System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Magyar riieliiny (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest,
No. 74, October 17, 1961. p. 568.

2 Gyula Simon and J6zsef Szarka. A magyar nipi ikmokrocia nevelisiigyinek tortinete (History of the Educational
System of the Hungarian People's Republic). Budapest: Tank6nyvkiad6, 1965. p. 1.64.
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attempted to assure further training and cultural uplifting for any
workers and peasants who desired them. Following the radical 1947-48
political changes and the subsequent reorganization of higher edu-
cation, the new regime, in its attempt to create a new iiii.elligentsia
from the working class, established courses to prepare workers for so-
called "special" secondary school certificate examinations (szakerettsegi).

Theoretically, these preparatory courses were open to all gainfully
employed workers of both sexes between the ages of 17 and 32. In point
of fact, however, an applicant could get in only if his plant committee
and trade union organization recommended him and if he won the
approval of a committee composed of the director of the Budapest
school district, delegates of the trade union council, ancl delegates of
the United Organization of Hungarian University and C011ege Students
(Magyar Egyetemistdk es FOiskoltisok EgysegesSzervezete).

With a 40-hour weekly program and a 1-year duration, the courses
prepared students for the following higher education fields: economics,
education, law and public administration, medicine, philosophy, and
polytechnics.

A considerable proportion of the curriculum was devoted to compo-
sition and spelling and to Hungarian language and literature. For
example, a student preparing to specialize in history and Hungarian
language and literature, had 40 weekly hours of classes as shown below:3

Total 40
Geography 2
Geography exercises 2
History 8
History exercises 5
Hungarian language and literature 10
Latin exercises 4
Orthography and style exercises 5
Social studies 4

Adult education enrollment consisted mostly of urban industrial
workers. Following are selected enrollment figures for selected years:4

Year Number of
students

1945-46 4,355
1948-49 20
1953-54

,000
25,000

1963-64 291,406

Place

90 schools
Evening session
Correspondence courses
All schools

The year 1963-64 was adult education's peak year for enrollment.
That year's total of 291,406 was distributed as follows:5

116,670 elementary school
2174,736 secondary school

I This total was divided as follows: 5,452 in grades 1-4; 98,685 in grades 5-8 (evening session); and 12,533
in correspondence courses.

=This total was divided as follows: 52,661 in the evening session L\nd 122,075 in correspondence courses.

Since 1962-63, adult education has experienced sharply declining
school enrollments, especially in the elementary schools (table 47).

Ibid. p. 168.
4Ibid. p. 165, 168-69.
5 Ibid. p. 169. Also see table 47 in present publication.
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Table 47.-Number of students in the 8-year elementary education program for
adults and number graduating from that program: 1960-61-1966-67

[-Indicates that source did not show any figures]

School Grades Grades 5-8 8th-grade graduates of-
year 1-4

Evening Corre- Evening Corre-
session spondence

courses
session spondence

courses

1960-61 1,852 80,744 16,719 24,049 4,810
1961-62 2,608 75,192 13,332 26,418 4,551
1962-63 5,603 92,338 14,023 26,364 4,296
1963-64 5,452 98,685 12,533 36,469 4,506
1964-65 4,343 78,914 9,434 32,235 3,693
1965-66 3,181 51,453 6,805 20,200 2,808
1966-67 2,877 36,263 5,577 -

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai evkonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: KOzponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 345.

The courses preparing students for the "special" secondary school
certificate examinations experienced rising and then falling enrollment,
as shown below:6

1948-49 520
1951-52 6,558
1954-55 1,131

The year 1954-55 was the -final one for the "special" preparatory
course. By then, higher education institutions had begun to de-emphasize
worker-class social origin as a criterion for admission and to restore
standard admission. requirements.

Adult education's quantitative expansion caused a significant change
in the cultural structure of Hungarian society. It also gave rise, however,
to a series of educational-methodological problems as to how to adapt
curriculums, programs, and textbooks to particular requirements of
this form of education. Convened in December 1963, Hungary's first
adult education conference concerned itself with discussions of adult
education's initial 15 years in that country and adopted a series of
measures to solve the problems revealed by those discussions.7 The con-
ference delegates numbered 350 from Hungary and foreign countries.

The problems of adult education have been the subject also of
numerous summer meetings and individual studies: how to apply pro-
gramed teaching, how to integrate professional further training with
cultural further training, and how to develop methodological tools
specifically related to adult education.8

As an additional means for advancing the adult worker's educational
background, the regime has established cultural homes (miiveloddsi
otthonok) to raise his general, ideological, and political level. Estab-
lished by cooperatives, enterprises, institutions, and local people's-coma-,

6 Ibid. p. 167-68.
7 Elsa' Orszagos Felnottoktatosi Konferencia (The First National Conference on Adult Education). Budapest:

Tdncsics, 1965.
8 Marianne Sz. VArnagy, Gyula Csoma, Idszld Gell6rt, and Rers6 Gere. "Az iskolarendszer6 felnottneveles

helyzete 6 perspektivAi" (The Status and Prospects of Adult Education as a System of Education). In: Tanul-
manyok a nevelestudomeiny koribel 1965 (Studies in Education 1965). Budapest: Akadimiai Kiadd, 1966, p. 339-79.
See also "A programozott tanitds (Fs a felnottneveMs problemdi a Szegedi Nyiri Egyctemen" (The Problems
of Programed Teaching and Adult Education at the Summer University of Szeged). Kiknevelhs (Public Educa-
ion), Budapest. XXI:16:621-25, August 20,1965.
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cils, these homes operate under the general supervision of the Ministry
of Culture.° The Scientific Association for the Propagation of Knowledge
(Tudomdnyos IsmeretterjesztO Tcirsulat), an organization dedicated to
the educational uplifting of workers and youths through lectures in the
natural and the social sciences, also plays an important role in advancing
the Government's purposes for cultural homes."

Music and Art Education

Before World War. II, music and general art education was the
prerogative of a relatively small proportion of the Hungarian people.
No basic difference existed between group and individual training, and
many institutions at various levels offered identical instruction. In 1951,
the Presidential Council established secondary schools for music and
for fine and industrial arts, and in 1952 a Government decree
differentiated among lower, intermediate, and higher types of musical
education.

In 1949 the School of Dance Arts (Tcincmilveszeti Iskola) was started,
benefiting ballet instruction; in 1951 it was converted into the State

allet Institute (Alla?ni Balett Intezet).11 Like most music 12 and art
schools, the institute also provides elementary and secondary school
education."

Students wishing to have private individual or group instruction in
dance or music outside the schools may engage their own instructors.
These instructors, however, are required to work within the framework
of so-called "voluntary" work collectives (munkakozossegek). Dance in-
structors are members of the Hungarian Association of Dance Artists
(Magyar Tcincmilvdszek Szovetsege) and music instructors of the Hun-
garian Association of Musical Artists (Magyar Zenemiiveszek SzOvetsege).
Also, both are members of the Association of Art Trade Unions
(Miiveszeti Szakszervezetek Szlivetsege).

Responsibility for operating the music and art institutions was retained
in 1956 by the new and greatly expanded Ministry of Culture.

Education of the Handicapped

Article 4 of Law No. III of 1961 concerning Hungary's educational
system outlines basic provisions for educating the handicapped. The
article stipulates that mentally and physically deficient children of
school age are to be taught in institutions for the handicapped, and
that children who are not trainable are to be exempt from compulsory
school attendance.

9 "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkas-Paraszt Kormany 2/1960. (1.6.) szarmi rendelete a milve16d6si ottho-
nokr61" (Decree No. 2/1960. (I.6.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government Concerning
the Cultural Homes). Magyar kozliiny, No. 2, January 6, 1960. p. 5-6.

1° Aura Hencz. A miivellidesi intezmenyek es a miivel5desigazgal4s fejlildese, 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educa-
tional Institutions and Administration, 1945-1961). Budapest: Kozgazdasagi 6sjogi Konyvkiad6, 1962, p. 155.
See also Vera Bird. "Adult Education." In: Cultural Life in Hungary. Edited by Zoltan Halasz. Budapest: Pan-
nonia Press, 1966. p. 291-300.

It Aura Hencz. A Miiverdifesi intezmenyek is a mfivelildesigazgat4s fejl5dise, op. cit. p. 72.
13 For a list of the music schools in operation in 1956, see Magyar ICkliiny, No. 40, May 16, 1956. p. 237-38.
13 For information on the formal secondary and higher educational institutions of art, see p. 77, 123-24.
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Committees for screening handicapped children began to operate in
every county in 1946. Composed of representatives from the education
section of the people's council, a general school teacher, a neurologist,
and a specialist in education of the handicapped, these committees
classify.,children for placement in special classes.

1[11'1952, several institutions were established for vocational training
of the handicapped. These institutions aim to further the children's
education and to provide them with a trade skill. Normally, these insti-
tutions enroll handicapped children between 12 and 18 years of age.

The people's councils are responsible for educating the handicapped
and maintaining proper schools 14 (table 48). Instructors for these
schools are trained at special teacher-training colleges.15

Table 48.-Number of institutions, classrooms, teachers, and pupils in schools for
the handicapped: 1952-53-1966-67

School
year

Instil-

tuitions 1

Class-
rooms

Teachers

Pupils

Total Boys Girls Supported
by the
State

Per
teacher

Per
class-
room

1952-53 64 534 795 10,168 6,209 3,959 1,362 12.8 19.0
1953-54 64 533 771 9,946 5,791 4,155 1,736 12.9 18.7
1954-55 64 541 885 9,972 5,718 4,254 1,326 11.3 18.4
1955-56 77 630 939 10,818 6,308 4,510 1,191 11.5 17.2
1956-57 80 655 987 11,491 6,689 4,802 1,226 11.6 17.5
1957-58 81 680 1,038 "12,470 7,266 5,204 1,221 12.0 18.3
1968-59 85 745 1,160 13,984 8,214 5,770 1,486 12.1 18.8
1959-60_ __ _ _ 87 813 1,267 15,512 9,133 6,379 1,550 12.2 19.1
1960-61____ . 88 878 1,382 17,278 10,289 6,989 1,988 12.5 19.7
1961-62' 94 953 1,521 19,123 11,357 7,766 2,415 12.6 20.1
1962-63 96 1,025 1,630 20,298 12,108 8,190 2,726 12.5 19.8
1963-64 101 1,089 1,779 21,683 131,035 8,648 2,943 12.2 19.9
1964-65___. 107 1,164 1,901 22,685 131,716 3,969 3,161 11.9 19.5
1965-66 109 1,229 2,003 23,429 14,101 9,328 3,367 11.7 19.1
1966-67 108 1,276 2,090 24,481 14,596 9,885 3,343 11.7 19.2

1 Does not include schools with special classes for the handicapped.

SOURCE OF DATA: Statisztikai eviconyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966). Budapest: Kozponti
Statisztikai Hivatal, 1967. p. 358.

Military Education

To insure the loyalty of its armed forces, the Hungarian people's
democratic regime places considerable emphasis on training a profes-
sionally competent and politically reliable officers corps. Guided by this
policy, the Government has established and developed a military edu-
cation system for a carefully selected and indoctrinated student body.16

The military education system and network changed periodically.
Immediately before the revolutionary events of October-November 1956,
Hungarian officers were trained mostly in the six military educational
instituti ins then in existence-two military academies and four cadet

" Articles 10-14 of Decree No. 14 of 1962 of the Presidential Council concerning elementary schools. Magyar
K6z1ony, No. 43, June 16, 1962. p. 391. The articles also discuss the compulsory character of education for the
handicapped.

16 See p. 150-51.
16 The expectations of the regime were not corroborated. in the fall of 1956, when many students and former

graduates of the military schools either remained passive or openly joined the insurgents.
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schools.17 Some of the officers have been, and continue to be, trained
in the Soviet Union, especially at the prestigious Frunze and Voroshilov
academies.18

In the post-1956 era, officer training took place primarily at the
United Officers School for the People's Army (A Ndphadsereg
Egyesitett Tiszti Iskolcija) and its various affiliated branch schools.

Beginning September 1, 1967, the Hungarian officers schools were
transformed into military colleges and made part of the higher education
system. The, change affected specifically the Kossuth Lajos Military
College (Kossuth Lajas. Katonai Foiskola)the former prestigious
"Ludovica" of the Horthy erathe Zalka Mate Military Technical
College (Zalka Mdtd Katonai Mfiszaki Foiskola)both in Budapest
and the Kilian GyOrgy Air Force Technical College (Kilicin Gyargy
Repii16 Mfiszaki Foiskola) in Szolnok.19

Operating under the immediate jurisdiction of the Minister of Defense
(Honvedelmi Miniszter), the military colleges are guided by the Ministry
of Culture as to general academic curriculum, examination procedure,
and degree requirements. The diplomas earned at these military col-
leges qualify the holders not only for military commissions, but also for
jobs in their technical specialties or for jobs as elementary school
teachers.20

Applications for admission to military institutions may be filed by
Hungarian citizens under 21 years of age during their last year of
secondary school or later, if they possess the secondary school certificate.
Applicants must be unmarried and in good physical health. The appli-
cation documents consist of a handwritten autobiography, a birth certifi-
cate copy, school records, and the application itself. All are carefully
screened in order to assure that potentially capable, professionally com-
petent, and politically reliable candidates are, selected.2'

Determined by a point system (maximum score of 20), the order of
admission, theoretically at least, is based on secondary school achieve-
ment level and that of the admission examinations. The maximum
composite score is established by allocating 5 points each to excellent
achievement in secondary school, to the examinations for the secondary
school certificate, and to the written and oral admission examinations.
The point system is not applied to children of war heroes, "martyrs of

17 These were the Zrinyi Military Academy, the Pete& Military Academy, the Ddzsa School for Infantry and
Tank Officers, the Zalka School for Communications and Engineering Officers, the Kossuth Lajos Military
School, and the Aron GAbor Military School. General Bela Kirgly. Hungary's Army: Its Part in the Revolt.
East Europe, New York, 7:6:11 June 1958.

Is Ibid. p. 9. According to General Bela Kirgly, advanced training of Hungarian officers began in 1948. The
officer-training candidates, normally Party members, were selected by their service commanders and the heads
of the political departments after careful screening by security police. Before departure to the Soviet Union, the
Hungarian officers were put through an intensive preparatory course for lez,ning the Russian language.

19"A N ctrkortgrsasgg Eln6ki Tangcsgnak 1967. evi 13. szgmti tOrvenyerejii rendelete a Magyar Nephadsereg
tiszti isltniginak katonai f6iskolgvg nyilvgnit3sdr61" (Decree No. 13 of 1967 of the Presidential Council of the
People's Republic Concerning the Identification of the Officers Schools of the Hungarian People's Army as
Military Colleges). Magyar ICklany, No. 37, June 11, 1967. p. 318,

" The upgrading of some of the technical degrees at the officers schools to equivalency with those at higher
education institutions had already been effected in 1961 and 1962 under Decrees No. 1/1961. (VI.24.)HM-MM
and 1/1962. (VIII.19.)HM-MM. Magyar KOzliiny, No. 48, June 24, 1961. p. 363 and No. 63, August 19, 1969,
p. 528. Both of these decrees, however, were subsequently abrogated by Joint Decree No. 1/1963. (VI.9.)HM-
MM of the Minister of Defense and the Minister of Culture, which regulated anew the system of technical
training and degrees offered by military schools. Magyar kiicliirty, 39, June 9, 1963. p. 257-58.

21 Ttijekortato a magyar fels5oktathsi intizmenyekra 1965 (Guide to the Hungarian Institutions of Higher Learning
1965). Budapest: A Milvebridesilgyi Miniszterium Kiadvgnya, 1965, p. 18-19, 90.
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the workers' movement," or recipients of the "For Worker-Peasant Power
Medal" (Munkds- Paraszt Hatalomert Emlek-erem), who have received at
least a passing grade in the admission examinations.

Military college students receive no scholarships as such, but the State
assumes the cost of their schooling and maintenance. In addition, they
receive a modest amount of cash for pocket money (ranging from 100 to
200 forints per academic year in 1965), which is supplemented by a
small bonus varying with achievement in studies.

When he has successfully completed the 4-year course, the student
receives a diploma deemed equivalent to diplomas from higher
technikums or teacher-training colleges. Because of the military colleges'
dual objectives (training men to become competent both in the military
and the technical or educational spheres), the curriculum is highly
diversified. Students preparing for a military-teaching career study not
only military subjects but also such education-related subjects as chem-
istry, geology, German language and literature, mathematics, physical
education, physics, and Russian language and literature. Those prepar-
ing for a technical career study subjects like accounting, engineering
technology, machine building technology, motor vehicle technology,
radio chemistry, railroad and road construction, and telecommunication
microwaves.22

Party Education

Scope

The objectives of Party education are manifold: to give political
indoctrination in accordance with a specific line, to advance general
understanding regarding political and social-economic factors under-
lying societal phenomena, and to train Party cadres and activists.

These objectives are achieved through informal periodic lectures
offered by both Party and social organizations and through formal lec-
tures in Party educational institutions. Although both Party and non-
Party individuals attend the informal lectures, usually only Party mem-
bers attend the formal ones in Party educational institutions.

Administration

The general plans for Party education are determined yearly by the
Politburo (Politikai Bizottsdg) or the Secretariat of the Central Com-
mittee (Kozponti Bizottsdg Titkdrsdga). The lecture series are organized
by the Agitation and Propaganda Section (Agitdcids es Propaganda
Osztdly), which also works out the methodological techniques to be
used, checks the propaganda materials, and supervises the training of
Party propagandists. Beginning with the 1966-67 Party school year, the
organization and supervision of mass propaganda at the local level have
been entrusted to the Party committees in the city of Budapest and in
the counties. These Party committees have been authorized to modify

33 MTI [Magyar Trivirati Iroda; Hungarian Telegrapi Cafficel September 18, 1967.
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the program and lecture content to fit local conditions and needs within
the framework of general instructions issued by the Agitation and Propa-
ganda Section.

Informal Education

So-called informal lectures based on timely topics of interest to the
Party are organized by the Party committees of the municipalities and
counties on the basis of materials received from the higher Party
organs. Some of these lectures are televised under the direction of the
Agitation and Propaganda Section, while others are offered under the
auspices of the trade unions or other non-Party mass organizations.

Formal Party Education

Formal Party educational institutions are of three types operating at
three different levels. Highest is the Party College (Pdrtfoiskola), which
operates under the immediate jurisdiction of the Party Central Com-
mittee. Another high-level one is the Political Academy (Politikai
Akademia). A forum for major Party pronouncements, it normally
operates without a definite schedule or formal requirements. Beginning
with the 1968-69 academic year, a new Party institution of higher learning
the Political College of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party (A
Magyar Szocidlista Munkdspdrt Politikai F6ikosldja)began to provide
necessary political background on a university level for persons in
leading positions in public life. Placed under the jurisdiction of the
Central Committee of the Party, the Political College offers not only
general theoretical and political training in economic, political, and
propaganda work, but also supplementary and refresher courses for
persons already employed in leading positions throughout the country
"in accordance with the demands of practical tasks and problems." 23

Somewhat lower in the Party school system than the institutions just
described are the Evening Universities of Marxism-Leninism
(Marxizmus-Leninizmus Esti Egyeemek) which offer 2 or 3 years of
training and which devote themselves mainly to training Party cadres.

Higher Party institutions have stringent admission requirements;
their diplomas are equiValent to those granted by regular colleges.
Some evening universities operate under the auspices. of the Ministry
of Defense.24

At the intermediate level are the 1-year Evening Secondary Schools
of Marxism-Leninism (Esti KOzepfokti Iskoldk), also devoted mainly to
training Party cadres, but for the Party's and Government's lower
echelons.

""A Mpkortdrsasdg Eln8ki Tanicsdnak 1968. evi 15. szAind tdrvdnyerejil rendelete Politikai Fiiiskola
ktesit6s6r81" (Decree No. 15 of 1968 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic Concerning the
Establishment of the Political College). irfa,gyar A-kik', No. 46, June 4, 1968. p. 504.

24 Graduates of the Evening Universities of Marxism-Leninism transferring to evening sessions or correspond-
ence courses of regular universitites or colleges are exempt from taking courses or examinations in Marxism-
Leninism. See Government Resolution No. 1,088/1957. (XI.21.) in Magyar Kodiiny, No. 123, November 21,
1957. p. 850. Concerning the equivalency of degrees awarded by the higher Party schools with those of regular
colleges see Government Decree No. 17/1963. (VII.2.) in Magyar Kaden', No. 45, July 2, 1963. p. 293.
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At the lowest level are the so-called Theoretical Conferences (Elmoleti
Konferencicik). Conferences of this type are organized in communities
usually small oneswhich have no evening universities or schools.

In recent years lectures and courses have been oriented towards the
economic problems confronting Hungary since the reforms of the late
1960's. Among the new 1967-68 courses were Basic Economic Knowledge,
Political Economy, and Problems of World Economy and International
Politics. The political-ideological indoctrination program emphasizes a
new course, History of the Hungarian Revolutionary Workers Move-
ment, based on a three-volume text of the same title.25

Enrollment

Attendance at formal and informal Party schools is large, the number
of students reaching 840,000 (more than ten percent of the total adult
population) in the fall of 1966. About 250,000 of these were non-Party
members. For 1967-68 Party schools were to be concerned primarily with
the more demanding and higher-level training of Party members; and
of Party, State, and mass organization cadres and propagandists. Lectures
for non-Party members were to be organized mostly by the trade unions
and other mass organizations.26

25 "A Politikai Bizottsdg 1967. Aprilis 6-i hatirozata a pirtoktatis 1967/68. evi feladataira" (The Resolution
of the Politburo of April 6, 1967 Concerning the Tasks of Party Education in 1967-68). Phrtil4 (Party Life,)
Budapest, May 1967.

zs Arepszabadscig, Budapest, June 13, 1967.
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X. Youth and Sport Organizations

Scope

A nation's educational system, it is generally agreed, forms a part of
its political and ideological framework. Authoritarian States of the past
exhibited this characteristic and those of today likewise do.

Although the so-called socialist and people's democracies during recent
years have considerably modified the socioeconomic structures and poli-
cies which they earlier established, they nevertheless continue to adhere
to the traditional orthodox Marxist concept of the role of education in
societal transformation. The Marxist world assumes that education,
like all other4social and political institutions, is a part of the "relations
of production," the superstructure reflecting the underlying economic
base. As such, education becomes primarily an instrument in service
to the dominant or ruling class.

The pseudo-scientific theory of historical materialism (with its empha-
sis on economic determinism), views education as an important element
in the class strugglea struggle which that theqry contends is bound
to end in ultimate victory for the working class. Theoretically, workers
(practically, upper echelons of the Communist Party) acquire power and
gradually obtain a monopoly over it. At that point, then, education
comes into its heritage as an instrument for building a superior, classless
society and for creating the new mantotally socialist and ultra-
competent.

To achieve these complex but interrelated tasks requires, among
other things, that the content and orientation of education be radically
revised, especially in the ideological and political realm. This idea is
to be viewed in its dynamic rather than in its static connotation, for
revision must be continuous in order to reflect the regime's changing
interests and emphasis.

Preservation of the regime, expansion of its influence, and effective
exercise of its power depend to a large extent on how successfully it
mobilizes the masses. In this context the political-ideological campaign
assumes paramount importance in a Comunist society. Although the
Communist bluepriDt for remolding society places great emphasis on
re-educating all segments of the people, it considers that indoctrinating
the school population is vital for the success of Communism.

Conscious of the role that education must play in societal transfor
oration, the Hungarian Communists, after openly assuming power in
1948, proceeded to reorganize the schools radically along socialist lines.
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The process gathered momentum when the Hungarian schools were
nationalized and Soviet schools were adopted as a model.

The primary objective of the Hungarian Soviet-type school is to
produce professionally competent and politically reliable individuals.
Article 1 of the fundamental education act of 1961 1 reflects this same
concept, namely, that the primary goal of the educational system of
the Hungarian People's Republic to provide

.. . general and professional knowledge . . . to satisfy the requirements of the
economy for skilled labor . . . and to develop and strengthen in the students a
Marxist-Leninist conception of life . . . and raise conscious, educated, patri-
otic, upright and law-abiding citizens who are faithful to the people, who

cooperate in the building of socialism with useful work, who build and protect
the people's State . . .

Education's primary function is therefore interconnected with the
"building of socialism" and the protection of the "people's State."
The content, techniques, and methods of education must be subordi-
nated to the requirements of the ultimate goalCommunism, which

also presupposes a constant and relentless struggle against bourgeois
influences.2

The tasks of Communist education were spelled out in greater detail
in the guidelines of the Central Committee of the Communist Youth

League 3 of April 1963.4 According to these guidelines, the primary
function of education in the Communist upbringing of Hungarian
youths is to propagate Marxist-Leninist ideas and continuously upgrade
their political-ideological level. Hungarian youths must be made to
believe that Marxist ideas are valid and that Communism will inevitably
and ultimately triumph. They must be made acquainted with Party

views and policies and with the political-ideological problems associated

with building socialismproblems which the Party solves with the

"creative application" of the principles of Marxism-Leninism. The new
generation must be further educated to love and trust the Party and

live in the spirit of socialist patriotisr.q and proletarian internationalism,
that is, in accordance with the requirements of Communist morality.

Political-ideological education in the Hungarian People's Republic,
as in all other socialist and people's democracies, is a complex and
multilateral process. It involves permeating intensively, though not
always effectively, all subjectsin all grades and at all educational

levelswith Marxist-Leninist views. The process also involves systemati-

cally indoctrinating students with these views even during organized
extracurricular activities. These activities are planned and implemented

1"196I. 6vi III. torv&ly a Mat tar NtSpkortdrsasdg olitatdsi rendszerer6I" (Law No. III of 1971 Concerning

the Educational System of the Hilitgarian People's Republic). Magyar Koeiny (Hungarian Gazette), Budapest,

No. 74, October 17, 1961. p. 566.
2Sindor Nagy and Lajos Horvith, eds. Neve! iselmilet (Theory of Education). Budapest: Tankonyvkiadd,

1965. p. 130-31.
3 For details on the structure and functions of the Communist Youth League, see p. 182-89.

4 KiSZ Kazponti Bizottstiganak ironydvei a magyar iffilsog kommunista nevdesenek nihony kirdiser51 (Guidelines of

the Central Committee of the CommunistYouth League Concerning Some Questions of Communist Education

of Hungarian Youth). Budapest, April 18, 1963, as described in the following article: Vera MAWBalizs. "Az

osztAlyfonok feladatai osztilya KISZ-alapszervezetenek munkijdban" (The Tasks of the Home-Room for

Class-Master] Teacher in His Class' Work in the Basic Organization of the Communist Youth League). In:

Az iskolai kaziissigi ?Inuits (Communal Education in the School). Edited by Jenti Bdrsony. Budapest: Tankonyvki-

add, 1964. p. 120-60. See especially p. 121-23.
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under the auspices of the Pioneer movement, the Communist Youth
League, the so-called "collegiums," and the sport organizations.

The Pioneer Movement

Evolution

Hungarian Communist historiography traces the evolution of the
Pioneer movement (2 itteireimozgalom) to spring 1945, when representa-
tives of the Social Democratic Party and the Communist Party decided
to organize a mass youth movement within the National Association
of the Friends of Children (Gyermekbardtok Orszdgos Egyesfilete).5 The
association's bylaws were revised in 1946, when members of the youth
movement came to be identified as "pioneers" (ittoro), using the word
"Forward" (E15re) as their official greeting.

The increasingly political coloration of the movement placed it in
conflict with the older youth organizations, notably the Association of
Hungarian Boy Scouts (Magyar Cserkeszfitik Szovetsege), the Didkkaptdr
(Student Hive), and the Red Cross and sport groups, as well as the
newer, principally Catholic youth organizations, like the Szivgarda
(Heart Guard) and the Mdria-kongregdcio (Maria Congregation).

In addition to the Catholic-sponsored youth organizations, a variety
of Party-affiliated youth groups were established. Most of them cooper-
ated with each other under the auspices of the Hungarian Democratic
Youth Association (Magyar Demokratikus Ifjusdgi SzOvetsegMADISZ).
The latter, increasingly under "progressive" leadership, took a more
"positive" attitude coward the political orientation of the Pioneer
movement.

Reflecting the political changes then taking place in the country, the
Minister of Culture permitted the Pioneer movement to be organized
in the school system beginning with the 1947-48 school year.6 The
attempt to keep the organization non-political failed by the following
year, when, with the Communists' open assumption of power, the Pioneer
movement was separated from the National Association of the Friends
of Children and integrated into the new, Communist-controlled Popular
Association of Hungarian Youth (Magyar Ifjusdg Nepi Szovetsege).
Concurrently, the older and the newer children's organizations, by
now under new leadership, were consolidated into the Pioneer move-
ment.

The tasks of the expanded movement were redefined at its first
national conference in May 1948 as follows:

1. Pioneer groups must be organized in every elementary school.
2. The Pioneer adult and youth leaders must acquire adequate organizational

and 'educational training in leader-training schools to be organized in large
cities and modeled after the National Leader-Training School (Orszdgos
Vezetokepa Iskola).

5 Mrs. Gy6rgy Szirmai. "A magyar Littor6szervezet" (T1.,,t Hungarian Pioneer Organization). /n: Nivel es-
ilgyfink hasz eve, 1945-1964 (Twenty Years of Our Educatimal System, 1945 - 1964). Budapest: Tankonyvkiada,
1965. p. 181. (Referred to hereafter as Mrs. Gyorgy Szirrnai.)

5 By the 1347-48 school year, the Pioneer movement had about 50,000 members; by May 1948, 100,000; and
by July 1949, 600,000. Mrs. Gyorgy Szirmai, op. cit. p. 191, 197, and 200.
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3. Every elementary school must provide a well-equipped Pioneer home.

4. Pioneer work must become multilateral through establishing ethnic, scientific,
sport, and technical circles.

5. Every Pioneer group must develop its own self-governing body.

6. Special attention must be devoted to summer activities.'

The ultimate scope of the Pioneer movementCommunist education
of youthbecame crystallized in June 1950, when (after dissolution of
the Popular Association of Hungarian Youth) the Association of
Working Youth (Dolgozd If jliscig SzovetsegeDISZ) was established on
the Soviet Komsoniol model. An arm of the Communist Party, DISZ
was made responsible for education and leadership in the Pioneer
movement: its job was to train Pioneers to "love the Soviet Union . . .

and live and work according to the teachings of the Party." 8
These objectives (or illusions) were shattered during the October-

November 1956 Revolution. Soviet-tank crushing of the uprising on
November 4 signaled not only the end of the aspirations of the "freedom
fighters" but also the end of the DISZ. During October-November, the
Association of Sentry Guards (Orszemcsapatok SzOvetsege) replaced the
Pioneer movement and the DISZ. But this association was short-lived:
when the new Soviet-supported Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peas-
ant Government (Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny) consoli-
dated its powers, it dissolved the association on February 18, 1957 and
concurrently established the Association of Hungarian Pioneers (Magyar
UttorOk SzOvetsege).

Structure and Functions
Identified as a voluntary mass organization for children ages 8 to 14,

the Association of Hungarian Pioneers operates under the auspices of
the Communist Youth League (Kommunista Ifjuscigi SzoretsegKISZ),
which succeeded DISZ in March 1957.

The organization has three types of members:

1. "Little Drummer" (Kisdobos) for children ages 8 to 10.

2. "Probationary Pioneer" for children applying for admission to a Pioneer
group.

3. "Pioneer" for children ages 11 to 14 who have served as Probationary Pio-
neers for at least 6 months.°

An applicant is admitted after passing certain age-differentiated tests.
For a leadership assignment to any of the Pioneer levels, an applicant
must pass special tests.

The Pioneer structure follows the pyramidal form charateristic of
Communist mass organizations.

Guided by the central association in ac 'ordance with general guide-

7Ibid. p. 198.
8 Ibid. p. 205.
9 For details see Fercnc Szabo. "A kisdobos 6 tittor5 probarendszer" (The System of Tests for the Little

Drummers and Pioneers). Kkneveles (Public Education), Budapest, XXIV:17:653-54. September 6, 1968.
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lines of the Communist Youth League," the Pioneers of a given elemen-

tary school constitute the "Pioneer group" (tittorocsapat). The groups are
divided into "troops" (rajok), which in turn are subdivided into "pa-
trols" (orsok), the smallest units. Each patrol consists of from 6 to 12
Pioneers, and each troop includes from 2 to 4 patrols. The Little Drum-

mers are first assigned to "novice troops" (tijoncorsok); Probationary
Pioneers to "novice patrols" (tijoncrajok).11

The most important Pioneer entity in the school is the "Pioneer

group leadership" (csapatvezetoseg), composed of the "group leader"
(csepatvezeto), his deputy, the troop leaders, and the group secretary,
treasurer, and equipment custodian. The group leader is appointed
jointly by the school principal and the particular KISZ organization that
exercises direct control over the Pioneer group in that school. The
leader is expected to work closely with the principal in implementing the
organization's goals, especially those for extracurricular activities. Such

activities normally revolve around physical education and sport circles

(sportkorok), academic or technical-subject circles (szakkorOk), and youth

Red Cross groups." The group leader, like other group leadership mem-

bers, is responsible to the Party organization for all his activities in the

school."
Pioneers are expected to wear their uniforms of white shirt and red

scarf especially while in school.
Since the Pioneer organization is the only macs organization which

elementary school pupils may belong to, its membership has increased
steadily. By 1956, it reached 900,000. During and immediately after the
October-November Revolution, however, it fell, drastically, if it did not
disintegrate. When the movement was reorganized in 1957, its member-
ship again rose, gradually reaching 600,000 by 1964.14

During the late 1960's, the overwhelming majority of elementary
school pupils are Pioneers. In the upper grades, especially those of urban
schools, the Pioneer ratio is much higher than it is in the lower grades.

That higher ratio may be attributed to pragmatism rather than to en-
thusiasm, since admission to a secondary school (even to a good voca-
tional school) depends on (among other things) proof of Pioneer mem-

bership.

The Communist Youth League
Evolution

Modeled after the Soviet Komsomol movement, the Communist Youth
LeagueKISZis the successor of the Association of Working Youth-

12 The general guidelines were adopted on May 25, 1961. See A KIR Kiizponti Bizottstigdnak irdnyelvei a

Magyar. Mara Siavetsege munkdfdra is a KIR'fdadataira (Cuidelines of the Central Committee of KISZ Con-

cerning the Wok of the Association of Hungarian Pioneers and KISZ's Tasks). Budapest: KISZ, 1962.

" Ferenc Abent. "A Magyar N6pkortdrsasdg kozoktatdstigye" (The Educational System of the Hungarian

People's Republic). In: A kiizoktatdsilgyEurspa Szocidlista orszdgaiban (Public Education in the Socialist Countries

of Europe). Budapest: Tankonyvkiado, 1965. p. 291.
12 For further details on the specific functions of the pioneer organizations, see Mrs. Gyfirgy Szirmai, op. cit.

p. 225-32, and "Az tittor6szervezet nevel6munkdja az iltaldnos iskoliban es a pedagdgusok feladatai a KISZ .

VI. Kongresszusa utdn" (The Educational Work of the Pioneer Organization in the General School and the

Tasks of Teachers Following the Sixth KISZ Congress). KOzneveles, Budapest. XXI :20:764-67.October 22, 1965.

12 Rendtartds az dltaldnos iskoldk es a gimndziumok szdnidra (Regulations for the General Schools and Gym-

nasiums). Budapest: Tankonyvkiad6, 1964. p. 19-21.
14 Ferenc Abent. "A Magyar N6pkOztdrsasdg kOzoktatisfigye," op. cit. p. 290.
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DISZwhich disintegrated during the October-November 1956 Revo-
lution.

DISZ itself came into being in June 1950, when the Communists solidi-
fying their power, decided to dissolve all youth organizations and con-
solidate their members into one new association directly subordinated to
the Party. This put an end to the many youth organizations and second-
ary school and university student associations that sprang up in the
immediate post-World War II period.

The associations thusextinguished included the following:
1. Hungarian Democratic Youth Organization (MADISZ) "of the Socialist

Youth Movement (Szocidlista I f jzisdgi Mozgalorn SZIM) affiliated with
the Social Democratic Party.

2. Independent Youth Association (Ffiggetlen Ifjzisdgi SzOvetsigFISZ)of
the Independent Smallholders' Party (Fuggetlen Kisgazdapart).

3. National Association of Hungarian Students (Magyar Didkok Nemzeti
Szovetsege)of the secondary school group.

4. National Association of Hungarian University and College Students (Magyar
Egyetemistdk es F5iskolcisok Egyseges Sz5vetsegeMEFESZ).

As a result of consolidating the youth organizations and campaigning
relentlessly for new members, the DISZ grew tremendously, to a total of
620,000 by 1951. Of these, 170,000 were in Budapest.1° Following the
Party's March 1, 1952 decision to transfer all Party members under age
24 into DISZ, the membership further increased by an additional 110,000
to 120,000; Nevertheless, the Party considered the membership drive a
failure. According to Mihaly Farkas, then Minister of Defense (Honve-
delmi Miniszter), only 35 percent of the 1,812,00 DISZ-age youths (ages
14-24; later 14-26) were members. In the countryside only 1,038 of the
4,930 producer cooperatives had DISZ organizations.li

When the so-called "New Course" program was introduced in Soviet
bloc nations after Stalin's death in 1953, the DISZ membership began
to fall and student interest in Communist-sponsored political affairs
gradually declined. Commensurate with the decline in that interest,
came an interest in Western styles of art, clothing, and music. A partial
return to Stalinist techniques in the latter half of 1955 (characterized
by the policies of the re-emerged Moscow-oriented hardliners), however,
signaled the beginning of a tougher line toward youth in general and
university students in particular. Almost daily, the Party press began to
feature ever-sharper attacks against youth's "apolitical tendencies," "chau-
vinism," "clericalism," and "nationalism," and against their readiness to
denigrate socialism's achievements and to praise those of the West.

At first, the young people themselves and their teachers were blamed.
But after the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union denigrated Stalin, and Khrushchev attacked the so-called "per-

16 By August 1945, MADISZ had 138,500 members. Ldszld Dobos. "Nevel8munka kozepiskolis
szervezeteinkben" (Educational Work in Our Secondary School Youth Organizations). In: Navel esiigyiink hest
eve, 1945-1964, op. cit. p. 241.

16 Szabad Nip (Free People), Budapest, June 17, 1951.
" The Minister of Defense gave vent to his disappointment in a speech of Junc 28, 1952. For a more recent

evaluation of the political situation of the farm youth see Gyorgy Molnir. "A termelBszOvetkezeti ifjdsig
helyzet6r81 Es jdvoj6r81" (The Situation and Future of the Agricultural Cooperative Youth). Tdrsadalmi Szemle
(Social Review), Budapest. XXII:4:79-86. April 1967, p. 79.436,
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sonality cult" in February 1956, the blame was extended to the Party
and KISZ leaders.

The ensuing "liberalization" drive at home and the new "peaceful
coexistence" policy abroad gave impetus to "democratization" experi-
ments within the youth movement. An intellectually oriented group com-
p sed mostly of university students managed to bring to life the so-called
Petofi Circle (Peteli KOr) to serve as a DISZ discussion forum. Embrac-
ing an ever-larger number of artists and writers, and crystallizing the
requirements for building socialism in Hungary in accordance with con-
ditions there, the Pet6fi Circle played an important role in October
1956, when it became independent.

Youth Movements During the Revolution
The democratization drive in Hungary, like a concurrent one in

Poland, was spearheaded by students. It reached a climax on October 16,
1956, when at a meeting in Szeged the local university students declared
they were withdrawing from DISZ and were reestablishing MEFESZ.
Students at other universities and colleges followed. On October 23, stu-
dents organized a mass demonstration in support of the Poles, who were
demanding greater freedoms from the Russians, and issued their own 16-
point demands for the democratization of Hungarian socialism. Referred
to by the regime as a counterrevolution and sparked by the shots fired at
protesters on that October 23, the Revolution brought a virtual end to
the Communist youth organizations. In their place new organizations,
both independent and Party-affiliated, came into existence.

P e-emerging during the Revolution were the SZIM and FISZ, the
Association of Christian Youth (Kereszteny Ifylscig SzovetsegeKISZ), a
Catholic organization, and the Organization of Christian Youth (Keresz-
ten)) If nstigi EgyesiiletKIE), a Protestant youth group. Attempts were
made to unify the non-party youth organizations under the auspices of
the short-lived United Association of Hungarian Youth (Magyar Egyse-
ges Ififtsdgi SzOvetseg) and even to establish a special youth party, the
Hungarian Revolutionary Youth Party (Magyar Forradalmi
Pdrt).

The suppression of the Revolution that followed the Soviet Army's
intervention on November 4, 1956, brought an immediate end to all the
non-Communist youth movements with the exception of MEFESZ, which
continued to function until January 12, 1957, when its leadership was
arrested. Two months later, on March 17, the Central Committee of the
Communist Party decided to reestablish the unitary character of the
youth movement through organizing the Communist Youth League as
the successor of DISZ.

Organization and Structure
Operating directly under the guidance and control of the Communist

Party, the Communist Youth League has the same vertical structure as
its parent organization.18 Like the latter, it theoretically operates on

" See p. 6-8.
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highly democratic principles: all power emanating from the member-
ship and the executive KISZ organs elected by and responsible to the
assemblies composed of "freely" elected delegates. In reality, however,
power flows from the top down with ultimate decision-making power
concentrated in the Party Politburo or Central Committee.

Theoretically, the highest organ of power in the League is the KISZ
Congress (KISZ Kongresszus), entrusted with evaluating past policy,
formulating new programs, and electing the organ to act in its behalf
during the time between meetingsthe Central Committee (Kozponti
Bizottsdg). The lowest KISZ units are the so-called "basic organizations"
(alapszervezetek), each guided by a "general meeting" (taggyitles) and its
executive organ, the "leadership" (vezeitiseg).19

Functions

As the only legally recognized political mass organization for both
school and working youths, KISZ carries out, in its activities, the im-
portant function of implementing the Party's policies and directives.

Perhaps the most important function of KISZ is to help implement
general objectives that relate to Communist education of the new gen-
erations of youth.2° Details of the KISZ organizations' specific tasks in
schools and enterprises appear in the guidelines (irdnyelvek) periodically
issued by the central KISZ organizations.21

In October 1961 KISZ's Central Committee adopted guidelines for
carrying out its secondary school responsibilities. Those responsibilities
entaile specific tasks under each of the following categories:22

1. Solidifying socialist outlook and morality.

2. Strengthening, developing, and enriching KISZ organizations.

3. Strengthening the Party's leading role.

4. Studying diligently to build up socialism.

At the same time, the Central Committee adopted guidelines for
carrying out its vocational school responsibilities.23

Important as KISZ activities are in secondary and vocational schools,
they are perhaps overshadowed by its activities in higher education in-
stitutions. The Party daily press and the Party's ideological-political
organs are full of articles dealing with political education for the stu-
dent body. Most of these articles tend to emphasize that it would be

I2S5ndor Nagy and Lajos Horvdth, eds. Neveliselmilet, cp. cit. p. 355-57. KISZ's new organizational statutes
were adopted at the 7th KISZ Congress in June-July 1967. NipszabadsOg (People's Freedom), Budapest, July
2, 1967.

20 See p. 179-80.
21"A Magyar Forradalmi Munkds-Paraszt Kormdny 1016/1967. (VI.26.) szdmIl hatdrozata az ifjdsdg Icor&

ben vegzend5 munkdrol" (Resolution No. 1016/1967. (VI.26.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-
Peasant Government Concerning the Work To Be Carried Out Among the Youth). Magyar koziiiny, No. 42,
,June 26, 1967. p. 33942. A similar resolution was already adopted in 1957 (Resolution No. 1.087/1957 of
November 21, 1957). See Magyar Kozldny, No. 123, November 21, 1967. p. 848-49.

22 Magyar Ifitisog (Hungarian Youth), Budapest, January 6, 1962. See also "A KISZ neveltimunkdja a kozep-
iskoldkban es a pedagogusok fcladatai a KISZ VI. Kongresszusa utdn" (KISZ's Educational Work in the
Secondary Schools and the Responsibilities of Teachers After the Sixth KISZ Congress). ICkneveles, XXII:20:
768-70. October 22, 1965; Rendtarlos az olledonos iskolok is a gimnoziumok seomora, op. cit.

22 Magyar Ifj6sog, op. cit. See also "A kozep- es szakmunkdskepzS iskoldk Es KISZ-szervezeteik egyilttmd-
k8dese" (Collaboration Between the Secondary and Vocational Schools and Between Their KISZ Organiza-
tions). KOznevelis,XXIII:11:401-04. June 9, 1967.
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desirable to "improve" political education, either by intensifying the
teaching of Marxism-Leninism or by invigorating the role of KISZ.

The persistent weaknesses in political-ideological training at the
higher education level were revealed by the Minister of Culture in a de-
tailed report to the National Assembly on November 11, 1965. He ad-
mitted that here much remained to be done, for although many students
"learn" about Marxism-Leninism they do not necessarily "accept" it as
their world outlook; and he criticized students for continuing to harbor
bourgeois and petty bourgeois views.24

In some higher education institutions, these "asocial" views seemed
"to contaminate the atmosphere . . in a harmful manner" with some
students "turning against the socialist order . . . and even the State
order."25

The Government's campaign to improve the indoctrination process
at the higher education level is centered around KISZ. Besides raising
course and examination requirements in Marxism-Leninism,26 KISZ in
recent years has adopted certain organizational changes to improve the
quality of teaching for this subject.

Since the beginning of academic year 1960-61, KISZ has assumed re-
sponsibility for guiding the so-called "scientific student circles," original-
ly created in 1952 under a Ministry of Culture directive.27 Organized
around curriculum subjects, these circles operate in the appropriate
academic departments under the immediate supervision of a faculty
member recommended by KISZ. Overall supervision and direction is
entrusted to the Student Circle Council (Didkkori Tandcs) composed of
circle secretaries, institutional representatives, and KISZ delegates:One
of the KISZ delegates is the KISZ member in charge of academic affairs
for his organization. He is automatically head of, the Student Circle
Council.

This same council plays an important role in organizing periodic
Student Circle Conferences (Orszdgos Didkkori Konlerencia) anjil in
awarding the University and College Scholarships of the .People's Re-
public (Nepkortdrsasdgi Egyetemi es Foiskolai OsztOndij).28

To further strengthen KISZ's grip over university and college students,
a National University and College Council (Orszdgos Egyetemiles Fois-
holai Tandcs) was established on September 17, 1966, td serve as an "ad-
visory body." With 45 members composed of students and KISZ and
Government leaders, the council is designed to advise KISZ on questions
of youth policy.29

24 Pil Ilku. "Nepfink szakmai miiveltsegenek emeleseert" (For Raising thec,General and Profes-
sional Cultural Level of Our' People). KOznevelis, XXI:23:886. December 3, 1965.

25 Hajdo-Bihari Nap16 (Diary of Hadju-Bihar), [Debrecen] December 5, 1965. Here are a few samples of this
type of critical articles: IstvAn Sztanko. "A vilggnezeti politikai neveles helyzete fels6fokti technikumaingtan"
(The Status of Political-Ideological Education in Our Higher Technikums). Fels5oktat6si Szemle (Review of
Higher Education), Budapest. XV:1 :16-19. January 1966. Peter Vajo. "Merre tait az egyetemi ifjtisag?"
(Which Way Are the University Students Going?). nrsadalmi Szemle, Budapest. XXII:145-56. January 1967;
and L. Toth. (We Must Improve Ideological Education). Nipszabads4g, August 25, 1967.

28 The failure to suitably stress Marxism was revealed in the following article published by the organ of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences: (Enforcement of Stress on Marxist Ideology in Ph.D. Theses on Social Science
Subjects). Magyar Tudornany (Hungarian Science), Budapest, February 1966.

27 Aurel Hencz. A miluel5disi intizminyek is a nluel5disegazgdt6s fejlodise, 1945-1961 (The Evolution of Educa-
tional Institutions and Administration 1945-1961). Budapest: Kazgazdasdgi Konyvkiadd, 1962. p. 115.

2$ Itp. 115-16. See also Rudolf a jnai. "A tudomdnyos didkkorokr61" (Concerning the Scientific Student
Circles . Felsikat6si Szemle. XX:3:121-24, March 1953.

Nipszabads6g, September 18, 1966.
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The authority of KISZ in student affairs was further expanded in fall
1968. According to certain Ministry of Culture directives, the KISZ or-
ganizations were henceforth to be represented in academic committees
and councils.30 KISZ's apparent transformation into a fullfledged part-
ner in higher educational matters reflects the regime's continued endeav-
ors to strengthen the influence of this youth organization and thus
weaken that of the faculty in selecting and training the new elite class.

KISZ's new power over higher education faculty supplements its ear-
lier power over the teacher-training system as a whole. In March 1960,
the KISZ Central Committee acquired protectorate powers over the
training of elementary and secondary school teachers in order to assure
that "the future teachers are prepared for the tasks of the future not
only by their teaching, but also by their support of the youth move-
ment."31 One immediate result of these new powers has been that educa-
tion majors must fulfill part of their practice teaching by working in
either the KISZ or the Pioneer organizations.

Formulating policy and supervising the implementation of Party di-
rectives for higher education are the primary responsibility of the Uni-
versity and College Division of the Central Committee of KISZ (KISZ
KOzponti Bizottsdgdnak Egyetemi es Foiskolai Osztdlya).

The KISZ organizations are also engaged in mass campaigns to protect
or help develop the people's democratic system. One such campaign is
the action by the Young Guard (Ifizi Gdrda), a vigilante group dedicated
to eradicating "hooliganism" and combating "rotten Western bourgeois
spirit."32

Again, KISZ organizations are very much in the forefront of the move-
ment to have cooperatives, factories, individuals, or shops compete to
achieve and over-fulfill economic targets; to mobilize youth for par-
ticipation in "voluntary" projects; alid to organize summer work camps
through which hundreds of thousands of students offer their "free serv-
ices" for approximately 2 weeks to "the construction of socialism."

To stimulate youthful interest in communal work and Communist
education, the regime launched the "Youth For Socialism" (Ifj tit* a
Szocidlizmusert) movement. A participant in that movement receives a
medal if he successfully-

1. Contributes at least 20 hours of communal labor.
2. Participates in Party- or KISZ-organized political education courses.
3. Participates in cultural or sport activities (many of which are organized

by collegiums and sport associations).

In recent years the Government has devoted increasing attention to
the patriotic and paramilitary training of youth. Such training is ration-
alized by three major arguments:

1. The defense of socialism and the fatherland requires that youth be drawn
closely into that defense.

Ifja Kommunista (Young Communist), Budapest, September 1968.
Aura Hencz. A miivel5desi intezmenyek es a mirvelOdesigazgalds fejliklese, op. cit. p. 114.

32 Nepszabadsdg, June 30, 1961. Immediately after its founding, KISZ was especially active in combating the
"counterrevolution." Those who distinguished themselves in the campaign received the "KISZ Sdgydri Endre
Medal" (KISZ Sagodri Endre Emlekerem).
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2. Aggressions of war and tensions are working against the forces of socialism.
3. Since youths are drafted at age 18 (when they normally finish secondaryeducation), military service is the natural next step in education afterthat of the secondary level.

According to a study by the National Pedagogical Institute, to de-
velop socialist patriotism and proletarian internationalism, the educa-tion system must-

1. Nurture in students a love for the native land, the socialist homeland, and
the working people.

2. Lead students to appreciate the working people's material and cultural
achievements and to dedicate themselves to the further advancement and
protection of these achievements.

3. Foster use of the native tongue.
4. Help youths understand and appreciate the nation's cultural heritage and

its progressive and revolutionary traditions.
5. Develop in students a love and appreciation for the Soviet Union, the

socialist world order, and progressive mankind.
6. Nurture in students a feeling of faithfulness and solidarity with all who

fight to aid human progress and to establish conditions for a more justsociety.'

To complement this intensified indoctrination of youth in socialist
patriotism, the regime has adopted the Soviet pattern of national de-
fense instruction. Certain Ministry of Culture directives spelled out just
what that instrucion was to consist of.34 Introduced in school year 1968-
69, national defense instruction is compulsory for all students beginning
with the seventh grade of the elementary school.

The Ministry of Defense (Honvedelmi Miniszterium), the Hungarian
National Defense Association (Magyar Orszdgos Honvedelmi Szovetseg),
armed forces units, and KISZ units all cooperated in setting up the na-
tional defense courses. Conducted for about 20 hours a year, the theoreti-
cal training takes place during periods assigned to physical education
and home-room activities, Physical training takes places on school-free
work days. No examinations are given and performance in national de-
fense training is not graded.

Membership

The Communist Youth League admits to membership all young men
and women between the ages of 14 and 26 who accept the organization's
statutes and programs, symbolized by its motto: "Together with the
masses of youth, for the socialist Hungary!" (Egyutt az iflitscig tome-
geivel, a szocidlista Magyarorszcigert!).

To become a member of the Communist Youth League an applicant
must successfully fulfill three requirements which the League introduced
in 1959: 35

33 Orszdgos Pedagdgiai Int&et. "Ifjdsdgunk szocidlista hazafisdgra nevelese 6 a honv6delmi nevel6" (TheEducation of Youth in Socialist Patriotism and Instruction in National Defense). Kozneve les, XXII:21:801-12.November 4, 1966. See especially, p. 803.
"Nepszabadsag, August 8, 1968.
"'Ferenc Abent. "A Magyar JV'epkattkrsashg kozoktatasiigye," op. cit. p. 292; Ldszld Dobos. "Nevel6munkakuzepiskolds ifjdsdgi szervezeteinkben," op. cit. p. 263.



1. Become informed about the League's principles and goals and create op-
portunities for KISZ members to become acquainted with him.
(The Gyorgy Kilian TestKilicin Gyargy Proba)

2. Achieve greater knowledge and understanding of the League's history and
accomplishments, of the Soviet Komsomol, and of other progressive youth
movements.
(The Young Communist Test--Ifjzi Kommunista Proba)

3 Demonstrate skill in a specific field.
(The Professional TestSzakprOba)

In March 1957, when KISZ began, it had only 30,000 members (ap-
proximately 2 percent of the KISZ-age youth).3" Theoretically, 26 was
the upper age limit. Following are a few statistics (released during the
Seventh KISZ Congress of June 29July 1, 1967) concerning its steady
growth: 37

Members
Percent of

Year and KISZ-age Organizational
month Number population units
1960
(Dec.) _ _ ____ 525,424 29 14,423
1967
(June) 743,769 (1) (1)

Source did not give any figures.

The KISZ Congress further reported that of the 743,769 members of
June 1967:

1. A total of 300,000 joined KISZ in 1964.38

2. The percents in various age groups were as follows:
Below 18 years old 48.2 .

18-20 18.3
21-26 27.4
Above 26 6.1

3. 55 percent had part-time jobs.

4. Nearly 600,000 had already fulfilled the three requirements for joining the
"Youth for Socialism" movement."

One of the principal requirements for joining the "YQuth for Social-
ism" movement is active participation in communal, cultural, and sport
activities, many of which are organized under the auspices of collegiums.

The Collegiums

The collegiums (kollegiumok) basically hostels and dormitories for
secondary school and university and college students, are operated in
close cooperation with the educational institutions and in accordance
with the basic objectives and principles of the Communist Youth League.
They are self-governing institutions pursuing the same educational goals

38 Magyar Ifjfisag, June 29, 1957.
37 The 1960 figures in the tabulation are from Magyar lfjtistig, December 17, 1960.
38 High as this figure is, it is only one-third the approximately 900,000 members DISZ had immediately before

the October-November, 1956, Revolution.
39 East Europe, New York. XN 1:8:45. August 1967.
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as formal academic institutions, namely, education of the new socialist
man. Giving preference to students of working-class and peasant back-
ground, they serve primarily the needs of out-of-town students.

A

<1

Collegium at the Polytechnical University of Heavy Industry

Evolution

Official historiography traces collegiums to activities associated with
the "Gyorffy Istvan Kollegium" established in 1942, which included a
number of "progressive students" in its midst.4° After the 1945 liberation,
this collegium took the initiative in launching the Movement for Build-
ing People's Collegiums (Nepi Kollegiumokat Epito Mozgalom) dedi-

40 Ferenc Juh1sz. "Pedagdgiai torekv6sek a tkpi kolkgiumi mozgalomban" (Pedagogical Aspirations in the
People's Collegium Movement). In: Neve/ isiigyiink 114sz eve, op. cit. p. 319-64.
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cated to supporting and housing students of peasant and working-class
background. The movement succeeded in establishing a number of such
collegiums under the auspices of secondary and higher educational insti-
tutions. At that point the "Gyorffy Istv Kollegium" organized the Na-
tional Association of Peoples' Collegiums (Nepi Kollegiumok Orszdgos
SzovetsegeNEKOSZ), which strove during the pre-Communist era to
pursue a relatively moderate democratic program publicized in its organ,
"People's Collegiumist" (Nepi Kollegista).

After the Communists had openly assumed power in 1948, they se-
verely criticized the NEKOSZ leadership for failing to understand the
Association's place and role in the development of the people's democ-
racy. The Party Politburo decision of September 19, 1948, acknowledged
some of NEKOSZ's achievements,41 but declared the following as its
basic shortcomings:

1. NEKOSZ failed to recognize that the Party and the working class played
a determining role in establishing and strengthening it.

2. NEKOSZ's Communist leaders were too patient and too liberal toward the
peasant-worshipping ideology that was the antithesis of Marxism-Leninism.

3. NEKOSZ was isolated from Party-directed youth movements and students
associations.

4. NEKOSZ neglected the needs of vocational-professional training.

5. NEKOSZ gravely violated Communist morality."

These shortcomings, however, were subsequently overcome when new
"reliable" leaders were appointed and a new NEKOSZ organ was
launchedthe "People's Collegium Educator" (Nepi Kollegium,i Ne-
velo).

The management of student welfare programs and the direction of
educational tasks within the by now nationalized collegiums were en-
trusted to the National Office ofc.Collegiums and Student Welfare (Or-
szdgos DidkjOleti es Kollegiumi Hivatal).43 On January 15, 1950, this
national office was dissolved and its responsibilities transferred to the
"Collegium Center" (Kollegium,i KOzpont), a newly established division
of the Ministry of Culture."

Also during 1950, the higher education collegiums (basically student
hostels) were placed under the School-Supply Enterprise (Tan folyamel-
ldtd Vdllalat) of the Ministry of Internal Trade (Belkereskedelmi Mi-
niszterium). That ministry naturally was concerned more with supply
than with educational matters.45

In 1952, these collegiums were reassigned to the Ministry of Culture.
At first, they were identified primarily as social rather than educational;
in 1956, however, they were identified as university collegiums. In 1959
KISZ took the initiative in having them transformed into "socialist"
collegiums.46

41 By 1948, NEKOSZ had 160 collegiums with about 10,000 students. Ferenc juhdsz. "Pedagdgiai torekv6sek
a n6pi koll6giumi mozgalomban," op. cit. p. 344.

42 Ibid. p. 345.
43 The national office was established under Government Decision No. 9990/1948. (215) Korm. Ibid. p. 362.
44 Ibid.
45 Aur61 Hencz. A milvel5desi intizminyek es a miivel5desigazgatosfejliklise, op. cit. p. 106.
46 Ibid. p. 107-08.
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Organization and Structure

According to the 1959 KISZ guidelines, a collegium may be estab-
lished at a higher education institution by the joint approval of the
KISZ Central Committee and the Minister exercising jurisdiction over
the parti-:;11ar institution. The collegium operates under the immediate
supervision of the local educational section of the people's councils.

Emulating the one-man management principle employed in all social-
ist enterprises, each collegium is headed by a director or principal. In
discharging his duties, he relies on the support of the Collegium Ad-
visory Body (Kaliegiumi Tand-csad6 Testiilet), whose members are ap-
pointed with the concurrence of the loCal educational section of the
people's council and the KISZ committee. The membership includes the
director of the collegium (who is also head of the Advisory Body), the
collegium's KISZ leader, the educational institution's representative, the
student council's delegate, and the higher KISZ organization's represen-
tative.47

The main decision making body of a collegium is the general assembly
(kozgyulds), theortically organized as a democratic self-governing unit.
Each assembly elects its own student council (diciktancics) of 7 to 13 mem-
bersthe number depending on the collegium's size. These members
are formally appointed with the consent of the local KISZ organization.

In carrying out its responsibilities, the council works closely with
KISZ. The council's decisions cannot go against the school's resolutions,
the collegium's statutes, or the higher KISZ organizations' decisions."
The council's functions are carried out under the leadership of secre-
tary who is appointed from among its members, with KISZ consent.

,.Collegium members are divided into primary units such as brigades,
cooperatives, and study groups. The collegium determines the size and
character of the units.

During academic year 1966-67, 31,409 secondary school and 24,523
higher education students were living in collegiums (table 6)." No data
are available concerning the social or economic backgrounds of these
students.5°

Sport Organizations

Physical education and sports consti Le an integral part of the educa-
tional process calculated to bring about the new socialist man. According
to Karl Marx, Communist education of youth requires physical educa-
tion combined with practical labor and instruction "not only as a means
for increasing social production but as the only way of producing fully

47 Ibid.
48 Sandor Daroczy. "A kozdpiskolai kollegiumi nevelis helye, szerepe, sajdtos feladata koznevel6stink rendsze-

r6lIen" (The Place, Role, and Tasks of Secondary Collegium Education in Our System of Public Education).
In: -kkepiskolai kollegiumi nodes (Secondary School Collegium Education). Edited by Miklds Habuda.Budapest:
Tanklinyvkiadd, 1965. p. 35-36.

48 Sdndor Daroczy. "Kol16giumok a hdtrdnyos helyzetiik6rt" (Concerning the Disadvantageous Position of
the Collegiums). Kozneveles, XXII:10:381-82. May 20, 19336.

88 For further details on the collegiums see SAndor Szvetek. "A kolle'giumi nevel6s" (Collegitim Education).
In: Neveleselmilet, op. cit. p. 333-46. See also Julia Mdszdros. "A II. orszdgos ko1l6giumi konferencia" (The
Second National Collegium Conference). Kb' zneveles, XXII:10:379 :80. May 20, 1966.
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developed beings."51 The idea of mens sana in corpore sano is taken
very seriously in Hungary, as in all other people's democratic and social-
ist states. Policies for physical education and sports are formulated and
implemented under the auspices of a central governmental agency whose
scope and competence have varied as time has passed.

Evolution

The first major administrative decision concerning physical education
and sports during the post-World War II era was taken in 1946, when
ultimate responsibility was entrusted to the Ministry of Culture.52 The
technical aspects of sports continued to remain the prerogative of the
National Sport Committee (Nemzcti Sport Bizottsdg). Failure to develop
harmonious relations between the Ministry and the Committee led to an
administrative reorganization in 1948 establishing a National Sport Of-
fice (Orszdgos Sporthivatal).53

The Office absorbed the Ministry's responsibilities and the Commit-
tee's administrative functions. The members of the Committee's board of
directors were appointed to head the then newly established National
Council of Sports and Physical Education (OrszcigosrSport es Testne-
velesi Tandcs). The president of the Office also served as secretary gen-
eral of the Council, thus assuring the desired harmonious collaboration
between the two bodies.

The National Sport Office supervised the physical education of youth,
organized lower units to administer sport activities, controlled sport
organizations and associations, and developed foreign contacts in the
field of sports.

The central organizational system was again revised in 1951, when a
National Committee on Physical Education and Sports (Orszdgos Test-
nevelesi es Sport Biwttscig) was established under the immediate juris-
diction of the Council of Ministers. This agency operated until 1958,
when the Presidential Council of the People's Republic replaced it with
the Hungarian Council of Physical Education and Sport (Magyar Test-
nevelesi es Sport Tandcs) as the main policy-determining body and the
Hungarian Office of Physical Education and Sport (Magyar Testnevelesi
es Sport Hivatal) as its administrative organ.54

Physical education and sport, like the entire curriculum, were again
subjected to scrutiny after the fundamental education act of 1961 was
adopted.55

In November 1963 the educational system was revised and the central
governmental organs, entrusted with administering physical education
and sports, were reorganized. As a result of the reorganization, the Coun-
cil was replaced by the Hungarian Association of Physical Education and

51 Maurice J. Shore. Soviet Education. Its Psychology and Philosophy. New York: Philosophical Library, 1947. p. 52.
52 See footnote 37 of chapter III.
53 Aure Hencz. A nuivelffdesi intezmenyek ;s a mavel5desigazgaths fejl5dese, op. cit. p. 264.
"Decree No. 4 of 1958. Magyar Kiizliiny, No. 5, January 12, 1958, p. 34. See also Government Decree No. 4/

1958. (I.12.) implementing it. Ibid. p. 34-36.
55 See p. 27.
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Sports (Magyar TeStnevelesi es SportszOvetseg)50 whose competence and
scope were considerably expanded in 1968.57

Organization, Structure, and Functions

The organizational structure and the functions of the Association are
theoretically determined by the Association's Congress. Its specific plans
in physicM education and sports are determined and implemented with
the cooperation of the interested State and social organs.

In addition to its main functionthe central guidance, synchroniza-
tion, and supervision of all aspects of physical education and sports
the Association:

1. Exercises inspection rights over the Hungarian College of Physical Education
(Magyar Testnevelesi F5iskola)," the Scientific Research Institute of Physical
Education (Tctnevelesi Tudomdnyos Kutato Intezet), and enterprises con-
cerned with sports and tourism.

2. Exercises jurisdiction in all matters concerning the use and management of
sport establishments.

3. Is an advisor for the schools' compulsory physical education programs.

4. Decides where to distribute Stat e- allocated funds for sports and supervises
their expenditure.

5. Makes recommendations concerning the physical education portion of the
national economic plan.

6. Awards the two medals, "Outstanding Physical Education and Sport Worker"
(Testneveles es Sport Kival6 Dolgozoja) and "Meritorious Physical Educa-
tion and Sport Worker" (Testneveles es Sport Erdemes Dolgozoja) ; makes
recommendations for awarding other State medals.

7. Determines rates and prices in areas within its competence.

Within educational establishments, sport activities are organized ac-
cording to general directives and guidelines issued by the National Youth
Sport Committee (Orzdgos Ifitisdgi Sportbizottsdg), which operates with-
in the Communist Youth League. Cooperating with the Hungarian As-
sociation of Physical Education and*Sports, the Ministry of Culture and
the other ministries engaged in educational affairs, the Committee car-
ries out its responsibilities through a number of central units, including
the General School Sport Council (Altaldnos Iskolai Sport Mucks), the
Student Sport Center (Didk Sport KOzpont), the University and College
Sport Center (Egyetemi es Foiskolai Sport Keizpont), the Vocational In-
dustrial Sport Center (Iparitanul6 Sport KOzpont), and the Village Sport
Center (Falusi Sport Kozpont).59

The physical education and sports program, both inside and outside'
the schools, is determined on the basis of advice and recommendations

56 Decree No. 29 of 1963 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic. Magyar lazIany, No. 80, Novem-
ber 11, 1963. p. 622-23. See also Government Decree No. 29/1963. (XI.11.) implementing it. Ibid. p. 623.

59 "A NdpkOztarsasag Elnolti Tandcsanak 1968. 6vi 4. szamti torv6nyereju rendelete a testnevel6si 63 sport-
mozgalom tdrsadalmi irdnyitasdr61" (Decree No. 4 of 1968 of the Presidential Council of the People's Republic
Concerning the Social Management of the Physical Education and Sports Movement). Magyar KozIony, No.
16, February 25, 1968, p. 210-11. This was implemented by Government Decree No. 9/1968. (11.250. Ibid. p.
212-13.

58 See p. 124-25.
59 Aur61 Hencz. A mtivel5desi intezmenyek es a mavel5desigazgatas fejlMese, op. cit. p. 270.
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from the Scientific Council of Physical Education (Testnevelesi Tudo-
mdnyos Towles).

In carrying out its functions, the Council relies on research and recom-
mendations from the Scientific Research Institute of Physical Education.
This institute operates within the framework of the Hungarian College
of Physical Education and under the general direction of the Hungarian
Association of Physical Education and Sports.°

Undoubtedly, among the Hungarian Government's highest satisfac-
tions are those resulting from the great strides apparent in its physical
education program. These great strides are reflected for all to see in na-
tional and international competitions in fencing, soccer, and swimming,
for example. On their own merits, sports are tremendously popular
throughout all Hungary. Their popularity and their successes in com-
petition can be attributed, not only to the intentions of the Government
to build the new socialist man but also to the Hungarian people's tradi-
tional love for sports.

6° "A Magyar Forradalmi Munkas-Paraszt Kormany 1.004/1959. (1.25.) szamii hatArozata Testnevel6si
rtudomanyos Kutato Int6zet 16tesit6s6r51" (Resolution No. 1,004/1959. (1.25.) of the Hungarian Revolutionary
Wiirker-Peasant Government Concerning the Establishment of the Scientific Research Institute of Physical
Education). Magyar Kozliiny, No. 12, January 25, 1959. p. 64-65.
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Appendix A. Glossary

Hungarian

A

Agitdcios es Propaganda Osztdly
Agnirtudomdnyi egyetem
Alapszervezet
Alf5ld
Allam.- es jogtudomanyi Kar

Allami Egyhdziigyi Hivatal
Allatorvostudomdnyi egyetem
Altaldnos gimndzium

iskola

B

English

Agitation and propaganda section
Agronomic university
Basic organization
Great Hungarian Plain
School or Faculty of Political

Science and Law
State Office for Denominational Affiairs
University of veterinary medicine
General gymnasium
"General" school (i.e., elementary school)

Belkereskedelmi Miniszterium Ministry of Internal Trade
Bizottsdg Committee
Bacseszettudomeinyi Kar School or Faculty of Philosophy
Bolcsode Nursery
Budapesti Mfiszaki Egyetem Polytechnical University of Budapest

Pedag6gus Tondbbkipz5
Intizet Budapest Institute for Further Teacher

Training

C

Cimzetes egyetemi tandr
Csapatvezet5

D

Dekdn
Dekdnhelyettes
Didkkor
Didktandcs
Dolgoz6 Ifjusdg Szovetsige-DISZ
Dundntul

Tenured university professor
Group leader

Dean
Assistant or deputy dean
Student circle
Student council
Association of Working Youth
Transdanubia
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9

E

Egeszsigiigyi Miniszterium
Egyetem
Egyetemi SzeimitokOzpont

tandcs
Elnak
Elnaki Tandcs
Elnaksig
Els8 Titkdr
Epit6ipari es Kazlekedisi Miiszaki

Egyetem

Erettsigi

Eszak- Magyarorszdg

F

Fels8fokit technikum
Felsooktateisi Miniszterium

Tandcs
Tanulmeinyi Erdemrend

Felteteles felvetel; El5felvetel
Felviteli bizottsdg
niskola
Faldmiivelisfigyi Miniszterium
Faggetlen Ifjitsagi Szavetsig

Kisgazdapdrt

G

Gimndzium
Gondnok
Gyermekbareitok Orszdgos Egyesillete

Gyermeklelektani Intizet
Gyermekotthon
Gyogypedagogiai Tanarkipz8 &Sisk° la

Gyorsirdkat es Gepirakat Vizsgdz-
tatO Orszdgos Bizottsag

H

Hazafias Nepfront
Honvidelmi Miniszterium

I
Idegen Nyelvi Toveibbepz8 Kazpont

Ideiglenes Nemzeti Kormeiny
Id8szaki napkazi otthonos ovoda
Ifjet Gdrda

Kommunista Proba

Ministry of Health
University
University Computation Center
University council
Chairman
Presidential council
Board of directors
First Secretary

Polytechnical University of Construction
and Transportation

Baccalaureate (Matura; secondary school
certificate) examination or certificate

Northern Hungary or Northern Uplands

Higher technikum or technical school
Ministry of Higher Education
Council of Higher Education
Higher Education Studies medal
Conditional admission
Admissions committee
College
Ministry of Agriculture
Independent Youth Association
Independent Smallholders' party

Gymnasium or secondary school
Building superintendent
National Association of Friends

of Children
Institute of Child Psychology
Children's home
Teachers College for Teachers of

Handicapped Children

National Committee for Examining
Steno-Typists

Patriotic People's Front
Ministry of Defense

Center for Further Foreign
Language Training

Provisional National Government
Seasonal day home kindergarten
Young Guard
Young Communist test
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Ifhisdg a Szocializmusert
Igazgato
Igazgatdhelyettes

Ipari technikum

Iparitanuld intezet
Ipariigyi Miniszterium
Irdnyelv
Iskolatandcs
Iskolai korzet
Ismet16 iskola

J
Jdrds
Jdrdsi tandcs
javitdvizsga

Kar
Kari tandcs
Kereskedelem- es Kozlekedesiigyi

Miniszterium
Kereskedelmi Szakoktatdsi Tandcs

Keresked8kepze iskola
Kereszteny Intisdg Szovetsege

Ifjtistigi Egyesiilet
Kisdobos
Kisgazdapart
Kitiino tanuld
Kivdld ovon8

tandr
tanitd

Kollegium
Kollegiumi Tandcsad6 Testiilet
Kommunista Ifjtisdgi Szovetseg-KISZ
Kommunistak Magyarorsztigi Partja
Kozgazdasdgi technikum
K5zoktatdsiigyi Miniszterium
Kozponti Bizottscig
Kozponti Pedagogus Tovdbbkepzo

Intezet
Statisztikai Hivatal

Kozsegi tandcs
Kiiionbozeti vizsga
Kulturdlis Kapcsolatok Intezete

L

Lednygimndzium

Leckekonyv
Legfels8bb Birosdg
Legfobb Ugyesz
Liceum

Youth for Socialism
Principal or director
Assistant principal or assistant

director
Industrial technikum or technical

school
School for [industrial] apprentices
Ministry of Industry
Guideline
School council
School district
Continuation or supplementary school

District
District people's council
Repeat examination

School or faculty
Faculty council

Ministry of Trade and Transportation
Council of Trade Vocational

Education
Training school for salespersons
Association of Christian Youth
Organization of Christian Youth
Little drummer
Smallholders' party
Outstanding student
Outstanding kindergarten teacher
Outstanding professor
Outstanding teacher
Collegium
Collegium Advisory Body
Communist Youth League
Communists Party of Hungary
Economic technikum or technical school
Ministry of Public Education
Central Committee
Central Institute for Further

Teacher Training
Central Statistical Office
Communal or village people's council
Differential examination
Institute for Cultural Relations

Girls' gymnasium or secondary
school

Course book
Supreme Court
Chief Public Prosecutor
Lyceum or secondary school
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M
Magyar Cserkeszfiek Szovetsege

Demokratikus Ifjesdgi
Szovetseg-MADISZ

Didkok Nemzeti Szovetsige

Dolgozok Pdrtja
Egyetemistdk es F6iskoldsok

Egysiges Szervezete

Egyseges Ifjesdgi Szovetsig
Forradalmi Ifjesdgi Part

Munkds-Paraszt
Kormdny

Ifjeseg Nepi Szovetsege

Kommunista Pert
Nemzeti Fiiggetlensegi Front ..
Nok Demokratikus SzOvetsege .

Association of Hungarian
Boy Scouts

Hungarian Democratic Youth
Association

National Association of Hungarian
Students

Hungarian Workers' Party

United Organization of Hungarian
University and College Students

United Association of Hungarian Youth
Hungarian Revolutionary Youth Party

Hungarian Revolutionary Worker -
Peasant Government

Popular Association of Hungarian
Youth

Hungarian Communist Party
. . Hungarian National Independence Front
. . Democratic Association of Hungarian

Women
Hungarian Pedagogical Association
Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party

Pedagdgiai Tersaseg
Szocidlista Munkdspert

Tencmilveszek SzOvetsege

Testnevelesi es Sportszavetseg .

Sport Tandcs .

Tudomenyos Akaddmia
UNESCO Bizottsdg

Hungarian Association of Dance
Artists

. Hungarian Association of Physical
Education and Sports

Hungarian Council of Physical Education
and Sports

Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Hungarian National Commission

for UNESCO
Association of Hungarian Pioneers
Hungary
Socialist Party of Hungary
Social Democratic Party of Hungary
Evening University of Marxism-

Leninism
County
County council of education
County people's council
Engineer-economist diploma
Institute for the Further Training

of Engineers

CIttor6k Szovetsege
Magyarorszdg
Magyarorszcigi Szocidlista Part

Szocidldemokrata Part
Marxismus-Leninizmus Esti Egyetern

Megye
Megyei oktattisi tandcs

tandcs
Mernok-kOzgazdesz oklevel
Mernoki Tovebbkepz6 Intezet

Meagazdasegi es Elelmezesiigyi
Miniszterium

szakmunkestanuld iskola
technikum
technikusi oklevel

Minisztertandcs
Mozgdsseriiltek Nevellikepa es

Nevel6intezete

Munkaerbtartalekok Hivatala
Munkak5asseg
Munkakozossegi rendszer
Munkaiigyi Minisztirium
Milszaki egyetem
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Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Agricultural and vocational school
Agricultural technikum or technical school
Agricultural technical diploma
Council of Ministers

Institute for Training Instructors of
Motor-Disorder Victims

Office of Manpower Reserves
Work collective
Collective work system
Ministry of Labor
Polytechnical university



es Termeszettudomdnyi
Egyesilletek Sz5vetsege

kozepiskola
tanuld

Milvelodesi otthon
Milvelodesugyi Miniszterium

osztdly
Milviszeti f5iskola

girindzium
Szakszervezetek Sz5vetsige

N
Napkozi otthon

otthonos Ovoda
Nehezipari Milszaki Egyetem
Nemzeti Sport Bizottsdg
Nepi Kollegiumok Orszdgos Szovetsege-

NEKOSZ
Kollegiumokat _Spitz; Mozgalom

Nepiskola
Nepjoleti Miniszterium
Nepkortdrsascig

Elnoki Tancicsa

Nepkortdrsasdgi Tanulmdnyi OsztOndij
Nepmiivelesi Intezet

Miniszterium
Neve loi kozosseg
Nydri naPkozi otthon

0
Ok level
Oktatdsiigyi Miniszterium
Ors
Orszdgos Didkjoleti es Kollegiumi

Hivatal
Didkkori Konferencia
Egyetemi is F5iskolai Tandcs

Gyermek- es Ifitiscigvedelmi
Tandcs

Gyogyszereszeti Intezet
Iparoktatdsi Tandcs

KOzepiskolai Tanulmdnyi Verseny

KOznevelesi Tandcs
KOzoktatdsi Tandcs
Magyar Szinmiiveszeti Akademia
Munkaerogazddlkoddsi Hivatal
Nevelestudomdnyi Intizet

Oktatdsi Tandcs
Pedagogiai Intezet

Association of Technical and
Scientific Societies

Technical secondary school
Technical student
Cultural home
Ministry of Cultural Affairs (rendered

throughout this publication as Ministry
of Culture

Section of education
Art college
Art secondary school
Association of Art Trade Unions

Day home
Day home kindergarten
University of Heavy Industry
National Sport Committee
National Association of

Collegiums
Movement for the Building of

People's Collegiums
Public elementary school
Ministry of Public Welfare
People'? Republic
Presider .ial Council of the People's

Republic
People's Republic Scholarship
Institute of Popular Culture
Ministry of Public Culture
Teachers' or educators' collective
Summer day home

Diploma
Ministry of Education
Patrol
National Office for Collegiums and

Student Welfare
National Student Circle Conference
National University and College

Council
National Council for the Protection

of Children and Youth
National Pharmaceutical Institute
National Council for Industrial

Education
National Secondary School Studies

Competition
National Council of Public Education
National Council of Public Instruction
National Academy of Dramatic Arts
National Innpower Office
National Scientific Institute

of Education
National Council of Education
National Pedagogical Institute
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I

Konyvtar
Politechnikai Kutato

Munkakozasseg

Rabbikepzo Intezet
Sporthivatal
Szakorvoskepesito Vizsgabizottscig

Szakmunkdskepzesi Jegyzek

Tervhivatal
---Testnevelesi es Sport Bizottscig

Vezetokepzo Iskola
Orszaggyilles

Orszemcsapatok Szovetsege
Osztaly
Osztalyozo vizsga
Oszteilyvezeto; Osztdlyfonok
Orvosdoktori oklevel
Orvosi egyetem
Orvostovabkipz5 Intezet

Ovoda
OvOnokipz5 intezet

Pdlyavdlasztdsi Tandcs
Partfoiskola
Pdrtkongresszus
Pedagogiai gimnazium

Tudomdnyos Intizet
Pedagdgus Nap

otthon
Szakszervezet

Penziigyminiszterium
Polgdri iskola
Politikai Bizottsdg

R
Raj
Real gimnazium

Realiskola
Rektor
Roman FilolOgiai Maze

S

National Pedagogical Library

National Work Collective for
Polytechnical Research

National Jewish Theological Seminary
National Sport Office
National Examination Committee for the

Qualification of Medical Specialists
National Register for Training

Skilled Workers
National Planning Office
National Committee for Physical

Education and Sport
National Leader-Training School
National Assembly
Association of sentry guards
Division, class, section
Grade examination
Class adviser or home-room teacher
Diploma of Doctor of Medicine
Medical university
Institute for the Further Training

of Physicians
Kindergarten
Kindergarten teacher-training institute

Career guidance council
Party college
Party congress
Pedagogical gymnasium
Scientific Pedagogical Institute
Teachers Day
Teachers home
Teachers Union
Ministry of Finance
Upper elementary school
Political Committee (Politburo)

Troop
Real gymnasium (scientific secondary

school)
Real school
Rector or president or chancellor
Romanian Philological Institute

Szak Specialty or department
Institute for Further Training

of Skilled Workers
Vocational secondary school certificate

or examination
szery Administrative organ

Szakember Tovabkepzo Intezet

Szakerettsegi

Szakigazgatdsi
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Szakiskola

Szakiskolai oklevel
Szakkor
Szakkozepiskola
Szakmai rninOsit5 vizsga
Szakmunkdsbizonyitvdny
Szakmunkdsvizsga
Szakorvos
Szaktechnikusi olclevel
Szigorlat
Szldv Filologiai Intizet
Szlovdk Filologiai Intezet
Szocidldemokrata Pdrt
Szocidlista Ifjitsdgi Mozgalom
Szi,i15i munkakozbsseg

T
Taggyilles
Tandcs
Tandcsakademia
Tandr
Tandrkepzesi bizottsdg
Tandrkepz5 tondo
Tandrseged
Tahitokepz5 f5iskola

intezet
Intezeti Tan Srok Orszdgos

Egyesillete
Tanonciskola
Tanszek
Tanszekvezet5
Tantery
Tdrsadalom- es Termeszettudomdnyi

Ismeretterjeszt5 Tdrsulat
Technikum
Technikumi Tandcs
Termeszettudomdnyi Kar
Testnevelesi f8iskola

Sportegyesillete

Titkdrstig
Toodbbkepz8 iskola
Tudomdnyegyetem
Tudomdnyok doktora

kandiddtusa
Tudomdnyos es Fels5oktatdsi Tandcs

es K5zoktatdsi Osztdly

Ismeretterjeszt5 Tdrsulat

Min5sit5 Bizottsdg

U

Vocational school; school for skilled
workers

Technical school diploma
Academic or technical (hobby) circle
Vocational secondary school
Trade-qualification examination
Skilled-worker certificate
Skilled-worker examination
Specialist physician
Skilled technician diploma
Rigorosum or semester-end examination
Slavic Philological Institute
Slovak Philological Institute
Social Democratic Party
Socialist Youth Movement
Parental work collective

General meeting
Council or People's Council
People's Council Academy
Professor
.Teacher-training committee
Teacher-training council
Professorial assistant
Teacher-training college
Teacher-training institute
National Association of Teachers in

Teacher-Training Institutes
School for apprentices
Department or specialty
Department chairman
Curriculum or school program
Association for the Propagation of the

Social and Natural Sciences
Technikum or technical school
Technikum Council
School or Faculty of Natural Science
College of physical education
Sport Association of the College

of Physical Education
Secretariat
Continuation school
University
Doctor of Science
Candidate-in-Science
Council of Science and Higher

Education
Scientific and Public Education

Section
Scientific Association for the

Propagation of Knowledge
Scientific Qualification Committee

CItt5r5 Pioneer
Ottor5csapat Pioneer group
OttOr8mozgalom Pioneer Movement
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V

Val leis- es Kozoktatdsilgyi Miniszterium Ministry of Religion and Public
Education

Vegrehajta bizottsag Executive committee
Videki tankeriilet Provincial of village school district
Vizsgabizottseig Examination committee

Ztirodolgozat Thesis or dissertation
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Appendix B. Hungarian Higher Education
Institutions of University or

College Caliber: 1%81

Years Rector
Institution, schools,

city, and street
of

study
Year

founded 2
or

director

I. UNIVERSITIES (Tudomanyegyetemek)

EaVos Lorand University (Eotvos Lorcind
Tudomanyegyetem), Budapest, 1-3 Egye-
tem Square 1635 Dr. Kir° ly Nagy

School of Natural Science (Termeszet-
tudomanyi Kar), 6-8 Mfizeum Bou-
levard 5 ,t

School of PhilosCpily (Bolcseszettu-
domanyi Kar),1 Pesti Barnabas Street_ 5

School of Political Science and Law (Al-
lam- es Jogtudomanyi Kar), 1-3 Egye-
tern Square 4

J6zsef Attila University (i I ozsef Attila Tu-
domanyegyetem), Szeged 1921 Dr. Zoltan Szab6

School of Natural Science, 1 Aradi Ver-
tantik Square

School of Philosophy, 2 Tancsics Mi-
haly Street 5

School of Political Science and Law, 54
Lenin Boulevard 4

Karl Marx University of Economics
(Marx Kat.° ly Kozgazdasagtudomdnyi E-
gyetem), Budapest, 8 Dimitrov Square 1948 Dr. Pal Pach

Zsigmond
School of General Economics (Alta-

lanos Ktizgazdasagi Kar) 4
School of Industry (Ipari Kar) 4
School of Trade 'Commerce] (Kereske-

delmi Kar) 4

Kossuth Lajos University (Kossuth Lajos
Tudomanyegyetem), Debrecen 1912 Dr. Andras Rapcsalc

School of Natural Science_ 5
School of Philosophy 5

See footnotes at end of table, p. 211.
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Years Rector
Institution, schools,

city, and street
of

study
Year

f ounded 2
or

director

University of Pecs ( Pecs/ Tudomanyegye-
tem), Pecs 1923 Andor Csizmadia

School of Political Science and Law, 1

1848 Square 4

II. MEDICAL UNIVERSITIES (Orvostudomdnyi Egyetemek)

Medical University of Budapest (Buda-
pesti Orvostudomanyi Egyetem), Budapest,
26 Irilloi Road 1769 Dr. 4Ozsef SOs

School of General Medicine (Altaldnos
Orvostudomanyi Kar) 6

School of Pharmacy (Gyogyszeresztudo-
manyi Kar) 41A

School of Stomatology (Porgorvostudo-
manyi Kar) 4M

Medical University of Debrecen (Debre-
ceni Orvostudomanyi Egyetem) Debrecen,
78 Nagyerdei Boulevard 1912 Dr. Pal juhasz

School of General Medicine 6

Medical University of Pecs (Pecsi Orvostu-
domanyi Egyetem), Pecs, 82 Rakoczi Road_ 1912 Dr. Szilard Donhoffer

School of General Medicine 6

Medical University of Szeged (Szegedi
Orvostudomanyi Egyetem), Szeged, 13 Du-
gonics Square 1872 Dr. Kfiroly Toth

School of General Medicine 6

School of Pharmacy 43"

School of Stomatology 4 ,

University of Veterinary Medicine (Altai-
orvostud,omanyi Egyetem), Budapest, 2

Landler Jen6 Street 5 1782 Dr. Andras B. Kovacs

III. POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES (Milszaki Egyetemek)

Polytechnical University of Budapest
(Budapesti Milszaki Egyetem), Budapest, 3

Mfiegyetem Rakpart 1782 Dr. Frigyes Csaki

School of Architectural Engineering
(Epiteszmernoki Kar) 5

See footnotes at end of table, p. 211.
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Institution, schools,
Years

of Year
Rector

or
city, and street study founded2 director

School of Chemical Engineering (V e-
gyeszmerniiki Kar) 5

School of Civil Engineering (Epitomer-
noki Kar) 5

School of Electrical Engineering (Vil-
lamosmernoki Kar) _ 5

School of Mechanical Engineering (Ge-
peszmernoki Kar) 5

School of Transportation Engineering
(Kozlekedesmernai Kar) 5

Polytechnical University of Heavy Indus-
try (Nehezipari Mitszaki Egyetem), Mis-
kolc 1949 Dr. Janos Zamb6

School of Mechanical Engineering 5
School of Metallurgical Engineering

(KohOmerniiki Kar) 5
School of Mining Engineering (Banya-

mernoki Kar) 5

University of Chemical Industry of Vesz-
prem (V eszpremi V egyipari Egyetem),
Veszprem 1949 Dr. Pal Kfildi

IV. AGRONOMIC UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES (Agrdr-Egyetemek es Faiskola)

Agronomic University (Agrartudomanyi
Egyetem), Godo 116-Budapest 1945 Dr. Albert Kiss

School of Agricultural Mechanical En-
gineering (Mezogazdascigi Gepeszmer-
noki Kar) _ 5

School of Argiculture (MezOgazdasagtu-
domanyi Kar) 5

College of Agronomy of Debrecen (De-
breceni Agrartuctonulnyi Faiskota), Debre-
cen, 104 Boszormenyi Ite Ad 5 1953 Dr. Ferenc Munkficsi

College of Agronomy of Keszthely (Keszt-
helyi Agrartudontanyi Foiskola), Keszt-
hely, 16 Deak Ferenc Street 5 1797 Geza Lang

College of Agronomy of Mosonmagyar6-
val. (Mosonmagyar6vari Agrartudorn4nyi
Foiskola), Mdsonmagyarovar, 2 Val. Street_ 5 1818 Dr. Gem Marton

See footnotes at end of table, p. 211.
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Years Rector
Institution, schools,

city, and street
of

study
Year

founded2
or

director

College of Horticulture and Viniculture
(Kerteszeti es SzOleszeti Foisko la), Buda-
pest, 44 Menesi Road 5 1853 Dr. Pal Kozma

University of Forestry and Lumber Indus-
try (Erdeszeti es Faipari Egyetem), Sopron,
4 Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Road 1758 Dr. Gabor Pankotai

School of Forest Engineering (Erdo-
mernoki Kar) 5

School of Lumber Industrial Engineer-
ing (Faipari Mernoki Kar) 5

V. TEACHER-TRAINING COLLEGES (Tartarkepi6 Foiskolak)

Teachers College for Teachers of Handi-
capped Children (GyogypedagOgiai Ta-
narkepa Foiskola), Budapest, 2 Beth len
Square 4 1924 Tibor Lovasz

Teacher-Training College of Eger (Egri
Tamirkepz6 FOiskola), Eger, 2 Szabadsag
Square 4 1949 Laszlo Sztics

Teacher-Training College of Nyiregyhaza
(Nyiregyhazi Tanarkepz6 Foisko la), Nyi-
regyhaza, 16 Vasvari Pal Street 4 1962 .155zsef Kovacs

Teacher-Training College of Pecs (Pecsi
Tanarkepz6 FOiskola), Pecs, 6 Ifjusfig Road_ 4 Berta lan Mark

Teacher-Training College of Szeged (Sze-
gedi Tanarkepz6 FOiskola), Szeged, 6 Apri-
lis 4 Road 4 1873 Dr. Janos Szendrey

See footnotes at end of table, p. 211.
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Years Rector
Institution, schools,

city, and street
of

study
Year

founded 2
or

director

VI. COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Testnevelesi FOiskola)

College of Physical Education (Testneve-
lesi Foiskola), Budapest, 44 Alkotas Street_ 4 1925 Endre Kerersi

VII. COLLEGES OF ART AND MUSIC (Miiveszeti es Zenentfiveszeti FOiskola)

College of Dramatic and Cinematographic
Art (Szinhaz- is Fillnmiveszeti Foiskola),
Budapest, 2/c Vas Street 4 1865 Kalman Nadasdy

College of Fine Arts (KipzOntliveszeti Fo-
iskola), Budapest, 71116pkortarsagg Road_ 34(3) 1871 Endre Domanovszky

College of Industrial Arts (Iparmfiveszeti
FOiskola), Budapest, 11-25 Zugligeti Road.. 44 1880 Frigyes Pogany

Liszt Ferenc College of Music (Liszt Fe-
renc Zenemfiveszeti Foiskola), Budapest, 8
Liszt Ferenc Square 5(3) 1875 Ferenc Szab6

10f the higher education institutions listed in the 1968 edition of the Guide to Hungarian Institutions of
Higher Learning (see SOURCE OF DATA below), 48 are primarily postsecondary specialized schools
engaged in training technicians or lower-elementary and kindergarten teachers (see appendix C).

2 The year is the original date of founding, not the one in which the institution was reorganized to fit the
requirements of the post-World War II regime.

3 4 years for artists; 3 years for teachers.
46 years for performers; 3 years for teachers.

SOURCE OF DATA: T6jekortat6 a Magyar fels5oktatetai intezmenyekrol 1968 (Guide to the Hungarian
Institutions of Higher Learning 1968). Budapest: A Milvelddesilgyi Miniszterium Kiadvanya, 1968, 207
p.; International Handbook of Universities and Other Institutions of Higher Education 1965. Paris: The
International Association of Universities, 1965, p. 426-38; Hungary. List of Persons Holding Important
Positions in Party, State Administration, Public Life (Moor azokrol, akik a partban, dllamigazgatetsban,
Ma:cam lentos szerepet toltenek be). 10th ed. New York: Research Departments of Radio Free Europe,
May 1967. 91 p.
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Appendix C. Hungarian Education
Institutions Primarily Specializing in

Training Technicians or Lower-Elementary
and Kindergarten Teachers: 1968

Institution City and street
Years

of
study

I. HIGHER AGRICULTURAL TECHNIKUMS (FelsOfokti MezOgazdasagi Technikumok)1

Higher Agricultural Technikum ( Feisofokti
Mezogazditsagi Technikum)

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

See footnotes at end of table, p. 216.
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Budapest
80 Maglodi Road
GyOngyas
1 Nemecz J. Square
Hodmezovasarhely
17 Lenin Street
Kaposvar
Toponfir
Kecskemet
61 Bethlen Street
Keszthely
1 Felszabadulas Street
Kiskunhalas
43 Kossuth Lajos Street
Kormend
Rakoczi Road
Mezotfir
2 Tolbuchin Street
Nagykanizsa
47 Ady Endre Street
Nyiregyhaza
69 Rakoczi Road
Putnok
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Street
Szarvas
1-3 Szabadsfig Street
Zsarnbek

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3



Institution City and street
Years

of
study

II. HIGHER INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL TECHNIKUMS
(Ipari-Miiszaki FelsOfokil Technikumok)1

Higher Technikum for
Automobile Transports (F elsOfoku Gep-

jdrmilkOzlekedesi Technikum)

Chemical Industrial Mechanics ( F els&
foki Vegyipari Gepeszeti Techni-
kum)

Construction Industry (FelsOfoki
Epitoipari Technikum)

Construction Mechanics ( Felsofokd
EpitOgepeszeti Technikum)

Electrical Machines Industry ( Fels&
foki Villamosgepipari Technikum)_

Food Industry (FelsOfoki Elelmiszeri-
pari Technikum)

Light Industry ( Felsofoki KOnnyilipari
Technikum)

Machine Industry ( Felsofokit Gepipari
Technikum)

Machine Industry (Felsofokti Gepipari
Technikum)

Mechanics for the Construction and
Construction Materials Industry
(FelsOfokiEpit6 es EpitOanyagipari
Gepeszeti Technikum)

Metallurgical Industry ( Felsofokit
KohOipari Technikum)

Power Industry (Felsofoki Villamose-
nergia-ipari Technikum)

Railways (F elsofokd Vasitforgalmi
Technikum)

Surveying ( Felsofoki Foldmeresi
Technikum)

See footnotes at end of table, p. 215.

Budapest
Ujhegyi Road

Esztergom-Kenyermezo
Wesselenyi Street

Budapest
74 Thekoly Street

Debrecen
Landler Jeno Street

Budapest
19 Nagyszombat Street

Budapest
46 Izabella Street

Budapest
18-20 Marko Street

Budapest
8 Nepszinhaz Street

Kecskemet
10 Izsaki Street

Budapest
2-4 Szabo Ilonk Street

Dunafijvaros
1 Tancsics Street

Budapest
15 'Oleg Street

Szeged
14 Marx Square

Szekesfehervir
13 Pirosalma Street

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2Y
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Institution City and street
Years

of
study

Telecommunications (FelsOfokti
Taskozlesi Technikum)

Telecommunications and Instruments
Industry (FelsOfokti Hiradds- es
Milszeripari Technikum)

Water Management (Fels (fela Vizgaz-
ddlkoddsi Technikum)

Budapest
22 Gyali Road

Budapest
15-17 Tavaszmezo Street

Baja
14 Bajcsy-Zsilinszky

Street

3

3

3

III. HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS'
(Felsofokti Szakiskolak)

Higher Technical School of
Commerce and Restaurant Industry

(FelsOfokti Kereskedelmi es Vendeg-
lattipari Szakiskola)

Finance and Accounting (Fels6fokti
Penzilgyi es Szdmviteli Szakiskola _ _

Foreign Trade (Felsofokti Killkereske-
delmi Szakiskola)

Budapest
9-11 Alkotmany Street

Budapest
10 Buzogany Street

Budapest
1 Nephadsereg Street

3

3

3

IV. INSTITUTES FOR TRAINING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS
(Tanitekepz6 es 6v6nokepz6 Intezetek)

Teacher-Training Institute (Tanitokepzo
Intezet)

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do.

Do

Do

See footnote at end of table, p. 215.
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Baja
2 Szegedi Road
Budapest
40 Kiss Janosaltbgy Street
Debrecen
3 Liszt Ferenc Street
Esztergom
1-3 Makarenko Street
GyOr
42 Liszt Ferenc Street
Jaszbereny
45 Rakoczi Street
Kaposvar
10'Bajcsy- Zsilinszky

Street
Nyiregyhaza
39 Bethien Gabor Street

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3



Institution City and street
Years

of
study

Do

Do

Kindergarten Teacher-Training Institute
(Ovonilcipzi Intizet)

Do

Do

Sfirospatak
5 Eotvos Street
Szombathely
4 Szabadsfig Square

Kecskemet
6-14 Kaszap Street
Sopron
1-3 Ferenczi J. Street
Szarvas
4 Szabadsfig Square

3

3

2

2

2

V. INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING INSTRUCTORS OF MOTOR-DISORDER VICTIMS
(Mozgosseriatek Neve101cipz6 es Nevelointizete)

Institute for Training Instructors of Motor-
Disorder Victims (Mozgasseriatek

Neveiolcepzo es Nevelointezete) Budapest
67 Villyani Road

4

VI. MILITARY COLLEGES OF THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S ARMY
(A Magyar Niphaclsereg Katonai Niskolai)

(2) (2)
1 4

1 In 1969, five higher technikums and one higher technical school were converted as shown below:
March 4: The higher technikum for the Electrical Machine Industry and theone for the Telecommunica-

tions and Instruments Industry were consolidated into a single institution-3-year Kando Kalman
Technical College of Electrical Industry (Kand6 Kalman Villamosipari Maszaki Foiskola) (a).

July 19: The one for the Metallurgical Industry became the School of Foundry and Metallurgy
(Koh6- es Femipari Foiskolai Kar) operating within the framework of the Polytechnical University of
Heavy Industry (Nelazipari Mitszaki Egyetem) (b).

August 31: The one for the Machine Industry became the 3-year Banki Donat Technical Collegeof
Machine Industry (Banki Donat Gepipari Micszaki Foiskola) (c).

August 31: The one for the Machine Industry located at Kecskemet became the 3-year Technical College
of Machine Industry and Automation (Gepipari es Automatizalai M fiszaki Foiskola) (d).

August 81: The Higher Technical School of Commerce and Restaurant Industry became the 3-year
College of Commerce and Restaurant Industry (Kereskedelmi es Vendiglat6iparti Fiiiskota) (e).

Each conversion noted above resulted from a Decree of the Presidential Council of the People's Re-
public and /or a Resolution of the Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-Peasant Government and was pub-
lished in Magyar Koziony (Hungarian Gazette). The decree number and/or resolution number and the
issue number, date, and page number of Magyar KozWny for each conversion described above and labeled
(a) through (e) are as follows:

(a) Decree No. 6 of 1969, Resolution No. 10007/1969. (III. 4.), and issue No. 17, March 4, 1969,
p. 167-68.

(b) Resolution No. 1028 /1969. (VII. 19.), and issue No. 55, July 19,1969,p. 524.
(c) Decree No. 25 of 1969, Resolution No. 1033 /1969. (VIII. 31.), and issue No. 67, August 31, 1969,

p. 669, 676-77.
(d) Decree No. 24 of 1969, Resolution No. 1032/1969. (VIII. 3.), and issue No. 67, August 31, 1969,

p. 669, 676.
(e) Decree No. 26 of 1969, Resolution No. 1034 /1969. (VIII. 31.), and issue No. 67, August 31, 1967,

p. 677.
2 Hungarian official sources do not identify the military colleges. In 1968 the following three were in
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operation: The Kossuth Lajos Military College (Kossuth Lajos Katonai niskola), Budapest; The Zalka
Mate Military Technical College (Zalka Mate Katonai Maszaki Foiskola), Budapest; and the Kilian

Gyorgy Air Force Technical College (Kilian GyOrgy Repulo Miiszaki Foiskola), Szolnok. See p. 173-74.

SOURCE OF DATA: Tajekortata a magyar felsooktatcisi intezmenyekr51, 1968 (Guide to the Hungarian

Institutions of Higher Learning, 1968). Budapest: A MilvelOdestigyi Miniszterium Kiadvanya, 1968, 207

p.; International Handbook of Universities and Other Institutions of Higher Education 1965. Paris: The

International Association of Universities, 1965, p. 426-38; Hungary. List of Persons Holding Important
Positions in Party, State Administration, Public Life (Nevsor azokrol, akik a partban, allamigazgatcisban,
kozeletben fontos szeropet taltenek be). 10th ed. New York: Research Departments of Radio Free Europe,

May 1967, 91 p.
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1

Appendix D. Major Hungarian Research
Institutes: 1963

Institute
Year

founded Located in Directed by

Astronomical Observatory 1921 Budapest Academy of Sciences

Central Institute of

Food Industry and Research 1959 do Ministry of Food

Physics Research 1950 do Academy of Sciences
Central Laboratory of

Measuring Technics 1958 do Ministry of Metallurgy
and Machinery

Central Research Institute for
Building Materials 1953 _do Ministry of Building

Central Research Institute of
Chemistry 1952 _do Academy of Sciences
Radiation Biology 1957 _do Ministry of Health

The BRIT& Lorand State
Institute of Geophysics 1906 _do Academy of Sciences

Experimental Institute for
Agricultural Machinery 1949 _do Ministry of Agriculture

Experimental Institute of the
Hungarian Post Office 1891 _do Ministry of Transport

and Communications
Hungarian Research Institute

of Mineral and Natural Gas__ 1948 _ _ _ _do Ministry of Heavy
Industry

Hungarian State Institute of
Geology 1869 _do National Directorate

of Geology
Institute for Farm Economics__ 1953 _ _ _ _do Academy of Sciences
Institute of

Agricultural Organization 1953 _ _ _do Ministry of Agriculture
Animal Husbandry 1949 _do Do.
Architecture and

Construction 1948 _do Ministry of Building
Biochemistry 1950 _do Academy of Sciences
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Institute
Year

founded Located in Directed by

Biological Research 1950 do Do.

Child Psychology 1902 do Do.

Forestry Research 1949 do National Directorate of
Forestry

Genetics 1940 do Academy of Sciences

Government Lnd Legal
Sciences_ 1949 do Do.

Historical Sciences 1949 do Do.

Linguistics 1950 do Do.

Meteorology 1870 do Council of Ministers

Pedagogy 1954 do Ministry of Culture

Philosophy 1957 do Academy of Sciences

Soil Mechanics and
Agrochemistry 1950 do Do.

Theatrical Art 1953 do Ministry of Culture

National Institute for
Alimentation and Nutrition _ 1949 do Ministry of Health

National Institute of
Agrobotany 1954 T apioszele Ministry of Agriculture

Public Health 1927 Budapest Ministry of Health

X-Ray and Radiation
Physics 1956 do Do.

National Research Institute of
Health in Relation to Labor _ 1949 do Do.

Observatory of Solar Physics _ _ 1958 Debrecen Academy of Sciences

Research Institute for
the Instrument Industry _ _ 1950 Budapest Ministry of Metallurgy

and Machinery

the Iron Industry
the Leather, Footwear,

and Fur Industries

1949

1949

do

do

Do.

Ministry of Light
Industry

the Metal Industries 1948 do Ministry of Heavy
Industry

the Paper Industry 1949 do Ministry of Light
Industry

the Textile Industry 1949 do Do.

Research Institute of
Agriculture 1950 Martonvasar Academy of Sciences

Animal Health 1950 Budapest Do.

Botany 1952 Vficrat6t Do.

Economics 1954 Budapest Do.

Electrical Energetics 1949 do Ministry of Heavy
Industry

Experimental Medicine_ _ _ 1954 do Academy of Sciences

Explosion Technique in
Mining 1951 do Ministry of Heavy

Industry
Fur Animal Breeding 1952 Ministry of Agriculture

High Pressure Equipment._ 1951 Budapest Ministry of Heavy
Industry

the History of Literature_ _ 1956 do Academy of Sciences
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Institute
Year

founded Located in Directed by

Home Trade 1959 do Board of Trade
Horticulture 1950 Budateteny Ministry of Agriculture
Hydrological Economy_ _ 1952 Budapest National Directorate of

Hydrological Affairs
Inorganic Chemistry 1949 Veszprem Ministry of Heavy

Industry
Irrigation and Rice

Cultivation 1956 Szarvas Ministry of Agriculture
Labor Hygiene 1954 Budapest National Council of

Trade Unions
Mathematics 1950 do Academy of Sciences
Medicinal Botany 1917 do Ministry of Agriculture
Mining Industry 1949 do Ministry of Heavy

Industry
Motor Transport 1938 do Ministry of Transport

and Communications
Nuclear Physics 1954 Debrecen Academy of Sciences
Organic Chemistry 1949 Budapest Ministry of Heavy

Industry
Plant Improvement and

Cultivation 1955 Sopronhorpfics- Ministry of Agriculture
Fertad

Plant Protection 1949 Budapest Do.
Railway Transport 1951 do Ministry of Transport

and Communications
Synthetic Materials 1950 do Ministry of Heavy

Industry
Technical Physics 1958 do Academy of Sciences
Telecommunications 1953 do Ministry of Metallurgy

and Machinery
Thermotechnics 1949 do Ministry of Heavy

Industry
Timber and Wood 1949 do National Directorate

of Forestry
Transport and Roads 1956 do Ministry of Transport

and Communications
Scientific Institute of

Cinematography 1957 do Ministry of Culture
Western Hungary 1943 Pecs Academy of Sciences

Viticultural Research
Institute 1950 Budapest Ministry of Agriculture

SOURCE OF DATA: Hungary. Zoltan Hatitsz, ed. Budapest: Corvine Press, 1963. p. 258 -55.

For a more detailed listing and a description of the Hungarian research institutes operating within the
framework of (1) the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, (2) the universities, and (3) government agencies,
see Directory of Selected Research Institutes in Eastern Europe, prepared by Arthur D. Little, Inc. for the
National Science Foundation. New York: Columbia University Press, 1967. p. 152-234.
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